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Executive Summary

This report was prepared by the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commis-
sion (UTC) and the Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development
(CTED) under the provisions of ESSB 6560.  The report provides information about
Washington�s electric utility industry, identifies trends affecting the industry and
consumers, and identifies strategies for achieving policy objectives.  It does not
provide recommendations or reach conclusions as to the advisability of the changes
described or the strategies discussed.  The report is organized into nine sections:

1.  Washington�s Electricity Landscape

Washington�s electric power system is unique. The state relies heavily on hydro-
power and federally owned generation and transmission facilities.  The majority of
retail electricity service is provided by consumer-owned utilities, with only about one-
third of retail sales accounted for by investor-owned utilities regulated by the Wash-
ington Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC).  No utilities are granted
exclusive territorial franchises in Washington.  In contrast, most of the nation is
served by fossil-fired generation delivered over investor-owned transmission lines.
Retail service is dominated by investor-owned utilities regulated by the states.  Most
other states grant monopoly franchise service territories.

Average electricity rates in Washington are 4.19 cents/kWh, 40 percent below the
national average.  While rates vary across the state�s 60 or more utilities, even the
most expensive of Washington�s utilities fall below the national average.  Rates in
the residential and commercial sectors have increased over the last 9 years, but at
a pace substantially less than inflation. Some industrial customers, particularly those
choosing non-traditional services that involve market-based pricing, have seen rate
decreases over the last three years, while residential and commercial rates have
generally been flat.

Utilities surveyed for the report serve approximately 90% of Washington�s electricity
customers.  Among these customers, fewer than 1000 consume more than one
average megawatt of electricity per year or have an annual peak demand greater
than one megawatt.  Less than one percent of customers have time of use electric
meters.

Review of costs by category (generation, transmission, and distribution) suggests
that the major reason for Washington�s low electric rates is low-cost generation
supplies.  These relatively low-cost supplies are due to a variety of factors, including
the Federal Columbia River Power System, the prevalence of hydropower generally,
and the age and ownership characteristics of resources used to serve Washington
consumers.
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2.  Trends Affecting Electric Service Costs

Trends are described in six categories:   wholesale markets, retail markets, supply
adequacy and reliability, environment, technology, and fuel cost.

Federal policy changes, including the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and subsequent
FERC orders 888 and 889, are transforming wholesale power markets.  Active
short-term power markets have developed.  These markets may reduce costs by
increasing utilization of low-priced resources.  They also exhibit volatility and may
increase some environmental costs. Increasing wholesale competition may increase
pressures to distribute the benefits of low-cost federal power more broadly.

All 50 states have at least examined the prospect of restructuring their retail mar-
kets, and mandatory retail competition is underway in at least 13 states.  In Wash-
ington, utilities have experimented with pilot retail access programs and most offer
some form of market-based rates to large customers.  Many utilities are involved in
corporate realignments and new partnerships.  Uncertainty regarding future retail
market structure seems to have shortened planning horizons and led to reduced
investment in energy efficiency, renewable resources, and resource development
generally.  This uncertainty makes it unclear who can or should take actions to
reduce the growing likelihood of supply and capacity shortages.

Declining salmon populations, global climate change, and increasing competition in
electric power markets are trends that may affect the environmental cost of electric-
ity production.  At least in the case of declining salmon runs, more environmental
costs are being �internalized� in power rates, reflecting the cost of salmon recovery
measures.  Internalization of environmental costs does not necessarily increase or
decrease total costs, but it does increase prices.  These price impacts may be offset
by reduced environmental costs.

Improvements in the efficiency of electricity-generating and electricity-using tech-
nologies have reduced electric service costs.  Renewable technologies and �distrib-
uted� technologies such as fuel cells may reduce the cost and change the nature of
electric service in the future.  New communication and information technologies
may present significant opportunities to reduce electric service costs and expand
product and service diversity.

Coal and gas prices have generally declined since the early 1980s, though gas
prices have climbed since 1995.  The cost of these fuels in Washington is below
national averages.
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3.  Strategies to Minimize Electric Service Costs

Strategies to minimize electric service costs are grouped in the same categories as
trends affecting electric service costs:  wholesale market, retail market, supply
adequacy and reliability, environment, technology, and fuel cost. Stakeholder com-
ments on the first draft of this report revealed a tension between maintaining desir-
able characteristics of the existing system and a desire to respond to changes in the
market that may render existing policies and strategies ineffective.  Discussion of
strategies does not imply that any change is recommended or endorsed.

The wholesale market is not under state jurisdiction.  However, actions taken within
the state and region may help to minimize the cost of wholesale power.  Potential
strategies to minimize wholesale power costs include reinforcing the connection
between Washington consumers and the benefits of the Federal Columbia River
Power System (FCRPS) and promoting more effective wholesale competition
through more efficient operation of the high-voltage transmission grid.

ESSB 6560 did not call for a comparison of alternative retail market structures, and
the evidence concerning the effects of market structure on costs is inconclusive.
Some strategies may help minimize costs in the presence of competitive pressure
by:  1) reinforcing the connection between Washington customers and low-cost
resources; 2) mitigating incentives to either shift or increase total costs; and 3)
removing barriers to efficient market operation.

The likelihood of supply and capacity shortages in the Northwest in the winter is
growing.  These shortages may occur under adverse hydropower conditions, due to
power demands that exceed the region�s combined capability to generate and
import power.  The prospect of shortfalls is exacerbated by market uncertainty.
Utilities may be increasingly reluctant to develop and execute plans to meet future
loads reliably when those loads may be served by other power suppliers.  Other
resource developers may also face obstacles associated with uncertainty.

Potential strategies to reduce environmental costs of electric service are described
in three categories:  salmon recovery, global climate change, and aligning competi-
tive markets with environmental objectives.  �Internalizing� environmental costs in
energy prices may decrease or increase total costs, depending on whether the
value of the resulting environmental improvement exceeds the cost of the measures
undertaken.  Some strategies, including cost-effective energy efficiency, may re-
duce both economic costs and environmental costs of electric service.

New and developing energy technologies hold significant promise for reducing
electric service costs.  Private firms, the federal Department of Energy, universities,
national laboratories, and other research institutions are typically the leaders in
energy technology development.  However, the state can play a supporting role
through policy initiatives and technology development partnerships.  Periodic tech-
nology assessments may help to identify needs and opportunities.
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Fuel costs are generally outside of the state�s control.  However, strategies dis-
cussed elsewhere in the report may affect the state�s exposure to changes in fuel
costs.

4.  Electricity Rates and Equity:  the Potential for
Cost-shifting

Electricity rates in Washington are generally set by state or local regulators.  These
rates are based on an analysis of �cost of service� and regulators� assessments of
fairness.  For the limited purposes of this analysis, �cost shifts� are defined as
decisions by rate regulators to change the distribution of costs. Changing political,
regulatory, and market conditions can affect the way state and local regulators
make these judgments.

Much of the power generation that serves Washington customers is likely to cost
less than its market value.  If the value of these low-cost resources is not preserved
for Washington customers, power costs could rise significantly.  Such an increase
could put great pressure on state and local rate-setters to shift costs among cus-
tomers and customer classes.

Changes in transmission regulation and in the way Bonneville Power Administration
markets power may influence the probability of cost shifts in the wholesale market.
Small rural utilities and residential and small farm customers of investor-owned
utilities may be particularly exposed to these cost shifts. Strategies to discourage
cost shifts in this sector focus on efforts to influence the decisions of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission and BPA.

Cost shifts may also develop because of changes in retail electricity markets.  By
gaining access to market-based rates, some customers could leave behind power
costs that local or state regulators may shift to other customers. Analysis in this
report estimates the potential magnitude of such cost shifts under a range of market
price forecasts and other assumptions.  Under medium market forecasts, the esti-
mated statewide average potential for cost shifts to the residential and commercial
classes is estimated to be 1 to 2 percent of retail rates.  Estimates for individual
utilities range from 0 to 5 percent. The potential is greater under low market price
scenerios.

Cost shifts could also result from utility system �bypass� � construction of generation
or delivery facilities to serve large customers directly.  Across a range of market-
price forecasts, the statewide average potential for cost shifts due to bypass varies
from 0.6 percent to 1.2 percent on retail rates of remaining customers.  Estimates
for individual utilities range from 0 to 3.4 percent.

A substantial proportion of industrial and large commercial load is already being
served under �non-traditional� and market-priced tariffs. The average rate for this
service is substantially lower than traditional industrial tariffs. There is no evidence
that commercial and residential rates have increased as a result of these discounts.
We do not know whether or how the benefits of lower-priced power would be distrib-
uted among customers in the absence of these tariffs.
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A number of additional circumstances in the retail market could lead to cost shifts
including: insufficient metering accuracy for competitive retail loads, unequal collec-
tion of funds for system benefit programs, avoidance of state and local revenue
taxes, and technology change in �distributed generation� such as fuel cells,
microturbines, and some renewable resources.

A wide variety of both market structure and administrative strategies are available to
discourage or prevent the occurrence of cost shifts.  Perhaps the most important of
these is preservation of the value of low-cost generation resources for Washington
customers.  Additional structural strategies include clarification of service territory
obligations and boundaries, and establishment of competitive retail customer
classes, including clear terms and conditions for this service.  Administrative strate-
gies address rate setting by state or local utility regulators.  These strategies include
rate-freezes, rate caps, performance-based rates, clarification of stranded-cost
issues, and clarification of system benefit program charges.

5.  Utility Service Territory Agreements

Unlike most states, Washington does not issue state level �franchises� or �certifi-
cates� to provide electric service.  While they may need local permits to construct
facilities, most electric providers may serve any customer in the state, regardless of
their historic service territory.  Providers are allowed by state law to enter into volun-
tary, contractual �service territory agreements� that define service territories and
obligations.  These agreements must be approved by the WUTC.  Over time there
have been 28 such agreements; 17 remain in effect and a number that have for-
mally expired are still being observed.

State law has no provision requiring electric companies to deliver power for other
electric providers.  However, state law does discourage the construction of duplicate
facilities for energy service.  Currently, there appears to be little duplication of
facilities.  However, duplication of facilities may increase, particularly if more cus-
tomers seek energy supplies from providers other than their traditional distribution
utility.  State-level certificates could uniformly define the rights and responsibilities of
distribution utilities without restricting the ability of new consumer-owned utilities to
form.   Proponents of establishing state certificates for distribution territories argue
such a step could allow increased competition while maintaining the state policy
against duplication of facilities.  Opponents suggest that exclusive service territories
would insulate distribution utilities from competition and decrease pressure to
minimize distribution costs.

6.  Consumer Protection Policies and Procedures

The UTC establishes consumer protection rules for investor-owned utilities and local
governing boards establish consumer protection rules for consumer-owned utilities.
Policies tend to be uniform for investor-owned utilities.  There is more variation
among consumer-owned utilities, with smaller utilities tending to have more informal
means of establishing credit, collecting past due amounts, and handling customer
complaints.
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All covered utilities have complied with the disclosure requirements of ESSB 6560.
The UTC and CTED surveyed utilities on their policies in a number of general
categories including:  credit and deposit requirements; methods of informing cus-
tomers of rates and terms of service; metering, billing, and adjustment policies;
payment arrangements, such as due dates, late fees, budget plans, and financial
assistance; disconnection procedures; confidentiality of customer information;
complaint procedures; protections for contract customers; and customer survey
methods.

Increased competition may lead to increasing consumer complaints.  Additional
consumer protection may be needed if competition increases, along with consumer
education designed to alert consumers to their new rights and choices.  Some
issues that may arise include: protecting consumers from fraudulent providers;
ensuring adequate disclosure of product information so customers can compare
offerings; allocating stranded costs among customers and shareholders; clarifica-
tion of metering requirements; disconnection policies; protecting against market
power abuses; registration and licensing of service providers; and ensuring that
basic service remains affordable.

7.  Utility Service Quality

Service quality encompasses items such as customer access to the utility; respon-
siveness to customers; restoring power after outages; the time required to establish
new service or make repairs; and the process for handling customer complaints.

The UTC oversees service quality standards for investor-owned utilities while local
governing boards oversee standards for consumer-owned utilities.  Rules governing
service quality are not uniform or comprehensive.  In one case, as a condition of a
utility merger, the UTC has developed a detailed service quality index (SQI), estab-
lishing targets and monetary sanctions.

Existing and prospective competition may begin to put pressure on service quality
performance.  Experience in other industries indicates that customers with more
competitive choices tend to see improved service quality, while monopoly customers
see a decline.  A survey of state utilities shows that many do not routinely measure
service quality and that the elements that are measured vary from utility to utility.
Lack of common data makes it difficult to draw general conclusions.

If the Legislature decides that minimum service quality standards should be estab-
lished, it has at least two alternative strategies.  It could set general principles and
let state and local regulators establish specific standards consistent with the prin-
ciples.  This would allow local decision-making, and would likely lead to more varia-
tion in policies.  Alternatively, the Legislature could set uniform statewide standards.
This would ensure consistency throughout the state, but may not recognize unique
local conditions.  If retail competition is broadly implemented, the Legislature could
establish a service quality �floor,� but allow individual companies to provide a higher
level of service as a way to compete.
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8.  Electric Service Reliability

Major dimensions of system reliability include power interruption, power quality, and
generation supply adequacy.  Available survey and engineering data tentatively
show that Washington consumers are generally satisfied with the reliability of the
electric power system, and that system outage statistics are comparable to national
averages.

Most utilities measure power interruptions, though precise methods vary.  Equip-
ment failure, trees and branches, animals and accidents are the cause of most
power interruptions.  Storms are often the immediate cause of such interruptions.

Power quality refers to the voltage and frequency characteristics of delivered power.
While power quality has long been a concern for industries with sophisticated
production equipment, it is a growing concern for other business and residential
customers because of the proliferation of microprocessors, which are sensitive to
power fluctuations.

Reliability also depends on adequate power supply capacity.  In our hydroelectric
based system, supply varies substantially with precipitation and snowpack.  Trans-
mission capacity can affect the ability of utilities to meet peak loads reliably, particu-
larly in Western Washington.  With growing competition and uncertainty regarding
future market structure, utilities� ability to plan for and invest in adequate power
supplies may be impaired.  Increasingly, power supply may be provided by indepen-
dent producers that are not subject to state or local regulation.  The ability of these
independent entities to deliver power reliably under a range of weather and market
conditions is not known.

Competitive pressures and market uncertainty may also affect utility investment in
distribution systems, where storm response, system maintenance, system expan-
sion and vegetation management are keys to reliability.  Utilities may also face
pressure to help customers protect themselves from power quality fluctuations and
to ensure their systems are Y2K compliant.

Additional challenges to system reliability may be found in the transmission system,
which handles transfers of bulk power.  Historically, the system has been managed
by regional utilities that voluntarily comply with industry standards.  Increasing
competition in wholesale power markets makes voluntary compliance more difficult
to maintain.  Discussions are taking place at the national and regional levels to
develop new models designed to maintain transmission system reliability.

Strategies that address reliability in distribution, generation, and transmission are
discussed.  Distribution strategies are further categorized into those that involve
performance standards, program standards, and institutional and market issues.
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9.  Electric System Benefits

State and federal governments have adopted a variety of policies in support of
conservation, renewable resources, and low-income service (�system benefits�).
Policy goals underlying these purposes include: minimizing total costs of energy
service; ensuring affordable service; environmental quality; affordable housing;
efficiency in government and industry; diversification of energy supplies; minimizing
waste; and others.

Trends:  From 1979 to 1995, the region�s utilities acquired over 800 average mega-
watts of energy savings in cooperation with state and local governments and con-
sumers.  The Northwest Power Planning Council estimates that 1500 average
megawatts of cost-effective savings are available at an average cost of 1.7 cents
per kWh.  Capturing these savings would reduce the region�s electricity bill by an
estimated $1.7 billion.  Investment in energy efficiency in Washington has declined
from nearly $155 million in 1993 to an estimated $44 million in 1998 and is pro-
jected to continue to decline to $24 million in 2000.  Competitive pressure to mini-
mize prices, lower wholesale energy prices, uncertainty regarding future market
structure, and programmatic changes have contributed to this decline.

Non-hydro renewables represent less than 1% of utility sales in Washington. Declin-
ing wholesale power prices and market uncertainty have dampened renewable
resource development below what was planned in the early 1990s.  Utility-scale
wind projects came on line in Oregon and Wyoming in 1998.  However, a planned
project in southern Washington was cancelled.

Low-income energy services include home weatherization and various forms of
assistance in paying bills. While need appears to be increasing, funding for these
services has declined, due in large measure to reductions in federal and BPA
funding.  There are some indications that low-income bill assistance by utilities may
be increasing.

Electric system benefits have been accomplished with a mixture of public and
private investment.   Public investment in these functions has come primarily from
electric service revenues and been administered by utilities and BPA. Public invest-
ment may be necessary in order to remove market barriers to energy efficiency, or
to achieve other policy goals including environmental quality and universal service.
Most of the states that are restructuring retail markets have included provisions for
funding energy efficiency, renewable resources, low-income services, and/or re-
search and demonstration.

Strategies:  Opinions vary widely on how to pay for, administer, and achieve electric
system benefits.  However, there appears to be relatively broad support for ap-
proaches that: encourage rather than replace private investment in these functions;
maximize the ratio of achievement to investment; and distribute the costs and
benefits of these investments equitably.
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Sources of public investment include electric service revenues and tax revenues.
Electric service revenues may be collected through a �system benefits charge� � a
competitively neutral charge on delivery of electricity that applies to all consumers.
A variety of program approaches and administrative options for public investment in
energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income services are discussed,
with an emphasis on how these approaches can complement and encourage
private investment while minimizing costs.

Other strategies for accomplishing these purposes may require little or no direct
public investment.  These include: improved energy codes and standards; develop-
ing markets for �green� resources; a renewable portfolio standard; �internalizing�
environmental costs through environmental standards or fees; and flexible payment
arrangements for low-income customers.

Achievement of electricity system benefits over time may be improved by establish-
ment and tracking of performance objectives, and through periodic review of invest-
ment levels and program strategies.
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0.0 INTRODUCTION

This report provides information about Washington�s electric utility industry, state
and local regulation, and a number of issues that may require consideration in any
policy changes affecting essential electricity services. The 1998 Legislature com-
missioned the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC) and the
Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development Energy Division
(CTED) to study seven issues:

(a) Variations in retail electricity rates within the state and in comparison with
national averages, trends affecting the electricity service costs for all customers
in the state, and strategies available to minimize those costs in the future;
(b) Demographics of retail electric customers in the state to include the distribu-
tion of customers by size of load;
(c) The potential for cost-shifting among customer classes and among custom-
ers within the same class, and strategies available to minimize inappropriate
cost shifts;
(d) The consumer protection policies and procedures of electric utilities, includ-
ing areas of consistency and inconsistency among the utilities in those policies
and procedures;
(e) The status, number, and primary characteristics of service territory agree-
ments between electric utilities;
(f) The current level of service quality and reliability as measured by available
statistics, trends affecting quality of service and the integrity and reliability of
the distribution system, and ways to ensure high service quality and reliability in
the future; and
(g) Current levels of investment in conservation, non-hydro renewable re-
sources, and low-income energy assistance programs, trends affecting such
investment, and ways to fairly, efficiently, and effectively foster future achieve-
ment of the purposes of such investment.

A number of these areas directed the agencies to study strategies available to
accomplish identified objectives.   In these areas, we have described strategies,
policies or actions that might be considered or adopted.  In many cases, we have
described arguments for and against these strategies.  Based on our understanding
of the Legislature�s expectations, the agencies have not made specific recommen-
dations regarding any strategy.  Rather, we focused the study on presenting rel-
evant information and discussing a range of policy options.  In no case do these
discussions of policies and strategies represent recommendations or conclusions as
to the advisability or necessity of implementing such policies or strategies.

Discussions of policy options and strategies also do not imply that any particular
action is necessary. Some stakeholders feel that Washington currently enjoys a
relatively low-cost, reliable electric power system and that the best strategy may be
to minimize change. Others suggest that economic forces have already changed
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the electric power market, such that existing strategies for accomplishing policy
goals may no longer be effective or appropriate.  This tension between preserving
the desirable characteristics of the existing system and responding to market
changes that are already occurring was a recurring theme throughout the stake-
holder discussions on the development of this report.  Without implying that policy
change is necessary, the agencies have provided information documenting the
changes that are taking place, indicated how those changes may affect achieve-
ment of policy goals, and discussed alternative strategies for achieving policy goals
in light of those changes.  Again, describing changes and outlining alternative
responses does not imply endorsement of either.

Summary of Report Organization

This report is organized into nine major sections.

1. Washington�s Electricity Landscape.  Fundamental characteristics of retail
electric utility service in Washington, including:

v Retail electric utilities serving the state

v Utility load demographics

v Retail rates and how they vary across the state

v How rates and electricity costs compare with national averages.

v Costs associated with different components of service (generation,
transmission, and distribution)

2. Trends Affecting Electric Service Costs.  These include wholesale and retail
market development, the adequacy of the region�s electricity supply and
capacity, environmental trends, technology, and fuel cost.

3. Strategies to Minimize Electric Service Costs.  Describes alternative strate-
gies for minimizing electric service costs in light of the trends discussed in
Section 2.

4. Electricity Rates and Equity: The Potential for Cost-Shifting.  Examines
the potential for cost-shifting among customer classes and among customers
within rate classes.  This potential is described qualitatively along with some
simple quantitative estimates.  Major trends affecting the potential for cost-
shifting are described and strategies available to minimize cost-shifting are
discussed.

5. Utility Service Territory Agreements in Washington.  Describes state policy
regarding utility service areas and the status of contractual service territory
agreements.

6. Consumer Protection Policies and Procedures.  Describes policies and
practices employed by Washington utilities that establish terms and conditions
of utility service and consumer rights.

7. Utility Service Quality.  The way in which consumers are able to interact with
their utility, and utility survey results regarding customer satisfaction.
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8. Electric Service Reliability.  A summary of information regarding:

v Performance data for local distribution systems, such as service interrup-
tion and frequency data

v Consumer survey results concerning satisfaction with electricity delivery
performance reliability

v Trends in distribution system reliability and major factors affecting distri-
bution system performance

v Strategies available to maintain high levels of distribution system perfor-
mance.

9. Electric System Benefits.  Conservation, renewable resources and low-
income weatherization and energy assistance, including:

v History of these programs and utilities� roles in undertaking them

v Investment and performance trends

v Factors affecting utility and other investment in these purposes

v Strategies available to foster efficient use of electricity, renewable re-
source development and low-income programs.

Summary of Study Process and Data Collection

The study included data from published and other sources, utilities, and stakehold-
ers.  It included compilation of information and analyses rather than generating new
forecasts, economic analyses or computer models.  The only original quantitative
analysis is in the cost-shifting discussion, in which simple estimates are presented
of the magnitude of cost-shifting that might occur under a set of described condi-
tions.

Washington�s utilities were a major source of information for the study.  They were
requested to complete a survey pertaining to the seven study areas.  The survey
instrument is included in the appendix.  Eighteen utilities responded to some or all
of the survey, including four cooperatives and one small public utility district that
were exempted from the provisions of ESSB 6560. Utilities responding to the survey
represent more than 2.3 million, or 88 percent, of Washington�s customers.  For the
most part, utility survey responses were thorough and provided information critical
to the study�s completion.  The agencies recognize the substantial amount of work
completing these surveys required of the utilities and thank them for their willing
cooperation.  Table 0.1 includes a list of utilities that responded to the survey.
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The study also included a process for stakeholders and interested parties to contrib-
ute information, participate in discussions, and review the draft report.  In June
1998, notice was sent to more than 700 interest groups, utilities and other parties
announcing the study and requesting responses to simple questions regarding
preference for level and forum for participation.  The agencies received 184 re-
sponses to these questions and from this information designed a stakeholder
consultation and participation process consistent with the general preferences of
stakeholder groups.   This process included:

v A general orientation and study introduction meeting in early July

v Surveying utilities and collecting information through mid-September

v Discussion and input on the study�s major areas at four meetings in
August.

v A meeting and opportunity to comment on the draft report in November.

v Extensive written comments on the draft report that contributed to sub-
stantial improvements in the final report.

Participation in this stakeholder process was enthusiastic and constructive.  The
agencies appreciate the time individuals and organizations committed to attending
meetings and reviewing the draft report.

Cooperatives:
Benton Rural Electric Association
Inland Power and Light
Parkland Power and Light
Nespelem Valley Electric
Orcas Power and Light

Municipal Utilities:
Seattle City Light
Tacoma Power

Table 0.1.  Utilities Contributing Data to the Study

Public Utility Districts:
Benton County PUD
Chelan County PUD
Clark County PUD
Cowlitz County PUD
Franklin  County PUD
Grays Harbor County PUD
Snohomish County PUD
Grant County PUD

Investor-Owned Utilities:
Puget Sound Energy
PacifCorp
Washington Water Power
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1.0 Washington�s Electricity Landscape

Washington�s economy and quality of life share with the rest of the nation a great
dependence on the availability of high quality, reliable and affordable electricity
service. However, Washington�s electricity industry differs from the rest of the
nation�s in some important respects. While electricity service in most of the nation is
dominated by relatively large investor-owned utilities with state-certified monopoly
service territories, Washington�s utilities are a diverse mix of both size and owner-
ship, none of which have a state-certified monopoly service territory.  The majority
of electricity service is provided by utilities that are owned by consensus and locally
controlled.

Figure 1.1  Kilowatt-Hours sales by Utility Type - Washington, 1996

Figure 1.2  Kilowatt-Hours sales by Utility Type - USA, 1996

While most of the nation is served by electricity generated from fossil fuel or nuclear
sources, Washington�s electricity industry is dominated by hydropower, which
accounts for roughly a third of the nation�s total hydropower generation.  While this
is a benefit of our geography, it comes with a cost.  Hydropower development on
the Columbia, Snake and other rivers is marked by one of the nation�s most contro-
versial environmental problems: survival and restoration of salmon populations.
Our reliance on hydropower also complicates energy planning and policy because
water, the fuel for power generation, is not only unpredictable in supply, but is also a
multiple-use resource important for irrigation, transportation, recreation, and other
uses.
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Figure 1.3  Electricity Generated in Washington
Percent of total:  1996 Data

Figure 1.4  Electricity Generated in USA
Percent of total:  1996 Data

Few other states in the nation are as dependent as ours on federal facilities that
generate and transmit electricity.  More than half of the power generation and 80
percent of the high-voltage transmission serving Washington comes from the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).

Figure 1.5  Average Rates Compared
Washington vs. United States
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Finally, perhaps the most important distinquishing feature of Washington�s electric
power system is our low power rates.  Our reliance on hydropower, federal power
resources, and a diverse mix of public and private utilities produces among the
lowest electricity rates in the nation.

1.1 Washington Utility Demographics

1.1.1 Utility Organization and Ownership

In 1996, Washington had more than 2.5 million electricity customers served by more
than 60 utilities. These utilities vary greatly in size, ranging from Northern Lights
Cooperative (an Idaho-based cooperative) which serves 14 customers in Pend
Oreille County, to Puget Sound Energy which serves 864,462 customers in the
Puget Sound area.  The dozen largest utilities, together with the BPA�s 10 direct
service industries, account for about 85 percent of the state�s customers and elec-
tricity use.

Figure 1.6  Customers By Utility Type - Washington, 1996

Figure 1.7   Customers By Utility Type - USA, 1996

Except for the Bonneville Power Administration, the various retail utilities in Wash-
ington are authorized and governed by a number of sections of state law.  General
service requirements and standards for the three investor-owned electric utilities are
set out in chapter 80.28 RCW.  These are the only utilities whose rates, terms and
conditions of service are regulated by the state under jurisdiction of the Washington
Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC).  Municipal utilities, public utility
districts, cooperative and mutual corporation utilities, irrigation districts and port
districts are governed by combinations of the provisions of Title 80 RCW and spe-
cific enabling legislation.  The municipal utilities are locally regulated as functions of
city government authorized by Title 35 RCW.  Public Utility Districts are locally
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regulated by elected county officials as authorized by Title 54 RCW.  Cooperative
and mutual corporations are locally regulated by membership boards and governed
by chapters 23.86, 24.06, or 87.03 RCW.  Fifty-five percent of Washington�s elec-
tricity customers and sales are served by locally-controlled and regulated utilities.

Washington also has the largest number of utility control areas of any state in the
Western U.S.  A utility �control area� is the technical term for a geographical area of
the electricity grid that is managed closely to ensure that all loads and generation
are kept in balance at all times.  These areas are components of the management
framework by which the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) monitors
and maintains electricity reliability throughout 14 Western states.  To understand
Washington�s utility landscape, the technical details of control area operation are
not as important as the fact that the state contains 9 such areas.  These areas may
contain a number of individual utilities, or they may contain only one.  Current
technology and practice requires that scheduling of transmission between these
control areas be for transfers of no less than 1 MW.  Under current technology and
practice, individual customers or aggregations of customers seeking competitive
electricity supply would need to represent at least 1 MW of load in any control area.
Control areas are operated in Washington by Seattle City Light, Tacoma Power,
Puget Sound Energy, PacifiCorp, Grant County PUD, Chelan County PUD, Douglas
County PUD, Washington Water Power, and BPA.

1.1.2 Customer Characteristics

Washington�s utilities serve approximately 2.6 million customer accounts.  Of these,
residential homes and apartments represent 88 percent of the total. Commercial
customers (including medium-sized businesses, schools, hospitals, offices and retail
stores) make up 10 percent of accounts, and large industrial customers, street
lighting and irrigation make up the remaining 2 percent.  The proportion of sales to
commercial and industrial customers exceeds their share of the customer base,
reflecting higher electricity usage levels of these customers. These customer class
proportions are especially influenced by the 10 large industrial accounts served
directly by BPA or over BPA transmission.

Figure 1.8  Washington Customers by Sector
Washington - 1996
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Figure 1.9  Proportion of Washington Electricity Use by Customer Class
Washington - 1996

The wide variation in per-customer electricity consumption among the customer
classes is further described in Table 1.10.  Based on data reported by utilities, the
table depicts the number of customers whose annual electricity usage (kWh) or
electricity demand  (kW) falls within the specified range.  The majority of electricity
customers (65 percent) use fewer than 10,000 kWh annually. Some proposals
recently discussed for introducing competition in retail electricity service establish a
threshold of 1 aMW. Table 1.10 indicates that about 300 customers use more than 1
aMW of electricity annually.   Among customers metered and billed on the basis of
peak demand, the utilities report that 765 register an annual peak demand of 1 MW
or more. The figures in this table represent a sample of more than 90 percent of
Washington�s electricity customers. So, while the figures in Table 1.10 capture the
pattern of customer electricity use, they do not represent complete state totals.
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Table  1.10    Distribution of Customers by Annual kWh and Annual Peak kW.

1.1.3 Metering

For billing purposes, utilities install many types of meters to keep track of customer
usage. Most meters measure only total accumulated electricity use and peak elec-
tricity demand for commercial and industrial accounts.  They do not typically record
when electricity is used.  The capability of installed metering to provide time-of-use
information is a key consideration when utilities offer new kinds of service, such as
time-of-use pricing or competitive access to alternative electricity providers.  Accord-
ing to data provided by utilities for this report, fewer than 2,000, of more than 2.2
million, meters installed in Washington are capable of recording time-of-use to at
least an hourly level of precision.  Table 1.11 indicates that the majority of these
meters are in the commercial and industrial sectors.
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Table 1.11.   Distribution of Standard and Time-of-Use Meters, by Customer
Class.

While the preceding figures and tables capture the statewide character of utility
demographics, they do not capture the diverse character of Washington�s electric
service providers. Table 1.12 demonstrates that the smaller utilities, mainly coopera-
tives, serve predominantly residential customers and customers categorized as
�other� (often irrigation loads).  The investor-owned utilities and PUDs also show a
high proportion of residential loads, but have substantial industrial load as well.  The
municipal utilities demonstrate the most even pattern across the classes.  Finally,
BPA�s retail service in Washington is almost exclusively industrial, the remainder
going to federal agencies.

Table  1.12  Proportion of Retail Sales (kWh) by Customer Class for Each Type
of Utility.
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1.2  Washington Electricity Rates

Electricity rates in Washington are set for investor-owned utilities by the UTC, and
by city councils, boards, or other local governing bodies for public utilities.  In both
cases, rates are fundamentally based on the average cost of providing electricity
service.  A more detailed discussion of the way in which rates are developed is
included in Section 4.0, Electricity Rates and Equity. Before comparing rates among
utilities and between the state and the nation, two clarifications are necessary.

First, the structure of utility rates � the way in which individual utility bills are calcu-
lated � varies significantly among utilities.  This variation includes how much
revenue is collected from basic charges, capacity demand charges and energy
charges.  Decisions about how to structure rates in a fair and equitable way are
made by state or local regulators based on the nature of the customer-base being
served.  We have focused our analysis on the average rate.  This is the revenue
collected from customers divided by customers� electricity usage.  The average rate
is not affected by variations among utilities in the way customer bills are structured
to include basic charges, seasonal energy rates, capacity charges and energy block
charges.

Second, utility costs vary depending on the nature of the territory the utility serves.
For example, many small rural utilities must maintain distribution systems to serve
very dispersed customer loads. This may lead to higher service costs per customer
than would be the case for an urban utility.  Utility costs also depend on the age of
the utility system, which can affect capital costs and the degree of maintenance
required. While we have not attempted a detailed study of these differing cost
circumstances, it is important to keep them in mind when comparing average rates
among utilities.

Two sources of information are used for examining utility average rates.  The first is
information reported by utilities in response to the 6560 information survey.  These
data include utility revenue, customer counts and electricity use for each customer
class for 1993 to 1997.  The utility-reported data were provided by those utilities not
exempted from the 6560 legislation, and therefore only covers 12 utilities plus six
others that volunteered information.  These utilities make up approximately 88
percent of total state utility sales.  The remaining utilities include relatively small
cooperatives, mutuals, public utility districts, municipal utilities, irrigation districts,
and BPA service to a limited number of direct service industries.  For these utilities,
we have relied on data collected and reported by the United States Department of
Energy�s Energy Information Administration (EIA).  EIA data are reported annually
for all utilities based on information reported by the utilities to EIA and other federal
agencies.  For both the 6560 data and EIA data, utilities categorize information into
the basic customer classes: residential, commercial, industrial and other (including
street lighting, irrigation and unclassified uses).   Based on these two sources,
Appendix 1.1 includes average rates for each utility and for each customer class for
the years 1993 through 1997.  In the following sections, we examine statewide
average rates by customer class and utility category, how these rates compare with
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national averages, and trends in both state and national rates.  Table 1.13 presents
statewide average rates for each of the customer classes for each of the years
1993 through 1997.

Table 1.13.  Average Rate to Washington Customers 1993-1997, Cents per
Kilowatt-Hour

Taking 1996 as a year for comparison, Table 1.14 compares Washington average
rates with national averages for each customer class.  For all customer classes,
Washington is not only substantially below the national average, but when all states
are ranked, Washington is the lowest or near the lowest in all categories.

Table 1.14  Washington Electric Rates Compared to National Average - 1996
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1.2.1 Residential Rates

All utilities reporting information in our study offer a basic residential rate to homes
and apartments for standard domestic uses.  A few utilities offer more than one
residential rate depending on such factors as electric space and water heating, but,
in general, a single tariff covers utility service to the residential class.  Figure 1.15
compares statewide residential average rates with the national average for the
years 1989 through 1996.  During this period, the national average rate increased
by 0.71 cents/kWh or about 9.3 percent.   For comparison, during the same period
the Consumer Price Index measurement of inflation increased by nearly 35 percent.
The Washington residential average rate also increased over this period by 0.70
cents/kWh. On a percentage basis this increase is 16.3 percent.   The percentage
increase may be higher for Washington than the nation because our average rates
started at a lower level.

Figure 1.15  Residential Rates
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Figure 1.16  Range in Washington Residential Rates
Compared to National Average

Figure 1.15 also plots statewide averages for each major category of utility. Differ-
ences in these rates reflect not only differences in utility costs related to type of
ownership, but also the nature of the areas being served.  Typically, cooperatives
and relatively small public utilities serve rural areas and the municipals serve urban
areas.  The investor-owned utilities serve a mix of urban and rural areas as do
many of the public utility districts.  While there is variation in average rates among
the utility types, all show modest upward trends in average rates; all are substan-
tially below the national average.

Figure 1.16 takes a more detailed look at variation among the state�s 60-some
utilities by plotting the full range of average rates in comparison to the national
average. This figure demonstrates that even those utilities having the highest
residential rates in Washington are still lower than the national average.

The average rate paid by residential customers does not reveal very much about
the average customer�s actual electricity bill.  Table 1.17 examines average annual
electricity usage for Washington residential customers in 1996, as well as the
average annual bill. Both of these figures are compared with national averages.
This comparison points out that the average annual electricity bills of Washington
residential customers are also below the national average, but not by as much as
our rates.  This is because customers in Washington use about 33 percent more
electricity per year than the national average, probably as a consequence of our low
rates, and possibly because of a lack of natural gas availability for some utility
customers in rural areas.
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Table 1.17 Average Annual Residential Electricity Use and Bill.

Commercial rates serve a very diverse customer sector.  Customers in this sector
vary from small offices, restaurants, gas stations and grocery stores to high-rise
office buildings of millions of square feet.  The sector also includes schools, hospi-
tals and government buildings, as well.  Most Washington utilities offer a range of
rates that include at least a small and large commercial tariff.  Some others offer a
greater range of services.  Eligibility for commercial service tariffs is typically deter-
mined by load level, either connected kW load or minimum energy use, or both.
Commercial rates typically include both an energy charge and a kW demand
charge. Figure 1.18 tracks the total number of commercial tariffs offered by the 18
utilities reporting data to the 6560 study.  The number and variety of service tariffs
offered in the commercial sector remained relatively constant over the period 1993
to 1997.

Figure 1.18  Commercial Tariffs Offered
As reported for HB 6560 Study
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Figure 1.19 compares statewide commercial average rates with the national aver-
age for 1989 through 1996.  During this period, the national average rate increased
by 0.45 cents/kWh or about 6.2 percent.   The Washington commercial average
rate increased over this period by 0.82 cents/kWh, or 20.0 percent.  About half of
the difference in percentage increase is again explained by rates starting at a lower
level.

Figure 1.19  Commercial Rates

Figure 1.20  Range in Washington Commercial Rates
Compared to U.S. Average
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Figure 1.19 also plots the statewide average rates for each major category of utility.
Again, the differences in these rates reflects not only the differences in utility costs
related to type of ownership, but also the nature of the areas being served.  Typi-
cally, cooperatives and relatively small public utilities serve rural areas and the
municipals serve urban areas.  The investor-owned utilities serve a mix of urban
and rural areas as do many of the public utility districts.  While there is variation
among the utility types, all show modest upward trends in average rates and all are
substantially below the national average.

Figure 1.20 provides a more detailed look at variation among the state�s 60 plus
utilities by plotting the full range of average commercial rates in comparison to the
national average.  This figure demonstrates that even those utilities having the
highest commercial rates in Washington are lower than the national average.

1.2.3 Industrial Rates

Industrial class rates present some data interpretation and analysis problems.
While utilities traditionally have provided one or more average cost-based tariffs for
industrial and other large service loads, recent years have seen an increasing
variety of services and pricing in the industrial sector.  These include special cus-
tomer-specific contracts, market-based pricing, and unbundled delivery service.
The 6560 study information provided by utilities reported all of these tariffs, con-
tracts and other services separately.  We have included all of these categories of
service in the overall industrial class averages to reflect what affect they have had
on overall industrial class rates.  In addition, we have attempted to break these
�non-traditional� services out for separate examination later in this section.  In the
case of unbundled services (retail wheeling) we have not included revenue and
delivered kWh in the averages for industrial rates because the data do not include
the energy component of service.  This portion of service is provided by entities
other than the utility based on negotiated prices and, as such, is not reported to
either the federal agencies or to the utilities.   It is unavailable and therefore cannot
be included.  This complication was encountered only for Washington Water
Power�s pilot program.

We have tracked rates charged by BPA to the direct service industries separately.
These 10 large industrial customers are the only industrial customers in Washington
served directly by the federal government without a state utility intermediary that is
regulated either by the UTC, or by a local jurisdiction.

Figure 1.21 presents the total number of industrial class service tariffs reported by
the 18 Washington utilities submitting information to the 6560 Study.  The number of
services offered has grown over the period 1993 through 1997, reflecting the efforts
of utilities to tailor services more closely to the specific circumstances of industrial
customers.
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Figure 1.21  Industrial Tariffs Offered
As reported for HB 6560 Study

Figure 1.22 compares statewide industrial average rates with the national average
for 1989 through 1996.  During this period, the national average rate decreased
0.12 cents/kWh or 2.6 percent.   The Washington industrial average rate, excluding
BPA�s direct industrial sales, increased over this period by 0.52 cents/kWh, or 19.3
percent.   Figure 1.22 also plots the statewide averages of industrial customer rates
for each major category of utility, including BPA. The figure demonstrates variation
among the utility types due at least in part to the factors cited above for residential
and commercial rates.  The average rates for all the utility categories show upward
trends, but all of the averages remain below the national average.

Figure 1.22  Industrial Rate Comparisons
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Figure 1.23  Range in Washington Industrial Rates

Figure 1.23 provides a more detailed look at variation among the state�s 40 plus
utilities that offer industrial rates by plotting the full range of average industrial rates
in comparison to the national average.  This figure demonstrates that, while the
average industrial rate is lower than the comparable figure for the nation, the na-
tional figure has been declining and the state average increasing.  Over the last
several years some utilities in Washington are shown to have average industrial
rates that exceed the national average.

To examine the trends in services reported by the utilities as non-traditional, Figure
1.24 plots the average rates for service under these tariffs along with average rates
for industrial services not characterized by utilities as non-traditional.  The term non-
traditional tariff was defined in the 6560 survey instructions as ��any departures
from bundled service priced at embedded cost including market-based electricity
rates, unbundled services, or customer specific special contract pricing.�
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Figure 1.24  Comparative Rates by Sector
Utilities with Non-tradional Rates

Figure 1.25  Annual MWH Delivered by Sector
Utilities with Non-tradional Rates

Several trends are apparent from these figures.  First, a clear shift from traditional,
embedded cost tariffs to non-traditional service began in 1995 (Figure 1.25). Sec-
ond, the average rate for non-traditional service is significantly lower than for tradi-
tional industrial service.   A pattern of increasing rates for the industrial loads not
served under the non-traditional rates is also clear.  This trend may represent a
cost-shift within the industrial class; it may reflect that loads remaining on traditional
service are fundamentally different from those taking non-traditional services, or it
may have been due to a BPA rate increase in this time period which was passed
through to these customers. The trend towards non-traditional service represents a
fundamental change in the way utilities allocate costs and risks among customers
and customer classes.  Figure 1.24 does not provide evidence that the trend to-
wards non-traditional service has caused rates to increase for the commercial and
residential classes.   However, these classes have not experienced either the rate
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decreases or any changes in risk that customers taking non-traditional service may
have over the last three years.   This issue is further explored in Section 4.0, Elec-
tricity Rates and Equity.

1.3 Costs for Generation, Transmission, and Distribution

The following subsections characterize Washington�s costs of electric power ser-
vice, broken down by generation, transmission, and distribution.  These costs
underlie the rates discussed above.  Most of the data for these characterizations
are drawn from the data that utilities reported for the HB 2831 study.  In keeping
with that study�s cost categories, generation costs include demand-side manage-
ment and control area services.  Distribution costs include customer account ser-
vices and metering and billing.

The pie chart below shows the share of total (internal) costs in each category for the
utilities reporting under HB 2831.  While all three of these components represent
significant costs, generation is both the largest and perhaps the most susceptible to
changes associated with recent trends toward competition.

 Figure 1.26  Internal Costs by Category for HB 2831 Reporting

1.3.1 Generation

1.3.1.1 Average Generation Cost for Washington Compared  to Other Regions

The most significant factor distinguishing the existing cost profile of Washington�s
electric power system is the predominance of relatively low-priced electrical genera-
tion. The average cost of electrical generation as reported by the utilities submitting
unbundled cost data under HB 2831 is 2.66 cents per kWh. The US Energy Infor-
mation Administration estimates that average cost of electric generation for utilities
nationally is 4.45.  (EIA figures are derived from National Energy Modeling System
modelling runs, rather than actual survey data.  We do not know whether EIA
groups costs into generation, transmission, and distribution in exactly the same
manner as the HB 2831 study.)  The average cost of generation in Washington and
the Northwest are compared to average costs for generation in other regions in
Figure 1.27.
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Figure 1.27  Comparison of Generation Costs

1.3.1.2 Preferential Access to Federal Generation Resources at Cost-Based
Rates.

Approximately half of Washington�s electric power comes from the Federal Colum-
bia River Power System.  The price of power from the FCRPS is approximately 2.3¢
per kWh. The FCRPS consists primarily of hydropower.  However, while nuclear
generation accounts for only 7% of FCRPS output, it represents about one third of
the cost of power from the system (including debt service on terminated plants).
The costs of the FCRPS also include costs associated with accomplishment of
BPA�s statutory missions, including the costs of serving low-density rural systems;
the costs of mitigating damage to fish and wildlife; and the cost of investments in
energy efficiency and new renewable resources.  Figure 1.28 shows the breakdown
of Bonneville�s costs among various categories.

Figure 1.28 Bonneville Power Business Line Expenses
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The price of power from the FCRPS has remained relatively low and stable since
the system was put into service, with the exception of a dramatic increase in whole-
sale prices from 1979 to 1983, when the costs of the WPPSS nuclear plants were
absorbed in BPA rates.  Today�s rates are very close to their 1983 level in nominal
terms.  In real terms, they have declined since 1983.

The difference between the cost of power from the Federal system and its value
historically has been quite large.  That difference accrues to the beneficiaries of
cost-based rates from BPA: Northwest public agencies, the residential and small
farm customers of investor-owned utilities, and BPA�s Direct Service Industrial
customers, primarily aluminum smelters.  It is difficult to evaluate how large this
difference is likely to be in the future.  However, according to the Northwest Power
Planning Council, it appears to be substantial under a fairly wide range of assump-
tions about future market conditions and federal system costs  (See Figure 1.29).
Intense interest in securing allocations of FCRPS power in the current BPA sub-
scription process confirms the growing perception that the value of this power will
continue to exceed its cost.

Figure 1.29  Bonneville Rates, 1960-2000

Figure 1.30 shows the long-term value of the FCRPS under a variety of scenarios
for salmon recovery strategies and market conditions.  As indicated in the chart,
market price is probably the most significant uncertainty in assessing the value of
the federal system over the next 25 years.  In the low market scenario, the real price
of power climbs from 17 mills/kWh in 1998 to approximately 19 mills in 2007, before
beginning a gradual decline to 13 mills by 2021.  In this scenario, the net present
value of the federal system is negative for five of eight salmon recovery scenarios
studied by the Council.  In the high market scenario, where prices climb to 35 mills
by 2005 and remain there through 2021, the system is worth several billion dollars
under all salmon recovery scenarios.  The medium market scenario foresees real
prices of 23-25 mills from 2000-2021.  Only the most expensive fish cost option,
involving a five dam drawdown, flow augmentation, and modification of remaining
dams for Clean Water Act compliance, results in a net present value for the system
of less than $2.5 billion.
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Figure 1.30   Projected Value of Federal System Under Various Scenarios

1.3.1.3 The Prevalence of Hydropower in Washington�s Resource Mix, and
Particularly the Prevalence of Large Hydro Projects

Because Washington is part of an integrated regional grid, it is not possible to
determine exactly how much of the electricity generated for Washington consumers
is hydropower.  However, we can get a good indication by looking at the power
generated in a slightly larger region.  In the four Northwest states (Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana), hydropower accounted for 85% of electric generation
in 1996.  Of this amount, projects larger than 300 MWa accounted for 77%.  For a
variety of reasons including scale, these larger projects tend to produce lower-
priced power.
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1.3.1.4 The Age of Washington�s Resource Mix

Very little electric generating capacity has been added in the region in the last
decade.  As a general rule, older projects tended to have lower construction costs,
were financed at lower interest rates, have already amortized much or all of their
capital costs, and may have internalized fewer environmental costs.

1.3.1.5 The Prevalence of Publicly-Owned Generation

Publicly-owned generating resources account for nearly three-fourths of total elec-
tric generation serving Northwest consumers (again, it is impossible to calculate a
mix of resources serving Washington customers alone).  These resources were
financed with tax-exempt debt and the cost of power from these resources to
consumers does not include return on equity (where that power is delivered by
publicly-owned distribution utilities).  As a result, and all other things being equal,
the price of power from these resources is lower.  (The extent to which these price
advantages represent cost advantages may be arguable; for example, different tax
treatment for public resources may affect the distribution of costs and benefits as
well as the magnitude of costs and benefits.)

1.3.1.6 The Environmental Cost Profile of Washington�s Generation

Most conventional forms of electrical generation carry significant environmental
costs.  Some of these costs are internalized in the form of pollution controls or fish
and wildlife mitigation requirements, for example.  Others, such as health impacts
due to air emissions, remain external to the price of power, but are significant costs
nonetheless.  In Washington, significant environmental costs of the existing system
include:

v Damage to fish and wildlife, particularly to threatened and endangered
anadromous fish, associated with hydropower development

v Air quality, human health, and ecosystem impacts associated with extrac-
tion of fossil fuels and emissions from fossil-fueled generating resources.

v Prospective or current changes to local ecosystems (including hydrology,
forests, ocean temperatures, sea levels, etc.) and human health impacts
associated with climate change.

v The risk of health impacts associated with radioactivity released from
nuclear power plants or their waste products.

Environmental costs are generally difficult to estimate in economic terms.  However,
the magnitude of these costs can have a significant impact on the overall cost-
effectiveness of some resources.

1.3.1.7  Variations in Generation Costs Among Utilities in Washington

Generation costs among Washington utilities reporting data for the HB 2831 study
range from a low of .96 cents per kWh to a high of 3.49 cents per kWh.  Figure 1.31
below depicts reported costs for generation, transmission, and distribution for each
of the utilities reporting under HB 2831.
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Figure 1.31  Unbundled Cost Summary by Utility

1.3.2 Transmission

1.3.2.1  Transmission System Characteristics

The West, and particularly the Northwest, is more dependent on the transmission of
power over the interstate, high-voltage grid than is the rest of the country.  Much of
the Northwest�s generating capacity is located along the Columbia and Snake
Rivers in eastern Washington and Idaho, or at coal fields in Montana or Wyoming,
far from load centers in the Puget Sound area and the Willamette Valley.

The region�s generation is tied to load by an extensive high-voltage transmission
network that is dominated by the federal system. Bonneville was authorized by the
Bonneville Project Act of 1937 to �set rates to extend the benefits of an integrated
transmission system and encourage the widest possible diversified use of Federal
power.�  This authority was broadened by the Transmission System Act of 1974,
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which directed the BPA Administrator to build transmission facilities �within the
Pacific Northwest as [s/he] determines are appropriate and required to: (a) integrate
and transmit the electric power from existing or additional Federal or non-Federal
generating units; (b) provide service to the Administrator�s customers; (c) provide
interregional transmission facilities; or (d) maintain the electrical stability and electri-
cal reliability of the Federal system.�

Bonneville has used this authority to construct an extensive federally-owned trans-
mission system, including some transmission facilities that are only marginally
connected to the FCRPS such as the 500 kV lines that connect Montana Power�s
Colstrip lines to the Northwest.  As a result, the federal system accounts for some
80% of the region�s high-voltage transmission wire.
 1.3.2.2 Variations in Transmission Costs among Washington Utilities
On average, transmission accounts for around 10% of total costs for Washington
utilities. However, costs for transmission vary greatly among Washington utilities.
Transmission costs reported by utilities in the unbundled cost report for HB 2831
ranged from  .72 to .0089 cents per kWh.  (Using the uniform cost allocation meth-
odology developed for the IndeGO proposal, transmission costs for these same
utilities ranged from a high of .3795 cents per kWh to a low of .1918 cents per kWh.
Transmission costs by utility are included in Figure 1.31.)

Variations in transmission costs among Washington utilities may be attributable to a
variety of factors, including but not limited to:  the extent to which they own their
own transmission and/or generation; distances between loads and generation; load
factor (the relationship of peak demands to average consumption); and geographic
factors.
1.3.2.3 External Costs of Transmission
Environmental costs associated with the transmission system are primarily related
to siting concerns.  High-voltage transmission facilities require wide rights-of-way
from which all vegetation must be cleared and along which roads must be main-
tained.  Typical issues that would be raised in an environmental impact statement
therefore include the impact on wetlands, wildlife, and wilderness areas.  Visual
impacts and cultural impacts are often of concern to communities affected by high-
voltage transmission lines.  Some studies suggest that prolonged exposure to
electromagnetic fields (EMFs), such as one would experience living near a high-
voltage transmission line, may cause cancer.  Other studies have found no link
between electromagnetic fields and cancer.  Research continues into whether such
a link exists.
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1.3.3  Distribution

1.3.3.1 Variations in Distribution Costs among Washington Utilities

Differences in density are commonly cited as the primary reason why distribution
system costs vary among utilities.  Utilities with a large proportion of their customers
in rural areas have more miles of line to construct and maintain on a per customer
basis.  This makes costs higher for utilities that are predominantly rural.  The data
collected for the 6560 and 2831 studies show that there is a strong countervailing
factor, however.  Constructing and maintaining distribution lines is more expensive
in urban areas than in rural areas on a per mile basis, due to higher costs for rights
of way, higher percentage of wires underground, more expensive labor, and a
number other reasons.  Cost per mile shows a strong inverse relationship to density.

The result is that the cost per kWh doesn�t vary nearly as much as one might ex-
pect, at least among the utilities that reported data for the unbundling study.  Distri-
bution costs reported under 2831 ranged from .72 to 1.85 cents per kWh.  However,
distribution costs per mile of line ranged from $7,241 per mile to $81,290 per mile.

Another way to compare distribution system costs is to look only at the distribution
system costs that are allocated to residential customers.  This should correct for the
fact that some utilities have higher concentrations of industrial customers, which
would result in lower system-wide costs on a per-kWh basis.  Residential distribu-
tion costs vary from a low of 1.26 cents per kWh to a high of 2.39 cents per kWh.
Rural, eastside utilities generally show lower costs on a per kWh basis.  However,
customers of these utilities consume more electricity per year than customers in
more urbanized areas, in part because they may have less access to natural gas for
heating.  The result is that customers in those areas often pay more, on an annual
basis, for distribution services despite the lower unit price.  Annual residential
distribution costs ranged from $206 to $480 per customer.  Distribution costs by
utility are presented in Figure 1.31.

1.3.3.2 External costs of distribution

The environmental costs associated with the distribution system are similar to those
described above for transmission wires.  Concerns about visual impacts, in addition
to reliability considerations, have caused many utilities to begin putting wires under-
ground, at least for new developments.  Concerns about EMFs have generated
resistance to siting facilities such as substations in neighborhoods.
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2.0  Trends affecting electric service
costs

Overview

This section of the report describes trends affecting electric service costs for Wash-
ington consumers in six broad categories:

1. Wholesale markets

2. Retail markets

3. Supply adequacy and reliability

4. Environment

5. Technology

6. Fuel cost

This section will primarily address trends that affect total electric service costs.
Trends and strategies that concern distribution of costs are covered more fully in
Section 4,  Electricity Rates and Equity:  The Potential for Cost-shifting.

2.1 Wholesale markets

2.1.1  Federal Policy Changes and the Introduction of Wholesale Competition

Perhaps the most important and far-reaching trend affecting electric power costs is
the change taking place in the market structure for power generation.  Beginning in
1978 with the passage of the federal Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA),
non-utility generators have played a growing role in developing new power supplies.
PURPA required investor-owned utilities to purchase power from non-utility genera-
tors if the price was less than the utility�s own cost to build new generation.  Al-
though PURPA had a limited impact on most Washington utilities, it opened the
door for companies other than utilities to build and own generation.

This change was accelerated by the passage of the federal Energy Policy Act in
1992.  EPACT was intended to create a fully competitive wholesale market for
generation, and spurred a number of developments that furthered that goal.  One of
these developments is the formation of regional transmission associations (RTAs) in
the western interconnection to facilitate access to the regional transmission grid.

In 1996, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued its Order 888,
�Promoting Wholesale Competition through Open Access Non-discriminatory Trans-
mission Services by Public Utilities�.  Order 888 requires transmission owners to
offer transmission services to other companies under the same terms and condi-
tions that they offer it to themselves.  It also encourages the formation of indepen-
dent system operators (ISOs) to provide open access to the transmission system
under a grid-wide tariff that would apply to all eligible users.  All jurisdictional utilities
are required to file open access transmission tariffs with FERC that meet the specifi-
cations in the order, and to provide service to themselves and to other companies
under the terms of those tariffs.
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These developments have greatly increased the ability of generators to gain access
to the transmission grid.  The combination of these regulatory changes and low
natural gas prices has resulted in increasingly active short-term markets for electric
energy.  Power is now traded on an hourly basis at trading hubs such as the Mid-
Columbia bus, on a day-ahead basis on the California Power Exchange, and in the
form of futures contracts on the New York Mercantile Exchange.  Utilities now have
a ready market in which to sell surplus generation to other utilities or to purchase
power from other utilities or non-utility generators.

The development of active short-term markets, in conjunction with enhanced access
to the transmission grid, may tend to lower the price of electric generation by maxi-
mizing the aggregate efficiency of the existing bulk power system.  That is, an
efficient market should help to ensure that whenever a low-cost resource and a
high-cost resource are both available, the low-cost resource is called upon first.
There is some evidence to suggest, however, that active short-term markets have
increased utilization of resources with relatively high environmental costs.

One of the features of these markets is price volatility.  Volatility may occur as prices
continuously adjust to balance supply and demand at any given time.  Electricity
markets are likely to be particularly volatile, especially on an hourly basis, because
electricity cannot be stored; so supply and demand must balance instantaneously.
This means that utilities have very little time to arrange for alternate supplies in the
event of an emergency.  One such emergency occurred in the Midwest during June
of 1998, when market prices soared to over $7.00 per kWh.  This extreme volatility
was caused by a series of extraordinary events including a heat wave, generating
unit outages, transmission constraints, and defaults on power supply contracts by
two power marketers.  The combination caused confidence in the market to wane,
leading to panic buying of whatever power was available.

Volatility does not mean that power markets necessarily result in higher costs than
traditional utility planning, in which enough capacity is built to meet an administra-
tively determined probability of being able to meet all loads.  Indeed, market volatil-
ity might result in capacity savings if price-sensitive customers (those that have the
ability to modify their consumption based on price) purchase power on the open
market.  These customers would be free to make whatever arrangements they
wished to hedge their risk against price volatility, while the utility would be freed
from the obligation to manage the risk on behalf of those customers.  On the whole,
this may be a less costly way to balance supply and demand in peak periods than
the traditional practice of building utility capacity to meet infrequent peak demands.
It does, however, allow for conspicuous price swings.

2.1.2 Effects of wholesale competition on BPA and Federal Columbia River
Power System

Although Washington has not initiated any significant changes in its retail market,
Northwest states were among the first to experience significant effects from the
introduction of wholesale competition.  This is due to the tremendous importance of
the Bonneville Power Administration in the region.  BPA is a federal power market-
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ing agency that operates exclusively at the wholesale level (with the exception of its
Direct Service Industrial customers, to whom BPA provides retail service). The
agency provides approximately half of the power consumed in Washington and
operates 80% of the high voltage transmission in the State.

The effects of wholesale competition on BPA have been significant.  As the graph
below shows, the price of alternative power sources plummeted in the early 1990s,
reaching and briefly falling below BPA�s price in 1995.  It is worth noting that this
challenge to BPA�s competitiveness does not appear to have been caused by
increasing costs at BPA.  BPA�s prices have stayed virtually flat in nominal terms
and declined somewhat in real terms since the dramatic increases associated with
the WPPSS projects in the early 1980s.  Competitive pressure was induced prima-
rily by reductions in the price of alternative power sources.

Figure 2.1  Avoided Cost of Generation and Future Market Price Projections vs.
BPA Average Rate

When the price of alternative resources approached BPA prices, BPA embarked on
a series of controversial changes in an effort to improve its competitive position.
These changes included:

v Seeking a cap on fish and wildlife expenses and an exemption from any
Endangered Species Act or other environmental requirements that would
push fish and wildlife expenses higher.
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v Terminating its contract to pay for construction and operation of the
Tenaska gas-fired generating project.

v Reversing its preliminary commitment to British Columbia to purchase
the �Canadian Entitlement� � power that returns to Canada under the
terms of the Columbia River Treaty.

v Eliminating most of its energy efficiency investments.

v Large reductions in staff and contractors.

v Curtailing the Residential Exchange agreements through which BPA
extended the benefits of the FCRPS to the residential and small farm
customers of investor-owned utilities, including Puget Sound Energy.

v Developing new marketing strategies that were viewed by some as
inappropriate competition with the private sector.

v Signing transmission contracts and power contracts with the Direct
Service Industries that may preclude future recovery of stranded costs
from those customers.

Each of these steps met with strong opposition from one or more stakeholder
groups.  With growing frequency throughout 1995, this opposition was brought to
the attention of Congress and executive agencies in Washington, D.C..  Sensing
that growing discord in the region was undermining the region�s ability to retain the
benefits of the federal system for Northwest consumers, the Northwest Congres-
sional delegation and the Department of Energy urged the four Northwest Gover-
nors to develop a plan for the future structure of the regional power system.  In
response, the Governors convened the Comprehensive Review of the Regional
Energy System in 1996.  The Steering Committee for the Comprehensive Review
recommended a variety of changes with respect to the federal power system as a
part of a package designed to balance competing interests.  These changes in-
cluded a strategy for marketing the output of the FCRPS to Northwest customers by
subscription; formal separation of BPA�s transmission and generation functions; and
formation of an independent system operator for the transmission system.

Since those recommendations were issued:

v The Northwest Power Planning Council convened a cost review panel to
recommend further reductions in BPA�s costs.  BPA has agreed to try to
implement most of these recommendations.  The final recommendations
of the Cost Review are included as Appendix 2.1.

v The Governors appointed a Transition Board to oversee implementation
of the Comprehensive Review�s recommendations.  The Transition Board
has focused on the recommendations with respect to BPA�s power and
transmission operations.  It has developed a proposal for recovering
stranded costs in the event that BPA�s costs exceed market rates and a
proposal for subjecting BPA�s transmission rates to review by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission essentially equivalent to the review
applied to investor-owned transmitting utilities.
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v BPA will begin the process of offering subscriptions for cost-based
power, according to the terms of a proposal issued in December of 1998.

v BPA is scheduled to begin a rate case that will further define the terms
and conditions of those subscription contracts in 1999.

Another important trend affecting the region�s ability to sustain the legal right to
preferential access to cost-based power from the federal system is the growing
pressure to redistribute the benefits of the FCRPS more broadly.  This pressure has
existed for decades.  However the pressure may have intensified in recent years

1

due to a variety of factors, including:

v The evolution toward competition in wholesale, and, to a lesser extent,
retail power markets.  With power prices increasingly subjected to market
forces, the rationale for continuing to constrain marketing of federal
power at cost to a particular geographic region may appear to be erod-
ing.

v The general trend in other countries and the U.S. away from large public
enterprises and toward privatization.

v Growing concern over how to pay for the large federal entitlement pro-
grams as the population ages and the consequent pressure to convert
federal assets to cash and/or increase the return to taxpayers from those
assets.

v The increasingly organized advocacy of the Northeast-Midwest Coalition,
a large group of members of Congress who call for selling federal power
at market rates.

v The increasingly open nature of transactions throughout the Western
power grid and the proliferation in the number of buyers and sellers
seeking access to the lowest cost alternatives.

v The growing frequency with which regional power issues are debated in
Washington, D.C. and the perception that federal taxpayers may be
exposed to nuclear debt, fish costs, or other costs that BPA fails to
recover in its rates.

v Recent improvement in BPA�s market position, due in part to rising
western wholesale market prices.

If these pressures converge in a way that allows redistribution of the benefits of the
FCRPS, Washington�s power prices could rise substantially.  These pressures will
almost certainly come to bear in the context of a national restructuring bill.  They are
likely to persist even in the absence of such a bill.

2.1.3  Effects of both wholesale and retail competition on the connection
between existing generation and �native loads�

Historically, electric generating resources were built or purchased to serve a particu-
lar set of consumers.  Those consumers had few, if any, options for electric service
and their utilities were required to serve their loads.  In this environment, consumers
could generally expect to pay the costs and receive the benefits of a specific set of
electric generating resources that were built to serve them.
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With growing competition in both the wholesale and retail markets in the Western
grid and major realignments of some vertically integrated utilities, this connection
between customers and resources is becoming increasingly tenuous.  Typically, the
erosion of this connection has manifested itself as a �stranded cost� issue:  When
the connection between customer and resource is broken by competition, and the
resource is worth less than it costs, who bears the portion of the costs that cannot
be recovered through market rates (�stranded costs�)?  In Washington, the more
significant issue may be on the other side of the coin:  When the connection is
broken, who reaps the benefits that accrue to resources that are worth more than
they cost (�stranded benefits�)?

Resolution of these questions may substantially affect the cost of electric service in
Washington.  These questions may have somewhat different implications for inves-
tor-owned and consumer-owned utilities, since the latter have no shareholders to
bear stranded costs or reap stranded benefits.  However, the prospect of redistribu-
tion of the benefits of low-priced resources is a concern for both types of utilities
and their customers.  Insofar as resources used to serve Washington consumers
are below market, erosion of the connection between �native resources� and �native
loads� will tend to increase costs for Washington consumers, unless measures are
taken to preserve the financial benefits of those resources for those customers.

2.2  Retail market developments

2.2.1  Federal and state restructuring initiatives

Congress considered mandating retail access in its deliberations on the 1992
Energy Policy Act, but elected to defer the issue pending state action.  Subse-
quently, federal restructuring legislation in various forms has been introduced but
not yet seriously debated in Congress.  Appendix 2.2 provides a comparison of
some of the major features of the federal electric restructuring bills that have been
introduced to date.

According to the Edison Electric Institute, all 50 states and the District of Columbia
have initiated �legislative or regulatory processes examining retail competition,
deregulation, restructuring, and/or alternative forms of regulation for the electric
utility industry.�

2
 The National Regulatory Research Institute also confirms that all

states have engaged in some restructuring-related activity.
3
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Figure 2.2  Status of Electric Utility Restructuring Activities

The impetus for retail restructuring came largely from industrial customers in states
with high power prices, like California and the New England states.

4
  Seeing the

growing disparity between retail power rates and the price of power in wholesale
markets, these customers sought direct access to lower cost power supplies.  Gain-
ing this access generally meant changing state laws and/or regulatory requirements
to compel utilities to deliver power from the provider of the customer�s choice.

Even the first states to restructure are still in the early stages of implementing their
restructuring laws or administrative orders.  (A detailed comparison of state electric
restructuring legislation provisions is provided in Appendix 2.3.)  No meaningful
conclusions can yet be drawn from the experience in these states with respect to
the effect of retail restructuring on electric service costs. The prospects for future
federal and state restructuring efforts and the pace of those efforts remain unclear.

It should be noted that Washington�s electric power system is unique in its mix of
federal, state, and local institutions and in the mix of authorities and responsibilities
among those institutions.  These unique features suggest that a model of restructur-
ing that may work for states with less complicated systems may not be applicable in
Washington.  This is not to suggest that retail restructuring is impossible or undesir-
able, but rather that it raises a variety of unique issues that make it difficult to
generalize from experience elsewhere.  Washington is also unique in its mix of
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investor-owned and consumer-owned utilities.  Most of the states that have restruc-
tured their retail markets have adopted different requirements for COUs and IOUs.
Many of these states require IOUs to offer direct access but permit COUs to do so.
However, COUs that do not elect to offer direct access are generally not permitted
to sell to customers of utilities that do offer direct access.

Most of the arguments about whether retail restructuring will reduce electric service
costs remain inconclusive.  These arguments are briefly characterized in Section
3.2.

2.2.2 Retail market developments in Washington and the Northwest

At the end of 1996, the Comprehensive Review of the Regional Energy System
recommended that the four Northwest states restructure their retail electric markets
by July of 1998.

5
  Montana is the only state to have enacted restructuring legislation

and has begun to implement retail choice.  Restructuring bills were considered by
the Washington and Oregon Legislatures in 1997.  (The Oregon Public Utility
Commission is currently considering a restructuring plan filed by PGE/Enron.)  The
issue was considered again by the Washington Legislature in 1998, but no compre-
hensive restructuring bills were introduced.  Bills requiring large utilities to account
separately for the different components of electric service (HB 2831) and requiring
state agencies to study various aspects and trends in the industry (ESSB 6560)
were passed.  This study is the product of the latter bill.

Although the Washington Legislature has not initiated any action to restructure
Washington�s retail electric market, that market is changing substantially.  While
utilities have not been compelled to deliver power from alternative providers, they
are nevertheless experiencing and responding to significant competitive pressures
and opportunities.  Some of these changes, and some of their potential implications
for electric service costs, are described below:

2.2.2.1 Pilot retail access programs
Several utilities have conducted pilot retail access programs, including Puget Sound
Energy, Washington Water Power, and Clark PUD.  Prices offered in pilots may
bear very little relationship to prices in a system-wide retail access environment.
Pilots have generally been structured to test operational issues, rather than to test
the effects of competition on costs or prices.

2.2.2.2  �Non-traditional� rates
Most utilities have provided some form of either direct access or market-based rate
schedule to their largest industrial customers.  These have resulted in substantial
recent declines in industrial rates. However, some customers are opting out of
market-based rates and returning to conventional regulated service as wholesale
market prices turn upward.  We cannot judge whether this retail market activity has
resulted in either cost reductions or cost shifts.  To the extent that these customers
enjoyed lower rates, this may be due to lower costs in the wholesale market that
would have ultimately flowed through to retail customers even in the absence of
market-based rates for industrial customers.
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In response to the data survey for this study, fifteen utilities provided data on �non-
traditional� rate offerings. These rates generally reflect either a market-based price
or an agreement by the utility to purchase market power on behalf of the customer,
as opposed to the traditional practice of charging rates based on the average cost
to serve the customer class.  The data indicate that cost pressure due to declining
wholesale market prices can have a direct impact on utility rates, even in the ab-
sence of mandatory retail access.

Seven of these fifteen utilities offered �non-traditional� service to large customers in
1997.  Five of the seven have seen participation in non-traditional service grow
rapidly since 1995. A total of 418 customers were taking �non-traditional� service in
1997, accounting for nearly half the industrial load of the reporting utilities.

Figure 2.3  Share of Large Customer Load

The average price at which �non-
traditional� service was offered was
2.8¢ per kWh, more than half a cent
lower than the average of the lowest
industrial rate.  This represents an
average discount of 17% off the
lowest reported industrial rate.  The

largest reported discount was 36% off the lowest industrial rate.  The power prod-
ucts sold at these discounted rates may carry some price and supply risks.

Including these non-traditional rates, large customers have seen an average rate
decrease of around 5% since 1995, while residential rates have remained relatively
flat.  Of the fifteen utilities reporting, thirteen reduced rates for their industrial cus-
tomers between 1995 and 1997, and eight reduced the rates of their residential
customers.  Many of these were consumer-owned utilities that lowered rates follow-
ing BPA�s 1996 wholesale rate reduction.   Industrial rates declined relative to
residential rates for thirteen of the fifteen utilities.  (The distributional impacts of non-
traditional rates are discussed in Section 4.)

Figure 2.4  �Non-Traditional Service� Rate Information (Average of Reporting
Utilities)

2.2.2.3�Diversification� of consumer-owned utility purchases
Many consumer-owned utilities took advantage of BPA�s offer to �diversify� their
resources by reducing their reliance on BPA in 1996.  In some cases, they used this
opportunity to offer market access or market-based rates to industrial customers.
This was a way to pass through the benefits of low market prices without formal
retail access.  Diversification was also used by some utilities to make wholesale
market purchases on behalf of all their customers.
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2.2.2.4 Variations in tax exposure
By contracting directly with out-of-state suppliers, a few customers may avoid
paying state and local taxes associated with utility service.  We do not know how
this may affect costs, since it either results in shifting of the tax burden or reduction
in public services funded through taxes.  Since the taxing jurisdiction presumably
judges the benefits of those services to exceed the cost, reductions in those public
services do not equate with reductions in cost.  The present magnitude of this cost
issue does not appear to be very large, unless and until more customers gain
access to out-of-state suppliers.  (See Section 4.  See also Appendix 4.1 �Briefing
Paper on Tax Policy and Restructuring the Gas and Electricity Industries,� Washing-
ton Department of Revenue, November, 1998.)

2.2.2.5 Aluminum companies diversify supplies

The state�s aluminum companies have diversified their resources and now purchase
roughly 25% of their power from sources other than BPA.  Like their BPA pur-
chases, most of these purchases are untaxed at the state and local levels, as they
do not flow through a retail electric utility.  Since these purchases generally replace
untaxed BPA purchases, they do not reduce tax revenues.  These companies also
have relatively new transmission contracts with BPA that give them direct access to
the wholesale power market.  The effect of this diversification on total costs, if any,
is not known.

2.2.2.6 Declining achievement of energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-
income weatherization
Utility investment in energy efficiency, renewable energy, and low-income weather-
ization is declining rapidly.  (See Section 9).  While lower wholesale power costs
explain some of this decline, much of it is due to competitive pressure on utilities to
minimize rates.  The rapid decline in BPA funding for these initiatives has generally
not been offset by increased funding from retail utilities.  Insofar as these invest-
ments secure cost-effective resources or otherwise produce benefits that exceed
their costs, declining investment may raise total costs.  For example, the Northwest
Power Planning Council estimates that failing to capture cost-effective energy
efficiency improvements that market forces will not capture would cost the North-
west region roughly $1.7 billion over the next 20 years.

6

2.2.2.7 Competition and cost-cutting pressure raises concerns with respect to
reliability
Reliability-related trends are discussed at length in Section 8 of this report.  One
concern is that pressure on integrated utilities to cut generation costs may cause
underinvestment in maintenance and operation of delivery systems and thereby
compromise their reliability.  These utilities may also face uncertainty regarding their
ability to recover the cost of reliability-related investments.  We have no data on
trends in reliability-related investments.

2.2.2.8 Transition costs
Some information suggests that utilities are experiencing costs associated with
preparing for the possibility of greater competition in the future.  For example,
enhanced billing and metering technology, software changes, and the costs of
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compliance with HR 2831 and ESSB 6560 were all cited by utilities as costs related
to competition or the prospect of competition.  Data from California and the UK
suggest that these transition costs may be significant in retail markets that have
been legally restructured to provide open access.7  We have no data on these costs
in Washington, nor have we assessed what additional benefits may come from
these investments.

2.2.2.9 Corporate realignment and reintegration
Investor-owned and consumer-owned utilities are engaged in a variety of mergers,
acquisitions, realignments, and new partnerships to position themselves to take
advantage of strengths, shore up vulnerabilities, and compete in new markets.
Some large utilities appear to be focusing primarily on their wholesale marketing
activities, while others are selling or plan to sell their generating assets to concen-
trate on expanding their range of activities in the retail market.  Consumer-owned
utilities including Chelan PUD and Snohomish PUD have formed marketing partner-
ships with investor-owned utilities or their affiliates.  Public utilities are also begin-
ning to provide and/or seeking authority to provide a wider range of services, includ-
ing gas and telecommunications.

The effects of these trends on costs are far from clear.  In general, mergers and
acquisitions are nominally motivated by economies of scale or scope and the
potential for cost reductions through the integration of complementary services.
However, they may also be formed to take advantage of opportunities to exert
horizontal market power.  Some have expressed concern (and others have ex-
pressed hope) that partnerships formed for wholesale marketing may lead to wider
access of consumers across the western grid to the benefits of low-priced resources
that currently serve Washington consumers.  (From a Washington perspective, this
could raise costs; from a west-wide perspective, it could shift costs and benefits.
Also, it should be noted that increased wholesale marketing of Northwest resources
does not by itself redistribute the benefits of those resources.  Unless existing laws
and regulation that link Washington utilities and consumers to those benefits are
changed or weakened, Washington consumers may benefit from increased whole-
sale marketing, insofar as wholesale revenues are credited against revenue re-
quirements to lower retail rates.)  Expansion of the range of services offered by
consumer-owned utilities may lower costs for some services in some areas, but also
raises concerns about competition between public and private service providers.

2.2.2.10 Uncertainty regarding cost recovery and market structure
Uncertainty regarding future market structure has consequences that may affect
electric service costs as much as actual changes in market structure.  For example,
in the face of substantial uncertainties about their future customer base, utilities are
generally disinclined to make long-term investments.  To the extent that this disincli-
nation is a considered response to uncertainties regarding such factors as techno-
logical change, it could tend to help minimize costs. (Washington has ample experi-
ence with long-term power investments that turned out to be unnecessarily costly.)
However, to the extent that aversion to long-term investment reflects uncertainty
about the legal and regulatory framework in which utilities will do business in the
future, it may tend to increase costs over time.  Such uncertainty could drive costs
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up and increase volatility by making it difficult to find capital for projects that ensure
adequate supply, efficiency, and reliability in the future (See Section 2.3).  Such
uncertainty also tends to produce a bias against strategies with high proportions of
capital costs to operating costs, even when those strategies are the least costly
ones available.  Without rendering judgement on how these trends will ultimately
affect costs, it is worth noting that the concerns above are a function of uncertainty
about future market structure rather than any particular change in market structure.

The changes described in 2.2.2 may affect not only the total cost of electric service,
but also the distribution of costs, reliability, customer service, and environmental
performance � many of the issues highlighted by the Legislature as sources of
concern and study in ESSB 6560.  This suggests that even if �restructuring� per se
does not occur, many of the issues it raises are with us today.

2.3  Supply Adequacy and Reliability

Recent analyses of the Northwest�s power system loads and resources indicate that
in some months, the demand for electricity could exceed the region�s current ability
to generate and import power to meet regional loads. This analysis was presented
in the Bonneville Power Administration�s �White Book.�8  This issue is addressed as
a reliability concern in Section 8.  However, it is also a trend that may affect electric
service costs, insofar as the means chosen to ensure supply adequacy and reliabil-
ity may affect the cost of service.

Figure 2.5 provides a simplified view of the issue that was presented to the North-
west Power Planning Council.  It shows the monthly regional deficits (current re-
sources minus projected loads) that would occur in February with extremely adverse
hydro conditions as represented by the conditions that existed in 1937.  The bottom
line depicts the region�s power generation shortfall under such conditions.  The top
line depicts the approximate transfer capability of the North-South intertie, the main
source of imported power. Its capability decreases with time as a result of load
growth in the Northwest, which affects the ability to move power from south to north
on the intertie.  The growing gap between the two lines depicts the size of the
deficits the region would experience under these very adverse water conditions. A
similar but somewhat more severe problem exists when considering the ability to
meet sustained peak loads.  Those are the average loads during the peak ten hours
per day for a five day work-week.  During such a period, loads increase and gener-
ating capability may decrease due to extreme weather conditions.
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Figure 2.5  Regional February Deficits

The representation of the problem shown in Figure 2.5 is simplified in many re-
spects.  One of the most important is that it does not reflect the effects of year to
year, month to month variations in hydro conditions.  The Columbia River System
cannot store the full annual runoff of the basin and the flexibility to use existing
storage to maximize power production is increasingly limited.  The difference in the
hydro system�s power capability from the driest to the wettest years is as much as
8000 average megawatts.  These variations affect the probability that we will actu-
ally experience deficits in any given year.

To begin to assess the probabilities, Northwest Power Planning Council staff have
looked at how frequently the regional deficit would exceed import capabilities in
each of the winter months (December, January and February), based on the 50
water years in the historical record (1929-1978).  This analysis was done for three
different future operating years, assuming current regional resources and medium
load growth.  This is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6  Probability of Monthly Energy Shortage

This figure indicates that for the 1999-2000 operating year, the likelihood of deficits
in February is about 15 percent.  By 2010-11, however, the likelihood of a deficit for
December grows to roughly 50%.  These deficits have been forecast for a few years
now.  But the magnitudes are increasing and the time available in which to take
actions to avert a shortfall is becoming more limited.

In its preliminary look at this issue, the Northwest Power Planning Council reports
that addressing these shortages is complicated by the changing nature of the utility
industry.  When utilities were less subject to competition, they acquired assets to
provide an industry-standard level of reliability, including reserve generation and a
robust transmission and distribution system. Regulators allowed investor-owned
utilities to recover the cost of those assets in rates, even when some of those
assets would be used very infrequently and cause increases in rates.  With the
prospect of competition, many utilities may be reluctant to include in their rates the
cost of acquiring sufficient resources to serve loads that may have no obligation to
remain on their system.  To the extent that they are planning to meet future load
growth, utilities increasingly rely on power purchases rather than constructing their
own generation.  Under the 1980 Regional Power Act, BPA has primary responsibil-
ity for meeting new regional loads when requested.  However, many BPA customers
no longer rely exclusively on BPA, and others question whether this is an appropri-
ate role for a federal agency.

Additionally, a growing number of power suppliers are not regulated utilities but
marketers or brokers who buy and sell power on the wholesale market without
necessarily owning resources.  Or they may be independent power producers
without a captive customer base that assures them recovery of their fixed costs.
Some utilities are selling off their generating assets.  The result of these trends is
increased risk for companies that acquire new generating resources.
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This market risk may be compounded by the uncertainty associated with fluctuating
output of the hydropower system.  Developers have neither a stable market for the
output of their resources, nor a guarantee that water conditions will be sufficiently
unfavorable that their output is needed in any given month or year.  This means that
they may have to recover the costs of developing new resources over relatively
short and highly unpredictable schedules of operation.  The Northwest Power
Planning Council has initiated an analysis to determine: 1) Whether existing market
incentives are sufficient to bring about the development of new resources (genera-
tion, transmission or demand side); and 2) If market incentives are not adequate,
what alternatives are there for ensuring the Northwest an adequate, reliable power
supply?

The issue of generation adequacy and its affect on reliability is discussed further in
Section 8.

2.4  Environment
Environmental costs are a significant component of the total cost of electric service.
Power production of various types produces substantial air emissions, nuclear
wastes, and significant impacts on water quality and quantity and river flow patterns.
Since Washington relies primarily on hydropower, total air emissions from electric
resources used to serve Washington consumers are relatively modest.9  However,
hydropower imposes other environmental costs, primarily in the form of damage to
river ecosystems and particularly to anadromous fish.  While it is difficult to quantify
the economic value of hydropower�s environmental impacts with precision, these
costs are clearly a major factor in decisions about the region�s existing and future
electricity supplies. The financial cost and effectiveness of current and proposed
measures to reduce these environmental costs are the subjects of intense debate.

In evaluating environmental trends that affect the cost of electric service, it is useful
to distinguish between internal costs and external costs.  Internal environmental
costs are included in rates paid by consumers, such as the costs associated with
installing air pollution control equipment or fish ladders. External costs are borne in
the form of environmental damage such as habitat degradation or human health
impacts.

This distinction between internal and external costs is important in order to clarify
the difference between changes in the amount of environmental costs and changes
in the distribution of environmental costs between internal and external categories.
For example, measures required to support recovery of endangered salmon stocks
may shift costs from the external category to the internal category.  Prices may rise
due to such internalization.  However, such price increases do not generally reflect
increases in total costs.  Internalization of environmental costs increases total costs
only if the cost of the mitigation measures exceeds the cost of the environmental
damage mitigated.  (This may be the case, for example, if the mitigation proves
ineffective.)
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It is often difficult or impossible to compare the cost of mitigation with the cost of
environmental damage.  However, when mitigation is required, society has implicitly
made a broad, often political judgement that fixing or preventing the environmental
damage is less costly than the damage itself.  If we collectively do not accept this
judgement, then pressure builds to change the laws or regulations that require
mitigation.  However, where we accept this judgement, then internalization associ-
ated with effective mitigation measures may tend to reduce costs, by sending price
signals that more accurately reflect total costs.

The trends discussed below have implications for both the amount of environmental
costs and the distribution of costs between external categories and internal catego-
ries.  Many environmental trends may affect electric service costs.  However, three
trends seem most likely to have a substantial impact on the environmental costs of
electric service in the foreseeable future: 1) declining populations and extinction of
wild anadromous fish, 2) global climate change, and 3) increasing competition in
electric power markets.

2.4.1 Declining populations and extinction of wild anadromous fish

Many factors contribute to the decline of wild salmon and steelhead populations,
including habitat destruction, recreational and commercial harvest, consumptive
water uses, unfavorable ocean conditions, and competition between wild and
hatchery stocks.  On many rivers including the Snake and the Columbia, dams and
hydropower production also appear to play a significant role in the decline of these
populations.  The trend in total environmental costs attributable to hydropower can
be argued either way.

On the one hand, costs may be rising as genetically distinct stocks near extinction.
When a run of fish approaches or falls below the threshold where it can continue to
survive as a separate stock, additional costs are incurred in the form of lost genetic
diversity, cultural values, and future economic opportunities.

On the other hand, improvements to fish passage facilities, flow regimes, hatchery
practices, habitat management, and other biological conditions for fish in recent
years suggest that some environmental costs have been mitigated.  Many of these
costs have been internalized in power rates.  To the extent that these mitigation
measures have been effective (a hotly contested issue), external environmental
costs of hydropower production are presumably lower than they would have been
without these measures.  Whether the improved conditions attributable to these
measures have been worth their costs is also a bitterly disputed issue, in light of
continued decline of many wild stocks.

The dollar value of damage to fisheries from hydropower production cannot be
assessed with precision.  The cultural, biological, and esthetic values at stake are
very difficult to quantify and value economically, and the precise affects of hydro-
power production cannot be definitively separated from other factors that adversely
affect these stocks.  However, it is clear that more environmental costs associated
with anadromous fish decline are being internalized in power rates.  The chart
below shows the increases in BPA�s fish and wildlife expenditures over time as
reported in BPA�s FY 1999 budget submittal.

10
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Figure 2.7  BPA Fish and Wildlife Costs

2.4.2  Global climate change

In 1995, the International Panel on Climate Change, a collection of 2000 of the
world�s leading climate scientists, concluded �the balance of scientific evidence
suggests a discernable human influence on global climate.�11   While there is signifi-
cant controversy about global climate change and its policy implications, the IPPC
report documents a preponderance of scientific evidence on some aspects of the
phenomenon, including the following:

v Global average temperatures have increased over the last century, with
marked increases in the last decade;

v Concentrations of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping gases in the
atmosphere are increasing to unprecedented levels, due in part to
human activities including burning of fossil fuels;

v Over the historic record, warming trends coincide with periods of high
atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide.12

However, substantial uncertainty remains regarding the timing, magnitude, and local
impacts of global climate change.  This uncertainty cuts both ways:  scenarios under
which global climate could change dramatically and abruptly appear to be as likely
as scenarios in which change is gradual and less disruptive.

Likely local impacts of climate changes are characterized in a 1997 report from the
Joint Institute for the Study of Atmosphere and Oceans.13  In the Pacific Northwest,
the most significant effects may come from reduced snowpack due to warmer winter
temperatures.  More precipitation is likely to fall as rain in the winter and spring,
causing more flooding early in the year and water shortages later in the year.  Re-
duced snowpack means changes in the timing and reductions in the amount of
hydropower production (which could be offset by reduction in winter space heating
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loads), reduced irrigation, warmer water temperatures and lower flows in the sum-
mer and fall.  These conditions, along with higher ocean temperatures, may reduce
the likelihood of salmon and steelhead recovery.14 Significant impacts to forests,
agriculture, coastal areas, and other ecosystems are also likely.15  Some impacts
from climate change may be beneficial.  However, human systems are adapted to a
relatively stable climate regime.  Adaptations to rising sea levels, changed agricul-
tural patterns, volatile weather, and other impacts may be costly.

Scientists indicate that global climate change is attributable to the increase in
concentrations of various heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere  (�greenhouse
gases� or �GHG�).16 Emissions of these gases and their estimated relative contribu-
tion to global warming as a share of Washington�s total contribution are depicted in
the first chart below.  The chart also depicts the relative contributions of different
activities to GHG emissions in Washington.  The following chart tracks GHG emis-
sions by energy source over time.

Figure 2.8  Washington Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Figure 2.9  Washington Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Energy Use by Source
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Transportation is by far the largest and fastest-growing source of greenhouse gas
emissions in Washington.  However, electricity production is a significant source of
carbon dioxide.  Most of the carbon dioxide produced by electric generators that
serve Washington loads is produced by the Centralia and Colstrip coal-fired power
plants in Washington and Montana, respectively. The 1997 Kyoto protocol, negoti-
ated by more than 150 countries, would require the U.S. to reduce its GHG emis-
sions to 7% below 1990 levels by 2008-2012.  (Scientists indicate that substantially
greater reductions [50-70%] would be necessary to stabilize the concentration of
GHGs in the atmosphere.

17
) The U.S. Senate has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol.

However, the agreement is a protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (�Convention�), which President Bush signed and the Senate
ratified in 1992.  The non-binding U.S. commitment in the Convention is to reduce
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2000.

Virtually all of the costs of climate change are presently external to electric power
prices.  Unlike other emissions, carbon dioxide is almost entirely unregulated, and
few jurisdictions or utilities have incurred costs to mitigate it.18  Even though most of
our power comes from hydroelectricity, internalization of carbon costs in power
prices could have a significant effect on prices in Washington, depending on how it
is accomplished.  (Here again, internalization of costs in prices does not equate to
total cost increases, since higher power prices may be offset by lower external
environmental costs.) For example, the Northwest Power Planning Council esti-
mates that carbon taxes of $25 per ton would increase the price of electricity from
coal and natural gas in the region by 2.3 cents per kWh and 1.2 cents per kWh,
respectively.19  Fuel switching away from carbon-intensive fuels may mitigate actual
effects on power prices.

If and when the costs of carbon dioxide emissions are internalized, Washington�s
hydroelectric resources would become even more economically valuable relative to
fossil-fueled resources. With some 85% of the region�s electricity supplied by
hydropower, internalization of GHG costs nationally or internationally could signifi-
cantly decrease the price of power in Washington relative to other states and
regions.

While global climate change is probably the most significant environmental trend
related to air emissions from energy production, changing regulation of power plant
emissions generally may also affect electric service costs.  For example, compliance
with tier 2 air quality standards of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 will require
some generators to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides and fine particulates.
Compliance may reduce health and environmental damages associated with these
pollutants while raising the price of power from resources that must undertake
mitigation measures.

2.4.3 Increasing competition in electric power markets

Growing competition in electric power markets can affect both the total environmen-
tal cost of electric service and the distribution of environmental costs between
internal costs (included in power rates) and external costs (not included in power
rates).  Some of these potential effects are described below.
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v Insofar as competition focuses on minimizing electric power prices, it
may increase pressure to increase external costs. Since prices include
only internalized environmental costs, price competition may tend to
generate pressure to externalize environmental costs, or at least to avoid
internalizing them. However, to the extent that environmental laws
require mitigation of external costs, competitive pressure may lead to
innovations that reduce the cost of complying with those laws.

v Competition may tend to undermine utility investment in cost-effective
energy efficiency and renewable resources.  Competitive pressure, along
with other factors, appears to be reducing investment in and accomplish-
ment of cost-effective energy efficiency and renewable resources.  (See
section 9).  This may be due in part to the fact that conservation re-
sources cease to be a utility asset if the customer in whose facilities the
measures are installed switches to another provider.  Also, while these
resources may minimize total costs, they may not minimize rates, for two
reasons.  First, energy efficiency reduces consumption and thereby
reduces the number of kilowatt-hours sold over which utilities spread
their costs. Second, both energy efficiency and renewable resources
tend to have lower environmental costs than conventional power
sources.  Since many of these costs are not included in rates, the envi-
ronmental advantages of these resources do not improve their ability to
compete on price.

v Competition may increase the availability of �green power� for consumers
willing to pay a premium for environmental quality.  �Green power� mar-
keting has already begun in many places, including Washington. Some
marketers use premium revenues from sales of �green power� for new
investment in resources with low environmental cost or for mitigating
environmental damage.  This would tend to reduce environmental costs.
Other green marketing programs redistribute the cost of existing re-
sources to those consumers who express a willingness to pay more for
them.  This would not reduce environmental costs.  Markets for green
resources may tend to exhibit what economists call the �public goods�
problem:20  The environmental advantages of �green� resources are
shared by everyone, regardless of whether they choose to pay more for
those resources.  And by the same token, those who pay more for
�green� power must still bear the environmental costs of conventional
resources. This public goods problem is the economic rationale for
collective investments in military protection, transportation infrastructure,
and other goods that cannot be secured in sufficient quantities through
private investment alone.

2.5   Technology

Electric technology trends are discussed briefly below.  While electricity technology
has not been a major focus of legislative debate, it is a subject that may be worthy
of somewhat more detailed analysis than the agencies have undertaken within the
scope and time constraints of this study.
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Technological innovations in both electricity-generating equipment and energy-using
equipment have significantly reduced the cost of electricity over time.  Ongoing
technological changes are likely to include increases in the efficiency of generation,
smaller and more distributed generating technologies, decreased production of
criteria air pollutants, and growing interaction with information, communications and
transportation technologies.  These changes seem likely to decrease both internal
and external costs of electric generation over time.  New technologies are also likely
to influence other costs of electricity operations through changes in metering and
billing, load control, and greater utilization of infrastructure (e.g. cable or internet
additions to power communications networks).

However, there are some indications that short-term competitive pressures may be
squeezing out utility investments in research and development of energy technolo-
gies.  (We have no data on trends in R & D expenditures for other electricity related
industries, sulkch as equipment manufacturers.)   One recent study finds that,
�research and development funding by 80 of North America�s largest investor-
owned utilities fell by one-third between 1993 and 1996.�

21
 On average, industrial

firms in the U.S. spend approximately 3.1% of sales on R&D.  In 1994, US utilities,
on average, devoted .3% of sales to R&D, and substantial reductions have oc-
curred since then.

22
 To respond to this situation, at least seven states with restruc-

turing initiatives have included R&D among the categories of investment that are
supported by a system benefits charge.

2.5.1 Natural Gas Combustion Turbines

The natural gas combined cycle combustion turbine is likely to remain the most
common new generating technology for the immediately foreseeable future.  The
Energy Information Administration (EIA), in its 1998 Energy Outlook, estimates that
85% of new electricity generation from 1996 to 2020 will be combined-cycle or
combustion turbine technology fueled by natural gas.

23

Continuing advances in high temperature materials, coupled with improved turbine
design and control technologies, will probably continue to push up the thermal
efficiency of this equipment.  The NWPPC uses a 0.5% per year increase in thermal
efficiency for its resource projections.  EIA reaches similar conclusions.  Figure 2.10
illustrates EIA�s projections for efficiency improvements for combustion turbines
along with other comparable generating technologies.  By 2010, the thermal effi-
ciency of advanced combine cycle facilities is expected to increase from 49 % to
60%.
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Figure 2.10  Combustion Efficiency of Electric Generating Technologies 1995
and 2010

In addition to improved efficiency, the capital costs of new generating technologies
are also likely to decline.  EIA estimates that the capital cost components of ad-
vanced combined cycle units will decline from 7.5 mills/kWh ($1996) in 2005 to 7.2
mills/kWh ($1996) by 2020.

24
  Capital costs represent about one-quarter of the total

estimated cost of advanced combined cycle combustion turbines, so marginal
reductions in capital cost will probably not be as important as fuel price trends in
determining overall costs.

2.5.2 Distributed Technologies
Smaller scale distributed generation may assume a larger share of future electricity
generation.  Much research is underway on distributed technologies such as fuel
cells, microturbines, photovoltaics (PVs), and advanced energy storage devices.

25

Advances in fuel cell technology are being driven rapidly by a number of factors,
including the growing demand for clean transportation alternatives.  Microturbines
are likely to be sized at 25-75 kW, fuel cells from a few kW to a megawatt or more,
and PV rooftop systems may be as small as a few kW each.  Most of these tech-
nologies can be applied either as an additional component of the existing electricity
grid or as stand alone, grid-independent systems.  Estimates of the potential pen-
etration of such technologies into the market range from as much as 20% of the
new generation capacity additions over the next 10 to 12 years to only negligible
contributions during that period.

26
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v Microturbines:  Mass produced microturbines in sizes below 100 kW
are now beginning to enter the market. Some of the likely applications
include placement at the end of transmission and distribution lines to
avoid high cost upgrades, installation as uninterruptible power supply
units, and use as a dedicated prime mover for pumps, air conditioning, or
process equipment.  Many of the large manufacturers of conventional
turbines and generators are developing microturbine product lines.

v Fuel Cells:  Fuel cell technology is based on an electrochemical (rather
than thermal) reaction between hydrogen and oxygen that produces
direct current electricity and heat.  The residual product from fuel cells is
pure water.  A wide range of feedstocks (including natural gas, coal,
biomass) can subjected to a reforming process to extract hydrogen fuel
for the cells.  Successful development and production of fuel cells on a
large scale could have major impacts on the costs and market structure
of electricity production.  Although currently too costly for most applica-
tions at 15 cents/kWh or more, they hold major promise for numerous
future applications.  Substantial research is underway on a wide range of
fuel cell technologies including phosphoric acid, molten carbonate,
alkaline, solid oxide, and proton exchange membranes.27 Fuel cells are
highly modular and can be manufactured in sizes from a few kW to
several megawatts.  Given the substantial investments in fuel cell re-
search, it is likely that manufacturing cost and production costs will
continue to decline.

v Storage Devices:   Electric, chemical, and mechanical storage devices
can serve as storage media in applications ranging from individual
homes to utility systems. For utilities, new storage technologies can help
increase utilization of transmission and distribution equipment, decrease
reserve margins, allow for better integration of intermittent sources (such
as wind and photovoltaics) into utility systems, and increase system
reliability.28  For electricity users, storage systems can increase power
quality, provide uninterruptible power supply, provide storage and backup
for intermittent renewable technologies, and reduce peak demand.
Substantial research and development is under way to improve battery
and flywheel technology.  R&D is especially active in the area of low-
cost, high power density batteries for transportation applications.29

Flywheels offer the ability to store large amounts of energy at a high
energy density.  Improvements in materials, magnetic bearings, and
vacuum chambers have reduced storage losses.  Development of fly-
wheels for utilities has focused on power quality applications.30
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Figure 2.11  Distributed Generation Options

2.5.3  Hydroelectric generation

Hydroelectric generation is unlikely to increase in the U.S. overall and in the Pacific
Northwest in particular.  However, research and development are underway to
improve the technology of hydroelectric turbines so that they are more �fish friendly�
and can also operate more effectively under a wider range of water flow conditions.
EPRI estimates that it will require 2 to 10 years for prototype development and
testing of such improved turbines and development of variable speed, variable
power turbines and controls.

31

2.5.4 Renewable Technologies

Renewable energy technologies in addition to hydropower include wind, solar
thermal, solar photovoltaic, geothermal, landfill gas and biomass.   Currently the
internal costs of these technologies are moderately to substantially higher than
natural gas combustion turbines.  Their external costs, however, are generally
considered to be lower.  The NWPPC�s 1996 cost estimates range from 4.1 cents/
kWh for wind to 17.8 cents/kWh for photovoltaic generation.

32
 However, the costs of

these technologies have declined significantly over the last two decades.  Figure
2.12 illustrates this decline.  Because some of these technologies lend themselves
to distributed application, they are cost-effective in some remote applications now.
For example, solar photovoltaics are a cost-effective option for pumping water for
livestock in some areas.
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Figure 2.12  Decreasing Costs of Renewable Energy Sources

2.5.5 Cogeneration

Cogeneration or combined heat and power (CHP) is the simultaneous production of
electricity and heat.  Cogeneration allows for increased thermal efficiency through
productive use of what would otherwise be waste heat from combustion.  Cogen-
eration/CHP dates back to the early years of the electricity industry when small,
localized power plants, predominately at industrial sites, produced both electricity
and heat for industrial processes.  As the size of generating plants expanded and
large plants were often sited outside major population centers, cogeneration�s share
of electricity production waned.  However, interest in cogeneration, both domesti-
cally and internationally, is again increasing.  One factor driving this increase is the
availability of small and clean distributed generation, which allows electric genera-
tors to be closer to heat-demanding processes or commercial loads.  Overall effi-
ciencies of 70 to 80 percent can make cogeneration very attractive to independent
power producers and end users in some applications.

33
  Because of the high ther-

mal efficiencies it allows, cogeneration may contribute significantly to the achieve-
ment of carbon emission reduction goals.  Washington currently has more than 680
MW of installed cogeneration capacity.

2.5.6  Energy-using equipment

Just as improvements in electricity generating technology have steadily increased
the conversion efficiency of electricity production, technological improvements in
electricity using equipment have significantly increased end use efficiency. Over the
last 25 years, the development and adoption of building energy codes, implementa-
tion of large scale utility conservation programs, national appliance and equipment
efficiency standards, and state conservation efforts have driven technological
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innovation.  High efficiency motors, windows, electronic ballasts, and sophisticated
energy management systems are a few of the many new electricity-saving devices.
These technologies have reduced the cost of electric service by displacing the need
for more costly new supplies and lowering operating costs for residential, commer-
cial, and industrial equipment.

The NWPPC estimates that cumulative savings from energy efficiency programs in
the region amounted to about 1,000 average megawatts in 1996. The Council
estimates that the region still has approximately 1,535 average megawatts of cost-
effective conservation potential available at an average levelized cost of 1.7 cents/
kWh.  Much of this potential involves increased commercialization of energy saving
technology.

Figure 9.4 in Section 9 shows the decline in the electricity intensity of Washington�s
economy (the amount of energy used to produce a given amount of economic
output) in real dollar terms.  Technological improvement is one of the factors contrib-
uting to this decline.

2.5.7  Communications and information technology

Communications and information technologies present substantial opportunities to
reduce electric service costs and expand product and service diversity. These
technologies allow for remote meter reading, real-time pricing, direct load manage-
ment, and remote monitoring of energy efficiency or power quality.

34
   Remote meter

reading is likely to be the most significant near-term application, allowing utilities to
decrease their operating costs while linking them more closely to their customer
base.  Such enhanced links also open up the opportunity for energy service provid-
ers to form new partnerships and to provide new services.

2.6   Fuel

Washington�s primary reliance on hydroelectric power has tended to insulate it to
some degree from trends in the price of fossil fuels.  However, a significant portion
of the power consumed by Washington citizens comes from large, coal-fired power
plants that were built in the 1970s.  Moreover, almost all new generating capacity
that has been installed in the 1990s has been fired with natural gas, and gas ap-
pears to be the resource of choice for the foreseeable future.  Fuel prices are likely
to play a growing role in determining the price Washington consumers pay for
electricity.
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Figure 2.13  Coal Prices to Electric Utilities, Selected States, 1997

Fuel prices in the Northwest tend to be lower than in the rest of the country.  Figure
2.13 compares coal prices at electric utilities in selected states around the country.
The boldface type indicates states in which coal plants owned by utilities serving
Washington customers are located.  Wyoming and Montana, where the bulk of the
Northwest�s coal-fired generating capacity is located, enjoy some of the lowest coal
prices in the country.  This is due both to the characteristics of the resource (the
coal tends to lie close to the surface and be low in sulfur) and to the location of the
generating plants at the minemouth, reducing the cost of transporting the fuel.
Centralia coal is cheaper than the national average.

Figure 2.14  Natural Gas Prices at City Gate, Selected State and Census Divisions, 1996
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Figure 2.14 compares city gate natural gas prices in selected states and census
divisions.  Washington, Oregon and Idaho enjoy some of the lowest natural gas
prices in the country, even lower than in gas-producing regions like the West South
Central (which includes Oklahoma, Texas and Louisiana).  This is due primarily to
the availability of cheap Canadian supplies, and secondarily to inexpensive produc-
tion in Wyoming and northwestern Colorado.  There is some question about
whether this cost advantage will continue.  Several projects are in the works that
may decrease this cost advantage by increasing pipeline capacity from the Rocky
Mountain region eastward, both in the U.S. and in Canada.

The next two charts examine the trend of fuel prices over time, both in real and in
nominal terms.  Prices for coal and natural gas have exhibited similar trends over
the past thirty years or so.  Both were cheap in real terms in the early 1970s, and
both saw steep price increases throughout the 1970s.  Coal prices across the
country have declined steadily since, peaking at around $35 per ton in 1982-1984.
The average price in 1997 was $26.16 per ton.  In real terms, prices for coal deliv-
ered to electric utilities are less than half what they were fifteen years ago.

Figure 2.15  US Coal Prices to Electric Utilities, 1970-1997

The story is similar, though more pronounced, for natural gas.  Gas prices skyrock-
eted in the 1970s, increasing over 500% in real terms between 1970 and 1983.
Production increases, infrastructure improvements, and regulatory changes led to
much lower prices by the late 1980s, and prices fell to less than half their former
levels in the mid-90s.  The last three years have seen gas prices drifting back
upwards.  It remains to be seen whether this becomes a long-term trend.
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Figure 2.16  US Wellhead Natural Gas Prices, 1970-1997
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Both natural gas and coal are fossil fuels with substantial environmental impacts,
primarily in the form of air emissions.  The costs of these impacts are not fully
internalized.  Burning coal produces harmful air pollutants including oxides of
nitrogen (NO and NO

2
, or NO

X
), sulfur dioxide (SO

2
), and carbon monoxide (CO), as

well as ash, fine particulates, and heavy metals such as mercury and arsenic.
Burning natural gas produces no particulates or heavy metals, but does produce
NO

X 
and CO.  Both fuels produce carbon dioxide, the most prevalent greenhouse

gas.  In general, and particularly in the case of carbon dioxide, coal-fired generators
produce substantially greater emissions per unit of energy than do gas-fired units.

While some of these environmental costs have been internalized through fuel
switching or the installation of pollution control equipment, increasing environmental
liabilities are a factor that is likely to affect future fuel prices.  For example, the coal
industry is still in the process of complying with Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1990, which require a 60% reduction in industry-wide SO

2
 emissions by

2010.  The Energy Information Administration has estimated that the cost to utilities
of complying with Phase I of the 1990 CAAA has amounted to $836 million per year,
in 1995 dollars.

35  Compliance with Phase II, which begins in 2000, will also be
costly.  Minemouth coal may continue to get cheaper, but burning it will probably
continue to get more expensive.

Efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions may put upward pressure on fuel
prices.  The electric utility sector accounts for approximately one third of U.S. green-
house gas emissions, and may be called upon to achieve a substantial portion of
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Some internalization of carbon costs
may be required in order to achieve significant greenhouse gas reductions.  This
internalization would increase the price of electricity in proportion to the carbon
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emitted by the generation source, with the greatest increases falling on coal-fired
power. By the same token, it would increase the relative price advantage of renew-
able resources, including the hydropower that provides most of Washington�s
electricity supply.

Carbon emission reduction efforts would probably also affect natural gas prices.
Electric utilities may substantially increase their use of natural gas in an effort to
reduce emissions from coal plants.  This would put pressure on gas supply and
cause prices to increase.  Natural gas also contains carbon and would presumably
be subject to any policy that internalizes carbon costs.
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Endnotes for Section 2
1 See, for example, Senate Bill 2499 in the 105th Congress.
2 �Retail Wheeling and Restructuring Report,�  Edison Electric Institute, June 1997.
3 National Regulatory Research Institute �Electric Industry Restructuring Box Score�; http://
www.nrri.ohio-state.edu
4 The average price of electricity in the 17 states that had mandated retail competition as of
May 1998 was  8.6 cents/kWh, compared to an average price of 6 cents/kWh in the other
states. (�Creating Competitive Markets in Electric Energy:  A Critical Analysis of H.R.655�
Electricity Journal, May 1998)
5 �Comprehensive Review of the Northwest Energy System Final Report:  Toward a Competi-
tive Electric Power Industry for the 21st Century,�  December 12, 1996.
6 Fourth Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, Northwest Power Planning Coun-
cil, 1998
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3.0  Strategies to minimize electric
service costs

Overview

This section describes strategies to minimize the cost of electric service to Washing-
ton consumers.  For consistency, it groups these strategies into the same six catego-
ries as the trends in the preceding section:

1. Wholesale market

2. Retail market

3. Supply adequacy and reliability

4. Environment

5. Technology

6. Fuel cost

Many of the strategies available for minimizing electric service costs are not within
the state�s control.  We include discussion of some strategies that may be outside of
the state�s purview in order to indicate where the most important decisions regarding
future costs are likely to be made.  Because the nature of the state�s role and oppor-
tunities varies widely among the categories, the scope of strategies in each category
also varies widely.  As is the case throughout the report, we describe strategies and
in some cases list arguments for and against them.  However, no recommendations
are implied.

Discussions of strategies also do not imply that any particular action is necessary.
Some stakeholders feel that the best strategy for minimizing costs may be to mini-
mize change. Others suggest that economic forces have already changed the
electric power market in ways that make existing strategies for minimizing costs less
appropriate.  The tension between preserving the desirable characteristics of the
existing system and responding to market changes that are already under way was a
recurring theme in stakeholder comments on the draft report and in public meetings.
Again, describing changes and outlining alternative responses implies no endorse-
ment.

3.1  Wholesale market

For the most part, the wholesale electric power market is not under state jurisdiction.
Wholesale power prices and wholesale transmission are generally regulated by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  However, the state may have a role in
regional efforts to protect the benefits of the Federal Columbia River Power System
(FCRPS) and in influencing policy development with respect to transmission grid
operations.
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3.1.1  Strategies to reinforce the connection between Washington consumers
and the benefits of the Federal Columbia River Power System

Perhaps the single most important factor affecting the cost of electric service in
Washington in the foreseeable future is the extent to which the benefits of the Federal
Columbia River Power System remain with regional (primarily Washington) consum-
ers.  Retaining these benefits was the primary objective of the Comprehensive
Review of the Regional Energy System.  It is the main focus of the Governor�s Transi-
tion Board.  It is also the primary focus of efforts by members of the Northwest
congressional delegation to craft a �Northwest Chapter� for federal electric restructur-
ing legislation.  The Bonneville Power Administration cited it as the overarching
purpose of its December 1998 power subscription proposal. The value of these
benefits depends on a variety of factors, most notably the future direction of prices in
the wholesale power market.  However, the Northwest Power Planning Council
estimates that the 20-year value of these benefits exceeds $5 billion in all but the
lowest market scenarios, and could exceed $20 billion in the highest market sce-
narios.1

Most of the strategies for retaining the benefits of the FCRPS proposed by the Com-
prehensive Review, the Transition Board, BPA, and others fall into three basic catego-
ries:

1. Paying for the system reliably;

2. Managing the system effectively and efficiently; and

3. Distributing the system�s benefits equitably.

3.1.1.1 Paying for the system reliably:

If regional consumers fail to fully cover the costs of the FCRPS, federal taxpayers
could be exposed to those costs.  This could undermine the region�s claim on the
benefits of the system in the future. The Comprehensive Review and now BPA have
proposed a system for �subscribing� to power from the FCRPS on terms that would
maximize the likelihood that the costs of the system are fully covered by Northwest
consumers.  BPA and the Transition Board have recommended slightly different
contingency plans for recovering costs from subscribers, should costs rise above
those used to calculate rates.  These contingency plans include:  tapping a reserve
fund for fish and wildlife recovery; a �cost recovery adjustment mechanism� that
would raise power rates; additional cost reductions; and potentially a transmission
surcharge to recover power costs.  BPA has established a goal of reaching an 88%
probability of making its annual payment to the U.S. Treasury on time and in full in
every year of the five-year rate period beginning in 2001.  High probability of Treasury
repayment is widely regarded as an important index of the region�s ability to pay for
the FCRPS reliably.
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A more direct strategy for covering the costs of the system would be for the region
(probably meaning some combination of BPA�s customers and the Northwest states)
to purchase the FCRPS or its output.  BPA customers have discussed this option.
Members of Congress and representatives of federal executive agencies have also
discussed this option as a way to reduce federal debt and reduce the presence of the
federal government in power markets.  We know of no active negotiations regarding
purchase of the system.

However, some BPA customers who have substantial generating capacity (the Public
Generating Pool) have proposed that BPA offer a �Slice of the System� product for
subscription.  This product would consist of a proportion of the system�s total output,
rather than a fixed amount of power.  Since the system�s output is subject to substan-
tial annual and seasonal fluctuation, the actual dimensions of the �slice� would vary.
This would transfer some of the risks associated with precipitation and other vari-
ables from BPA to the customer.  This transfer of risk is in some ways akin to owner-
ship of a piece of the FCRPS.  Insofar as this �slice� product increases the likelihood
that regional consumers will bear the system�s costs reliably, it may increase the
likelihood that the system�s benefits remain in the region.  BPA proposes to offer the
�slice� product in its upcoming subscription process.

3.1.1.2   Managing the system effectively and efficiently
The case for keeping the benefits of the FCRPS in the Northwest may be strength-
ened to the extent that the region can demonstrate that it is managing the system
effectively and efficiently.  Better management also increases the likelihood of paying
for the system reliably.  While effectiveness and efficiency are in the eye of the
beholder, the following strategies for increasing the quality of FCRPS management
are under consideration or being pursued:

v Cost containment and production efficiencies:  In 1997, following the
recommendations of the Comprehensive Review, the Northwest Power
Planning Council established a cost control forum to assist BPA in control-
ling its costs. The recommendations of the cost management committee
identify $146 million in reductions to planned power expenses for BPA�s
next rate period, Fiscal Years (FY) 2002-2006.  These reductions are in
addition to substantial cost cutting already undertaken.  The effects of
these recommendations on BPA�s costs are depicted in the Figure below.
The actual recommendations are included as Appendix 2-1.  BPA plans to
incorporate many of these recommendations in its upcoming rate pro-
posal.
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Figure 3.1  Cost review recommendations would reduce Power Business Line
expense projections by about $146 million

v End-use efficiency:  The case for keeping the benefits of the FCRPS
may be stronger to the extent that the region maximizes the system�s
productivity by using system output efficiently.  BPA has made substantial
investments in energy efficiency over the years, saving roughly 690
average megawatts of power since 1982.  However, due in part to com-
petitive pressure at the wholesale level, BPA investments have been
declining rapidly since 1994.  As part of its package of recommendations,
the Comprehensive Review suggested that states stem this decline by
establishing a minimum investment standard in energy efficiency and
renewable resources equivalent to 3% of total retail utility revenues.  BPA
proposes to provide rate discounts to its customers to support their
energy efficiency investments and achievements. Other energy efficiency
strategies are discussed in Section 9 of this report.

v Improved environmental management: The effectiveness of the
region�s efforts to restore endangered salmon and steelhead stocks may
well affect the region�s prospects for retaining the benefits of the system.
Evaluation of alternative salmon recovery strategies in the Columbia Basin
is well beyond the scope of this study.  Landmark decisions with respect
to recovery strategies for endangered Columbia River stocks are ex-
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pected from the National Marine Fisheries Service in 1999.  BPA has
attempted to respond to the substantial uncertainty surrounding the costs
of these strategies by adopting a set of �fish funding principles� and
proposing to set power rates to accommodate a range of possible out-
comes.

3.1.1.3 Distributing the system�s benefits equitably
Members of the region�s congressional delegation have frequently advised BPA
customers and stakeholders to develop and support a regionally sanctioned way to
share the benefits of the system or risk losing those benefits altogether.  Some
measure of regional agreement regarding the nature of BPA�s role in competitive
markets may also be an important component of a unified regional position.

The need to develop such a unified regional position was the impetus for undertaking
the Comprehensive Review and for forming the Governors� Transition Board.  It also
underlies the attempts on the part of members of the congressional delegation to
develop a �Northwest Chapter� for federal restructuring legislation.  BPA�s current
subscription proposal2 for sales of power starting in 2001 is an attempt to form the
basis for such an agreement by accommodating the following claims on the system�s
benefits.  (The following description outlines how BPA has attempted to structure a
package that balances competing interests.  No endorsement of any of these fea-
tures is implied.):

v Public preference:  The proposal allocates the substantial majority of the
firm power from the FCRPS to public agencies.

v Extending the benefits to residential and small farm customers of investor-
owned utilities:  The proposal allocates 1800 aMW of power (and/or
equivalent benefits in the form of cash payment) for residential and small
farm customers of investor-owned utilities, with the prospect of more after
2006.

v Extending the benefits to Direct Service Industrial (DSI) customers:  After
meeting the requirements of its public and private utility customers, BPA
expects to have enough power to meet the loads of the DSI customers.

v Preserving the Low Density Discount (LDD) and defraying transmission
costs for remote systems:  The LDD effectively allocates some of the
benefits of the entire system to low-density rural systems, many of which
are in Washington.  BPA also proposes to absorb certain transmission
costs for remote systems (the �General Transfer Agreements�) in general
power rates.

v Providing a discount for customers making qualifying investments in
energy efficiency, renewable resource, and low-income weatherization.

v Adopting fish funding principles and rates that can accommodate a large
range of costs associated with salmon and steelhead recovery.
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v Offering a �slice of the system� product for customers with the ability and
inclination to accept more of the risks and rewards of variations in system
output and costs.

With respect to BPA�s position in competitive markets, the subscription proposal may
reduce BPA�s role in acquiring new resources to serve customers, thereby lowering
the agency�s profile in generation markets.  The Transition Board has issued a set of
recommendations that would subject BPA�s transmission rates and operations to
oversight by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on terms comparable to
FERC�s regulation of private transmission carriers.  The Comprehensive Review
proposed limits on BPA�s role in the energy efficiency marketplace by developing
guidelines to prevent BPA from competing with private energy efficiency firms.

These efforts to reduce BPA�s presence as a federal agency in the marketplace may
reduce BPA�s revenue-earning potential and/or conflict with BPA�s existing statutory
obligation to acquire resources to serve loads.  However, they may also reduce the
potential for conflict with private competitors and thereby promote the achievement of
regional consensus on the future of the FCRPS and BPA. There may be an inherent
tension between reducing BPA�s competitive presence and ensuring that the agency
earns sufficient revenue to cover its costs reliably while providing adequate supplies
to serve regional customers.

3.1.2  Strategies to promote more effective wholesale competition through
efficient, competitively neutral operation of the high-voltage transmission grid

Section 2 described changes in the regulation of the nation�s high-voltage transmis-
sion system designed to promote an efficient wholesale generation market.  FERC�s
Orders 888 and 889, issued in 1996 and revised in 1998, required jurisdictional
(investor-owned) utilities to file �open access� tariffs, under which they are to treat
competitors the same as they treat their own power marketing departments or
subsidiaries.  Order 888 also anticipated and encouraged the formation of regional
Independent System Operators (ISOs) to enhance the development of competitive
power markets.

During 1996 and 1997, a number of utilities held discussions about forming �IndeGO,�
an independent system operator for the Northwest.  One of the purposes of the
IndeGO proposal was to remove �pancaked� transmission rates � the practice of
charging a customer the embedded cost rate each time a transaction crosses a
utility intertie.  This practice results from multiple ownership of the transmission grid.
Computer modeling done by the IndeGO pricing work group suggests that doing
away with transmission �pancakes� could save the region $8-16 million a year in fuel
costs alone due to more efficient dispatch of existing resources.  Savings have been
estimated to be as high as $40 million if pancakes were eliminated throughout the
western interconnection.

Additional savings may be reaped from more efficient system expansion decisions.
Eliminating pancaked transmission rates might allow the Northwest to make larger
seasonal purchases of energy from California, delaying the need to invest in new
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capacity to meet winter peaks.  Additional benefits cited by IndeGO supporters in-
clude: better reliability due to coordinated grid operation by an entity with a neutral
position in the marketplace; reduced ability for large, transmission-owning utilities to
exercise vertical market power; and more efficient use of the existing grid through
transmission capacity rights that are easily tradable.

It is not clear, however, whether the benefits of forming an ISO outweigh the costs.
Many stakeholders argue that the region already enjoys many of the benefits prom-
ised by an ISO due to the existence of the wide-reaching federal transmission net-
work. Some IndeGO opponents argue that inefficiencies in the existing system are
modest, so the potential for efficiency gains from independent system operation is
small.  Figure 3.2 displays detailed estimates of the costs and benefits developed for
the IndeGO proposal.  There is significant disagreement within the region about the
magnitude of both the costs and the benefits displayed in this table.

Figure 3.2  Costs and Benefits of Forming IndeGO

Notes:  a Estimates developed after the November proposal were not reviewed or endorsed by all IndeGO parties.

Additional concerns that parties in the region had about forming IndeGO include:

v The prospect of cost shifting among utilities and among states, as the
IndeGO fixed cost recovery methodology would have resulted in some
cost shifts.
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v The ability and willingness of BPA to participate in an ISO;

v The potential transfer of jurisdiction over transmission rates from local
boards and commissions to FERC; and

v Uncertainty about retail market structure in a number of states.

As a result of these concerns, the IndeGO proposal was shelved in the spring of
1998.

A number of utilities in the region are currently working on a more limited version of an
ISO that they call an Independent Grid Scheduler (IGS).  The IGS would take on a few
of the functions envisioned for IndeGO, including calculating and posting ATC, hosting
a short-term market for unused transmission capacity rights, and coordinating grid
scheduling among existing control areas.  The proposed entity would incur few of the
estimated costs of a full-fledged ISO, but might also realize few of the estimated
benefits.  There is currently no timeline for IGS implementation.

FERC held hearings during the spring and summer of 1998 to examine whether and
how it should require the formation of ISOs.  Some FERC commissioners believe
FERC already has the authority to order ISO formation.3 FERC issued a Notice of
Intent to Consult with states regarding ISO formation on November 24, 1998 (Docket
RN99-2-000).  This process will address such subjects as where the boundaries of
these districts should be drawn, what the minimum functions of a regional transmis-
sion system operator should be, whether participation should be voluntary of manda-
tory, and what the role of states should be. It is unclear what meaning this would have
for the Northwest, where more than three-fourths of the transmission is owned by
BPA, which is currently subject only to limited FERC jurisdiction.  It is also unclear
how this would affect attempts to form an IGS.

3.2 Retail Market

3.2.1 Discussion of the relationship between retail restructuring and minimiz-
ing electric service costs

As noted in Section 2, most of the arguments about whether and to what extent retail
restructuring will reduce electric service costs remain inconclusive. The record
indicates that the Legislature�s decision not to call for an explicit comparison of the
effects of alternative retail market structures in ESSB 6560 was driven in part by a
perception that such a comparison would be too speculative to be useful.  Therefore,
the agencies did not attempt to analyze the cost impacts of changes in retail market
structure.  Some of the arguments of proponents and opponents of retail restructur-
ing are characterized briefly and crudely (though not analyzed or endorsed) below.

v Arguments of proponents of retail restructuring:  Some proponents of
retail restructuring maintain that retail choice is an effective strategy for
minimizing electric service costs. They argue that the absence of com-
petitive pressure allows regulated electric utility monopolies to build and
earn profits on unnecessarily costly electric generation.  Since conven-
tional rate-of-return regulation links revenues to expenditures, regulated
utilities generally earn more for spending more, to the extent that regula-
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tors approve these costs.  They argue that average rates set by regulators
can provide incorrect price signals, causing customers to consume more
power when they should use less and less when they should use more.
Proponents also argue that, since customers have no option but to pur-
chase from their monopoly provider, utilities can load excessive costs into
rates with impunity, so long as regulators approve.  While regulators are
charged with minimizing costs to consumers, this regulatory control is
pitted against a powerful incentive for investor-owned utilities to include
more costs in rates, since they earn a return on most costs.  Further-
more, proponents argue that the �natural monopoly� rationale for rate
regulation no longer applies to electrical generation in the same way it
applies to distribution or transmission. Some proponents of restructuring
legislation argue that, without such legislation, competitive forces will tend
to erode important collective investments that are currently carried in utility
rates, including taxes, energy efficiency, renewable energy investments,
and low-income services.  Others suggest that restructuring may result in
greater demand for power generated from renewable resources and
thereby decrease environmental costs.  Proponents of retail restructuring
point to the experience in wholesale power markets and other services
such as telecommunications as evidence that competition not only lowers
costs but also enhances service by providing more product innovation and
responsiveness to customers.  Finally, some argue for restructuring on
the grounds that retail competition is already occurring and that some
legal framework for that competition is necessary.

v Arguments of opponents of retail restructuring:   Some opponents of
retail restructuring suggest that it will tend to level generation prices
toward a system-wide average across the western power grid.  Since
Washington�s prices are currently among the lowest, this will tend to shift
costs in our direction. This is the conclusion of a number of studies of the
effect of retail competition on prices. Opponents also argue that retail
choice in some form already exists in Washington, insofar as consumers
can choose to form public utilities.  This choice, they contend, provides
adequate competitive pressure on prices, while preserving local control
that might be lost under retail restructuring.  Some opponents of restruc-
turing argue that the physical and operational characteristics of the power
system lend themselves to vertical integration, and that restructuring may
therefore cause cost increases and/or operational difficulties.  Other
opponents suggest that, since customers have dramatically different load
characteristics and bargaining ability, competition will lead to cost shifting
among customers rather than cost reductions.  They suggest that market-
ing to small customers may be unprofitable and that these customers will
not enjoy the benefits of competition.  Some opponents suggest that
unstructured competition leads to competitive pressures to reduce invest-
ments necessary to sustain reliability, customer service, and environmen-
tal protection. Opponents maintain that wholesale competition is already
squeezing as much genuine efficiency as possible out of electric genera-
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tion, and that retail competition would bring no additional benefit.  They,
too, point to the experience in telecommunications as evidence:  while
long-distance rates are clearly lower, some contend that the cost savings
are more than offset by greater confusion, intrusive marketing, and a
proliferation of unwanted and expensive services.

We have no meaningful way of evaluating whether and to what extent retail choice will
reduce total costs at this point.  Data from other industries, countries, and states are
sketchy.  The data that do exist tend to focus on prices, with very little information on
total costs of service.  Even to the extent that these price trends are relevant, it is
generally difficult to separate the relative impact of wholesale competition, technology
changes, fuel cost fluctuations, and other factors from the impact of introducing retail
competition.   Also, Washington�s unique mixes of federal, state, and local institutions
and public and private power make it difficult to generalize from experiences else-
where.

Retail competition may result in real increases in efficiency and reductions in cost.  It
may also result in increased product diversity and innovation.  For some utility cus-
tomers, the savings potential may be modest, particularly where existing rates are
low.   Other possible outcomes of retail competition include:  redistribution of the
costs and benefits of existing generating resources; shifting of tax burden; reduced
investments in cost-effective conservation, renewable energy, low-income services,
reliability, customer service, and other shared costs; and increased transaction
costs.

These other possible outcomes generally do not represent reductions in the cost of
energy service.  Some of these outcomes may lead to lower prices for some con-
sumers, but those price reductions may be accomplished by shifting costs or under-
mining investments necessary to minimize long-term costs and sustain a safe,
reliable, environmentally sound system.  These outcomes are not necessary prod-
ucts of retail competition or any particular market structure.  They also do not reflect
any unfair activity on the part of customers who take advantage of the opportunity for
price reductions.  Rather, these potential outcomes suggest that competitive pres-
sures compel suppliers and price-sensitive consumers to seek competitive advan-
tage wherever they can find it.  These outcomes may frustrate the primary intent of
competition:  cost reductions generated by real efficiencies.

Again, we cannot conclude with confidence that any particular retail market structure
will minimize costs, and ESSB 6560 did not call for such conclusions.  However,
regardless of future market structure decisions, competitive pressure exists and is
likely to persist in the electric utility industry.  The following three subsections describe
strategies that may promote cost minimization in any market structure where com-
petitive pressures exist by:

1. Reinforcing the connection between Washington consumers and existing low-
priced resources.

2. Mitigating sources of competitive advantage that may either shift or increase total
costs.
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3. Removing market barriers and establishing or reinforcing the conditions for efficient
market operation.

3.2.2  Strategies to minimize costs where competitive pressure exists by
reinforcing the connection between Washington consumers and existing low-
priced resources

With growing competition in wholesale and retail markets, the traditional connection
between consumers and the electric resources built to serve them may be eroding4.
The reasons for this trend are discussed in Section 2.

In much of the rest of the country, the most contentious issue in retail restructuring is:
�Who will bear stranded costs?�  In Washington, stranded costs are likely to be
modest.  In many instances, we may face the opposite issue.  Insofar as electric
generating resources used to serve Washington consumers are worth more than
they cost, the animating issue here is how the positive difference between value and
cost is distributed among Washington consumers, other consumers, and sharehold-
ers.  This issue could be framed as �Who will reap the �stranded benefits�?�5

Stranded costs and stranded benefits are variations on the same issue:  �When
resources are sold at market, how is the difference between cost and market price
distributed?�

This issue arises in conjunction with the transition to market prices.  While Washing-
ton law does not mandate such a transition, data collected from utilities suggest that
such a transition is at least partially under way in the retail market.  (See 2.2.2.2)  The
transition is, of course, well under way in the wholesale market throughout the West.
Corporate realignments and partnerships discussed in 2.2.2.9 also suggest that the
traditional connection between consumers and the electric power resources that
serve them may be becoming more fluid.

Because this issue concerns the distribution of the costs and benefits of existing
resources, it may be a cost-shifting issue. (See Section 4.)  We discuss it briefly here
because, from a Washington-only perspective, it may well affect total electric service
costs.  The biggest part of this issue concerns the connection between Washington
consumers and the resources of the Federal Columbia River Power System.  Strate-
gies to reinforce that connection are discussed in 3.1.1.  However, Washington
consumers are also served by a variety of publicly owned and privately owned non-
federal resources that may be worth more than they cost.  Strategies to reinforce the
connection between Washington consumers and the benefits of those resources are
discussed in Section 4, Electricity Rates and Equity.

3.2.3 Strategies to reduce costs where competitive pressures exist by mitigat-
ing other sources of competitive advantage that may either shift or increase
total costs.

The premise of the strategies below is that costs may be minimized where competi-
tive advantage is gained only by achieving genuine efficiency and cost reduction.
(Another source of competitive advantage that may be consistent with cost-minimiza-
tion is product differentiation.  However, since this section focuses on strategies to
minimize costs, it does not discuss product differentiation.)  While each of these
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strategies is discussed more fully elsewhere in the report, they are listed here to
indicate that they may reduce costs by focusing competitive pressure on the areas
where it is most likely to result in real efficiencies.

3.2.3.1  Clarify and reinforce the distinction between components of electric service
that are competitive and those that remain in monopoly service.  Costs may be
minimized where competition is focused on those portions of electric service that
lend themselves to effective competition. (Power generation is generally acknowl-
edged to be the component of service that is best suited to competition, though other
functions including billing and metering may lend themselves to competition as well.)
The purpose of competition may be frustrated, however, where competitive advan-
tage can be gained by shifting or avoiding the costs of components of service that are
not effectively competitive (such as local distribution).  This suggests that cost-
minimization may be more likely to occur where there is a clearly drawn line between
the costs associated with competitive and monopoly components of service.  Poten-
tial strategies for clarifying this line include:

v Encouraging or requiring separation of generation functions from trans-
mission and/or distribution functions:  Arguments for this approach sug-
gest that competition will be enhanced and vertical market power will be
reduced if the different components of electric service are provided by
different businesses.  Arguments against suggest that the physical char-
acteristics of the electric system lend themselves to vertical integration
and that efforts to �de-integrate� the industry raise property rights and local
control concerns.

v Establishing geographically defined service territories for electric distribu-
tion: Proponents of this approach argue that it would both allow for equi-
table recovery of appropriate system costs and prevent construction of
costly, duplicative, and poorly integrated distribution facilities.  Opponents
argue that eliminating the option of distribution bypass would allow distri-
bution companies to arbitrarily load costs into rates for delivery service.
They also argue that there may be simpler strategies such as exit fees to
prevent cost shifting. This strategy is described in Section 4. The status of
contractual service territory agreements is describe in Section 5.

3.2.3.2  Define appropriate system-wide costs and determine a fair way to collect
them from all users without imposing competitive handicaps on any supplier: The
�appropriate� level of such system-wide costs is open to debate.  However, such
costs may include:

v Unavoidable shared costs of the existing system that cannot be recovered
in competitive power rates;

v Costs of investments that may be necessary to minimize long-term costs,
preserve reliability, or protect the environment. Collecting the cost of such
investments through non-bypassable distribution charges, as some states
and utilities now do, reduces the likelihood that competitive advantage will
be gained by bypassing these costs.  This strategy is discussed more
fully in Section 9.
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v �Stranded� generation costs.  Where price advantage is gained through
redistribution of existing, unavoidable generation costs, no cost reduction
has occurred.  However, the method for recovering stranded costs can
have important implications for total costs.  Stranded cost recovery is
most likely to support cost minimization where:

l Recovery of sunk costs does not support or require continuing opera-
tion of uneconomic generation;

l Owners of uneconomic generation have an incentive to mitigate
stranded costs; and

l Recovery procedures and formulas confer no undue competitive
advantages on incumbent suppliers.

Stranded cost recovery is discussed in Section 4.

v Utility taxes.  Tax reforms such as shifting the Public Utility Excise Tax to a
use tax may be designed such that suppliers do not gain competitive
advantage or suffer competitive handicap based on differential exposure to
taxes.  (See Section 4. See also, �Briefing Paper on Tax Policy and Re-
structuring the Gas and Electricity Industries,�  Washington Department of
Revenue, November 1998.)

3.2.4  Strategies to minimize costs where competitive pressures exist by
removing market barriers and establishing the conditions for efficient market
operation

To the extent that competition exists or is extended further into Washington�s retail
market, several strategies to provide the conditions for efficient market operation may
be worthy of consideration, including:

3.2.4.1 Providing retail choice to those customers who are prepared and willing to
accept and respond effectively to market risks:  The Washington Legislature has
debated various structural changes to the retail market in which some or all custom-
ers would gain direct access to the power market.  Many utilities now offer some form
of access to market-based rates for large customers.  However, it is not clear which
customers actually want direct access and are prepared to accept and respond to
market risks and opportunities.  For customers with the capacity to evaluate market
risks, make informed choices from among a variety of suppliers, and adapt their
purchasing to market volatility, genuine cost savings may be a real possibility.  For
customers who lack information, attract few alternative suppliers, and are unable to
respond to risks and opportunities, genuine cost savings are less likely.  Exposing
consumers who do have these capacities to market opportunities and risks may help
to increase the efficiency of the generation market (by increasing the number and
diversity of buyers) and minimize the cost of responding to possible energy and
capacity shortages. (See 2.3)  Strategies for ensuring that consumers who choose
alternatives to rate-regulated service bear the risks associated with such choices are
discussed in Section 4 under �Terms and conditions for exit and reentry to average
rates.�
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3.2.4.2  Strategies such as aggregation that allow small consumers to participate
effectively in competitive markets.  Experience from retail pilots in Washington and
the early experience in states that have restructured suggests that effective markets
do not evolve instantly or automatically to serve small customers.  Public policies that
facilitate aggregation of smaller loads into larger and more effective purchasing blocs
may hasten the evolution of a more effective market for small consumers6.

3.2.4.3 Information and disclosure:  Markets function more effectively when consum-
ers have accurate information.  Lack of information may be a particularly troublesome
obstacle for small consumers, since the cost of acquiring more information (mea-
sured in time and intrusiveness) may outweigh the benefits of informed shopping.
However, to the extent that competitive options exist, public policies that increase the
accessibility of accurate, objective, easy-to-understand and easy-to-compare infor-
mation about those options are likely to promote cost minimization. Disclosure of
information about generating resources is the subject of a study being delivered to the
legislature pursuant to HB 2831.

3.2.4.4 Mitigating competitive advantages of �incumbent� suppliers.  Where competi-
tion replaces monopoly service, a number of advantages may accrue to existing
suppliers7.  Insofar as these advantages do not reflect real efficiencies or cost sav-
ings offered by the incumbent, they may reduce the likelihood of cost reduction from
competition.  Where competition exists or is introduced, strategies to provide a level
playing field for new entrants may help minimize costs.

3.3 Supply Adequacy and Reliability

Section 2.3 indicates that in some months, the region�s demand for electricity could
exceed the combined capacity of the region�s power plants and the ability to import
additional power.  Without actions to prevent such shortfalls, the likelihood of deficits
increases over time.  The choice of strategies used to ensure adequacy and reliability
of the region�s power supply over time may have a significant impact on the cost of
electric service.

Strategies to prevent such shortfalls include the variety of methods that utilities have
used to meet growing demand in the past, including development of new generation
resources, increasing transmission capacity, and demand-side measures including
peak-shaving, distributed generation, and energy efficiency.  However, as Sections
2.3 and 8.4.3 describe, implementation of these strategies is complicated by uncer-
tainties regarding future market structure and the role of electric utilities with respect
to meeting demand for power.

In the past, utilities could evaluate the range of supply and demand-side alternatives
for providing adequate power supplies and capacity to serve a reasonably predictable
customer base.  However, with increasing competition in electricity markets and
substantial uncertainty about the structure of those markets, utilities may be increas-
ingly reluctant to assume full responsibility for meeting uncertain loads.  (This trend is
discussed more thoroughly in Section 2.3.)  As a result, existing strategies for ensur-
ing supply adequacy and reliability at the lowest cost appear to be less effective.  New
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strategies may have to consider not only the cost and feasibility of supply-side and
demand-side alternatives, but also the financial, legal, and institutional arrangements
that will allow for timely development of those alternatives.

The Northwest Power Planning Council launched a study to address the adequacy
and reliability of the region�s power supply in December of 1998.  The Northwest
Power Pool is also conducting a study on the adequacy of power supply for the
current winter.  The Power Council has convened an external advisory group to help
with the study.  Given time and resource constraints and the fact that other agencies
are conducting a more thorough examination of the issue, the UTC and CTED did not
undertake an independent review of strategies to ensure supply adequacy and reli-
ability.

Section 8 of this report addresses the issue of resource adequacy from the perspec-
tive of electric system reliability.  In 8.5.2, it briefly discusses two power supply-related
strategies to improve reliability:  mandated minimum levels of generation reserves
and deployment of �distributed generation,� such as fuel cells, microturbines, and
solar photovoltaic systems.  An alternative to mandated reserve levels would be to
create a market where generators can bid in emergency capacity and end-users can
bid in demand reductions.  This may improve the incentive to maintain some emer-
gency reserves while providing a means for ranking and choosing alternatives for
preventing supply shortages according to cost.

Like many issues discussed in this report, the issue of resource supply adequacy
and reliability reflects the transitional nature of this period in the electric industry.
There appears to be no consensus as to the future structure of Washington�s electric
power market.  Yet the effectiveness of mechanisms used in the existing structure to
ensure adequate, reliable, least cost energy service may be waning.  Under the 1980
Regional Act, the Bonneville Power Administration bears significant responsibility for
developing new resources for the region, and the Northwest Power Planning Council
prepares a resource plan to guide BPA in that effort.  In the current environment, it
appears unlikely that BPA will perform this function to any significant degree.  As a
result, the Power Council�s Regional Plan may be of limited applicability to the
region�s actual resource development activities.  In response, the Council has initi-
ated a formal examination of what new mechanisms may be needed to achieve one
of the Regional Act�s statutory purposes, �to assure the Pacific Northwest of an
adequate, efficient, economical, and reliable power supply.�

3.4 Environment

The discussion of environmental trends in Section 2 suggests that three trends are
most likely to have a significant effect on the environmental costs of electric service in
the foreseeable future:

1. Declining populations and extinction of wild anadromous fish.

2. Global climate change.

3. Increasing competition in electric power markets.
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The strategies described below for reducing environmental costs correspond to
these same three trends.

3.4.1  Declining populations and extinction of wild anadromous fish

Alternative strategies for promoting recovery of declining salmon and steelhead
stocks are the subject of intense debate in Washington and the region generally.  The
costs and benefits of these strategies are also the subjects of considerable contro-
versy.  It is well beyond the scope of this report to suggest which strategies are the
most likely to minimize environmental costs or minimize the total cost of electric
service.  However, fisheries advocates, utilities, and other stakeholders appear to be
converging on at least two broad objectives.  These objectives are not, in themselves,
strategies.  However, they may serve as evaluation criteria for choosing among
strategies in such a way as to minimize internal and external costs.

v Coherence:  The proliferation of divergent, uncoordinated, and some-
times competing salmon recovery plans tends to increase internal costs
and limit the overall effectiveness of recovery efforts.  Currently, at least
three �sovereigns� have their own recovery plans.  The federal govern-
ment has a recovery plan for some endangered and threatened stocks
developed under the Endangered Species Act by the National Marine
Fisheries Service.  (A more comprehensive federal plan is due to be
issued in 1999).  The states have the Northwest Power Planning Council�s
Fish and Wildlife Program, in addition to a variety of individual state plans.
The Columbia Basin tribes have an anadromous fish restoration plan
called �Wy-Kan-Ush-Mi Wa-Kish-Wit  (Spirit of the Salmon).�  These plans
contain contradictory provisions and reflect different strategies.  Unification
(or at least effective coordination) of these plans may enhance the pros-
pects for reduction of both environmental and economic costs.

v Accountability:  The recovery effort may cost less and produce more if it
has a clearer focus on intended results and accountability for achievement
of those results.  Given the scientific uncertainty associated with salmon
and steelhead recovery efforts, results cannot be guaranteed.  However,
fisheries advocates and other river interests appear to agree that expendi-
tures to date have not produced satisfactory results.  Most interests agree
that a more focused, less fragmented strategy with a stronger link to the
best available science would be more likely to produce results.

Accomplishing these objectives may or may not reduce the costs of anadromous fish
decline that are internalized in power rates.  That is, a coherent, results-oriented
strategy may result in higher prices to electricity consumers, but this increase in
internal costs may be outweighed by a decrease in external costs if the strategy is
significantly more effective.  Conversely, strategies that are designed to minimize the
internal cost of fish recovery measures, such as administrative or legislated �fish cost
caps�, may lower prices but may also increase external costs by precluding imple-
mentation of effective recovery measures.  Evaluation of the costs and benefits of
any particular set of fish recovery measures or cost control methods is beyond the
scope of this report.
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3.4.2 Global climate change

Reducing environmental costs associated with global climate change is an interna-
tional challenge. In the absence of national and international efforts to reduce green-
house gas (GHG) emissions, Washington strategies would be fruitless; even elimi-
nating all of Washington�s GHG emissions would have little effect on global climate if
the State was acting in isolation. However, actions to reduce GHG emissions may
have other benefits.

Some actions to reduce greenhouse gases, such as cost-effective energy efficiency
improvements, offer net economic benefits in addition to their environmental benefits.
Also, Washington is home to a variety of industries that anticipate substantial growth
due to growing demand for low-carbon and carbon-free energy sources.  These
industries include: fuel cell development, energy efficiency firms, silicon crystal
manufacturing, power inverters, efficient equipment manufacturing, light vehicle
technology, and others.

Because so much of Washington�s existing electric power base is renewable, the
State may gain economic advantage from some strategies to reduce carbon emis-
sions. The price we pay for energy may fall relative to other states and countries if
federal or international actions internalize the cost of GHG emissions.  Washington
may also stand to gain from strategies to reduce carbon emissions that allow for
tradable credits for emission reduction.  Efforts are underway in Congress to ensure
that early actions to reduce GHG emissions receive credit in any future emission
reduction or trading initiative8.

Strategies for reducing the external costs of electric service by reducing greenhouse
gas emissions or storing carbon may be grouped broadly as follows:

1. Identifying and evaluating greenhouse gas emission reduction options.

2. Increasing efficiency of electricity production and use and developing renewable
energy resources.

3. Offsetting or sequestering emissions in other sectors.

4. Internalizing the cost of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.

3.4.2.1 Identifying and evaluating greenhouse gas emission reduction options.

States can examine the range of alternatives for reducing emissions and/or establish
emission reduction targets. Oregon, for example, has established a �benchmark� of
returning to 1990 emission levels by 2000.9 The state has identified a series of ac-
tions to help meet that benchmark.10 Alternative methods of emission reduction could
be ranked according to economic costs and benefits to help policy-makers determine
which if any strategies are appropriate.

3.4.2.2 Increasing efficiency of electricity production and use and developing
renewable energy resources.
Strategies to increase energy efficiency and develop renewable resources may help
reduce greenhouse gas emissions without reducing energy service levels.  Some of
these strategies are discussed at greater length in Section 9 of this report.
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3.4.2.3  Offsetting carbon dioxide emissions through non-power related strategies

v Emissions offsets:  The electric system may look to other sectors of the
economy for cost-effective alternatives to emission reduction at power
plants.  In Washington, the largest opportunities appear to lie in transporta-
tion.  Emissions from transportation are obviously not costs of electric
service, so mitigating them does not directly reduce the environmental
costs of electric service.  However, if emission reduction strategies
include a market for carbon dioxide emissions reduction under a cap and
trade system, mitigating emissions in other sectors may be a cost-
effective compliance strategy.

v Sequestration of carbon:  Sequestration is a strategy for storing carbon
to prevent it from accumulating in the atmosphere.  Carbon sequestration
efforts include forest conservation management (controlling deforestation)
and storage management (increasing carbon storage in existing forests or
establishing new forests).  Independent power producers are gaining
experience with sequestration through international forest management
initiatives.  More advanced, experimental sequestration strategies are also
being researched11.

3.4.2.4  Internalizing the cost of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.
The economic rationale for internalizing environmental costs generally is discussed
below in 3.4.3.  Given continuing international negotiations aimed at reducing these
emissions, it seems unlikely that carbon dioxide costs will remain completely external
to energy prices.  Some modest costs for programs such as tree planting have
already been internalized in power rates for some customers.  Other possible forms
of internalization include:

v Siting or other air quality standards for greenhouse gas emissions12.

v Carbon taxes (to replace other taxes or to fund carbon reduction efforts)

v �Cap and trade�  (setting an emission ceiling and establishing a system of
tradable credits to achieve the desired reduction at minimum cost, as the
Clean Air Act does for sulfur dioxide.  See 3.4.3)13

v Carbon emission reduction or sequestration activities by power providers
who recover the cost of those activities in power prices14.

Actions that internalize GHG costs to power prices may cause concern among price-
sensitive customers, particularly the electricity-intensive industries that locate in
Washington because of lower power prices.  However, internalization of GHG costs
at the national or international level may increase the price of power in other regions
relative to Washington, because Washington relies primarily on hydropower.

3.4.3  Aligning competitive markets and environmental objectives

As noted in Section 2.4, competition in electric power markets can affect both the
total environmental cost of electric service and the distribution of environmental costs
between internal costs (included in power rates) and external costs (not included in
power rates).
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Strategies for minimizing environmental costs in a competitive environment are
included in the discussion above on global climate change and in Section 9.  The
restatement of these strategies below focuses on the characteristics of these strate-
gies that lend themselves to application in a competitive environment:

3.4.3.1 Universal System Benefits Charge for investment in energy efficiency and
renewable resources.
This strategy is discussed more fully in Section 9.  It is designed to reduce the com-
petitive handicap associated with investments that may minimize environmental
costs and/or total costs, but not rates.

3.4.3.2  Internalize environmental costs
To the extent that we rely on markets to minimize costs, strategies to ensure efficient
market operation may become more appropriate.  Economists have identified �exter-
nalities� as a significant cause of inefficiencies in markets, including energy mar-
kets15. Market forces are more likely to minimize costs where costs are internal to
price.  Even where internalization reduces costs, however, it may cause concern
among price-sensitive customers.  Examples of internalization strategies that might
be pursued at state, federal, or international levels include:

v Introducing environmental standards concurrently with competition:
Environmental standards, such as emission reduction targets, can be
used to ensure that competition to minimize price occurs within environ-
mental limits deemed appropriate by the jurisdiction that adopts those
limits.

v Pollution taxes:  A direct way to internalize environmental costs is to apply
a tax that approximates the cost of the environmental damage or the cost
of mitigation measures.  Such taxes can be used to fund mitigation.
Alternatively, they can be made �revenue neutral� by using them to reduce
or replace other taxes16.

v Cap and trade:  An alternative to directly adjusting price to reflect environ-
mental costs (through, for example, carbon taxes) is to set an overall limit
on the amount of a pollutant and allow a market to develop that minimizes
the cost of achieving that limit. This mechanism allows emitters of the
capped pollutant to purchase credits from other emitters who can reduce
emissions more economically.  An informal market of this type has already
begun to develop among some U.S. utilities who have voluntarily agreed to
greenhouse gas reduction targets17.  This is how sulfur dioxide is regu-
lated under the Clean Air Act, and how the United States proposes to
reduce carbon emissions to meet the Kyoto protocol18.

3.4.3.3 Avoid and/or eliminate incentives to continue operation of older, less efficient
sources of generation.
Competition may provide an incentive for innovations that reduce the economic and
environmental costs of electric generation.  However, depending on how it is struc-
tured, competition may also prolong the operation of older, less efficient generating
facilities.  For example, if terms for stranded cost recovery support or require contin-
ued operation of high-cost generation, opportunities for economic and environmental
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cost reductions may be missed.  Strategies to avoid or compensate for these prob-
lems may include:

v Stranded cost recovery methodologies that do not require continued
operation of facilities with high internal and/or external costs.

v Expedited siting for energy facilities that minimize environmental costs.

3.4.3.4  Facilitate development of markets for resources with low environmental
costs.
The evolution of markets for �green power� could help to minimize environmental
costs.  Strategies to support evolution of such markets include:

v Direct access to resources with low environmental impacts:  Even in the
absence of a comprehensive retail access initiative, policy-makers could
allow direct access to environmentally desirable alternatives19.   It may,
however, be difficult to sustain the administrative costs of providing ac-
cess to �green� resources on such a limited basis.

v Disclosure of the environmental characteristics of electric generating
resources and labeling of retail power products with environmental infor-
mation:  One of the requirements for efficient operation of competitive
markets is clear, readily accessible information.  Market research sug-
gests that such information must be simple, objective, and somewhat
standardized in order to be useful20.  Disclosure and labeling of environ-
mental information are discussed in Section 9 and at greater length by the
UTC in its report prepared pursuant to HB 2831.

v Investing premium revenues associated with �green� resources toward
development of additional �green� resources: �Green marketing� may
reduce environmental costs if additional revenues from such marketing
are invested in new resources with low environmental costs or in mitiga-
tion of environmental damage.

3.5  Technology

3.5.1 Background

Development and application of new technologies is generally a long-range, but
nevertheless potentially important, strategy for reducing electric service costs. How-
ever, as discussed in 2.5, utility industry investments in electric technology R&D have
declined dramatically in recent years, apparently due to short-term competitive
pressures.  As of 1994, U.S. utilities devoted about .03% of their revenues to R&D
compared to an average of 3.1% for U.S. industrial firms21.  We have no data on R&D
trends for electricity-related industries other than utilities, such as equipment manu-
facturers.  To mitigate competitive pressure to reduce R&D efforts, some states
include R&D among the categories of investment that are supported by a system
benefits charge.22
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The private sector, USDOE, universities, national laboratories, and other research
institutions are typically the leaders in energy technology research, development,
demonstration, and commercialization. For example, the Federal government sup-
ports the introduction of new energy technologies by funding research at national
laboratories and through the creation of many private/public partnerships to bring
these new technologies to market.

The state can play a supporting role in technology development in a variety of ways.
These roles can be loosely grouped into two categories:  policy initiatives and partner-
ships.  Policy initiatives may create a framework within which technology innovators
have the necessary tools and incentives to conduct technology R&D.  Partnerships
may involve more active and ongoing participation by public agencies.  These catego-
ries overlap substantially, since technology development often requires both policy
support and collaboration among institutions with complementary capabilities.

3.5.2  Policy initiatives:

The discussion below focuses on some of the general strategies and institutional
opportunities available for technology research, development, demonstration and
commercialization rather than strategies to promote specific technologies.

v Codes and standards: Upgrade energy codes as cost-effective energy
efficiency technologies become available.  Technological innovation and
expanding markets continue to drive down the cost of energy efficiency
measures and products. Provisions for these new products could be
incorporated in code as they become cost-effective during normal code
review cycles.  Washington can also support and participate in the devel-
opment of federal appliance efficiency standards.

v Market transformation and market development initiatives to help
commercialize new technologies: Market transformation is a relatively new
approach to energy efficiency that concentrates on making structural
changes to the markets for energy efficient goods and services.  Market
transformation frequently supports technological innovation23.  It is dis-
cussed at greater length in Section 9. Market development strategies
could include initiatives such as portfolio standards or public purchasing
activities that expand the market for new technologies.  (These are dis-
cussed in Section 9.)  Alternatively, the state could target more conven-
tional business development activities toward businesses engaged in
energy technology development.  Such strategies include:  technical
assistance, microloans, state administered federal grant and loan pro-
grams, retention and recruitment, business incubators, and trade assis-
tance.

v Increased linkages among energy services and information ser-
vices: The prospects for enhanced interaction between electricity tech-
nologies and information technologies appear to be growing.  As new
ventures linking these technologies are formed and the market develops,
state policy-makers may wish to identify and/or remove barriers to cost-
reducing integration of these technologies24.
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v Public investment in technology research, development, demon-
stration and commercialization:  Technology research and development
activities may exhibit the economic characteristics of �public goods:�
since their benefits are shared widely, there may be inadequate incentives
for any one party to bear the cost of producing those goods.25  The combi-
nation of this public goods problem and growing short-term competitive
pressures appear to have reduced R&D investment by utilities to a very
low level. Alternative sources of public investment for such purposes are
discussed in Section 9.  At least seven states that have adopted system
benefits charges direct or allow a portion of those revenues to be used for
R&D.

v Support for federal research and development, particularly at NW
institutions such as BPA, PNNL, and the state�s research universities.

3.5.3  Partnerships

Washington State government has a long history of partnering with private and public
sector entities for technology development.  This history includes promotion of the
state�s leading technology industries and support of two premier research universi-
ties.

Washington firms and research institutions are already among the leaders in some of
the most promising new electric power technologies being developed.26  In addition to
the many private firms in Washington with energy technology expertise, a variety of
public institutions may bring valuable expertise to energy technology partnerships,
including:  the Bonneville Power Administration, Pacific Northwest National Laborato-
ries, the US Department of Energy Regional Support Office, Washington State
University Energy Program, the University of Washington, Spokane Intercollegiate
Research and Technical Institute, the Washington Public Power Supply System,
Conservation and Renewable Energy Systems, individual utilities, local governments,
and others.27 (PUD authorizing statues may limit their ability to enter into such part-
nerships.)

Energy technology partnerships with public and private institutions can take many
forms.  Existing partnerships include:

v A recently signed Memorandum of Understanding among the Washington
Public Power Supply System, PNNL, and the WSU Energy Program to
develop improved renewable and distributed energy technologies; and

v The Association of State Energy Research and Technology Transfer
Institutions� effort to develop a �virtual lab� among the states.

Other possible examples include:

v Energy technology development enterprises may provide research funding
to university faculty and staff using a wide array of contracting mecha-
nisms and intellectual property rights allocations.

v Business incubators for energy technology industries.

v Application of distributed generation (photovoltaics, fuel cells, etc.) and
other emerging technologies in public facilities to support development of
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such technologies.  Installation of solar-powered emergency telephones
on bridges and freeways by the Department of Transportation is an ex-
ample.

v Support for energy R&D by Washington state research institutions.  This
can be achieved by directly funding (from a systems benefit charge or
other source) university-based energy R&D and/or clearly identifying
research on energy technologies as part of the institutions� missions.  This
may also help attract federal and private support to R&D initiatives that
address Washington needs and priorities.

3.5.4  Technology Assessment

Like all technology initiatives, energy technology R&D is by its nature a risky undertak-
ing.  Determination of which if any policy initiatives and/or partnerships would be
beneficial to the state may require a thorough understanding of existing technology
trends and initiatives and an assessment of the state�s technology-related challenges
and opportunities.  Because of the vast scope of potential technology activities, the
limited resources available, and the inherent risks, the choice of policy initiatives and/
or partnerships should be a considered one. To inform such choices, the state may
wish to consider periodic technology assessments to:

v Monitor progress of technology development and understand the trends
that are likely to affect Washington�s electricity system.

v Identify needs and circumstances that present specific, technology-related
challenges and opportunities for the state�s electric power system (for
example, hydroelectric turbine modifications to promote juvenile salmon
survival without increasing spill.)

v Identify private and public institutions in the state with complementary
research and technology capabilities that could position the state to host
federal R&D initiatives.

v Identify barriers to development and implementation of energy technolo-
gies that would be particularly beneficial to Washington.

3.6  Fuel Cost

Since Washington is not a significant fuel-producing state, most strategies for mini-
mizing fuel costs per se are not applicable.  Many of the other strategies discussed in
this report may have the effect of reducing the state�s exposure to fuel cost in-
creases, including:

v Strategies to increase the efficiency of electric power generation.

v Strategies to increase the efficiency of electric power consumption.

v Strategies to maximize the thermal efficiency of gas consumption includ-
ing cogeneration and replacing electric water and space heat with gas.

v Some of the strategies designed to reduce carbon emissions.

v Developing renewable energy resources.
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v Strategies to accelerate the introduction of low-carbon or carbon free
energy sources.

Strategies using market-based risk management techniques, such as hedging,
options, and futures, may help suppliers and some consumers manage fuel cost
uncertainties.
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4.0 Electricity Rates and Equity: Potential
For Cost-shifting.
ESSB 6560 directs the agencies to examine:

The potential for cost-shifting among customer classes and among customers within
the same class, and strategies available to minimize inappropriate cost shifts.

This section addresses the issue of cost-shifting in four ways:

1)  We discuss �cost-shifting� and average-cost rate-making in general.  This
discussion yields a working definition of the term �cost-shifting� and a scope
for our examination of cost-shifting potential.

2) We describe a number of developments and circumstances in the electricity
service industry in Washington that either could, or are, causing cost-shifts to
happen.

3) We evaluate a subset of these circumstances to estimate what the potential
magnitude of cost-shifting might be.

4)  We examine a number of actions or policies that could affect and minimize
the potential for cost-shifts.

4.1. Cost-shifting: Definition and Study Scope
Cost-shifting is a relevant issue when the price for a monopoly service is established
as a cost-based rate through regulation or some other administratively or legislatively
established directive.  When prices are set administratively, the rate-setting body may
have within its authority the ability to shift cost responsibility from one set of custom-
ers to another.  Most electricity service in Washington continues to be priced through
administrative or regulatory process at the state or local level.  The changing context
and factors affecting those processes will be the focus of this section.   As a working
definition of �cost-shifting� for the purposes of this analysis we will use:

An administrative or regulatory decision to change rates charged to customer
classes or customers within a class that causes those customers to be respon-
sible for costs they are not responsible for in rates today and which were for-
merly paid by other customers or customer classes.

In a fully competitive market, prices are not set administratively.   In theory, when a
market is efficient and effective for all buyers and sellers there is no party that can
cause costs to be shifted from one buyer to the detriment of another.   For a market
to be efficient and effective there must be multiple sellers competing for every buyer,
and multiple buyers competing for every seller, and all parties must have reasonably
equal access to capital and information.  In practice, many markets are not fully
efficient and competitive and prices can significantly diverge from underlying cost for
individuals or groups of buyers.  While this does not constitute administrative cost-
shifting as we have defined it, the result could none-the-less be unfair price differen-
tiation or price discrimination.
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While we do not discount the potential for price discrimination or differentiation in
markets that are not fully competitive, most retail electricity services in Washington
have rates that are set administratively and not by markets.  Consequently, we have
confined our study to administrative cost-shifting.  Moreover, we do not attempt to
examine the validity of existing rates nor how prices and services might change in
more competitive markets. The definition stated above is applied to administrative
rate-setting decisions that are being made today about costs currently being recov-
ered in rates, as well as to decisions that may be made in the future about costs that
are yet to be incurred.

Some parties argue that the current level of rates may involve improper or inequitable
allocations of cost and that these constitute cost-shifts that should require rates to be
realigned with costs.  This section does not examine or critique the past decisions of
local rate-making authorities or the UTC that have led to the current distribution of
cost-responsibility in rates.  We believe this to be consistent with the statutory direc-
tion to study �the potential for cost-shifting.�

The legislation also directs us to examine �inappropriate� cost-shifting.  Rate-setting
based on the average costs to serve a class of customers always involves the
exercise of judgment in the translation of both common and direct costs into average
rates.  There are no uniform and objective criteria for determining whether cost-shifts,
or discrepancies between rates and the costs to serve individual or classes of cus-
tomers, are �appropriate�.  There is no state law that establishes how rates are to be
based on costs, or that they be exclusively based on costs. Rates are directed by
statute to be �fair, just, and reasonable� and one of the factors that must be consid-
ered is whether or not they are discriminatory or preferential.  These are the criteria
that are considered and balanced by state and local rate-setting bodies when judging
whether rates are appropriate and whether any cost-shifting implicit within them is
appropriate.

4.2. How are electricity rates based on costs?
Electricity rates in Washington have been, and by and large continue to be, based on
a utility�s aggregate costs to provide service to all of its customers.  The revenue
necessary to cover the utility�s total costs is determined by either the UTC (for inves-
tor-owned utilities) or local commissions, governments, or cooperative boards for the
consumer-owned utilities.  This �revenue requirement� includes both direct costs �
those that can be identified with particular categories of customers � and common
costs � those that cannot be identified with any particular customer or category of
customers.

The revenue requirement is assigned to the various customer classes to recover the
common costs and the direct costs that are incurred by the utility to provide service
to those customer classes.  This is accomplished in a �cost of service study�.  Rates
charged to the customers are developed based on this assigned revenue require-
ment such that the rate for each unit of service (kWh, kW of demand, or customer
account) recovers the average cost of serving that customer class.
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Calculation of the utility�s overall revenue requirement (its overall cost of providing
service) is a relatively straightforward matter.  But, the assignment of costs to cus-
tomer classes and ultimately to individual customers is more a matter of judgment
than a matter of indisputable fact.  Utility service involves a combination of power
generation, power delivery, and administrative services that in many cases cannot be
definitively assigned to a particular customer class, or particular customers within
that class.  No cost-of-service study can be totally accurate in its assignment to the
customer classes of direct costs because the functions of utility service cannot be
totally isolated (e.g. transmission and delivery services involve some aspects of
generation services).  And, common costs like administration and overhead can only
be allocated to the customer classes because they are common to all the services.
Even within customer classes, rates based on average cost mean that some cus-
tomers pay more than their actual cost of service and some pay less.  Consequently,
rate-making based on average costs does not perfectly reflect the costs of service �
either for the customer classes, or for individual customers within a rate class.

Recognizing these challenges in cost of service studies, rates are reviewed and
approved based on the expert judgment of local officials, coop boards, or the Com-
missioners of the UTC.  This judgment is exercised to achieve equity between cus-
tomer classes and between customers within a class.   However, whether they can
be measured or not, average rates frequently involve some level of transfer, subsidy,
or cost-shift between customer classes and among customers within a class.   So
long as rates are based on the average cost to provide service, some customers can
argue justifiably that they are paying more than the actual cost to serve them and that
other customers are paying less.  Arguments about the size and fairness of these
�inequities� generally make up a good portion of the debate that occurs during rate
cases, at both the state and local levels.

The foregoing discussion makes clear that the issue of cost-shifting is not new.  It
has historically been a factor in, and a source of controversy surrounding, average-
cost rate-making and will continue to be so for all electricity services for which rates
are administratively set.  Any time rates are changed the potential exists for cost-
shifts to occur.  The context in which these rate decisions are made is constantly
changing, however.  This changing context leads to change in the kind of pressures
rate-setting bodies face when they make judgments about how and from whom costs
should be recovered. The next sections describe these changing conditions and
identify areas where pressure to shift costs might occur.  It is important to recognize
that cost-shifting pressures occur in both the wholesale power sector, including
transmission, and in the retail local distribution utility sector.   The latter category is
clearly affected by the former.  We have described these conditions separately
because many of the issues at the wholesale level are not easily affected by state or
local actions.  Those at the retail level may be.

4.3. Developments and Trends Affecting Potential for Cost-
Shifting: Wholesale Power and Transmission Sector
The most important and far-reaching factor affecting the conditions under which
electricity rates are set and which might cause cost-shifts is significant change in the
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market structure for power generation.  Beginning slowly in 1978 with the passage of
the federal Public Utility Regulatory  Policy Act  (PURPA), and rapidly accelerating
after passage of the federal Energy Policy Act in 1992,  the power generation sector
of the electricity industry has undergone a transformation.  It has been transformed
from a generally closed market dominated by utilities, to a much more open and
competitive market involving both utility and non-utility generators, as well as com-
modity brokers and other market-makers.  This has been accomplished primarily
through changes in federal regulation of the wholesale power and transmission
sectors.  The implications of these changes for state and local utility rate-setting and
the potential for cost-shifting are profound in the following areas:

v  Services and pricing in a commodity market for electricity,
v  Transmission access and pricing, and
v  The policies of the BPA.

4.3.1. Commodity Market for Electricity

The advent of competition in the electric power generation sector was designed to
lead to a commodity market for electricity generation.  Since 1992, and particularly
with the introduction of published price indices by national newspapers, futures
contracts by the NYMEX, and the California Power Exchange in 1998, this commodity
market has steadily grown.  We noted in an earlier section the significant increase in
the volume of bulk, generally wholesale, power transactions in this newly developed
market.  Competition among suppliers in the bulk power market may maximize the
aggregate economic efficiency of bulk power generation.  The average price of power
from a more efficient power system may be lower, but it is likely also to be more
volatile and could actually increase in some regions. While the development of a
competitive bulk power market does not directly lead to any specific cost-shifting, it
does change the conditions under which utility rates are set and these changed
conditions could lead to cost-shifting in at least three ways.

First, the development of this market has led to better and more accessible informa-
tion about the price at which bulk electricity is available � to utilities and to individual
customers who have the means to purchase directly from the market or at market-
based prices.  It has also led to an expansion of the kinds of services and pricing
options available to utilities and these customers.  These prices and services may
differ from the average cost of power supplied by utilities from plants built and con-
tracts negotiated in the past to meet service obligations to customer loads.  When
coupled with wider access to the transmission system, the conditions exist for some
customers to either leave the average cost system or to press for rates based on
market prices rather than average costs.  We will describe how these conditions
might affect the retail market structure and retail cost-shifting in Washington in the
section on retail market trends below.

Second, wholesale electricity price levels were quite low � less than 2 cents per
kWh � early in the advent of a more open generation market in both the West and
the rest of the country.  This is the price for short-term �electricity commodity� before
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the costs of reliable transport, delivery, metering, billing and system management are
included.  Recently the market price of short-term electricity has become increasingly
volatile with substantial price spikes.  In the West, prices have been higher by a half
to a full cent this year than those seen in 1995 and 1996 and have seen spikes of
over a dollar per kWh.  In the Eastern U.S. prices went as high as 7 dollars per kWh
early in the summer of 1998.  Price volatility is a normal characteristic of commodity
markets and is a key factor necessary to attract new investment in production facili-
ties.  However, this volatility does represent a substantial risk, which could be distrib-
uted differently among customers in the future than resource cost risk is currently
distributed in rates.  1 

The third issue involves the relationship between Washington�s relatively low-cost
power generation resources and Washington�s electricity customers.  Preceding
sections have described how the generation resources now serving Washington
customers are lower in cost than the cost of generation nationally, or more impor-
tantly throughout the rest of the West.  Independent analyses also have shown that
the cost of generation serving Washington also is likely to be lower than market
clearing prices in California and other Western power marketplaces.2   Washington�s
utilities might be able to command a higher price for power they generate if they were
to sell in these markets at market price rather than to Washington customers at cost.
If this value is not preserved for Washington customers, the potential exists for some,
or perhaps all, Washington customers to see increased rates as power originally
priced at cost is sold at market rates.  This makes development of mechanisms to
retain the value of these resources for Washington customers particularly important.
A number of recent analyses have made estimates of the amount by which
Washington�s electricity costs might increase if power were simply market-priced
with no provisions to benefits from low-cost resources for Washington customers.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory estimated that, in the absence of policies to retain
the benefits of low-cost generation, the states in the Northwest Power Pool could see
power generation prices rise 1.1 cents/kWh.3   This translates to about 22 percent on
average retail electricity rates in Washington.  The Clinton Administration analysis of
the effect of power market deregulation estimated that rates in the Northwest could
decrease slightly (5.6 percent) by the year 2010, but only if policy makers took steps
to capture the benefits of low-cost federal, public and private generation4 .  Other
studies have made a similar point.5  A recent study by the Northwest Power Planning
Council identified that the regional value of cost-based federal power rates, when
judged against market set power rates, is from 0 to 9 $billion over the next 20 years,
depending on the measures undertaken to meet fish restoration obligations.6 

 4.3.2. Transmission Access and Pricing

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued new rules in 1996
(Order 888) to implement the direction of the Energy Policy Act to achieve open
access to transmission services for all generation suppliers.  These rules govern the
transmission tariffs utilities must offer to anyone wishing to transmit power over their
facilities.  The rules require that all investor-owned utilities must make their transmis-
sion facilities accessible to all parties who may wish to use them on the same terms
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and conditions under which the utility itself uses the facilities.  While the FERC rules
do not apply directly to non-jurisdictional utilities such as federal, municipal or other
publicly-owned utilities, reciprocity requirements are included which mean that a non-
jurisdictional utility is not eligible to use the open access tariff of an IOU unless it
offers a comparable open access tariff.  The FERC also has established principles to
govern the way in which rates for open access transmission tariffs are to be calcu-
lated.  These transmission access and pricing policy developments could result in
either direct or indirect pressure to shift costs in several ways.

4.3.2.1. Broadening of FERC Jurisdiction and Implications for Utility Bypass

The broadened access to bulk transmission systems, when coupled with a growing
competitive generation market, establishes conditions that may encourage bypass of
utility distribution systems.  This is particularly true given the FERC�s assertion in
Order 888 that it has jurisdiction over the pricing, and terms and conditions of service
for �retail transmission.�  These conditions could lead to some retail customers, even
those served at relatively low voltage levels, gaining direct access to the bulk trans-
mission system under terms and conditions established by FERC rather than the
state or its local jurisdictions.  This could lead to either retail distribution facility or
power costs being left with the retail utility by departing customers that become
FERC jurisdictional for much of their service.  These costs could be shifted to other
customers if the state or local regulators determine it is necessary to do so.  The
UTC has joined with ten other states and the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC) to appeal the FERC�s Order in federal court to overturn
what the states claim is an unauthorized jurisdictional incursion on state and local
authority.

4.3.2.2. Implications of FERC Pricing Principles

Turning to transmission rates, the rates currently paid by the customers of
Washington�s investor-owned utilities include transmission and delivery costs that
assign a portion of costs to customer classes based on the volume of use (through-
put) over the transmission and delivery facilities serving those customer classes.
FERC pricing principles assign all transmission and delivery costs to peak usage of
the facilities and none to the volume of use.  The difference between these two
approaches is that customers whose usage varies through time (mainly residential
and small commercial customers) are assigned a higher proportion of costs under
the FERC method. This change in pricing methodology, coupled with FERC�s re-
quirement that utilities pay the same transmission rate to serve native load custom-
ers that they charge other users of their systems, means that a cost shift could occur
between the industrial and residential classes over the next few years.  Based on the
transmission component of rates for Washington�s largest investor-owned utility
(Puget Sound Energy), the magnitude of this effect could be as large as $3 to 4
million annually.7  This amounts to one-half to one percent of Puget Sound Energy�s
residential rates.  This cost-shift may be difficult for the UTC to prevent given the
FERC�s jurisdiction over transmission pricing.  In fact, the shift could be larger if
FERC prevails in its jurisdictional claim noted above.
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On the other hand, FERC jurisdiction over retail transmission could have the opposite
impact for customers of Washington utilities that purchase a large share of their
power or transmission from the Bonneville Power Administration.  FERC jurisdiction
over BPA�s transmission system could shift costs among BPA customers in at least
two ways.  First, FERC�s preferred methodology for pricing wholesale transmission
service uses twelve monthly coincident peaks as a billing determinant for demand-
based transmission charges.  BPA has historically used fundamentally a single, non-
coincident peak.  Because the FERC methodology is much less favorable to high-
load factor customers such as the direct service industries (DSIs), costs could be
shifted to these customers from low load factor customers such as small utilities with
a high proportion of residential load.

Second, FERC�s preferred pricing methodology would allow BPA to include the costs
of certain facilities in its transmission rates that have historically been recovered
through power rates.  These include facilities necessary to integrate generators into
the regional grid (called �generation integration� facilities), as well as the Colstrip lines
and the Southern Intertie.  Rolling these costs into transmission rates would shift
them from BPA�s power customers to its transmission customers.  It might also
reduce the likelihood that BPA would have to rely on a transition cost-recovery
mechanism such as a rate adjustment clause to cover a shortfall in power revenues.

Eliminating or limiting the application of �postage stamp� rates on the BPA system is
another potential cause of cost shifting for BPA customers.  �Postage stamp� rates
means that transmission on the system is priced at the same rate regardless of the
facilities used or distances involved.  This is important to many small and rural utilities
in the state because it keeps the cost of transmitting power to their systems low.
While FERC�s Order 888 principles call for �a single, unbundled, grid-wide tariff that
applies to all eligible users�, FERC has allowed a great deal of experimentation in
order to promote the formation of Independent System Operators (ISOs).  Eliminating
postage stamp rates on the BPA system might better reflect the actual cost of trans-
mission to individual utilities, but it could cause a significant shift of costs to small and
rural utilities.

4.3.2.3. Formation of Independent System Operators (ISO)

As the FERC continues to restructure the wholesale power and transmission sec-
tors, it has encouraged the establishment of ISOs.  These organizations have many
purposes, including: separation of utility power marketing commercial interests from
transmission interests; establishment of more efficient access to transmission
capacity; more organized control of transmission operation to enhance reliability; and
the opportunity to improve the efficiency of transmission pricing.  All of these have as
an ultimate purpose the improved efficiency and effectiveness of a competitive power
generation market.

One of the ways ISO formation might produce a more efficient power market is
through elimination of the need to pay multiple transmission tariffs to cross multiple
systems.  This �pancaking� of transmission rates may restrain economic activity by
raising the cost of transmitting power, simply because of dispersed ownership of the
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transmission grid.  However, eliminating pancaked transmission rates would require
broad scale  transmission pricing changes to develop a single, region-wide tariff that
recovers all the costs of each utility�s transmission facilities.  Such a uniform, single
tariff may result in significant shifting of transmission costs.  The implementation of
an ISO in the Northwest could have the consequence of shifting transmission costs
both to Washington from other states and shifting responsibility for transmission
costs among Washington utilities.

Cost-shifting emerged as a significant issue during the discussions surrounding
IndeGO (Independent Grid Operator), the proposal for an independent system opera-
tor for the Northwest and Rocky Mountain regions which was developed by a number
of utilities during 1996 and 1997.  A number of different pricing methodologies were
considered during the IndeGO negotiations, each of which would have ramifications
for cost-shifting.  The greatest amount of cost-shifting would occur if transmission
costs for all utilities in the region were simply averaged into a single, region-wide,
postage stamp rate.  This is the pricing methodology favored by FERC in the ISO
principles that it laid out in Order 888.  This methodology would result in costs being
shifted to Washington utilities from  states such as Montana, Colorado and Wyoming,
in addition to costs being shifted among utilities within the state.  Some Washington
utilities could see their transmission costs increase by 50 percent, or 0.244 per kWh,
under a region-wide, postage stamp rate, while others would see decreases of as
much as 10%.

The IndeGO parties rejected a region-wide, postage stamp rate because this level of
cost-shift was considered unacceptable by utilities participating in the negotiations.
Instead, an alternative called the �Allocated Area Rate� pricing methodology was
developed which averaged utilities� transmission costs with neighboring utilities within
an �Access Pricing Area�, instead of across the entire region. This method shifted
fewer costs than a region-wide postage stamp rate, and largely eliminated the shifting
of costs from one state to another.  However, it still resulted in transmission cost
increases of 25 percent, or 0.14 per kWh, for several Washington utilities, and cost
decreases of a similar magnitude for others.  These cost shifts played a large role in
the decision by the region�s utilities not to go forward with the IndeGO proposal at this
time.

FERC has requested enhanced authority to require utility participation in ISOs, and a
number of bills have been introduced in Congress which would grant such authority.8

In recent speeches, FERC Commissioners have indicated they believe FERC al-
ready has the authority to order participation in ISOs by jurisdictional utilities.9  FERC
is likely to issue rules clarifying this issue at some point in the next few months.  At
this point it is not possible to predict what form of ISO may evolve in the Northwest, or
how it will ultimately price transmission.

4.3.3. The Bonneville Power Administration

Aside from the transmission pricing issues already described, the BPA�s rates for
power have also been strongly affected by the development of a competitive whole-
sale power market.  BPA is directed by the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning
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and Conservation Act � Public Law 96-501 (Regional Power Act) to establish its
rates according to a very complex set of rules.  Any change to BPA power rates, or to
the distribution of costs among those rates is traditionally attended by protest from
one regional interest or another.  As BPA develops power rates and policies affecting
access to federal power resources for the next five to twenty years the potential for
costs and risks to be shifted are substantial.  For purposes of this study we describe
three areas: contingent cost-recovery mechanisms; availability of federal power
sales; and the low-density discount.  Other areas also present the potential for cost
shifting including general transmission transfer agreements and BPA power rate
structure changes.

 4.3.3.1. Contingent cost-recovery mechanism

BPA is required to collect sufficient revenue to repay its debt to the federal Treasury
(roughly $7 billion for power facilities) and its third-party debt of roughly $7 billion.  The
third-party debt is principally for the Washington Public Power Supply System nuclear
projects Number 1, 2, and 3.  The agency is also required to fund the operation of the
power system and its responsibilities for fish and wildlife programs.  If BPA�s costs to
fulfill all these responsibilities rise to a level that causes its rates to exceed the other-
wise available price of power in the wholesale market it will begin to lose sales and
fail to meet all its obligations.   While recent projections made by the Northwest
Power Planning Council indicate the probability of this situation occurring is relatively
low, it is possible, particularly between 2001 and 2015, after which much of the
WPPSS debt will have been repaid.10    To plan for such a difficult situation, BPA will
very likely need to establish a �contingent cost-recovery mechanism.�   This is a
means for it to collect revenue from some source other than power sales to fulfill its
obligations.  A number of different approaches are currently under discussion.  Any
such  mechanism could lead to cost shifts if it is ever implemented and if it fails to
collect revenue equitably from all regional parties, including public and private utilities
and direct service industries.  The magnitude, probability, and distribution of these
cost-shifts are impossible to predict at this point in time.

4.3.3.2. Availability  of Federal Power

BPA will establish new contracts for power sales from the Federal Columbia River
Power System (FCRPS) in 1999.  These contracts will cover periods beginning in
2001.  The amount of power available to be sold from the FCRPS is limited and BPA
will establish the framework and criteria under which this limited power will be made
available to Northwest utilities and direct service industries. Currently, FCRPS power
is sold to meet the net-requirements of public utilities under the public preference
provisions of the Bonneville Project Act and the Regional Act.  Power is also sold,
when requested, to meet the net-requirements loads of investor-owned utilities under
the provisions of the Regional Act.  And finally, the direct service industries purchase
power under BPA�s contracting authority granted under the Regional Act.  Residential
and small farm customers of the investor-owned utilities also receive benefits from
the FCRPS through the Residential Exchange Program, authorized by the Regional
Act. The only group of Northwest electricity customers who do not have access to
some form of direct benefit from the federal power system are the industrial and
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commercial customers of investor-owned utilities.

Debate has occurred over the last year regarding how, under the Residential Ex-
change Program or otherwise, economic benefits of the FCRPS will be accessible to
the residential and small farm customers of investor-owned utilities.  Ultimate resolu-
tion of this issue will involve claims of cost-shifts by all parties.   FCRPS benefits
received by  the residential customers of some of the investor-owned utilities (mainly
Puget Sound Energy) are substantial, as much as  $50 million/year.  If actual power is
allocated by BPA (rather than cash transfers) to these residential customers, insuffi-
cient FCRPS power will be available to serve the direct service industries.11   Limiting
the amount of federal power available to serve these industrial loads means that they
will need to use their recently acquired access to BPA transmission services to
purchase power on the market, perhaps at prices higher than FCRPS costs.   If BPA
arranges to provide benefits in the form of cash payments to the investor-owned utility
residential customers, or purchases additional power to meet these loads, either the
public utilities or the direct service industries will likely claim that new costs have
been shifted to them. The nature of cost-shifts resulting from BPA�s power allocation
policies and rate making will not be known for certain before the end of 1999.  BPA
and the region are working hard to develop a framework for selling federal power that
is principled and balances all interests.

4.3.3.3. Low Density Discount

Also as directed by the Regional Act, BPA has historically offered a discounted power
rate to low-density utility systems (rural systems characterized by few customers per
mile of distribution line).  In 1996, this discount amounted to nearly $10 million for low-
density utilities in Washington.12   Depending on whether and how BPA decides to
continue this rate discount, small rural utilities in Washington could see cost-shifts
that, while not large in absolute magnitude, would none-the-less significantly affect
rates on their relatively small systems.

4.4. Trends Affecting Potential for Cost-Shifting: Retail Power
Sales and Distribution Sector
Given these major changes in the �upstream� sectors of generation and transmis-
sion, the nature of Washington�s retail electricity market structure is undergoing
change as well.  New retail services and flexible pricing, as well as projects to bypass
utility distributions can lead to potential cost shifts in a number of areas including:

v Average power costs embedded in utility rates;
v Average delivery system costs embedded in utility rates;
v Individual customer metering and system management;
v Taxes (both revenue and property) included in power rates;
v Conservation, renewable resource, and low-income program costs.

The following sections discuss trends and issues affecting potential cost-shifting in
each of these areas.  Where possible and practical we have provided an estimate of
the potential magnitude of cost-shifts that might occur under a set of described
circumstances and assumptions.
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4.4.1. New Retail Services and Flexible Pricing: Power Supply

The development of a competitive generation market, accessibility of bulk power price
information, and the broader availability of access to the transmission system have
increased the level of interest among some customers and customer classes in
obtaining power services at market rates rather than average cost utility tariffs.  For
the most part, these are large-volume-load industrial or commercial customers.
Competitive power suppliers in the wholesale market are likewise eager to make
retail power sales to these large loads.  As a consequence, utilities have responded
with a number of new services and pricing arrangements that vary from market
based pricing of the energy component of service to fully separating delivery service
and offering it apart from energy sales (retail wheeling or direct access).  We noted
increasing variety of service offerings and non-traditional tariffs in Section 1.0.

Data submitted by the utilities indicate that in 1997 roughly 8.4 million MWh of annual
sales to industrial or large commercial customers were made under such �non-
traditional� tariffs.  These sales represent about ten percent of Washington�s non-DSI,
total customer load and half of the state�s non-DSI industrial load.  All of these ar-
rangements depart, to some degree, from the average cost basis on which fully
bundled utility service rates have historically been set.  Consequently, offering these
new services presents the very real possibility that costs may be shifted among or
within customer classes.  Even if the new service is based on a more accurate and
precise measurement of the costs to serve a specific customer, the new rate will
likely depart from the average cost of serving all customers in the class and therefore
may result in some level of cost-shifting.  However, the new service may enable the
utility to retain an at-risk customer (an industrial customer considering plant closure
or cogeneration) which could have beneficial cost or other societal consequences for
other customers.

It is important to recognize that these pricing arrangements may also have a different
set of risks than traditional utility service.  In particular, market prices for electricity are
volatile.  Consequently, the total rate paid by customers served by market-based
tariffs varies through time, where the traditional, average cost service tariff is much
more stable. Recent experience with fluctuating market prices from late 1996 through
1998 led all of the customers who
originally chose Seattle City Light�s
market-rate tariff to return to tradi-
tional utility service.  Washington
Water Power�s recent Direct Ac-
cess demonstration offers another
case in point.  Customers who
signed up for alternative supplier
service early in the program when
market prices were low realized
benefits. But those who either
waited until the second year of the
program, or who only signed initial

Figure 4.1  Puget Sound Energy Schedule
48 Rate
Compared with Standard Schedule 49 Rate
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contracts for one year, found market prices to be much higher, and they consequently
stayed with the utility.   As a final example, Puget Sound Energy�s Schedule 48 market
-based rate includes a power component indexed to market prices for power.  Figure
4.1 compares the average total rate paid by all Schedule 48 customers compared to
the  rate they would have paid under the traditional tariff.

Market pricing may provide a benefit to some, but this benefit does not always come
at the expense of other customers, particularly if it is accompanied by an increase in
exposure to volatile market prices.  On the other hand, if customers are allowed to
switch back and forth between average cost and market-based service, depending
on which is cheaper at any given time, regulators may find it difficult to avoid shifting
costs to other customers.  Price risk and whether it is actually borne by those cus-
tomers who enjoy the benefits of market prices is a key factor the UTC and local
utility regulators must consider when the cost and equity implications of a new ser-
vice or pricing policy are considered.

4.4.2 Potential Magnitude of Cost-Shifts from Market-access
or Market-based Pricing: Power Supply

To examine the potential for cost-shifts resulting from new retail power services and
market pricing, we have estimated the magnitude of costs that might be shifted under
a range of scenarios.  These estimates are intended to �bound� what could be a cost-
shifting problem.  They do not make a prediction of what cost-shifting could or would
actually occur, or whether and how these costs might be recovered in the rates of
other customers.

The bounding analysis estimates the magnitude of current electricity generation cost
that might be shifted to other customers if large volume customers obtain service at
market-rates, or are granted direct access to utility delivery systems.  This analysis
depends strongly on three key estimates:

1) The total amount of load that goes to market pricing.  We will refer to this as
�competitive load�.

2) The  market price for power.
3) The  cost for power embedded in utility rates. The embedded cost includes

the cost of generation, demand side management and related taxes; but it
excludes the cost of transmission and distribution.

If market prices are higher than embedded utility cost, the potential for existing power
costs to be shifted from one set of customers to another is zero.   The utility is either
recovering more than its embedded cost (in the case of market-based pricing), or it
can sell power at a market rate higher than its embedded cost (in the case of retail
wheeling).  If market prices are lower than the utility�s embedded cost, the magnitude
of potential cost-shifting is estimated as the difference between market prices and
embedded cost times the amount of affected load.

Only one of these three key values, the embedded cost of utility power supply, can be
known with any certainty, and then only for a snapshot in time. This value has been
reported by the state�s 12 largest utilities in response to HB2831 based on current
costs.  The competitive load that would choose market-based pricing is strongly
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dependent on the market price of power.  While we have forecasts of market price for
power, these future values are only estimates.  Consequently, the bounding analysis
hinges on a range of values for market price.

The utilities are one source of information about the three key estimates.  As a part of
the 6560 Utility Data Survey, utilities provided estimates of:

1) The load that might chose market pricing;
2) The load already being served at market pricing;
3) Any forecasts they have made of market prices for electricity.
4) Embedded power costs (HB 2831 reports)

In addition, we have market price forecasts from the Northwest Power Planning
Council and the recent history of actual market prices since the establishment of
price indices at California/Oregon Border, Mid-Columbia, and the California Power
Exchange.13   Based on these sources we picked a low, medium and high value to
bracket market prices.  These values cover the range from $19/MWh to $31/MWh.
Actual average prices during 1998 have generally fallen within this range, with some
departures substantially above the $31/MWh during late summer and early fall.

Using this information we have estimated the potential magnitude of cost-shifts based
on the following logic:

1.  If embedded cost of power for a utility exceeds the forecast market price, the
competitive load is assumed to choose market pricing.

2. The magnitude of potential cost-shift is estimated as the competitive load times the
difference between market prices and embedded cost, where the embedded cost is
a weighted average of the costs allocated to the customer classes that make up the
competitive load.  This measures the �unrecovered� cost.

3. The effect of this potential cost-shift on remaining customers is calculated as a
percentage increase in average cost per mWh based on current total costs (power
generation and delivery).  To examine the potential impact of a cost-shift, the analysis
makes the assumption that 100% of the unrecovered cost is shifted to the remaining
customers and recovered in their rates.  For purposes of calculating this potential no
assumptions regarding stranded cost recovery have been made.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present these estimates under the three market-price forecasts
and two scenarios estimating the size of potentially competitive load.  The first table
(4.1) presents Scenario 1 and is based on the utility-provided estimates of competi-
tive load. The second table presents Scenario 2: a �worst-case� view based on the
arbitrary assumption that all industrial and large commercial load is competitive.  The
column labeled �proportion of state industrial and large commercial loads� depicts the
percentage of the state�s total industrial and large commercial load represented by
the competitive load under each of the price forecasts.

In both competitive load scenarios, impact is measured both in terms of $/MWh and
the percentage increase on total costs (power and delivery) that this would represent
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if it were shifted to the remaining load.  These figures are averages for the state
based on the 12 utility systems included in the analysis. 14    The �percentage in-
crease� column also presents the range of utility specific figures around this average.
Utilities fall within this range depending on the level of embedded power costs and the
proportion of total load represented by the industrial and large commercial classes.
For some utilities, the estimate of cost-shift potential is zero under all market price
forecasts.  For others, potential exists only under some of the forecasts, and for still
others some potential exists across all of the market price range.  Because of the
number of assumptions involved and uncertainty about the actual size of competitive
load, the statewide average estimates are more robust than are any estimates for
individual utilities.

For Scenario 1, the proportion of industrial and large commercial load shifting to
market-pricing ranges from 15 to 42 percent, depending on the market-price forecast.
The statewide average impact of potential cost shifts ranges from less than 0.5
percent  to 3.33 percent. The range around this estimated average impact is 0 per-
cent to 13.1 percent.   These impacts are relatively modest because of the state�s
relatively low-cost power generation.  Based on market prices in the mid-$20/MWh
range, the most likely impact is probably bracketed by the medium and high market-
price forecasts, which represent the lower end of the ranges in these estimated
impacts.

Table 4.1.  Potential Magnitude of Cost-Shifts from Market-Based Pricing.
(Scenario 1.  Utility estimates of competitive load)

Table 4.2 presents Scenario 2.  In this scenario, all industrial and large commercial
loads are assumed to be competitive and to choose market-pricing if the market price
is below utility embedded power cost.  This is a larger estimate of potentially competi-
tive load than in Scenario 1.  Consequently, the estimated impacts are higher. This is
particularly true for those utilities with a large share of industrial and commercial load.
For Scenario 2, the proportion of industrial and large commercial load shifting to
market-pricing ranges from 24 to 73 percent, depending on the market-price forecast.
The statewide average estimate of impact on the costs for remaining customers
ranges from 0.3 percent to 6.5 percent.  The range around these averages is 0
percent to 25 percent.  The higher end of this range occurs only in the lowest of the
price forecasts and is driven by the effect of the arbitrary assumption that all industrial
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and large commercial loads choose market rates on utilities that have a large share
of such loads.  Again, because of the number of assumptions involved and uncer-
tainty about the actual size of competitive load, the statewide average estimates are
more robust than are estimates for individual utilities.

Table 4.2.  Potential Magnitude of Cost-Shifts from Market-Based Pricing.
(Scenario 2.  All Industrial and Large Commercial load assumed to be competitive)

Even beyond the preceding caveats to the analysis, several additional qualifications
are necessary regarding the estimates in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

First, it bears repeating that these estimates are intended to bound the magnitude of
cost that might be shifted � the potential for cost-shifting.  They are not a prediction of
what the magnitude will actually be, or whether any of these costs will actually be
shifted. That is an issue in the hands of the utilities and their state and local regula-
tors.

Second, a number of factors could cause these estimates to be too high and a
similar number could cause them to be too low.  Some parties commenting on the
draft of this report offered arguments for why they may be too high, and other parties
offered arguments for why they may be too low.

Those who believe they are too high point out that mitigation of over-market power
costs could be achieved through improved cost-efficiency, renegotiation of power
purchase contracts, or other cost control measures.  In addition, actions that capture
the long-term market value of existing generation resources rather than their short-
term value can reduce any gap between market-value and cost.  The analysis is
based on a �snapshot� of the difference between market value and cost.  If costs are
mitigated, the amount of cost that might be shifted is lower.  In addition, one
commentor noted that the average embedded power cost could actually decline if
some customers choose to depart from bundled utility service.  This could mean that,
rather than costs being shifted, costs  might be lowered for all customers.  Finally, the
analysis does not assume any provision for recovery of stranded costs from depart-
ing customers.  If stranded costs are recovered from departing customers, there may
be few if any costs left to be shifted.  Snohomish County PUD commented that
customers taking market priced power on its system were required to cover all costs.
Consequently, the PUD states that market priced alternatives have produced no cost-
shifting or cost-shifting potential in Snohomish County.
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Finally, the estimates might be high because of data collection and analysis proce-
dures.  For example, when a utility provided a range of values for the possible com-
petitive load, the analysis used only the highest value provided.   If the market value of
power is higher than estimated, or the average embedded cost for the competitive
load is lower than reported, the load choosing competitive service may be
smaller.than estimated and this would produce a smaller estimate of cost-shifting
potential.

Those who believe that the estimates are too low also offered an impressive array of
reasons.  Many transmission and power purchase contracts, particularly those with
BPA, contain a �take or pay� provision.  When coupled with restrictions on the resale
of power made excess by departing retail load, these take or pay provisions could
leave utilities with power or transmission costs for which they cannot recover a
market value. The analysis assumes that the potentially shifted costs are measured
by the difference between the utility�s embedded costs and market value.  If the utility
is prohibited by contract or law from recovering the market value it may be left with
more costs to shift. Other commentors point out that the embedded cost of power
reported by the utilities may in fact be erroneously low, and that this might lead to a
larger estimate of both competitive load and a larger difference between embedded
costs and market prices.  The cost-basis for the power costs used in the analysis
may not include all of the cost assigned to the power portion of rates and, conse-
quently, some portion of distribution costs, A&G costs, or other overhead costs could
be left with the utility to shift.15 

Both sets of arguments have merit, but there is no way to judge whether considering
all of those factors that might drive the estimates higher and all of those that might
drive the estimates lower would lead to estimates that differ markedly from those we
have made.  Instead, we reiterate that this is an analysis intended to shed light on the
potential magnitude of cost-shifting under the assumptions we have laid out.  It is not
statistically precise.  It does suggest that under the assumptions we have used, the
magnitude is modest: statewide less than 6 percent on the rates of remaining cus-
tomers.
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4.4.3. Loads Already Served With Non-Traditional Tariffs

The utilities also reported how much of their customer load was already served under
market-based pricing or other non-traditional tariff service.  Table 4.3 contains the
loads reported by utilities as served by non-traditional tariffs as well as the proportion
these loads represent of total industrial load.16   This proportion is calculated for the
utilities with non-traditional tariffs and for the state as a whole.

Table 4.3.  Utility Industrial Load Served Under Non-Traditional (NT) Tariffs

The growing proportion of service under non-traditional tariffs suggests that some of
the potential identified in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 may already have happened.  However,
the pressure to shift costs to other classes or customers implied by these existing
pricing arrangements does not mean that costs have actually been shifted.

A record that rates have increased coincident with these pricing arrangements would
provide at least circumstantial evidence of actual cost-shifting.  The rate trends
reported in Section 1.0 indicate that in Washington average industrial rates have
increased over the last five years, as have average residential rates.  For those
utilities that offer non-traditional services tariffs, industrial rates are lower (under those
tariffs) and the percentage of industrial load served under those tariffs has increased
from 38 percent to 57 percent since 1993.  The bulk of the increase in non-traditional
service took place since 1995.

Table 4.4 examines the trends in rates between 1995 and 1997, for the state as a
whole and for those utilities offering non-traditional pricing for industrial service. These
figures include only those customers served by utilities and do not include the direct
service industries served by BPA.  Residential and commercial rates have remained
virtually unchanged over this period, based on the statewide average and for the set
of utilities offering non-traditional service.  Industrial rates declined by an average of
5.5 percent for the state as a whole, but increased by a like percentage for those
industrial customers taking traditional service from utilities that also offer non-tradi-
tional service.17   As we noted in Section 1.0, this may represent increasing costs for
the kind of industrial loads taking traditional service.
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Table 4.4.  Rates Statewide vs. Utilities with Non-Traditional Industrial Tariffs

Recent analyses covering the nation as a whole indicate that industrial rates have
declined � in part due to new pricing arrangements � while residential rates have
increased.18   Table 4.4 demonstrates that, in contrast to national trends, there is little
evidence that costs have been shifted to the residential or commercial classes in
Washington.  This comparison does not address the question of whether rates for
these classes should have gone down at the same pace as the industrial class.  Nor
does it address the differences in risk between non-traditional service and traditional
service to the industrial, commercial and residential classes.

4.4.4. Potential Magnitude of Cost-Shifts from Market-access
or Market-based Pricing: Distribution and Delivery Services

Development of a competitive generation market and broad accessibility to price
information from that market is also putting pressure on the distribution facility side of
the retail electricity system.  Some customers, again mainly large load customers,
are showing growing interest in exercising their opportunities to bypass the local utility
entirely.19  This is not a new alternative; construction of redundant power delivery lines
to access service from another utility has always been an option for customers who
have practical opportunities to do so.  The attractiveness of this option has increased,
however, with transformation of the high voltage transmission system into an open-
access common-carrier.  Some utilities are also demonstrating growing interest in
offering a competitive option to customers of neighboring utilities.  Washington has no
formally established utility territory boundaries other than those that the utilities them-
selves work out by contract (see Section 5.0).  While there have yet to be significant
examples of physical utility bypass and duplication of facilities, some examples are
reportedly under consideration.  In comments on the draft of this report Puget Sound
Energy indicates that one of its large loads may be considering a project to intercon-
nect with another utility.

The practicality and feasibility of distribution system bypass is very dependent on
case-specific circumstances and subject to a variety of obstacles, including local
land use, siting authorities, and the cost of bypass.  One consequence of the threat of
bypass is that utilities often attempt to discourage it by offering special pricing terms
designed to retain the customer.  Another is that it imposes discipline on the utility to
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keep its power and distribution rates low and to avoid customer class cross-subsi-
dies.  This competitive pressure can be beneficial if it lowers service costs to all the
utility�s customers.  It can have adverse consequences if it discourages needed
investment in distribution facilities, or discourages line extension investments to hook-
up new customers in the utility�s customary service area that would otherwise be
justified by scale economies.

The consequence of a physical bypass is that some utility distribution facilities are
duplicated.  The embedded cost of these duplicated facilities is a cost that might be
shifted to other customers. We have examined the potential magnitude of cost-shifts
associated with physical bypass.

Similar to our estimates of the potential magnitude of power cost-shifts, we have
relied on information provided by the utilities. As part of the information survey, the
utilities were asked to estimate the amount of industrial load on their systems that
might be able to exercise a physical bypass of distribution facilities.  As with the
power cost estimates, we have considered a range of market rates and assumed
that bypass alternatives would only be exercised if the embedded power costs were
greater than the otherwise available market price.  This is an oversimplification for a
number of reasons.  But, it permits us to develop a rough estimate of the cost-shift
potential from bypass.20 

Based on the estimated bypass load potential and the embedded costs reported for
power and delivery services reported by the utilities under HB 2831, Table 4.5 esti-
mates the potential for distribution system costs to be shifted due to bypass.  As with
the power cost estimate, the purpose of this estimate is to provide an upper-bound on
the size of the potential.   And, as with the power cost estimates, no assumptions
have been made regarding cost-mitigation or stranded cost charges.  Because
utilities and their regulators have it within their power to accomplish cost-mitigation
and require stranded cost fees, this is not a prediction or an estimate of what costs
will actually be shifted.

While the estimate is for delivery costs (i.e. wires cost), the load involved is also a
subset of the power estimate.  Those customers likely to exercise a bypass option
are included in the set of customers who would choose market-base pricing alterna-
tives.  Consequently, the sum of the power cost estimates from Table 4.1 (or 4.2) and
the wires cost estimates from Table 4.5 represents an upper-bound estimate for
cost-shifting potential if customers choose market-pricing and those with bypass
options exercise them.  Table 4.5 presents the information and estimates on a state-
wide basis. Again, we have included the range of impacts across all 12 utilities
included in the analysis.  The statewide figures and average impact is a more mean-
ingful and robust estimate than are estimates for individual utilities.

Table 4.5 presents estimates under the three market price forecasts used earlier. The
column titled �Bypass Load� is the estimate supplied by the utilities of load that could
build a bypass to another system.  Impacts are presented in both $/MWh and the
percentage increase on the total cost for the remaining customers if the costs not
recovered are shifted to their rates.  The column labeled �Proportion of State Indus-
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trial/Commercial Load� represents the proportion of the state�s total industrial and
large commercial load that exercises bypass under each of the market price fore-
casts.

The estimated average statewide impact is small under all market price forecasts,
ranging from 0.6 percent to 1.2 percent.  The largest impact happens under the low
price forecast, where nearly a quarter of industrial and large commercial load is
affected. Under this case, the estimated impact on the costs for remaining custom-
ers ranges from 0 to 3.4 percent.

Table 4.5. Potential Magnitude of Cost-Shifts from Bypass.

4.4.5. Individual Customer Metering and System Management

This area covers a combination of power and delivery system issues.  As new ser-
vices including direct access are offered to customers, it becomes increasingly
important to measure accurately both the magnitude of electricity usage and the
timing of this usage for customers taking these services.  It is important because
these customers are either paying prices that are not based on average utility costs,
or are receiving service from  generation sources that are not the utility�s or under the
utility�s direct control.

Traditional, average cost, utility service is provided through a local utility distribution
system that is energized by the collective output of all of the utility�s generation
sources.  The utility ensures that all use of electricity is matched with sufficient
generation to keep all the lights on.  Generation must be perfectly matched with load
every second.  This job is done by either the utility itself or a combination of utilities by
operating a �control-area�.  Oversimplifying, traditional, average cost, utility service
works because the average customer can be charged the average cost of all of the
generation resources used to keep total generation in balance with total load.  In
reality, the utility�s generation sources do not all cost the same and they are not all
used all the time.  But the utility does not need to match which generating unit was
running with the electricity use of any particular customer so long as the average
customer pays the average cost of all the generating units.

If competitive power suppliers serve some customers, and the utility does not closely
track the usage of customers that are being served by these suppliers, cost-shifts
could result in two ways.   First, if the power supplier fails to deliver to the control-area
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the total amount of electricity that the open access customer actually used, the
difference is automatically made up by the utility � since it, or its control area opera-
tor must keep generation in balance with load at all times.  This is called an �imbal-
ance� and if the utility is unable to determine through metering who caused an imbal-
ance to occur it will be unable to charge the open access customer for the generation
it supplied and the cost of this generation could be shifted to other customers.  Sec-
ond, the timing of any imbalance is very important because the cost of electricity
generation as well as its market value varies depending on time of day.  If an energy
supplier delivers more power to the control area than its customer uses when the
market value of power is low, and less power when the market value is high, the
potential cost-shift from an imbalance is magnified.  In fact, when calculated over a
day or more the total customer use and total supplier deliveries could be in balance.
But, if the time pattern is not metered, the utility may have been required to supply
power during hours of imbalance when it is expensive and absorb excessive deliver-
ies when it is cheap.  The net cost to the utility may fall on other ratepayers if meter-
ing is not sufficient to identify these time patterns of imbalance.

These metering requirements are important regardless of the size of the customer
usage.  Deliveries of power into a control area over the transmission system can only
be scheduled and tracked for transfers of 1 MW or more.  Therefore, for any open
access load to be accounted for within a control-area it must be at least 1 MW. If the
1 MW threshold is met with a number of aggregated sites, each must have metering
sufficient to match usage of the aggregation with deliveries to the control-area bound-
ary.  Metering equipment is readily available to meet this need, but traditional utility
meters are not sufficient because the measure only total energy usage and, in some
cases, peak demand, not time of usage.  Data are presented in Section 1.0 on the
distribution of meter types and capabilities in Washington.

We have not attempted to estimate the potential magnitude of cost-shifts that might
be caused by insufficient or inaccurate metering.  However, it is revealing to note that
the price of on-peak electricity sales at the Pacific Northwest trading hubs is often 50
to 100 percent higher than the price of off-peak sales.

4.4.6. Technology Change and Customer-Owned Generation

The opportunity for customers to construct their own generation facilities and dis-
place most or all services provided by the utility has existed for decades.  Customers
make decisions to self-generate based on their costs to finance and construct gen-
eration facilities and purchase fuel.  For the most part, examples of self-generation
have been limited to large volume, usually industrial customers, who have their own
source of fuel.  Self-generation is relatively common in the pulp and paper industry
where industrial by-products provide a fuel source and waste heat from generation
can be used in on-site industrial processes.  Technology development has improved
the efficiency of self-generation and co-generation equipment, but because the
customer must cover the full capital cost of such an installation it is unlikely that these
opportunities will be as attractive as opportunities to gain access to market pricing
through unbundled delivery services or physical bypass.  Consequently, we do not
believe that large scale self-generation adds greatly to the potential for cost-shifting in
the state.
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However, technology development in the area of small scale, localized generation,
has advanced considerably in the last few years � particularly in the area of small
fuel cells.  Recent announcements of prototype equipment nearing commercialization
indicate that fuel cell applications for small businesses, apartment buildings and even
homes may only be a few years away.  For example, both AVISTA Corporation and
General Electric have recently reported research advances in small-scale fuel-cells
and plans for commercialization of residential sized units in the next few years.  BPA
is reportedly also working on the demonstration of small-scale applications of fuel-
cells.  This is an important development for electric utilities because these small
scale applications could mean that customers in the future will be able to replace
utility service with their own, probably natural gas fueled, generation equipment.  This
would permit customers to completely disconnect from the utility grid leaving invest-
ments in utility generation, transmission and distribution that might be shifted to
remaining customers.   The timing of this technology development is not clear and
the breadth of use of fuel cells or other small-scale local generation is today only a
matter of speculation.  However, widespread application could lead to significant cost
pressures on local utilities and their regulators.  Whether and how such costs might
be shifted between customers is also unclear.  But, it is nonetheless wise to consider
that  such a major shift in technology could undermine much of the justification and
practical application of administratively established,  average cost rates for utility
distribution systems.

4.4.7. State and Local Taxes

State and local taxes are applied to utility sales as a gross revenue tax levied on the
utility based on the gross revenue generated from retail electricity sales. The state tax
is the Public Utility Excise Tax the revenues from which flow into the general fund.
Local taxes are imposed by the municipality inside city limits and flow to the general-
funds of the cities.  Sales of electricity by out-of-state entities that are not otherwise
engaged in the light and power business as an electric company in Washington do
not generate taxable revenue at either the state or the local level.  If utility services are
unbundled and used to deliver power sold by out-of-state, non-taxable parties, both
the state and affected local governments will lose tax revenue.  This is potentially a
cost shift if the lost revenue must be made up with charges or other taxes to other
customers.  Whether or not this would occur is uncertain and would be left to legisla-
tive decisions at the state or local levels.

The Department of Revenue (DOR) has prepared a briefing paper that examines tax-
policy-related issues relevant to the electricity industry.  DOR did not include any
estimates of the potential lost tax revenues, in part because of the number of as-
sumptions that would be necessary to make about the way power will be bought and
sold and the location of customers and suppliers that may negotiate contracts.
Faced with the same array of issues, we have not tried to make a tax-revenue-related
estimate either.   The DOR briefing paper offers a number of policy options for rede-
sign of utility tax structure to fit with changes that may occur in the electricity industry.
The paper describes the advantages and disadvantages of each.  A copy is included
in Appendix 4.1 of this report.
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4.4.8. Conservation, Renewable Resource, and Low-income
Program Costs

Most Washington utilities operate public purpose programs including conservation
and low-income programs.  These programs and their funding is the topic of another
major section of this report (Section 9.0).  For purposes of equity in utility rates and
cost-shifting we have noted them here because they are a component of current
utility rates that may not be included in special pricing arrangements, or that may be
avoided altogether through open access or utility bypass.  To the degree the pro-
grams are continued, their cost could be shifted between customers or customer
classes.

4.5. Examination of Strategies Available to Minimize Cost-
Shifts
This section describes an inventory of strategies and actions that may affect the
potential for cost-shifts to occur.    As noted earlier, there are no fully objective criteria
for assessing whether cost-shifts are appropriate.  So long as rates are set adminis-
tratively, the responsibility to make judgements about whether rates are fair, just,
reasonable and not unduly discriminatory or preferential will rest with the local rate-
setting governments or boards, and with the UTC.  For purposes of this evaluation we
have assumed that some continuation of administrative rate-setting will persist even if
policies to make retail electricity service competitive (open access) are adopted.
This is because the delivery services will remain regulated and it is likely that some
form of �default� or universal service options will need to be made available for cus-
tomer classes for whom competitive options do not develop.

The strategies are organized into two categories.  First, are those that may reduce
the impact of some of the circumstances facing Washington�s retail utilities, the UTC,
and the local jurisdictions responsible for rate setting that may lead to cost-shifting
pressure.  These strategies are categorized as structural.  They include strategies
affecting the wholesale and transmission sectors, as well as those affecting the
introduction of competition to the retail service sector.

Second, are strategies addressing retail service rate-setting.  These strategies are
categorized as administrative.  They include conditions or other requirements that
might be placed on the rate-setting of the UTC and/or the local utility boards and
commissions to prevent or reduce the likelihood of cost-shifting. In each case our
purpose is to describe the strategy and the arguments for and against it, rather than
to recommend a particular strategy or set of strategies.

4.5.1.   Structural Strategies: Actions Affecting the Wholesale,
Transmission, and Retail Service Sectors

1. Influence Development of Transmission ISOs to Minimize Cost-shifting
in Transmission Pricing.
Description:  Representatives of the state should participate in regional processes
aimed at structuring management, access and pricing of the transmission system to
prevent implementation of region-wide transmission tariffs that would result in cost-
shifting.
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Rationale:  State interests are directly affected by the development of an ISO.
The objective of participation is to add, where necessary, organizational
improvements to our existing transmission system that further a competitive
and reliable wholesale power market while avoiding transmission related cost-
shifts.

Arguments For: If any ISO is ultimately proposed for the region, it will require
approval from the FERC.  The state will need to demonstrate that it partici-
pated actively in development of the proposal in order to be credible in defend-
ing state interests regarding cost-shifting and other issues in the FERC
review process.  In addition, state participation in regional transmission policy
and organizations will bolster the case that state and regional interests should
be included in ISO and reliability policy and not preempted at the federal level.
Finally, some analyses indicate that the Northwest wholesale power market is
already competitive and reliable under the current rate structure.  Changes to
this structure to accomplish a region-wide, average pricing could cause
shifting with little or no additional benefit.

Arguments Against: State participation does little to add to the interests
already well represented by the utilities. These interests may not be consis-
tent since transmission affects different parties in different ways.  The state
could not establish a position that would avoid �choosing sides� among the
utilities and other interest groups.

2. Influence Development of BPA Policy Regarding Allocation of Power
and Pricing of Services.

Description:  Representatives of the state participate in BPA processes with the
objective of maintaining a financially viable federal power system that benefits the
state and region, fulfills its environmental responsibilities, fulfills its public purpose
responsibilities including affordable service in rural communities, and complements a
competitive bulk power market, while at the same time minimizing pricing policies
that result in cost-shifts.

Rationale:  BPA�s policies regarding pricing and terms and conditions for
access to federal power and transmission resources are a critical component
of electric power service costs in Washington.  Changes in these policies will
invariably have the affect of raising some parties� costs while lowering others.

Arguments For: The state can most effectively balance the competing inter-
ests of the various stakeholding parties within the state by influencing BPA on
a government to government basis.

Arguments Against: There is no clear demonstration that BPA rate-making will
necessarily result in retail cost-shifts.  Participation by utilities and other
interested parties is sufficient to represent state interests.
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3. Preserve low-cost generation benefits for Washington customers.

Description:  Actions include: strong defense in Washington D.C. of continued re-
gional preference in access to cost-based power from the federal system, and
preservation of the benefits of the low-cost generation of investor-owned and public
utilities for the Washington  customers of those utilities.  The benefits can be kept in
the region by having utilities retain ownership of the low-cost assets, or the net
benefits can be assigned to customers after an asset sale. For investor-owned
utilities, this can be accomplished by preserving the authority of the UTC to review,
condition and approve �transfers of property� [Chapter 80.12 RCW] in the instance of
sales of generation or utility mergers.  For public utilities, the objective could be met
with a clearly stated policy requiring that the net proceeds from the sale of publicly-
owned generation assets or generation therefrom must be credited to utility custom-
ers.

Rationale:  Washington�s electricity generation base is, by most projections,
lower in cost than would be its value if sold at market prices.  In the absence
of actions to preserve this benefit for Washington electricity customers, future
developments could see these resources command prices based on market
value with the consequence of increased electricity rates for Washington
customers.

Arguments For: Preserves the benefits of the state�s low-cost generation for
Washington consumers regardless of the ultimate path of electricity whole-
sale and retail restructuring.

 Arguments Against: No changes to current state law are necessary.  Current
law requires that the regulatory bodies of consumer-owned utilities review and
approve any proposed sale of a generating asset and the disposition of
proceeds from such a sale.  The same provisions apply to the investor-owned
utilities through the review and approval of the UTC in transfers of property.

4. Certification of distribution service territories.

Description:  Establish geographically defined certificates describing the area in
which an electric utility has the responsibility to provide distribution services to retail
customers.  As is the case in the local distribution gas industry, a certificate would be
necessary to provide retail service.  Certificates for a competing distribution company
could be granted on demonstration that existing service is inadequate or that the
competing service is otherwise in the public interest.  Certificates apply only to
electrical companies and do not prohibit private individuals from constructing facili-
ties.  Certificates do nothing to change the authority of municipalities or counties to
choose to municipalize service through the establishment of a government-owned
utility, or to condemn property for this purpose.  Certification of distribution service
territories would require new legislation.

Rationale:  As described elsewhere in this report, Washington does not have
distribution service territories established by certificate or franchise.  This
makes it difficult to establish who is responsible for serving a given customer,
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particularly where utility boundaries established by custom or history intersect.
State policy discourages competition in utility wires and delivery service
(RCW 54.48.020).  Yet in the absence of defined service territory responsibili-
ties duplication of facilities can occur and lead to facility costs being stranded
if bypassed and potentially shifted to other customers.

Arguments For: Establishment of distribution service territories clarifies
service obligations and provides for an orderly examination of circumstances
where one utility can more cost-effectively provide service to the customer of
another.  This examination can identify any costs or compensation due be-
tween utilities, or the utility and a customer, and avoid some pressures to shift
distribution facility costs.

Arguments Against: Reducing the uncertainty and risk associated with bypass
(for the utility) reduces the competitive pressure to keep distribution costs low.
Establishment of distribution service territories does not address all bypass or
self-generation issues and, in fact, does not even apply when connection or
generation facilities are privately constructed.  State approval of service
certificates or franchises would adversely affect the ability of municipalities
and other public entities to exercise statutory authority to expand or create
new service territory through condemnation or annexation.  State authority to
repeal a certificate threatens the local control of utility service.  Finally, it would
be inconsistent for the state to be creating new monopolies for service territo-
ries as the electric utility industry begins to face competition.

5. Establish a Competitive Class of Service (Partial Open Access)

Description:  Based on size-of-load or other characteristics establish that some
customers have access to use of the distribution system as a common carrier for
delivery of power from whatever power supplier they choose.  Metering standards
would be necessary to ensure that the usage of such competitive access customers
could be distinguished from the remainder of the utility�s loads. Such competitive
service is similar to the �transportation tariffs� available for natural gas customers
who wish to purchase their own natural gas supplies.  As is the case with these
natural gas tariffs, the terms and conditions for competitive service and �re-entry� to
utility service would be clearly established.  Utilities could offer such services under
current law, but new legislation would be necessary to require that the service be
offered.

Rationale: Some customers are equipped and prepared to accept the risks
and reap the benefits of arranging their own power sources.  Clearly estab-
lishing the terms and conditions for these customers to arrange for market-
based power supplies and conditions for the use of utility delivery systems
provides for a more orderly treatment of costs that might otherwise be shifted
to other customers or customer classes.

Arguments For: Responds to the desire of some customers to take responsi-
bility for resource supply and price risk in return for potential benefits of market
access.  Provides for a more orderly allocation of risks, responsibilities and
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obligations between the utility and its customer classes.  Prevents risk from
being shifted from competitive customers to core customers of the utility.
Allows for a focused calculation of any responsibility for past utility invest-
ments and any qualifications necessary to the utility�s future obligation to
provide service.

Arguments Against: May be difficult to control customers migrating back and
forth between competitive and non-competitive service in order to capture the
lower of market or cost-based pricing.  This can lead to political pressure to
breach protections against cost-shifting, particularly when the customer loads
are large and economically important.  Requires either a prohibition on utilities
providing both cost-based, bundled service and competitive power services,
or a difficult to enforce regulatory �fire-wall� between these services.

6. Establish Open Access to Competitive Power Supplies for All Customer
Classes (Full Open Access)

Description: Establish that all customers have the opportunity to make their own
selection of power supplier with the power delivered over the utility�s, common-carrier
distribution system.  This is full retail wheeling and would transform the utility�s cur-
rent �obligation to serve� to an �obligation to connect�.  Terms, conditions, and rates
for the use of the distribution delivery services would continue to be regulated.  Full
open access requires metering sufficient to separately account for every customer�s
usage pattern.  Utilities could offer open access tariffs on their own decision, but
legislation would be necessary to require that all utilities offer such service.

Rationale:  If all customers have access to competitive power services there
is no administrative pricing for these services and therefore no opportunity for
administrative pricing decisions to shift costs.

Arguments For: Removes any possibility of administrative cost-shifting, at
least for power services, and eliminates the complication of regulating the
boundary between competitive and non-competitive services that can be a
problem in partial open access.  Permits all customers to choose power
supplier, services, price and risk based on individual preferences.  Clarifies
utility role as �obligation to connect� with no obligation to provide power ser-
vices.  Provides for focused determination of customer responsibility for past
utility investments.

Arguments Against: Competitive markets may not develop to serve all cus-
tomer classes.  Power marketers may concentrate efforts on larger load
customers. Some universal or �default� service might be necessary to require
of the utility and shifts in risk and cost between this service and competitive
service would be similar to the boundary problems described for partial
access.  Customers may not have equal access to the information and
capital necessary to make effective market choices and they may not be
interested in understanding or taking on the responsibility to make these
choices.  Additional costs would likely be incurred by the delivery utility (or
some other body) to maintain individual customer metering and necessary
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accounting to allow for billing settlements.  Allocation of these costs to cus-
tomers could involve cost-shifts or other inequities.

7. Maintain current regulatory system including UTC regulation of inves-
tor-owned utility retail rates and local regulation of consumer-owned retail
utility rates with a legislative policy statement that discourages cost-shifting
and utility distribution bypass.

Description:  Maintain cost-of service regulation of retail utility service with flexibility for
the UTC and local regulators to approve and implement utility services and rate
structures, including unbundled or other competitive services as appropriate and if in
the public interest.

Rationale: Establishes a state policy discouraging cost-shifting and distribu-
tion bypass while maintaining the capability of the UTC and local regulators to
manage utility service consistent with the public interest and local utility
circumstances.

Argument For: Maintains the flexibility of the current well-functioning system to
adapt to local circumstances and local values.  Does not impose a �one-size-
fits-all� solution on utilities and customers.  Requires no major structural
reforms. Does not put the utility tax base at risk and does not force customers
into undeveloped new markets.

Arguments Against: Does not guarantee that UTC or local regulators will not
cause costs to be shifted inequitably.  Does not establish a common and
uniform set of rules for competitive electricity services and utility obligations.
Does little to remove the uncertainties and risks that may cause utilities to
make decisions that shift costs or risks among customers.

4.5.2. Administrative Strategies:  Strategies and Actions
Affecting Retail Service Rates

1. Legislative prohibition of cost-shifting.

Description: The legislature could prohibit any regulatory decision to change rates
charged to customer classes or customers within a class that causes those custom-
ers to be responsible for costs they are not responsible for in rates today and which
were formerly paid by other customers or customer classes.  The prohibition would
apply to the UTC as well as the public utility rate-setting bodies.  This strategy would
require new legislation.

Rationale:  Cost-shifting is the result of administrative decisions to shift the
responsibility for cost recovery from the rates of one customer or customer
class to the rates of another.  Prohibiting the rate-setting bodies from doing
this prohibits cost-shifting.

Arguments For: Establishes a clear, unequivocal policy that cost-shifting is
not permitted by the utility or by its rate-setting regulator.
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Arguments Against: The complexity and imprecision of cost-of-service stud-
ies makes it unlikely that all but the most egregious incidence of cost-shifting
could be identified definitively.  This approach assumes that all current cost
allocations are perfect and removes the flexibility to respond to changing
circumstances from the regulator or local jurisdiction whose responsibility is
also to ensure that sufficient revenue is generated to maintain reliable service.
Such a one-size-fits-all approach represents a significant infringement on
local rate setting and control by locally elected utility boards.

2. Rate Freeze.

Description:  Prescribe that residential and small commercial rates must be frozen,
or rise at no more than some established rate of increase, over some period of time.
This approach was taken in California (for investor-owned utilities) as part of the
state�s industry restructuring.   This strategy could be implemented by the UTC and
local jurisdictions, but a uniform state policy would require new legislation.

Rationale:  Freezing rates prohibits the utility, or its rate-setting body, from
increasing the rates of one customer or class in order to lower the rates of
another.

Arguments For: Provides protection against rates being raised for one cus-
tomer or class of customers in order to lower rates for another.  Straightfor-
ward to administer � rates don�t change from what they are today.

Arguments Against: Removes flexibility from regulator and local jurisdictions
to respond to changing circumstances including costs and other issues that
may be out of their control. This approach assumes that all current cost
allocations are perfect. May discourage needed investment in infrastructure,
new generation resources, and public purpose programs, and lead to deterio-
ration in service quality or reliability.  Such a one-size-fits-all approach repre-
sents a significant infringement on local rate setting and control by locally
elected utility boards.

3. Relative Rate Gap Caps

Description:  Prescribe that the current relative comparison between residential,
commercial, and industrial rates remain fixed regardless of how overall rates for all
classes change in the future.  For example, if residential rates for a utility are 50%
higher than industrial rates, this percentage is held constant if industrial rates change.
This strategy would be difficult to implement in legislation because the circumstances
of each utility are different.  The strategy could be implemented by the UTC or local
jurisdictions without new legislation.

Rationale:  Cost of service studies have established rates for the various
customer classes that bear a proportional relationship to one another.  So
long as this relationship is maintained, no matter what changes are made to
the rates charged to one or another of the classes, costs have not been
shifted to one class in order to reduce them for another.
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Arguments For: Provides the same kind of protection as the rate freeze, but
allows for flexibility for the utility, regulator, or local jurisdiction, to respond to
changing cost circumstances that affect the utility�s overall revenue require-
ment.

Arguments Against: The �gap caps� must assume that the components of
service cost remain constant between the customer classes and that all
current cost allocations are perfect. Cost increases could be associated more
with one class than another  (for example, undergrounding of residential class
distribution lines).  Maintaining a strict �gap cap� could result in unfair distribu-
tion of costs between the classes.  In addition, if industrial or other large load
rates are indexed to competitive power prices, a strict implementation of the
gap cap introduces significant price volatility and risk to residential rates.  Gap
caps will not be consistent between utilities because of differing customer
base and cost structure and these differences could lead to confusion and
controversy.  Finally, a one-size-fits-all approach represents a significant
infringement on local rate setting and control by locally elected utility boards.

4. Performance Based Rate-Making

Description:  Prescribe that utility rates be based on performance standards rather
than strictly on cost of service.  So long as utilities achieve the specified performance
standards, permit pricing to individual customers or classes of customers to be
flexible within a ceiling and a floor.  For example, rates could be set no higher than a
ceiling set at historical cost adjusted for inflation and a floor no lower than the long run
marginal cost of providing the service.  This strategy would be difficult to implement in
legislation because the circumstances of each utility are different.  The strategy could
be implemented by the UTC or local jurisdictions without new legislation.

Rationale:  So long as the cost-basis for the rate ceiling for any class is fair,
just and reasonable, the utility�s ability to flexibly price below the ceiling for
some customers does not shift costs to others or constitute undue discrimi-
nation.  This approach is similar to the rate-freeze except that in provides the
utility with downward pricing flexibility and an incentive to improve cost-effi-
ciency, and the regulator with the flexibility to establish other performance
requirements like service quality or cost-efficiency targets.

Arguments For: Allows both the utility and regulator the flexibility to respond to
changing circumstances and to include a focus on performance standards
other than rates.  Diminishes the �cost plus� inefficiencies of traditional cost-
based rate-making by mixing cost-based pricing principles together with
incentives for the utility to capture cost-efficiencies in serving any of the
classes.  Capturing these cost-efficiencies permit it to either enjoy better
earnings or compete with price discounts to more price sensitive customers.

Arguments Against: Pricing flexibility may lead to claims of price discrimina-
tion tantamount to cost-shifting.  Determining the floor for pricing flexibility may
be difficult.  Pricing and performance standards could be complex, difficult
and expensive to develop and monitor for the regulator or local jurisdiction.  If
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not set high enough, a ceiling on rate levels could discourage or prevent
needed investment for power supplies or reliability. A one-size-fits-all approach
represents a significant infringement on local rate setting and control by locally
elected utility boards.

5. Specify and Define Uniform Stranded Cost Recovery Responsibility

Description:  Costs for power or delivery services not recoverable by a utility that
offers services at market rates or that loses a customer to open access service are
calculated and recovered from customers choosing non-embedded cost based
services.  Stranded costs could be evaluated using administrative calculations based
on market price projections, or via a market valuation based on auction sale of the
power or delivery facilities.  Whichever approach is used, the cost recovery is limited
in time and the costs to be recovered should be mitigated through cost-efficiencies,
or contract reformation.  The later is the approach taken in the gas industry when
federal regulation of the interstate pipelines was changed to no longer require the
pipelines to maintain dedicated reserves.  This is an administrative step that would
have to accompany the structural alternatives of partial or full open access listed
above.  It may also require clarification of distribution service territory issues.  The
UTC and local jurisdictions have the authority to implement stranded cost recovery on
wires delivery services administratively.  The authority to implement  �exit fees� where
wires service is no longer taken is problematic for both the UTC and the local jurisdic-
tions.

Rationale:  The utility incurred costs in order to provide service to all custom-
ers.  If some customers choose to leave service in favor of another source of
power supply or in favor of market pricing, the utility can recover its invest-
ment from these customers rather than shifting the cost to others, or to the
utility shareholders.

Arguments For: Ensures that, if all historical costs embedded in utility revenue
requirements are collected, they are not disproportionately collected from
some customers or customer classes via a cost-shift.  In the event that
stranded costs are negative (a benefit), uniform treatment across customer
classes ensures that these benefits are returned equitably to all customers.
Policy providing for the equitable recovery of stranded costs also ensures that
the security interest in public debt issued by public utilities is not undermined.

Arguments Against: The magnitude of stranded costs to be recovered is not
simple to calculate � at least not for power costs.  It depends on the relation-
ships among market prices for power, existing fixed and operating costs of
utility power, potential cost mitigation and assumptions about discount rates.
If calculated based on an administrative estimate, the value is vulnerable to
the inevitable errors in forecasting these factors. Stranded costs could be
determined to be a large value based on forecasts made today and turn out to
actually have been smaller or zero if the forecast undershot the actual market
price.  The reverse is true if the forecast overshoots the actual market price.
Alternatively, an auction sale of power resources can establish a true market
valuation of their worth.  However, this is also a snapshot in time and could
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similarly lead to customers being made responsible for stranded costs when
there actually were none, or no stranded costs when they actually prove to
have been large.  Finally,  contract reformation as a cost mitigation may result
in legal disputes regarding the statutory context within which the contracts
were established (e.g. PURPA contracts).  This could undermine the credibil-
ity of power contracts in the future.

6. Terms and conditions for exit and reentry to average rates.

Description:  Establish terms and conditions that customers must meet in order to
leave average rate service and in order to return to such service after having left.
Such terms and conditions might include: sufficient metering capability to separate a
customer�s load shape from the remainder of the utility�s loads; payment of stranded
costs; customer willing to provide or compensate the utility for back-up service;
customer responsible to pay any incremental costs to re-enter averaged rate service.
Some Washington utilities including Grant County PUD have established such terms
and conditions.  This is an administrative step that would have to accompany the
structural steps of partial or full open access listed above.  This strategy would likely
benefit from legislation to clarify service territory issues and obligation to serve is-
sues.

Rationale:  Removing a customer from the pool of customers served at the
average cost to serve the pool has both cost and operational implications.
Clearly establishing terms and conditions will ensure that existing costs are
not left with the remaining customers and that new costs are not incurred by
the remaining customers.

Arguments For: A clear set of rules and requirements for open access, or
some other form of competitive pricing, makes it clear for those who might
choose such service what they need to consider.  And, it makes matters clear
for those remaining on traditional utility service how they are being protected
from cost and risk shifts.

Arguments Against: May be administratively, legally and politically complex.
Administrative difficulties might include such issues as change of ownership,
or change of site functions.   Legal difficulties may involve clarification of
obligation to serve issues.  Political sustainability of these terms and condi-
tions could be difficult if adverse economic or employment impacts result
from poor market decisions by the customer.

7. Establish Uniform Responsibility for Conservation, Renewable Re-
sources, and Low- income Programs

Description: For those public purpose programs to be accomplished through
collective funding and action  (e.g. low-income weatherization, bill assistance, some
forms of conservation and renewable resources, universal service, etc.) a charge is
placed on electricity service that applies to all customers.  This strategy is further
discussed in Section 9.0.
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Rationale:  Public purpose programs are undertaken to achieve enunciated
state policy objectives.  In the absence of a non-avoidable charge which
applies to all customers, the cost of achieving the programs � many of which
are currently included in utility rates � could either be shifted to, or fall dispro-
portionately on one customer group or another.

Arguments For: Ensures that all customers contribute equally to programs
that are deemed to be important to be funded collectively from utility services.
Ensure that programs are funded in a competitively neutral way.

Arguments Against: These objectives and policies could more  appropriately
be supported through general tax revenues.  To the extent one customer class
might pay more for public purposes than the benefits they receive, a cost-shift
will occur.
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new generation capability adequate to meet growing demands.  The cost of ensuring that
demand was met under all load conditions is included in average utility rates.  This means
that rates are higher than the cost of producing electricity when loads are not near peak
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Houston, Texas, September 17, 1998.
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Northwest Power Planning Council.  June 5, 1998.  No. 98-11.

 11  These ten or so large industrial plants are predominately aluminum smelters.  In the past,
they have accounted for as much as 25 percent of total FCRPS sales.

12 Washington Rural Electric Cooperative Association.
 13 Analysis of the Bonneville Power Administration�s Potential Future Costs and Revenues.

Northwest Power Planning Council.  June 5, 1998.  No. 98-11.
 14 The estimates were compiled for the state�s twelve largest utilities only because these are

the only utilities from whom current data on power costs are readily available from HB 2831
reports.  These utilities comprise roughly 85% of the state�s total electricity sales and
more than 90% of the non-DSI industrial and large commercial sector sales.

 15 For example, some public utilities are debt-free, but none-the-less recover new distribution
facility costs in power rates.  This situation could be remedied by assigning and recovering
these costs on distribution.

16  Non-traditional service to applies generally to �large loads�.  These are not necessarily
synonymous with  �industrial loads� .  In some cases large commercial class loads qualify
for non-traditional service.

17  Had we been able to include 1998 data the overall industrial rates and the rates for non-
traditional service might have shown an increase since these rates are now tied to market
prices and 1998 market prices were higher than in previous years.
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 18 The Changing Structure of the Electric Power Industry:  Selected Issues, 1998.  U.S.
Department of Energy.  Energy Information Administration.   July, 1998.

 19 The amount of distribution services used by large customers varies from utility to utility, but
for the most part large customers use less distribution and are assigned less distribution
costs than is the case for smaller volume customers.

20 This simplification ignores both the cost of constructing the bypass and the potential that a
neighboring utility might have power costs below the market price.  These factors have
opposing effects � the first causes an overestimate of bypass potential and the latter an
underestimate.  Both of the factors are driven by individual circumstances and, without a
detailed analysis of every industrial customer near the borders of all utilities, there is no
practical way to improve the accuracy of the assumption.
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5.0 Utility Service Territory Agreements
in Washington
ESSB 6560 directs the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC)
and the Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development (CTED) to
study

�[t]he status, number, and primary characteristics of service territory
agreements between electric utilities.�

Our examination of service territory agreements is divided into four parts:

v Brief introduction to the issues surrounding utility service territories and
service territory agreements;

v Description of Washington law and background concerning utility service
territories;

v Summary of the results of our survey regarding existing service territory
agreements;

v Discussion of policy issues concerning utility service territories.

5.1 Introduction

Washington State is unique in that it does not have certificated distribution service
territories, as do most other states.  This issue of certificated service territories
surfaced repeatedly during the several stakeholder meetings conducted by the
WUTC and CTED.  As discussed in several sections of this report, some stakehold-
ers support the establishment of distribution service territories, arguing that such
territories would serve to clarify not only the geographic boundaries within which a
utility may serve, but also identify the utility having the obligation to serve the cus-
tomers within those boundaries.  Others oppose the establishment of distribution
service territories, arguing that such territories, would serve to undermine competi-
tion.  Reducing the uncertainty and risk associated with bypass may reduce the
competitive pressure to keep electric service rates low.

5.1.2 Certificated Distribution Service Territories in the Gas Industry

The Legislature has established certificated distribution service territories for the
gas industry.  Under that statutory scheme, a utility may not provide gas service in a
particular territory unless it first obtains a certificate of public convenience and
necessity.  These certificates are not exclusive.  They do not preclude private
parties from constructing and operating gas delivery facilities for their own use.
Moreover, they do not preclude a utility from operating in another utility�s service
territory, if the incumbent utility is providing inadequate service.

5.2  Service Territory Law and Background

There is no general statute pertaining to the franchising of electric utility service
territories in Washington.  Entities authorized to provide electricity service in Wash-
ington include:  public utility districts, cities and towns, cooperative corporations,
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irrigation districts, certain port districts, and investor-owned utilities.  The enabling
statutes for each establish, more clearly for some than for others, the extent of utility
service permitted.

For the Public Utility Districts (PUD), chapter 54.08 RCW outlines the general
election process that establishes a PUD and its geographic boundaries.  Essentially,
a PUD�s geographic boundary is coextensive with the county where the utility is
formed, but an area smaller than the county can be established along voting district
lines.  Annexation of contiguous territory is allowed under RCW 54.04.035.

A PUD�s geographic boundary, however, does not limit its potential electric service
territory.  RCW 54.16.040 allows a PUD to purchase and generate electricity, and to
construct and operate distribution and transmission plant, both within and outside its
boundaries, for the purpose of �furnishing� electricity to its inhabitants or other
persons, including public and private corporations, also both within and outside its
geographic limits.  Therefore, while the political boundaries of a PUD are generally
coextensive with the county in which it is formed, its �service territory�, in theory, can
extend to the entire state.  However, any such extraterritorial activity must be rea-
sonably related to the PUD�s core purpose of serving its own customers. (In State
ex rel. PUD No. 1 of Skagit County v. Wylie, 28 Wn.2d 113, 182 P.2d 706 (1947),
the state Supreme Court rejected Skagit PUD�s attempt to take over Puget�s electric
system in 18 counties, concluding that such an expansion went well beyond what
was needed to serve the citizens of Skagit County).  In order to construct utility plant
inside a city or town to provide service in that city or town, a PUD must gain the
consent of the city�s governing body and the approval of a plan for the construction,
RCW 54.04.040.  We are not aware of any similar provision when a PUD decides to
locate facilities in the �service territory� of an investor-owned utility.

For municipal utilities, a non-code city or town incorporated under Title 35 RCW has
the authority to provide electric service both within and outside its political bound-
aries (RCW 35.84.010; 35.92.050).  Code cities incorporated under Title 35A have
similar authority to provide electric service both inside and outside their municipal
boundaries, RCW 35A.80.010.  The authority of code and non-code cities and
towns to provide electric service includes the authority to construct and maintain all
necessary facilities and to regulate the control, use, distribution and price of energy,
RCW 80.04.500.

For electric cooperatives, there is no statute fixing service territory boundaries or
limits at the time the cooperative corporation is formed.  The cooperatives are
formed under the Cooperative Associations Act, chapter 23.86 RCW, or the Mutual
Cooperations Act, chapter 24.06 RCW, as entities formed to engage in any lawful
business to serve the collective purposes of their members as a nonprofit coopera-
tion, or on the cooperative plan.  Service territories are presumably a function of the
geographic distribution of the cooperative�s members and the distribution facilities
which the cooperative has built, acquired the use of, or owns to provide service to
its members.
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Irrigation Districts formed under chapter 87.03 RCW are authorized to own and
operate electrical distribution systems for the purpose of serving the domestic uses
of the district�s inhabitants.  Nothing in statute authorizes irrigation districts to pro-
vide service to persons other than district inhabitants.  Consequently, irrigation
district boundaries would appear to define the limits of the electric service territory.
Currently, one irrigation district acts as an electric utility.

Port districts formed under Title 53 RCW are authorized to operate �water, light,
power, and fire protection facilities� within areas established as industrial develop-
ment districts, RCW 53.25.100.  Industrial development districts are established to
enhance the use of  �marginal lands� the characteristics of which include, among
other things, inadequate streets, open spaces and utilities.  Ports establish the
boundaries of these industrial development districts at the time they are formed and
their powers appear only to be authorized within these boundaries.  Consequently,
electricity service provided by the Port does not extend beyond the boundaries of
the industrial development district.  It is unclear whether a district could provide light
and power services if utility services already existed and were adequate.   Currently,
one port district acts as an electric utility.

Regarding private electric utilities regulated by the WUTC, there is no state statutory
basis for geographic definition of service territories.  The existence of electric ser-
vice territories from the commission�s perspective is largely one of historical devel-
opment,  practice, and economics, rather than any legally binding territory definition.
While service territory agreements involving IOUs must be approved by the UTC
(RCW 54.48.040), the Commission does not, by its approval, gain jurisdiction over a
utility which it does not otherwise regulate.  Cooperatives are exempt from commis-
sion jurisdiction (RCW 54.48.040), as are PUDs (RCW 54.16.040) and municipal
utilities (RCW 80.04.500).  Once approved, the service area agreement establishes
only where the regulated utility must serve subject to UTC jurisdiction.

The Legislature addressed the issue of potential for duplication of lines and facilities
given the lack of definition of service territories in chapter 54.48 RCW which allows
IOUs, PUDs, coops and municipal utilities to bind each other to a division of adjoin-
ing territory through service area agreements.  These are voluntary contractual
arrangements of up to 25 years in duration which, if they involve an IOU, must be
reviewed and approved by the UTC.  By authorizing such service territory agree-
ments, state law establishes a basis for defining distribution system boundaries, but
only if the affected utilities can come to a voluntary agreement.

Historically, regulated electric companies have petitioned the UTC for approval of
service territory agreements based on distinct boundaries for each utility, similar to a
certificated area or franchise.  However, the UTC recently approved a service
territory agreement between a regulated electric company and a cooperative that
establishes rules under which the parties will compete with one another today and
in the future.  That agreement identifies areas of future development where the
parties could not agree on which utility should be given the right to serve new
customers.  For those areas, the agreement establishes rules to determine which
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utility will serve.  The agreement further designates two areas as completely open to
competition.  Finally, the parties agreed to allow new large-load customers to
choose their service providers without regard for the agreed-on boundaries.

 The state Supreme Court recently analyzed chapter 54.48 RCW.  In Tanner Electric
Coop. v. Puget Sound Power & Light Co., 128 Wn.2d 656, 911 P.2d 1301 (1996),
the state Supreme Court considered an action by an electric cooperative (which the
UTC does not regulate) against a regulated privately-owned utility for violation of a
service territory agreement between the two utilities.  The Court held that, pursuant
to chapter 54.48 RCW, the cooperative did not have a claim against the privately-
owned utility under the Consumer Protection Act, chapter 19.86 RCW.

The Tanner Court based its decision in part on its view of the extent of the powers
of the UTC.  The Court stated:

As we stated earlier, the WUTC is charged with administering perva-
sive regulatory schemes that affect almost every phase of activity of
the businesses under its authority. . . . As part of this regulatory
process, RCW 54.48.030 provides that the WUTC must approve all
service area agreements entered into by public utilities and coopera-
tives.

128 Wn.2d at 682.

The Court further found that the UTC has jurisdiction not only to approve or disap-
prove service area agreements between private electric utilities and rural coopera-
tives, but also to apply and interpret relevant statutes when a dispute arises from
such an agreement.  Id. at 665.

5.3  Current Status of Service Territory Agreements
in Washington

The WUTC and CTED developed ten survey questions concerning service territory
agreements.  Utilities were asked to provide the following information:

v Copies of all service territory agreements to which they are a party;

v Descriptions and dimensions of service territories;

v Dates of contract execution and expiration;

v Whether the agreement contains an option to renew;

v Whether geographic boundaries are well-delineated or subject to
change;

v Whether the parties encountered disputes and, if so, how those disputes
were resolved,

v Whether the agreement provides for the recovery of stranded costs.

Eighteen utilities responded to the survey. The information collected is briefly sum-
marized below.   For detail regarding individual service territory agreements the
attached chart (Table 5.1) depicts the primary characteristics of the agreements.
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Number of Service Territory Agreements and Coverage Area

There are 17 service territory agreements currently in effect.  An additional 11
agreements have formally expired, but many of these are still being observed.  The
largest geographic area covered by a service territory agreement is 4,296 square
miles in size.  The smallest is one square mile.  Of the 17 service territories, all but 4
have specific geographic boundaries.

Duration of Agreements and Current Status

The overwhelming majority of service territory agreements contain 20 to 25 year
terms, the duration allowed by statute.  Four of the current agreements will expire
before 2005.  Six of the agreements have expiration dates between 2012 and 2020.
Three agreements contain provisions for automatic renewal of the agreements as
they expire.  All agreements may be renewed by mutual consent of the parties.

Dispute Resolution

Most service territory agreements have operated successfully without disputes
between the parties.  Of disputes arising out of service territory agreements, all but
one were resolved short of litigation.  One service territory agreement contains a
provision requiring binding arbitration in the event a dispute arises.

Stranded Cost Recovery

Four service territory agreements currently in effect contain provisions regarding
stranded cost recovery.

5.4 Policy Considerations

Currently, no territorial constraint is placed on any entity authorized to provide retail
electric service from providing such service to any person in the state.  Similarly, no
territorial protection is granted to any entity acting as a utility from any other entity
authorized to provide electricity service.  Practically speaking, however, areas
already served by the distribution facilities owned or controlled by one entity could
not be served by another without a duplication of facilities, voluntary agreement to
permit use of facilities, or outright purchase or condemnation of facilities.  Apart
from the ability to request unbundled use of another entity�s transmission system
under section 211 of the Federal Power Act, we are unaware of any statutory basis
for an entity authorized to be a utility to demand interconnection or unbundled use
of another entity�s distribution or transmission facilities. So, while service territories
do not technically exist by law, they do exist in practice based on the territorial
extent of distribution facilities. These practical territories are, however, vulnerable,
particularly in the face of physical duplication of existing facilities.

The first policy issue raised by these circumstances is that contractual service
territory agreements may not serve to achieve the state�s statutory policy against
duplication of lines and facilities (RCW 54.48.020).  The contracts only exist in
circumstances where distribution utilities can reach agreement.  Where utilities
cannot reach agreement, there is nothing to discourage or prevent the duplication
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of facilities.  Even where distribution utilities can agree on contract terms, those
terms may not entirely prevent the potential for wasteful duplication of facilities.
Finally, increasingly competitive circumstances in the electricity industry may serve
to undermine the effectiveness of voluntary contracts as a means to discourage
facility duplication.

The second policy issue has to do with changes that may evolve in the nature of
retail electricity service to enhance competition and expand the service options
available to individual customers. Historically, all retail customers have received
bundled service.  Utility competition for customers existed, but on the basis of large
pieces of service territory (e.g. municipalization, PUD formation).  Service territory
border disputes between utilities did arise periodically and some, although very few,
examples of wires bypass did occur.  Fundamentally, however, each utility was
responsible for arranging for all of the bundled service needs of all of the consum-
ers connected to its system and all of those consumers were responsible for com-
pensating the utility for this service.

Proposals to restructure electricity service vary in both scope and timing, but all
approaches will likely result in one utility (or other electricity provider) being able to
serve at least some class of customers connected to another utility�s distribution
system.  Such a system can work only if all customers are connected to a distribu-
tion system and these distribution systems function as a �common carrier.�  The
extent of the utility�s obligation to provide service would become a function of
individual consumer choices, rather than the utility being obligated to provide like
service to all customers. This obligation may vary from simply connecting the cus-
tomer to the distribution network, to providing a fully bundled service.  Fundamen-
tally, the role of the distribution system and the obligations and rights of a utility and
its customers would change significantly if such restructuring were to occur.

If such changes are under consideration, it may be reasonable to consider whether
the efficient operation of a restructured retail electricity service industry would
benefit from a change in policy concerning electricity franchises.  If a distribution
system franchise were established, it could follow the model of natural gas �certifi-
cates of public convenience and necessity�.  The UTC grants such certificates to
both cities and private gas utilities, and these certificates are subject to existing laws
regarding powers of consumer-owned utilities (such as forming utilities and preserv-
ing local rate setting).  Such a franchise is not exclusive.  Essentially, a non-exclu-
sive franchise would function as a contract between the utility and the state.  It
would establish for the holder the right to provide services in the defined area.  In
return, it establishes the obligations of the holder (e.g., to operate a reliable and
safe system, provide connection and service without undue discrimination).

Proponents of explicit franchises generally argue that they would prevent costly
duplication of facilities, clarify service rights and obligations, and help distinguish
between monopoly and competitive services.  Opponents of explicit franchises
generally argue that the threat of bypass exerts competitive pressure on utilities to
keep rates low.  Exclusive franchises, they suggest, would relieve this pressure and
allow utilities to load unnecessary costs into rates.  Non-exclusive franchises may
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mitigate this problem, but by the same token, they may not prevent duplication of
facilities.

Additional discussion of policy issues associated with certificated distribution ser-
vice territories is included in Sections 3 and 4, since establishing such territories
may affect both the costs of electric service and distribution of those costs.

Figure 5.1.  Characteristics of Service Territory Agreements in
Washington.
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6.0 Consumer Protection Policies and
Procedures

6.1 Introduction

 Consumer protection standards and policies at the state and federal levels are
generally designed to protect consumers from the possibility of unfair service re-
strictions or inequitable cost recovery practices.  The Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission (UTC) establishes consumer protection policies and
standards for Washington�s investor-owned utilities.  Local officials or cooperative
boards determine their own standards for protecting consumers of public or coop-
erative utilities.

Changes in the telecommunications industry may offer valuable lessons for con-
sumer protection in the utility industry.  The telecommunications industry today is a
mixed-competitive industry.  Most consumers have a broad choice of long distance
providers, but many still have monopoly local providers.  The UTC�s experience
indicates that, as more providers enter the market and as customers are faced with
an increasing number of choices, they become more confused, particularly around
billing issues.  This confusion, coupled with unscrupulous practices by a few provid-
ers, has resulted in escalating complaint levels.

In 1998, the UTC received about 560 billing complaints from customers of long
distance providers.  This is 3.5 times higher than the number received in 1991, and
twice the number received in 1994.  Even at the local level, where most consumers
do not have a choice of providers, we have seen increased billing disputes as the
industry changes.  Local providers bill for other providers, giving many companies a
vehicle for adding charges to consumers� bills; consumers have an increasing
number of choices regarding optional local services, such as Caller ID and Call
Waiting; and many local companies are positioning themselves for competition.
These factors have combined to add confusion and questionable practices at the
local service level.  In 1997, consumers filed twice the number of billing complaints
for local service providers with the UTC than in 1996.  In 1998, this number was
about 1.5 times the 1997 level.

Some special characteristics of electric service are worth noting in evaluating the
importance and nature of consumer protection policies.  Electricity is an essential
service for industrial operations, commercial structures, and homes.  In many
applications, it has no substitute.  It is also a very technically complex service; many
consumers do not have or want all the information that may be necessary to ensure
consumer protection.  These special characteristics will continue to exist in any
industry structure, and may warrant particular attention in policy decisions regarding
consumer protection.
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6.1.1 Purpose and Scope

ESSB 6560 directs the Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC) and the
Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development (CTED) to jointly
study consumer protection policies and procedures of electric utilities.  The legisla-
tion further directs the two agencies to report on policy and procedural consisten-
cies and inconsistencies among utilities. In collecting information for the report, the
agencies focused on the following general categories of consumer protection:

v How utilities allow customers to establish credit and requirements for
deposits.

v How utilities inform customers about initial and subsequent terms, rates
and charges.

v Utilities� policies and procedures for metering, estimated billings and
adjustments.

v Information about bill payment due dates, late fees, budget payment
plans, payment arrangements and financial assistance plans.

v How utilities notify customers of disconnection of service, and how a
customer can be reconnected.

v Confidentiality issues, such as what information about a customer�s
account can be disclosed and how a customer can control access to
information.

v How a customer can file a complaint about electric service.

v Whether retail contracts contain consumer protection provisions.

v Whether utilities ask customers what type of protections they believe
they need.

6.1.2 Methodology

In order to gather information, UTC and CTED jointly prepared a survey for partici-
pating electric utilities.  Eighteen utilities returned the survey, although not all utilities
were able to provide information in all areas.  The survey asked for various materi-
als that utilities provide to their customers and posed a number of specific questions
about their consumer protection policies and procedures.

UTC and CTED also researched consumer protection policies and procedures
throughout the United States to make comparisons between Washington state
practices and other jurisdictions and with standards proposed by consumer protec-
tion agencies and experts.

6.2 Consumer Protection Policies and Procedures

6.2.1 Credit and Deposit Requirements

The survey asked questions about how customers establish electric service and
what requirements utilities had to reduce their own financial risk in supplying cus-
tomers with service.  The following table illustrates the differing approaches to credit
and deposit policies and procedures:
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Table 6.1 Credit and Deposit Requirements
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

Several utilities reported charging customers for establishing service.  Charges
averaged around ten dollars and ranged as high as $100.

Of the 14 utilities who reported on deposits, 13 have the option of requiring deposits
either upon application for service or at a subsequent point when the customer
proves to be a credit risk.  Half the utilities that require deposits state that at the time
of establishing an account, the customer�s credit history is reviewed to determine if
a deposit is needed.  Utilities normally look at any previous service history the
applicant had with the utility or a similar utility.  For example, a utility may look at the
number of disconnect notices and disconnections a customer had; whether the
applicant is a homeowner; or whether the applicant has two major credit cards with
a good payment history.  Three of the smaller utilities only require deposits with
customers who have started a pattern of not paying their bills.  Only one utility does
not require a deposit at all.

Most of the utilities offered alternatives or waivers of the deposit in certain cases.
Many utilities allowed the applicant to submit a guarantor or co-signer on the ac-
count as a second party to pay unpaid balances. A couple smaller utilities waived
the deposit requirement for customers who agree to have payments automatically
deducted from their bank accounts.

For utilities requiring deposits, half require an estimated average of two months�
billing.  Three smaller utilities set deposit amounts ranging from $100 to $200. Most
utilities allowed the customer to pay the deposit in installments, ranging from half
the amount paid in the first month and two payments thereafter, to allowing the
customer to propose the payment arrangement.  Only two utilities required full
payment at the time the deposit was requested.

Eight utilities reported they compensate customers by paying interest on the de-
posit.  Normally the interest rate calculation is 5 to 6 percent, or, for companies
regulated by the UTC, a calculated average of the current year�s Treasury bills. The
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deposit with applicable interest is either refunded to the customer after a period of
time of satisfactory credit record, usually one year, or is applied to the customer�s
account when the account is closed or becomes past due.

UTC addresses establishment of credit and deposit issues in WAC 480-100-046,
WAC 480-100-051, WAC 480-100-056, and WAC 480-100-116 for investor-owned
utilities.

In addressing general credit and deposit issues, the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) stated that policies should be �appropriate.�  The National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) stated they should be �fair and nondis-
criminatory.�

A fundamental purpose of consumer protection in this area is to avoid redlining, or
the discriminatory use of credit information in the use of deposits or in the offering
of services.  Consumer advocates believe the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the
Fair Credit Reporting Act should be employed to prevent redlining and ensure that
deposits are required appropriately.

6.2.2  Customer Billing and Rate Information

The survey questioned how customers were informed about billing issues and rate
information.  The table below displays the number of companies who provide
various information to their customers:

Table 6.2 Customer Billing and Rate Information
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):
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All utilities stated they provide customers with some information on billing or rates
such as proposed rate increases upon request.  Less than half provide this type of
information without the consumer requesting it, although a few utilities provide
billing information at the time of application and provide periodic newsletters or bill
inserts to keep customers informed of various issues.

Most utilities stated they only provide this information upon written or verbal request
from customers.  Only a couple of the smaller utilities and all the larger utilities
provided notice to their customers of proposed rate changes and how customers
could become involved in the rate-making process.

WAC 480-100-101 sets the requirements for investor-owned utilities regarding what
information must be provided on customer bills; and WAC 480-100-041 sets re-
quirements for these utilities regarding information that must be provided to con-
sumers.

A report by the National Consumer Law Center proposes that customers be pro-
vided with rate information in simple, uniform language.  NARUC advises that
companies should provide sufficient and reliable information regarding billing, rates,
metering and other issues so consumers can make informed choices.  The Regula-
tory Assistance Project (RAP) suggests customers be provided with a �terms of
service� brochure, using simple, understandable language, within three days of
service application. In addition, RAP suggests monthly bills explain the total price,
rate design and price per kilowatt hour for electric usage. The FTC cautioned that
costs of disclosing information cause rate increases.

Wisconsin proposed rules requiring that rate schedules be included annually in
customers� bills or when rate changes become effective.  Ohio�s rules require
utilities to provide new customers with a �rights and obligations� summary that would
also be provided to any customer upon request.  Rates and tariffs are to be avail-
able upon request at the company�s office.  Maine also requires that terms of ser-
vice be disclosed at the time of initial application.

6.2.3  Metering, Estimated Billings and Adjustments

There is a great deal of variation in both fees utilities charge to customers who
request meter testing and bill adjustments that utilities provide to those customers.
There is little variation among utilities regarding metering and billing policies, their
ability to estimate bills or the reasons for estimating bills.
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The following table illustrates metering issues:

Table 6.3 Metering, Estimated Billings and Adjustments
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

Metering and billing practices are very similar across the utilities surveyed.  The
majority of utilities read meters and bill customers monthly.  Nearly all commercial
and industrial customers are on a monthly basis as are a little more than half of the
residential customers.  Otherwise, these customer classes receive bi-monthly meter
reading and billing.  Four utilities indicated separate seasonal meter reading and
billing schedules for irrigation customers.

Two utilities indicated that some customers with fixed electricity consumption may
not be metered at all and the utility bills the customer a fixed amount.  Additionally,
at least one utility may estimate electricity consumption on a temporary basis when
conditions make metering impractical.

All responding utilities indicated that they are allowed to estimate the consumer�s bill
in lieu of an actual meter reading.  The most common policy is one that states, �if for
any reason the utility cannot read the meter, the utility may estimate the bill.�  Practi-
cally speaking, bill estimation is due to inclement weather, hostile animals, broken
meters or general meter inaccessibility.  Five utilities estimate bills when customers
do not send in their meter-reading card on time, with one utility reporting that 70
percent of its consumers read their own meters monthly.

A range of practices and charges is apparent among the nine utilities disclosing
their policies on adjusting bills due to meter errors.  Five utilities provide free meter
testing at the consumer�s request as often as once a year or in response to a high
bill complaint or as infrequently as once every ten years.  Remaining utilities never
offer this free testing service.  If consumers request more frequent testing, then
consumers pay the cost of the test.  All nine utilities will test meters at consumer�s
request for a price.  Two utilities charge $25 per test and one utility charges $50 per
test.  Most utilities require that the meter perform within a 2 percent margin of error.
All utilities waive the meter testing charge if the meter fails the test.

Utilities provide a range of bill adjustments upon determination of a meter error.
Two utilities adjust the last six months of bills to the current customer.  One utility
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adjusts the last three months of bills, four utilities adjust the last month�s bill and one
adjusts bills as appropriate.

UTC regulates investor-owned utilities in this area, as described in WAC 480-100-
111, 121, 126, 131, 136, 141, 146, 166, 171, 176, 181 and 201.  RCW 80.28.170
also addresses meter testing requirements.

6.2.4  Bill Payment and Assistance

The following table illustrates the policies and procedures which utilities employ in
establishing requirements for customers to pay bills.

Table 6.4 Bill Payment and Assistance
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

Among responding utilities, all require customers to pay their bills between 10 and
20 days from either billing or mailing date.  Half of these utilities said customers
have the option of designating their own payment date different from that normally
assigned by the utility. In most cases, these requests are to allow a payment date
that corresponds to the customer�s income cycle.  A couple smaller utilities only
allowed the date change if the customer agreed to enter into a budget payment
plan or an automatic bank account deduction.

Approximately half the utilities charge a late payment fee on past due accounts.
This policy was shared fairly equally by small, medium and large utilities.  Fees
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ranged from $2.50 for smaller amounts past due, and between 1 percent and 5
percent per month on unpaid balances.  Fees are applied once the due date has
passed or in some cases, if the bill has not been paid by the next billing cycle. Half
of the utilities explain their late payment fees on billing statements.

Most utilities allowed customers to make payment arrangements on past due bal-
ances. Usually this is done on a case-by-case basis, with some utilities placing a
limit on the number of months customers can use to pay past due amounts.

All utilities had a budget billing program, where the customer can pay the same
amount each month throughout the year.  The advantage of this program for cus-
tomers is that they do not have to find extra money in the winter for high heating
bills.  Budget billing amounts are generally calculated by estimating the annual
usage amount and spreading that amount over 12 months.  Customers are usually
notified about the budget billing option when they contact the utility to negotiate
payment arrangements on a past due bill.  Customers are also informed about
budget billing plans through bill inserts, newsletters, information on the bill, new
customer packet information, special mailings, and brochures.  The number of
customers on this plan range from 1 percent to 30 percent of a utilities� residential
customers.

In addition, more than half of the utilities either offer their own heating assistance
options, or take advantage of assistance options offered by others, to help custom-
ers meet electric payments.  Options range from governmental programs such as
the nationally-funded Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and
community action agency programs, to a utility�s own rate-discount program for
senior, disabled or low income customers.  Most utility programs are funded through
private donations from customers who donate when they pay their bill.  Information
on these programs is provided to customers in the same way as budget billing
programs.  The number of customers receiving financial assistance through these
programs ranges from 3 percent to approximately 27 percent of total residential
customers.  (See Section 9.4 for further discussion of low-income energy services.)

WAC 480-100-072 describes the requirements for investor-owned utilities around
issues of payment arrangements.  RCW 80.28.010(7) codifies the requirement that
investor-owned utilities must offer budget payment plans.

NARUC states that late payment charges should be fair and nondiscriminatory.
RAP added that late payment charges should be stated on the front of the bill.
Wisconsin allows late payment charges within their rules, limiting the amount to 3
percent of the bill with a minimum charge of 50 cents.

Wisconsin also ruled that utilities with more than 40,000 customers should annually
and no later than October 15 of each year provide budget billing and heating assis-
tance program information to those who have been disconnected for non-payment.
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6.2.5   Disconnection of Service

Two-thirds of the utilities provided information regarding their service disconnection
procedures for past due accounts.  A summary of that information follows:

Table 6.5 Disconnection of Service
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):
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All of the reporting utilities stated they provide written notices, with many of them
sending additional reminder notices or personally contacting the customer by tele-
phone or site visit.  The average elapsed time between notice and actual disconnect
is about eight days.  One smaller utility allows 25 days.

Most utilities said if the service person was dispatched to disconnect service, they
were allowed to accept payment at the customer�s site to avoid the disconnection.
One utility said its service person was not allowed to accept payment for safety
reasons.  Medium to large utilities charge the customer for disconnection of service,
in addition to any subsequent charges the customer might incur for reconnection.
Charges range from $9 to $22 for disconnection of service.

Four of the smaller utilities disconnect the customer�s service even though the
customer contacted the utility to dispute the bill.  Thirteen of the other utilities repre-
senting small, medium and large utilities would not disconnect a customer while a
dispute was pending.   A few of the smaller utilities said that in order to avoid dis-
connection, the customer could contact them to negotiate payment.

Approximately twenty percent of the utilities - primarily smaller ones -  do not have
restrictions on what day they disconnect service.  Sixty percent do not disconnect
service when the customer is not able to make arrangements for reconnection the
same or following day.  A few utilities said cold temperatures also restricted discon-
nection of service.

Almost all utilities charge a reconnection fee if they have to dispatch a service
person to reconnect service.  There is a wide array of charges imposed, and the
charges increase if the service person is required to reconnect after normal busi-
ness hours. One small and one large utility do not charge for the reconnection.  All
other utilities charge from $10 to $50 during normal business hours.  The average
amount is $25.  For reconnection after normal business hours, the charge ranges
from $30 to $200.  Most smaller utilities charge the higher amounts, although one
larger utility charges $125 for reconnecting on weekends and holidays.

Most utilities required the customer to pay the total delinquent amount prior to
reconnection of service.  The others require the customer only to negotiate payment
arrangements and possibly pay a portion of the past due amount at the time of
reconnection.  Thirty-five percent of the utilities required a deposit on the account
prior to reconnection of service.  Utilities under UTC regulation may not refuse to
reconnect a customer for an amount owed on a prior disconnection, as long as the
customer is able to make arrangements to pay the reconnection fee and any de-
posit the utility may require.

The survey asked how utilities handle situations where the person who used the
service was not the same person responsible for payment, for example if a landlord
paid for electric service, but defaulted and the tenant�s service was in jeopardy.  Half
of the utilities representing small, medium and large providers notified both the
service user and the landlord of a pending disconnect by way of mailed notices or a
posted notice on the premises.  Other smaller utilities stated they would only notify
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the landlord or allow the landlord the right to decide if the tenant should be notified.
Another small utility said they would only notify the service user.

The survey also asked how utilities handled disconnections for customers who
needed electricity for a medical problem in their household.  Most companies re-
ported that the customer must provide a physician�s letter certifying that electricity is
required in the household due to a medical problem.  Smaller companies said they
handled these situations on a case-by-case basis.  Most were willing to delay
disconnection of service in order for the customer to obtain and transmit the
physician�s letter.

Finally, in terms of disconnecting services to medical facilities, half the utilities either
do not have this situation in their area or if they do, they handle it on a case-by-case
basis or they contact the Department of Social and Health Services as well as
notifying the medical facility directly.  Payment arrangements would then be negoti-
ated for continued service.

The legislature has recognized the need for continued electric service during the
winter months.  For investor-owned utilities, RCW 80.28.010 (and WAC 480-100-
072(3)) provide a moratorium on winter electric disconnections for low-income
customers, provided that they are able to make minimum payment arrangements.
RCW 54.16.285 places limits on public utilities� ability to terminate utility service for
residential heating between mid-November and mid-March.  Low-income customers
have six criteria they must meet to avoid having heating service terminated:

1) The customer must notify the utility of his/her inability to pay the bill.

2) The customer must provide certification of household income for the prior
twelve months.

3) The customer must have applied for home heating assistance from appropri-
ate government and private sector organizations.

4) The customer must have applied for low income weatherization, if available.

5) The customer must agree to a payment plan as specified in the statute.

6) The customer must agree to pay the balance of the bill if he/she moves.

WAC 480-100-071, which addresses disconnection procedures and requirements
for investor-owned utilities, includes similar requirements.

Wisconsin has proposed rules requiring that written disconnection notices be
provided by mail or in person.  To avoid disconnection, customers are allowed to
make payment arrangements, enter into a deferred payment arrangement, or obtain
energy conservation measures.  Customers are allowed up to 17 days between the
notice and the day of disconnection to make arrangements.  If the service is not
disconnected at that time, the utility must provide another 24-48 hour notice deliv-
ered to the premises. The utility is not allowed to disconnect when utility representa-
tives are not available the same or following day to negotiate terms of payments
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and to restore service.  Utilities are not allowed to disconnect service while investi-
gating a disputed bill. However, utilities can require a deposit before reconnection.

Wisconsin also proposes that disconnection of customers with medical emergen-
cies be delayed 21 days once documentation from a physician has been received
to make payment arrangements.

6.2.6 Customer Complaints

The survey asked how utilities handled customer complaints.  Their responses are
illustrated in the following:

Table 6.6 Customer Complaints
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

For most utilities, there is no policy about how much time may elapse between a
customer complaint and the utility�s response.  Other utilities had time frames as
short as one day.

During the complaint review process by the utility, most do not require the customer
to pay the disputed amount.  If the customer is not satisfied with the review out-
come, most utilities do have an escalation process.  Generally, the first escalation
level is a supervisor or general manager; and the second level is a governing body
of some type.  Again, during this process, the customer normally is not required to
pay the disputed amount until an answer is received.  Utilities normally respond
either by telephone or in writing to complainants.

UTC establishes complaint procedures for investor-owned utilities in WAC 480-100-
096.
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Ohio�s rules require the utility to respond to customer complaints within three days,
either verbally or in writing.  In addition, utilities must have an escalation process in
place for an additional review of the complaint.

6.2.7  Customer Surveys

The agencies queried the utilities as to whether they have ever done any market
research to determine what types of consumer protection their customers might
want or need.  Generally, no utilities have done this.  Many utilities survey their
customers on issues of customer satisfaction and in doing so identify additional
services for which their customers may pay.  Several public utilities shared this data.
These surveys may explore issues that are related to consumer protection such as
the market for bill insurance that pays a customer�s energy bills for six months in the
event of a loss of income.  This could be construed as a consumer protection
benefit, an added value service, or even a shareholder revenue program.  (Forty-
four percent of the consumers in one public utility�s service territory indicated they
were very interested in this type of insurance.)

Investigations have not yet identified any organization or utility in the country that is
conducting public research into what types of consumer protection electricity con-
sumers may desire.

6.2.8 Retail Contracts

All responding utilities who have customers served by retail contract agreements
provide those customers the same consumer protection as they provide the majority
of their customers who purchase power through published tariffs.

6.3 Conclusion

The comparison of consumer protection policies and procedures among reporting
utilities shows a range of approaches for interacting with and protecting customers.
Disparities exist for several reasons.  In some cases, the diversity in consumer
protection approaches may be a reflection of the diverse nature of the utilities
themselves, varying local circumstances, or the regulatory structure under which
they operate. It appears the size of the utility, in part, determines policy and proce-
dures.  For example, smaller utilities tend to have more informal means of establish-
ing credit, allowing arrangements for past due amounts, and handling customer
complaints.  It is also clear that UTC regulation affects consumer protection policies
and procedures. Investor-owned companies, which are subject to UTC consumer
protection mandates, have more uniform policies and procedures.  In addition,
those protections tend to be more extensive than those of utilities not subject to
UTC regulation.
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Many policies and procedures are similar among municipalities and public utility
districts. These entities generally provide regular access directly to regulators
through board or council meetings held within the community.  This access, com-
bined with the ability to elect regulators, gives these customers tools to protect their
own interests that do not exist in the same way for customers of investor-owned
utilities.

6.4 Consumer Protection Considerations

As the electric industry evolves, consumer protections may need to be reevaluated
in light of changing market conditions. The following checklist outlines the basic
areas where consumer protection issues and considerations typically arise.  These
consumer considerations may be relevant to the existing market structure as well as
competitive market structures.  (In 6.5, we briefly examine consumer protection
issues that may become more pressing if retail access is required for some or all
consumers.)

v Credit standards for use in determining consumers� credit-worthiness:
Credit models could include permitting the customer to provide a letter
of credit from a similar utility, a satisfactory credit history report, evi-
dence of consistent employment or the option of providing evidence of
ownership of the premises to be served.

v Deposit requirements:  These may cover the circumstances under which
utilities could require deposits and/or the deposit�s magnitude.

v Application fees:  Determination of what level of connection fee is
reasonable or appropriate.

v Bill information:  Clarification of what information is to be included on a
customer�s bill.  This may include an easily understandable format for
listing customer name and address, account number, price per kilowatt
hour, itemization of taxes and other charges, total amount due, payment
due date, a toll-free number for customer complaints or questions and
the phone number of the governing body for escalation of complaints.

v Energy service provider information, policies, and procedures:  Determi-
nation of when and how to provide information such as actual and
estimated meter readings; billing practices and due dates; credit and
collection policies; late payment charges; rate and fee information
(including how customers can provide input on proposed rate changes);
availability of heating assistance and conservation programs; safety
information; budget payment plans; payment options for delinquent
accounts; preferred payment date options; disconnection and
reconnection policies; privacy issues and customer complaint proce-
dures.

v Payment due dates:  Determination of the appropriate amount of time
after billing to require payment and consideration of allowing customers
to establish their own payment date to coincide with their income cycles.
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v Late payment fees:  Determination of the circumstances and magnitude
of appropriate late payment fees.

v Low-income access to electricity:  Consider special payment arrange-
ments for low-income customers to encourage universal service.  (One
such arrangement is Clark PUD�s  �guarantee of service program.�  This
program has reduced low-income disconnects, reduced uncollectibles
and resulted in total cost savings for the utility and its ratepayers by
reducing administrative costs and securing higher payments from low-
income customers. See Section 9.4 and 9.6 for more information.)

v Disconnection policies:  Determination of conditions under which a utility
may disconnect customers, including notification standards, provision
for prompt reconnection, and exceptions for medical conditions, extreme
weather, etc.  Special standards may be applied for low-income custom-
ers, based on ability to pay.  (See Section 9 for low-income program
information).

v Privacy standards:  Determination of standards for privacy of account
and/or proprietary information about customers.

v Complaint response time and escalation:  Determination of the appropri-
ate time for response to consumer complaints and procedures for
appealing responses to supervisory staff or governing bodies.

6.5 Consumer Protection in a Competitive Retail
Market

Retail competition may generate new consumer protection challenges.  The follow-
ing are examples of new or revised consumer protections that may be needed if
retail competition is formally introduced.  These examples imply no judgment as to
whether changes in industry structure are desirable.

v Applicability of the Consumer Protection Act to competitive services.

v Allocation of stranded costs and benefits among customers and share-
holders.

v Determination of responsibility for the ownership and accuracy of meters.

v Provisions to ensure that bills are clear and accurate; applicable service
providers are appropriately identified on customer bills; and generation
mix and environmental characteristics are disclosed.  Consumers receiv-
ing bills for multiple services and perhaps even from multiple companies,
may need assurance that partial payment will avoid disconnection of
service (that is, payment would first be allocated to the distribution
company and second to the generation company).  It may also be impor-
tant to separately list and price each discrete element (such as genera-
tion) in a comparable manner on the bill, so that consumers with the
ability to choose from a variety of competitors for each service can easily
compare prices among providers.
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v Determination of responsibility for basic, core customer service and
universal service needs (ensure a provider of last resort).

v Protection from unfair and deceptive trade and marketing practices, such
as slamming, cramming, fraudulent company names, and phone shark
practices; and policies that apply when a customer changes suppliers
(such as restricting the use of verbal authorizations for changing service
providers).

v Provisions for truth in advertising such as standards for the kinds of
comparisons and information that can be used.

v Protection against market power abuses, such as monitoring affiliate
transactions.

v Registration and licensing for service providers.

v Adoption of standards for financial viability of service providers.

(USDOE has commissioned a study entitled, �A Blueprint for Consumer Protection
for State Electric Retail Competition.�  The �Blueprint� will present the most current
discussion and national assessment of consumer protection in a competitive retail
electric industry providing examples from states that have progressed to the imple-
mentation stage.)

Experience from the phone industry and the complex nature of electricity industry
changes suggest that effective retail competition may require consumer education
to alert consumers to their rights and choices.  Such education may reduce the
costs of making the transition to a new industry model, and may accelerate the
transition by small-load customers to a competitive market.

The extent to which further consumer protections and education are necessary may
depend on the extent to which choice is available.  Full competition for all consum-
ers, including residential consumers, may require more extensive consumer protec-
tion measures than a model which allows choice only for large industrial users.
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7.0 Service Quality

Competition in the electric service industry is highlighting the importance of a num-
ber of issues affecting the nature and quality of customer service.  The quality of
service(s) provided to electricity customers may be enhanced by competition, if
doing so offers service suppliers a competitive advantage.  On the other hand,
service quality offered to some consumers could decline if utilities focus their atten-
tion on those customers most likely to exercise choice, while reducing effort and
investment to serve customers less likely to choose alternatives.  This dynamic is
important regardless of whether full competition is introduced to the retail service
market.  Experience over the last decade in the telephone industry indicates that,
where companies serve both competitive and monopoly customers, service quality
tends to improve for the former (typically in urban areas) and decline for the latter
(often rural customers).

The Legislature directed the Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC) and the
Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development (CTED) to study
current levels of service quality as measured by available statistics, trends affecting
quality of service, and ways to achieve high levels of service quality in the future.
This section of our report examines the nature and quality of services provided
customers by:

v Summarizing the results of a survey completed by Washington utilities.

v Examining trends affecting the service(s) utilities provide to customers.

v Describing a range of strategies the state might employ to ensure high
levels of service quality.

For the purposes of this section, service quality is defined as the way in which the
utility interacts with and responds to the needs of its customers.  This is closely
related, although separate from, the issues addressed in the Consumer Protection
section (Section 6).  That section dealt specifically with consumer rights in utility
service and the protections established in ESSB 6560.  This section deals with
those matters in which the utility has substantial discretion about the services it
provides, the way it provides them, and the information it collects and maintains
regarding customer services.

Historically, there have been few standards established to govern customer ser-
vices.  The UTC evaluates customer services and utility practices as they are pro-
posed in utility service tariffs, but does not have prescriptive rules covering all areas
of service and practice.  Each of the consumer-owned utilities offers customer
services consistent with the policies and direction of its local commission, council, or
governing board.   Consumers and consumer advocate groups suggest that, as
competition begins to influence utility decisions about customer service, some basic
minimum standards may become necessary.  They argue that utility customers,
particularly those with few or no choices about service-provider, should be able to
expect a level of service that meets a uniform and understood minimum standard.
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7.1 Current Level of Service Quality: The Survey and
Other Research

The agencies designed a set of survey questions to examine the current level of
customer service among Washington�s electric utilities.  The survey focused on the
following issues and services:

v The access that customers have to do business with the utility.

v How utilities measure customer satisfaction.

v Performance measurements in answering customer calls.

v Performance measurements in meeting appointment commitments.

v Information about disconnection of customers.

v Power restoration after an outage has been reported, including priority
plans.

v Time frames for provision of new service.

v Information about repair orders.

v Information about customer complaints.

v Meter reading and billing errors.

Eighteen utilities completed and returned the survey, although not all were able to
provide information in all areas.  The agencies also sponsored a workshop in
August 1998.  Stakeholders at the workshop addressed service quality, including
features and characteristics of service quality, strategies for enhancing service
quality, and trends affecting service quality.

Workshop participants identified several characteristics of good service quality,
including the ability of customers to get what they want when they want it; the ability
of the utility to meet evolving customer needs; and the ability of the utility to deal
with special customer needs.  Workshop participants identified the need for more
consumer education, to include more pertinent and useful information from the
utilities.  They also expressed the concern that different classes of customers desire
different kinds of services. Any service quality principles and standards need to take
into account the difference between residential and commercial customers, and the
differences between large and small utilities.  Stakeholders also felt that service
quality issues change constantly in a dynamic environment, and that establishment
of formal benchmarks may quickly be out-of-date.

The agencies also researched consumer protection policies and procedures
throughout the United States in order to compare service quality in Washington with
practices in other states.  National consumer organizations and the Federal Trade
Commission have recommendations regarding consumer service policy and stan-
dards to apply in both competitive and mixed competitive/monopoly circumstances.
Where relevant, we have described those policies as they pertain to conditions in
Washington.  The states of Wisconsin and Ohio have recently proposed or adopted
policies and rules concerning utility service quality and we have compared these
rules to Washington circumstances where relevant.
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7.1.1 Customer Access to the Utility

The survey included a number of questions about how customers could access,
interact, and communicate with the utility.  Table 7.1 summarizes the responses to
those questions.

Table 7.1  Utility Responses to Customer Access Questions
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

NR = no response.
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Seven public utilities reported maintaining facilities separate from the main business
offices where customers can conduct business. For these seven public utilities,
customers can pay bills, apply for service, and disconnect or reconnect existing
service at these separate locations.  No investor-owned utilities reported maintain-
ing such facilities.

Fourteen utilities reported offering locations other than the main business office
where customers can pay bills.  The nature of these locations varied widely to
include grocery stores, drop boxes, banks, and city halls.  Utilities report that the
need for such remote-access locations is determined by customer comments,
customer convenience and, in some cases, by customer surveys.  In addition, most
utilities accept alternative means of payment such as electronic transfer, electronic
fund transfers or credit card payments.

High quality customer service includes ease of consumer access to the utility and
utility responsiveness to customer convenience.  According to the workshop partici-
pants, more accurate and useful information and more effective communication with
customers are strategies to help achieve those characteristics.
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7.1.2 Measuring Customer Attitudes and Satisfaction

Nearly all utilities reported regularly assessing customer satisfaction, both with the
utility and with the service it provides.  The ways in which utilities perform their
measurements vary.  Three of the smaller utilities do so informally through customer
comments and interactions with the local community.  Most utilities report using
either written surveys or telephone surveys, or a combination of both.  Table 7.2
summarizes the utility responses to questions regarding measurement of customer
satisfaction.

Table 7.2 Measurement of Customer Attitudes and Satisfaction
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

Proposed rules in the state of Wisconsin direct all utilities to make regular quantita-
tive assessments of the satisfaction of all customer classes.  The National Con-
sumer Law Center recommends specifically surveying customers who have initiated
a request for service, or who have called the utility with a question or concern on
their bill. It further suggests that these transaction-based surveys be conducted
monthly or quarterly.   Workshop participants generally agreed on the importance of
surveying customers regularly.

7.1.3 Telephone Answering Performance

Most utilities report they measure staff telephone answering performance. Smaller
utilities do this informally by direct supervisory staff.  Larger utilities employ auto-
mated telephone systems that electronically monitor and report on telephone an-
swering performance.  Six of the seven utilities indicating they kept performance
statistics summarized those statistics for the survey.
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Table 7.3  Telephone Answering Performance Measurement
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

The nature of statistics regarding telephone answering varied widely, so general
conclusions cannot clearly be drawn.  Statistics range from 42 percent of calls
answered within 60 seconds to 80 percent of calls answered within 30 seconds.
Two large investor-owned utilities reported average speed of answer: one reported
23 seconds and the other 27 seconds.  However, these statistics do not appear to
measure the average time a customer may be kept on hold waiting for a response.

Proposed service quality rules in the state of Wisconsin specify that utilities must
achieve an average answer speed of not more than 90 seconds.  The state of Ohio
has mandated that utilities maintain an average answer speed of not more than 60
seconds.

7.1.4 Missed Appointments

Only one utility maintains systematic records regarding missed appointments.  A
missed appointment is one where the utility fails to fulfill an appointment scheduled
with the customer at the customer�s premises. Puget Sound Energy tracks this
statistic as part of its Service Quality Index (SQI) required by the UTC as a condition
of the utility�s recent merger with the former Washington Natural Gas Company.
Also as required under the SQI, Puget Sound Energy compensates customers $50
for each missed appointment.  Several public utilities reported that, while they do
not systematically track missed appointments, they do note them and offer an
average $20 compensation on a case-by-case basis.  Two small utilities reported
they do not miss appointments, so there is no need to track them.

While not recommending compensation specifically, Wisconsin�s proposed service
quality rules require utilities to keep records of the number of times and the length
of delay caused by missed appointments.
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Table 7.4  Tracking Missed Customer Appointments.
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting): Yes No N/

7.1.5 Disconnecting Customers

Six utilities reported that they do not track any statistics regarding customer discon-
nection.  Of the remaining 11 utilities responding to the question, 6 reported they
maintain statistics on any and all reasons for disconnection, and 5 reported only
keeping statistics on disconnection for non-payment.  For these 11 utilities, approxi-
mately 66,000 customers were disconnected for non-payment problems during one
annual reporting period.   This represents about 3.5 percent of the customer base of
the eleven utilities reporting this statistic.  This represents 2.8 percent of the 2 IOUs�
total customers, and for the 9 COUs utilities, it represents 4.2 percent of their total
customers.

The utilities were not requested to indicate when disconnection occurred.  For
investor-owned utilities, Washington law prohibits disconnection of electricity ser-
vices necessary for space-heating at a residence between November 15th and
March 15th for bill payment delinquency (RCW 80.28.010).  This prohibition is condi-
tional on the customer fulfilling a number of requirements and conditions specified
in the law.  A similar policy is established by RCW 54.16.285.

Table 7.5  Tracking Customer Disconnection.
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):
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7.1.6 Restoring Power Outages

Most utilities do not have a formal policy regarding the time frame in which power
outages are to be restored.  Not surprisingly the utilities report that the response to
outage problems depends on the nature of the cause and the amount of equipment
needing repair. All report that response times are as quick as possible and more
than half provided rough estimates of expected recovery times based on categories
of cause.  Perhaps more importantly, the survey asked whether the utility has a
formal plan in place for prioritizing restoration efforts in the event of major outages.
The 3 investor-owned utilities reported having such a plan and 9 of 14 public utilities
also reported having a detailed set of restoration priorities.  All of the utility plans
that were submitted establish restoration of power to health and safety facilities as a
first priority, followed by system priorities ordered from transmission facilities at the
high end to local neighborhood laterals at the low end.

7.1.7  New Service

Roughly half of the utilities reported that they strive to meet a target time frame for
installing new service.  All responding utilities noted that the time necessary to install
new connections varied by the complexity of the circumstances and whether or not
construction was necessary.  The survey questions were not sufficiently specific to
determine whether the target time frames reported by the utilities represent esti-
mates, or if they represent assurances the utility provides customers when new
connection is requested.

The estimated time frames vary, but the majority fall within one to five working days
for simple jobs that require no new construction and substantially longer (two to
three weeks) for those jobs that do.  For jobs requiring construction, 10 working
days from the time all conditions are met was typical of the estimates reported.

None of the utilities reported that scheduling of new service connection varied by
customer class.  However,  several noted that residential connections are usually
simpler and require less construction and therefore higher voltage commercial and
industrial connections often take longer.

Service quality rules enacted by the state of Ohio direct utilities to install 99% of
new service requests within 3 business days if no construction is required.  When
construction is required, Ohio directs that 90 percent of new service requests be
met within 10 business days after the customer is ready for service and all neces-
sary tariff and permit requirements have been met.

7.1.8 Repair Requests

Eight utilities track the number and nature of repair requests, typically defined as
any problem adversely affecting a customer.  While 7 of these indicated that infor-
mation was being maintained in a database (one small utility keeps requests on file
in the office), only 4 were able to generate and report the total number of repair
requests covering the last year. As a proportion of total customers, repair requests
were typically in the range of four to five percent for these 4 utilities, but differences
in the records tracked causes substantial variation in this proportion.
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Table 7.6  Customer Requests for Repair or Trouble Services.
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

7.1.9 Customer Complaints

Seven utilities track customer complaints.  Of these 7, the three investor-owned
utilities track complaints to comply with UTC rules (WAC 480-100-096).  Only one of
the 7 reports tracking informal (phone calls etc.) complaints as well as those filed in
writing on customer comment cards or formal letters.  As a percentage of total
customers, the number of complaints filed ranges from .03 percent to .18 percent
for the 5 utilities that supplied statistics.  The higher number is for the utility that
tracks both formal and informal complaints. These 5 utilities reported a total of 915
complaints, 60 percent of which were billing or collection related.

Several national organizations advocate record-keeping and utility accountability for
customer complaints.  The National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates
(NASUCA) recommends that �all consumers should have access to an administra-
tive dispute process which provides simple, quick and effective means of resolving
complaints.�    The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) believes that
policies, including those covering dispute resolution, must exist in order to protect
consumers.

The National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) recommends that electric suppliers
should maintain a dispute resolution process program, keep records on customer
disputes, and allow for appeal to a governing body if disputes with the electricity
supplier can not be resolved to the customer�s satisfaction.

Table 7.7  Utility Tracking of Customer Complaints
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):
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7.1.10 Metering Errors

Twelve utilities indicated they track meter-reading errors, in some cases through
automated systems.  Nine of these utilities were able to provide statistics on meter
reading errors, but the variety of formats used makes summarization and compari-
son difficult.  In most cases, the rate of reading error appears to run below 1 percent
of total readings.  Washington law provides that customers of investor-owned
utilities can request from the UTC testing of the meter serving them and if the meter
is found to be more than four percent in error the cost of the test is borne by the
investor-owned utility (RCW 80.28.170).  UTC rules regarding meter accuracy,
testing and complaints are found in Chapter 480-100 WAC.  (See Section 6.2.3 for
more on metering.)

Table 7.8  Utilities Tracking Meter Reading Errors
Investor-Owned Utilities (3 utilities reporting):

7.2 Trends Affecting Service Quality

Several trends are beginning to affect the services consumers receive.  Recently,
some utilities have begun to close local utility business offices that are believed not
to warrant the investment it takes to keep them open.  Where offices have been
closed, utilities have replaced them with payment agencies or drop boxes where
customers can make payments but cannot conduct other business.  It remains to be
seen if the alternative arrangements for customer access to the utility through these
payment locations and enhanced reliance on telephone-conducted business will
meet consumer needs.

Puget Sound Energy recently curtailed its hours for reconnecting disconnected
customers. Citing safety reasons, PSE will provide same-day reconnection only for
customers who call before 7 p.m.   Customers who call after 7 p.m. will be recon-
nected the next day.  PSE has also proposed, again for safety reasons, that it will
not accept cash from the customer at the customer�s premises after 5 p.m.  Other
utilities are reportedly considering similar policies.

While some utilities are reducing access to business offices, many are expanding
the number of other services they plan to offer customers. Virtually all of the utilities
responding to the service quality survey indicated that they plan to offer new ser-
vices in the near future.
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The utility responses on new service offerings varied greatly in detail, but there was
no significant difference among the various types of utilities.  The difference
seemed more to reflect differences in utility �personality� and sense of role, than to
reflect the size or type of utility. In general, utilities described three drivers of new
and expanded services and improved service quality: technology, competition, and
customer desires. Taken together, the responses show a retail utility industry that is
aware that customers are demanding better and new services, aware that new
technologies can deliver services that many customers want, and aware that a more
competitive environment will put a premium on meeting customer needs.

The survey responses revealed that utilities are typically pursuing the following new
customer services:

v Expanded and more user-friendly bill payment and account access
services, often using the internet and other new communication tech-
nologies.

v Expanded information and consulting service for customer energy effi-
ciency investments.

v Expanding and bundling other utility services, such as internet and
telephone.

In the area of expanded and bundled services, some utilities are constrained by law
or regulation from providing certain services.  While municipal utilities and coopera-
tives have little restraint to their ability to offer a broad range of utility services,
public utility districts have more restrictions. Generally, PUDs are authorized only to
provide electricity and water services, although some have offered the use of their
excess internet and telecommunications capacity to their customers. The Attorney
General recently reviewed the ability of PUDs to offer these services, and con-
cluded that PUDs can install fiber for purposes of their electric business, and sell or
lease the excess fiber to public or private entities.  This means that PUDs can
provide bandwidth for other service providers (internet, telephone, or cable) to use.
PUDs cannot, however, directly provide those other services (such as internet or
telephone),  nor do PUDs have authority to provide natural gas service (AGO 1998
No. 14, November 30, 1998).  Investor owned utilities may offer both gas and
electric service under UTC regulation and could, with UTC approval, enter the
telecommunications business. Utilities with large industrial loads are also planning
to offer industrial customers enhanced services, especially in power quality.

Utility responses to open-ended survey questions about new services and future
plans indicated that the major area of difference was business strategy and industry
role.  Some utilities indicated aggressive plans to expand and enhance service in
almost all areas already mentioned.  Other utilities, especially the smaller ones,
report future plans of upgrading basic customer service, such as improving cus-
tomer access to accounts and easier bill payment.
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7.2.1 New Services Offered in a More Competitive Market

The survey responses provide a snapshot of how Washington utilities view both
their current responsibility to customers and new marketing opportunities.  The
survey does not tell us what trends might develop if there were to be a significant
move to more open retail markets.  To find out where electricity restructuring and
greater competition might lead us, we examined the information that exists regard-
ing electricity markets that have opened and the experience of other industries that
have gone through significant deregulation and restructuring. The following is a
brief summary of some of the experience with open, retail access in California and
elsewhere.

7.2.2  Experience in California�s Retail Market

Under any scenario of open retail electricity markets, consumers face two funda-
mental changes in the availability and quality of electricity products and services.
First, there are more products and services.  Second, a new and constantly chang-
ing set of providers is available to supply those services.

California is experiencing an expansion of new products and services being mar-
keted directly to consumers.  Most of these are services that were previously
bundled as part of integrated, regulated utility electricity services.  Examples of
services that are being offered separately, or as �rebundled� packages include:
energy, metering, billing, and demand-side management and energy efficiency.

Competitive suppliers have developed a range of offerings for each of these prod-
ucts. For example, meters are offered for sale or lease by the monopoly distribution
utility, new electricity providers and independent vendors. Customers who stayed
with their old utility still have utility-owned meters. Billing is now almost completely
sub-contracted to separate companies, and customers have a range of billing
options from which to choose. Consumer-driven energy management and energy
efficiency are being offered either as bundled or unbundled products and services.
Utilities are providing both new energy management services along with traditional
conservation programs, such as insulation, HVAC and building efficiency services,
and window, furnace, appliance and motor replacement. New technology allows
suppliers to remotely control the electricity usage of residential and business cus-
tomers, and to reduce or increase usage according to diurnal and peak pricing
schemes.  This enables the supplier to offer a mix of pricing and reliability.  All of
these services can also be bought separately from companies that don�t provide
electricity. Finally, a number of entrepreneurs have explored bundling electricity with
other utility services, such as phone, internet and cable TV.

As dynamic as the California electricity market has become, it remains the case that
the changes described above have yet to affect most consumers.  There is a signifi-
cant difference between the services being offered to large customers and those
being offered to small customers.  Large customers, especially industrial companies
and very large commercial customers, have received much more sophisticated
service offerings than small and residential customers, as well as significant price
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advantages.  Some large customers have  responded favorably to �green power�
offers and some businesses are starting to use their purchases of environmentally
friendly energy as part of their own marketing campaigns. As a result, more large
customers � about 25 percent of those eligible - have switched electricity providers
than have small and residential customers, of whom less than five percent have
switched suppliers.

These developments exemplify the issue raised in the introduction of this section.
Competition may tend to focus provision of service options and attention to cus-
tomer service for the most profitable and competitive customers.  The general lack
of interest on the part of small commercial and residential customers is likely both a
cause and consequence of the lack of new service options being offered to them.
This is a sector that may not offer concentrated profit opportunities and takes
considerable marketing skill and cost to reach.

7.2.3 New Businesses and Suppliers in a Competitive Market

While new products and services are important, the emergence of new players in
the electricity market is of equal importance.  In California, any company that wants
to sell electricity to small consumers must register with the California Public Utility
Commission, but the options for consumers are not as numerous as originally
anticipated.  As of early October 1998, 36 service providers were registered, but this
had declined from several hundred that had initially registered.  While the mix of
registered providers includes large multi-national energy companies, co-operatives,
small businesses and non-profit agencies, some of the largest, including Enron,
have since dropped out. Some of these are energy service companies (ESCOs)
that moved from providing energy efficiency and other services to providing electric-
ity as well. California has chosen to require registration of these new market en-
trants to ensure that services provided to small customers are reliable, safe, and as
advertised. Existing and new companies have also moved into the billing and
metering market, providing some service directly to customers but mainly by acting
as contractors to existing utilities and new energy providers.  While registration and
certification of competitive providers is more properly a consumer protection issue
(see Section 6, above), it has an important service quality element: In a competitive
environment, who will the consumer call for service questions?  Clarifying roles and
responsibilities for ensuring non-discriminatory network reliability may also be an
important concern for all industry participants.

7.2.4 Consolidation and Mergers

While retail electricity competition is too new in other states to assess fully their
experience, one additional national trend has become clear: consolidation of exist-
ing utility companies.  Many mergers and acquisitions in the electricity industry as
well as in the telecommunications industry have taken place during the past few
years.  Most of these mergers are also too recent to allow for any systematic stud-
ies to be done of their effect on service quality, but they do raise concerns that too
much consolidation may reduce the effectiveness of competition.
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In Washington, the 1996 merger of Puget Sound Power and Light with Washington
Natural Gas prompted a number of consumer and labor interests to raise concerns
about the service quality impacts of the merger.  The UTC shared the view that the
merger should not result in a deterioration of service for the customers of either
utility. As a condition of the merger, the UTC approved a stipulation which, in part,
required the merged company to establish a �Service Quality Index� (SQI).  The SQI
establishes performance benchmarks and monitoring in areas such as telephone
center answering performance, gas safety response time, customer disconnection,
missed appointments, and survey-measured customer satisfaction with the call
center, field services and overall utility performance.  Puget Sound Energy�s perfor-
mance is measured against benchmarks annually.  Failure to meet the performance
standards can result in monetary penalties.  In addition, the stipulation included a
�customer service guarantee� which provides compensation to individual customers
who do not receive a minimum standard of service.

7.2.5 Lessons from Other Industries

Deregulation and restructuring in other industries, notably natural gas, long-distance
telephone, airlines and railroads are often cited as indicators of what is likely to
happen to electricity. In all of these industries, there has been a decline in average
service prices.  However, some areas � particularly rural areas � have seen a
decline in services and an increase in prices. Some hard-to-serve areas see service
providers leave and the level of service decline.  Rural areas also tend to lag behind
urban areas in the availability of new services.  Telecommunication service quality
and service availability in rural Washington are examples, as are the reduced
number of transportation options available in rural areas of Washington and other
states.

The deregulation of long-distance telephone service has led to lower prices, more
reliable service, and more service options. At the same time, billing and rate struc-
tures have become more and more complex, consumers complain about incessant
marketing, and actual service providers are obscured by the introduction of new
�brands� of telephone service. (�The Formerly Staid Ma Bell Hatches a Secret
Offspring,� The New York Times, October 7, 1998).  This raises the question of
whether it is possible to have the benefits of improved technology and lower prices
without the costs of greater pricing complexity and more unwanted and confusing
marketing.

7.3 Strategies to Ensure High Service Quality

Both the prospect of competition and the reality that some competition for custom-
ers is beginning to occur may combine to place pressure on the quality of customer
services.  The state has an important interest in the quality of electric service be-
cause electricity is an essential service.  If the Legislature determines that minimum
service quality standards should be established, at least two alternative strategies
are available. As elsewhere in the report, the discussion and description of strate-
gies below does not imply a recommendation on the part of CTED or the UTC.
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1. Focus on administrative flexibility and local decision-making.  The Legislature
could determine the general areas in which consumer service quality standards
are to be established and principles these standards should achieve.  The UTC
could establish specific and measurable service quality standards for investor-
owned utilities, while locally elected councils, commissions, and boards of the
consumer-owned utilities could establish standards for the utilities they regu-
late.

Argument For: Establishes a statewide policy concerning customer service, but
provides for specific standards to be established that match varying circum-
stances and consumer preferences across the state.

Argument Against: Variation in local decisions could result in the quality of
customer service varying widely across the state and being subject to competi-
tive pressures that could result in diminished service to some customers.

2. Focus on uniform statewide minimum standards.  The Legislature could estab-
lish specific and comprehensive customer service quality standards to be
achieved by all electric utilities in the state.  The UTC and the consumer-owned
utility boards, councils, and commissions could implement standards estab-
lished by the Legislature.

Argument For: Establishes uniform statewide standards.  Utilities have an
incentive to meet the standards cost-effectively for all customers.  Incentives to
reduce services to some customer groups in favor of others are removed.

Argument Against: Does not recognize the variety of circumstances facing
utilities across the state nor the differing expectations or values of consumers
across the state.  A one-size-fits all approach is likely to be very difficult to
implement practically.  It could impose significant and unnecessary costs on
small utilities, and could be too prescriptive to encourage innovative ap-
proaches to consumer services.

If retail electric service competition is broadly implemented in Washington a third
strategic path may be possible.

3. Focus on mixture of uniform standards and competitive innovation.  The Legis-
lature could establish a set of minimum service quality standards and competi-
tive supplier licensing standards.  Energy service providers would have to meet
minimum performance rules, but could compete by offering additional services
at competitive prices.

Argument For: Establishes uniform statewide standards for all energy service
providers, whether they are existing utilities or new market entrants. Competi-
tive retail markets may stimulate energy providers to innovate and offer addi-
tional services competitively.
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Argument Against: While minimum statewide standards will ensure that compe-
tition is not based on reducing service to those with the fewest service choices,
it also fails to recognize that consumer expectations and values vary across the
state.  If such standards are established they should not be one-size-fits-all.

Under a more market-oriented system, policy makers might leave much of service
quality to the marketplace in the expectation that electricity service providers would
compete on service quality as well as price and resource mix.  California has
adopted a mixture of regulation� setting some standards for all energy service
providers, especially in the residential sector � and competition� allowing provid-
ers to offer wide variation in service quality with commensurately wide variations in
price, especially in the industrial sector. Should a more competitive environment
develop, a service quality threshold may still be necessary to ensure that all provid-
ers offer adequate service, both to ultimate consumers and to other providers who
deliver services over a common network. Performance-based benchmarks could be
established to ensure that basic service does not deteriorate as a result of any
changes in the industry.

7.3.1 Measuring Customer Service Quality

It is difficult to draw reliable conclusions about service quality in Washington from
the information collected for this study.  With few service quality standards in place
and an extraordinarily wide variety of utilities, collection of data regarding service
quality varies substantially in scope and content across the state.  Development of
effective policy strategies to encourage high service quality may require more
detailed and comparable measurement of service quality performance.  In order to
assess consumer needs and develop strategies to resolve problems, for example, it
may be helpful to track consumer complaints.   In both measurement and applica-
tion of service quality standards, there may be some tension between establishing
minimum levels of service and ensuring continued local control of most of
Washington�s diverse utilities.   As discussed above, it may be possible to balance
these objectives through the use of broad standards and principles at the state level
with flexibility for local implementation.

One strategy for measuring and enhancing service quality is the use of a service
quality index.  This is a performance-based approach in which measurable service
quality performance indicators are tracked, evaluated, and in some cases linked to
a regulated utility�s allowed revenues.  The service quality index approach is recom-
mended by the National Consumer Law Center. Developing an effective service
quality index requires judgment as to what types of service quality indicators can be
measured reliably and at a reasonable cost.  Table 7-9 includes sample service
goals, standards, and evaluation criteria that could be used to construct a service
quality index.
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Table 7.9  Example Service Quality Goals and Standards
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8.0 Electricity Service Reliability

ESSB 6560 directs the agencies to examine:

The current level of service quality and reliability as measured by available statistics,
trends affecting quality of service and the integrity and reliability of the distribution
system, and ways to ensure high service quality and reliability in the future.

Previous sections of this report document that electricity generation costs and retail
rates are low in Washington compared to those in the rest of the country.  That fact is
important, but electricity service is diminished in value if it is not reliable.  We depend
on electricity as a critical component of our lives at home and at work.  In fact, we
depend on it so much that we take it for granted, until something goes wrong.

8.1 Introduction

The reliability of electric service can be described through answers to three ques-
tions.

v Is the power there when I need it?

v Is it the right voltage and frequency?

v Can I consume as much as I need (or my contract allows)?

If the answer is �no� to any of these questions, our ability to rely on the electricity
system is undermined.  The more frequently the answer is �no,� the more unreliable
is the service.  These three questions address the three fundamental dimensions of
reliability: power interruptions, power quality and system adequacy.  These dimen-
sions can be measured by physical performance data.

A fourth and equally important dimension of reliability is consumer expectation and
perception.  Consumers are the beneficiaries of a reliable system and consumers
are the ones who are asked to pay for it.  Ultimately, understanding reliability requires
understanding both the engineering performance measures and the level of con-
sumer satisfaction with system performance.  The �right� level of reliability is not
determined by the engineering data alone or by consumer expectation alone.  It is the
combination of engineering performance that satisfies consumers at a cost they are
willing to pay.

In this section, we examine electricity reliability in four ways:

1. We present current levels of reliability measured from the perspective of
the consumer, as well as data collection and interpretation issues.

2. We present current levels of reliability measured by engineering perfor-
mance, as well as data collection and interpretation issues.

3. We describe and discuss factors and issues that are likely to affect
electricity service reliability.

4. We describe actions and policies for preserving high levels of service
reliability.
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8.2 Consumer Perspective

Since consumers are the ultimate beneficiary of electricity system reliability, cus-
tomer perspective is an important measurement of whether the system is meeting
needs and expectations.

Twelve utilities were required to submit customer satisfaction surveys to the state
under ESSHB 2831.1   These surveys arrived in time for consideration in this study.
Unfortunately, most surveys do not address reliability as a separate and specific
issue.  Table 8.1 describes how utilities address reliability in their surveys.  Except for
the utilities that specifically asked their customers to rate reliability, it is difficult to
conclude from these surveys what customers think about the reliability of their ser-
vice.  It is reasonable to infer that if customers are satisfied with the utility as a whole
then they must be satisfied with service reliability, but this is more a general conclu-
sion than a specific one.

Table 8.1: Utility Customer Satisfaction Surveys and Reliability

General customer satisfaction statistics can be difficult to interpret, let alone com-
pare.  One utility asked five different questions and reported a single, mixed approval
rating.  For most utilities a satisfied customer is defined as one answering in the top
categories of a range, such as answering �excellent� or �good� in a range that also
includes �fair� and �poor,� or answering 6 or 7 in a range of 1 to 7.  Results were often
reported as a percentage, for example, �85 percent of customers are satisfied.�

Based on statistics calculated in this way, utilities reported the range of satisfied
customers to be from 70 to mid 90 percent.   Responses to questions specifically
focused on reliability showed satisfaction to be in the 70 to high 80 percent range.

These data do not provide a very definitive look at what is arguably the most important
measurement of the reliability of Washington�s electricity system. However, such
surveys are the only information currently available.  While these results suggest that
consumers may be generally satisfied, the importance of the issue and the changing
environment faced by utilities both argue for more definitive and regular measurement
of the consumer�s view of service reliability.
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UHIHUHQFH�WR�UHOLDELOLW\���&XVWRPHUV�PD\�KDYH�EHHQ�DVNHG�ZK\�WKH\�SURYLGHG
VXFK�D�UDWLQJ��ZKLFK�PD\�KDYH�OHG�WKHP�WR�PHQWLRQ�UHOLDELOLW\�LVVXHV�

� $VNHG�FXVWRPHUV�WR�UDWH�VRPH�DVSHFWV�RI�UHOLDELOLW\��EXW�ZLWK�JUHDW�YDULDELOLW\�LQ
GHSWK�RI�FRYHUDJH���7KH�XWLOLW\�PD\�KDYH�DVNHG�D�VLQJOH�TXHVWLRQ�VXFK�DV��³ZDV
WKH�UHVSRQVH�WR�RXWDJHV�WLPHO\�´�RU�³VKRXOG�UHOLDELOLW\�EH�D�SULRULW\�IRU�WKH�XWLOLW\"´
2QO\�WKUHH�XWLOLWLHV�DVNHG�FXVWRPHUV�WR�UDWH�UHOLDELOLW\�SHUIRUPDQFH�VSHFLILFDOO\�
2QO\�RQH�DVNHG�FXVWRPHUV�WR�UDWH�D�QXPEHU�RI�UHOLDELOLW\�DVSHFWV�LQFOXGLQJ�SRZHU
TXDOLW\�
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8.3 Engineering Performance Perspective

While the consumer�s perspective of reliability is important, the engineering perspec-
tive can provide actual yardsticks for measuring what level of performance the sys-
tem is delivering.  The three performance dimensions of reliability referred to above
are measured in different ways.  In many cases, however, it is difficult to get consis-
tent data because utility data collection and interpretation vary.  This means that the
engineering performance data are useful, but must be considered very carefully.
Detailed analysis of trends and comparison of performance among utilities is, in
many cases, problematic.  The data are primarily useful to provide a sense of the
average performance of distribution systems in the state.

8.3.1 Power Delivery Interruption

The most important aspect of reliability is power delivery; whether the power is on or
off.  Power delivery is measured by a number of indices that count the number of
times power is interrupted and for how long.  There is no federal or industry standard
for these indices.  A committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Inc. (IEEE), has proposed a reliability standard.2   The IEEE will likely adopt this
proposed standard, or a similar one, before the end of 1998.  Some states, including
California and Oregon, use a similar standard to measure utility performance.  Infor-
mation consistent with the proposed IEEE standard was reported by most utilities as
key indicators of engineering performance reliability.  Specifically, two of the proposed
indices were identified by the utilities as useful performance measures.  The System
Average Interruption Frequency Index or SAIFI, is the average number of interruptions
experienced by customers during the year.  A customer interruption is recorded each
time an individual customer experiences a loss of service. These interruptions are
summed and divided by the total number of customers to find a utility average.  A
SAIFI of �2� means there were two interruptions for each customer during the year.
This is an average; some customers experienced more than two interruptions and
some fewer.

The System Average Interruption Duration Index or SAIDI, is the average number of
minutes of interruption experienced by customers during the year.  A SAIDI of �10.5�
means there were ten and one-half minutes of interruption for each customer during
the year.  This also is an average.

The SAIFI and SAIDI indices for each utility are reported in Appendix 8.1, along with
other utility system and reliability information.

Power Delivery Interruption: Data Limitations

Comprehensive collection of consistent system performance and interruption data is
both difficult and expensive.  Consequently, much of the data provided by the utilities
for this report may suffer from both inconsistency and lack of precision.  Thorough-
ness of data collection varies among the utilities.  For example, not all utilities collect
data consistent with the proposed SAIFI and SAIDI industry standard.  The proposed
standard only counts �sustained interruptions,� which are defined as those lasting five
minutes and longer.  Some utilities maintain information on all interruptions, no matter
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how fleeting in duration.3   Others collect data that may lead to inconsistent or mis-
leading calculations.4 

Increasing sophistication and capability in data monitoring also complicates interpre-
tation of service interruption and duration figures.  Utilities are constantly trying to
improve their methodology to develop more accurate estimates.  This makes it
difficult to trace trends in reliability at a single utility, let alone across the industry.  For
example, in 1996 Seattle City Light changed the way it counts distribution line-miles
from a manual process to one based on a Geographic Information System.  Although
there was no actual loss of distribution line, the utility reported a one year change
from 2,568 miles to 1,836 miles; nearly a 30 percent reduction!  This is a conse-
quence of more accurate measurement, but it complicates examination of trends in
factors such as maintenance expenditures per mile of distribution line.  Several
utilities report that their SAIFI and SAIDI numbers are deteriorating even as they
believe their reliability is improving: this,  again, is a function of better counting not
decreasing performance.  The IEEE reports hearing estimates of up to 100% in-
creases in SAIFI due to better measurement, record keeping, and calculations. The
agencies asked utilities about the effect of changes in data acquisition and analysis
methodology on the interruption and duration data they reported.  Other than to point
to increasing accuracy and coverage, only one was able to quantify an effect: an
increase in interruptions of from 5 to 20 percent.

Until recently, utilities nationwide have not valued detailed system-wide customer
reliability data very highly.  The cost of data acquisition and management did not
justify the investment.  Many utilities preferred to spend money on operating and
maintaining their distribution system, not keeping detailed records about its perfor-
mance.  Knowledgeable employees �knew� which lines had problems and when
equipment needed upgrading, repair or replacement.  Operations personnel and
planners worked together without extensive reliability data.  In many cases, historical
performance data is either unavailable or only crudely measured.

With the advent of computers and digital communications such information has
become more cost-effective.  At the same time, with the rise of competition, detailed
customer information has become more valuable.  Most utilities are now investing in
data management systems that will make more precise reliability data more readily
available.  But utilities are proceeding at different paces and none in Washington has
yet implemented a data management system that is entirely comprehensive and free
of reliance on some level of estimation.

The lesson of the forgoing discussion is that even the most standard engineering
performance measures have significant limitations.  Unfortunately, these weaknesses
limit their value for purposes in which we have the most interest: providing consistent
measures of current levels of reliability, tracing trends over time and for comparing
one utility (or group of utilities) to another.  Nevertheless, these are the best reliability
performance indices available.  And, so long as we keep these limitations in mind,
they allow for some observations about performance reliability in Washington to be
made.
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Power Delivery Interruption: Data for Washington Utilities

Table 8.2 includes the statewide average SAIFI and SAIDI for 1997 and compares
these figures with like indices for the nation, Canada and the United Kingdom. In
1997, the average customer in Washington experienced 1.37 interruptions that lasted
a total of 150.05 minutes.5  1997 figures include all interruptions from generation,
transmission and distribution system failures including those caused by storms.

Table 8.2: Comparison of System Average Interruption Frequency and Duration
Indices.

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 track the statewide average from 1990 through 1997 in SAIFI and
SAIDI, respectively, as well as the range among the utilities included in the averages.
These data are mixed, meaning some utilities included storm-caused interruptions in
their data and others did not.  Excluding storm data can provide a better sense of
system performance under normal operating conditions.  Unfortunately, utilities
representing about nine percent of the customers in the study were unable to exclude
storm data.

Figure 8.3   Washington Utility System Trend in SAIFI 1990-1997
Average Interruptions/Year/Customer
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Figure 8.4   Washington Utility System Trend in SAIDI 1990-1997
Average Minutes/Year/Customer

Over the eight year period of the study, generally under normal operating conditions,
the average customer in Washington has experienced about one interruption per year
lasting about two hours (SAIDI = 1.24 interruptions, SAIDI = 116 minutes).

Over this period, the lowest average number of statewide interruptions occurred in
1997, when 1.06 interruptions per customer were reported.  The highest average
number of interruptions, 2.01 per customer, occurred in 1990.  Given the diversity of
geography and weather conditions over this period, a range of 1.06 to 2.01 in the
statewide average is not large.  Moreover, the average consistently falls between 1
and 2 interruptions (of greater than 5 minutes) for the typical customer with no clear
increasing or decreasing trend evident over the period.

The statewide average SAIDI ranged from a low of 91.6 minutes in 1997 to a high of
191.5 minutes in 1990.  Again, considering variation in geography and weather from
year to year, this range in the statewide average is modest.  And, there is no clear
increasing or decreasing trend evident in the average SAIDI over the period.

Variation among utilities was significant, but also not excessive given the difference in
utility territory characteristics and the data consistency problems noted above.   The
lowest SAIFI reported by any utility over the period was 0.2 in 1997; the highest was
3.4 in 1994.6   The lowest SAIDI reported was 37.3 in 1996; the highest was 581.1 in
1994.  Where individual utilities fell in these ranges varied from year to year, with no
utility consistently appearing at either the high or the low end.
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The SAIFI and SAIDI measure averages for the utility�s distribution system, so it is
important to remember that they reveal nothing about the extreme values that may be
included in the average.  A low SAIFI or SAIDI could result from circumstances where
all customers experience a low number of interruptions, or they could reflect circum-
stances where most customers experience no interruptions, while others experience
a great number.  Portions of a utility�s service territory might have very poor reliability.
This is not revealed by a system-wide average SAIFI or SAIDI.

The Utility Data Survey asked utilities if they could submit data for sub-sections of
their systems, such as: best and worst performing feeders, and low- and high-density
feeders (as surrogates for rural and urban areas).  Nine utilities reported they do
collect and maintain information at the sub-system level.  Some maintain data for
relatively small sections of their systems, such as for communities or even small
laterals.  No utility can provide the data for each customer.7   Time limitations did not
permit a second round of data collection to examine sub-system variation and aver-
ages in this study.  We are unable to report or compare the reliability of service for
individual customers or selected sub-circuits that might represent industrial and
residential customers, urban and rural customers or communities of differing demo-
graphics or other characteristics.

Power Delivery Interruption: Storms and Other Extraordinary
Events

Environmental conditions are probably the greatest overall cause of interruptions.
Even equipment failure, such as underground cable breakage, is often the result of
deterioration brought on by contact with soil and water.  Weather-related interruptions
are common; most tree and branch-caused interruptions are really caused by wind,
rain, ice and snow.  The most serious weather-caused interruptions result from major
storms.

Five utilities were able to report SAIFIs and SAIDIs for storms and other extraordinary
events separately from other interruptions.  By comparing these to their full interrup-
tion statistics it is possible to see the significance of these events.  Storms were
responsible for a significant number of the total interruptions reported by the five
utilities in 1997 and an even greater percentage of minutes of interruption.

Comparison of these statistics is difficult because of the general limitations of data
described earlier and because the definition of �extraordinary event� varies from utility
to utility.  However, these figures do support two general observations.  First, while
storms account for a significant proportion of interruptions for all five of these sys-
tems, storms account for a larger percentage of total interruptions for those systems
that are generally more rural in character. Much of Seattle�s distribution system in the
central city is underground.  Second, storms contribute a greater percentage of
average interruption duration (proportion of SAIDI) than interruption frequency for all
five of these utilities.  This is just another way of saying that storm damage takes
longer to repair than other equipment failures.  Steps taken to minimize storm dam-
age and to improve response capability could have a significant impact on service
reliability in Washington.
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Table 8.5  Percentage of Interruptions and Minutes of Interruption Caused by
Storms at Five Utilities in 19978 

Source: Data reported by utilities to 6560.

Power Delivery Interruption: Classification of Causes

Whether associated with storms or not, most utilities are able to report the principal
causes of service interruptions.  Not counting the amorphous �other� category, Figure
8.5 indicates that four categories account for the majority of the causes for interrup-
tions: Equipment Failure, Trees and Branches, Animals, and Accidents.  These were
the cause of more than 80 percent of interruptions in Washington in 1995, 1996 and
1997.

Interruptions Caused by Equipment Failure

Failure of installed equipment is by far the largest cause of interruptions on both sides
of the state.  The data available for this study do not include sufficient detail to support
conclusions about why equipment failed. Equipment failure reflects to some degree
the relationship between operations policy and maintenance practices.  We discuss
system maintenance and its relationship to equipment failure in more detail in Section
8.4: Factors and Trends Affecting Electricity System Reliability.

There is a real possibility that the category �equipment failure� may be exaggerated.
Some interruptions may have been categorized in this way when no other cause was
identified.  While such interruptions might more properly be categorized as �un-
known,� not all utilities maintain such a category.  In other cases, a clear cause may
be evident, such as an ice storm, but the utility does not have an �ice-caused� cat-
egory.

In addition, it may be both practical and reasonable for a utility to allow some equip-
ment to fail and be repaired before it is replaced.  Underground cable is a good
example.  Cable is difficult to inspect and expensive to replace.  It may be sound
maintenance and management policy to replace a section of cable only after a few
failures indicate it is deteriorating.  However, the policy does increase the number of
interruptions caused by failed equipment.

Each utility tracks the causes of interruption in its own way.  Utilities may use different
cause categories or have different definitions for what is included in the same cat-
egory.  These differences make it difficult to track the causes for interruption state-
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wide in a fully consistent way.  Inconsistency in classification of causes may even
make it difficult for some utilities to track trends in causes of interruption on their own
systems.  The industry association, IEEE, is considering the inclusion of consistent
cause codes in its reliability standard.

System maintenance is a key factor affecting equipment failure.  However, the need
for system maintenance varies significantly across the state.  An area with few trees,
few customers, and a mild climate may have minimal need for maintenance.  On the
other hand, a system serving an area with a severe climate, many trees, and a
concentrated customer base may have more need for systematic maintenance.
Maintenance efforts may also vary because of customer service preferences.  A utility
may choose to incur greater maintenance costs to provide a higher level of reliability.

In 1997, utility maintenance expenditures varied from $323 per mile of distribution line
to $16,438 and from $25 per customer to $192.9 

Interruptions Caused by Trees

Utilities on both sides of the state also report falling trees and branches as a major
cause of interruptions (20% Statewide, 21% West side, 16% East side).  As a per-
centage of all interruptions, tree-caused interruptions reported by individual utilities in
1997 ranged from 4.49 percent to 64.58 percent, reflecting in part the differences in
forest types across the state.

The �tree-caused� category suffers from some of the same classification problems
as equipment failure.  Interruptions caused by an ice-laden branch may be catego-
rized as ice-caused or tree-caused depending on the utility or the crewmember that
reports it.  Nevertheless, trees are a major cause of interruptions throughout the
Northwest.

All utilities have vegetation management programs designed to reduce tree-caused
interruptions.  Programs may include trimming and removing tress, injecting growth
inhibitors to slow growth, or working with property owners to help them select �line-
friendly� trees (i.e. slow growing trees, or those that attain low maximum heights).

Like maintenance in general, trimming requirements and local conditions result in
large differences among utility vegetation management programs and budgets.  In
1997, utilities reported trimming over 15,000 miles of utility right-of-way (ROW).  The
range among utilities was from 300 to 1559 miles and expenditures ranged from $126
per mile trimmed to $7,122.

Interruptions caused by Animals or Accidents

This combined category includes animal damage as well as damage caused by
automobile collisions with power poles.  It makes up the next greatest number of
interruptions statewide.  Birds and squirrels are the animals most likely to create
faults. Equipment can be reconfigured (at considerable expense) and animal guards
can be placed on equipment to thwart bridging.
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To reduce the likelihood of collisions with power poles, utilities work with local traffic
enforcement and public works agencies to identify high accident locations and vulner-
able poles.  Solutions include installation of guardrails and relocation of equipment.

Other Causes of Interruption

The �other� category combines numerous causes, including operating error, electrical
overload, vandalism and faulty installation.  For most utilities, these categories each
represent less than one percent of total interruptions.  However, categories called
�unknown� and �other � unspecified� are also included and represent a significant
number of interruptions for some utilities.  The agencies did not determine what may
be included in these categories.  Five utilities provided data that indicated they track
causes by weather - wind, rain, ice/snow and lightning.  These were also included in
the �other� category for this report, and represent a significant number of interruptions
for some. For all the reasons above, the �other� category can be quite large (10%
statewide, 6% West-side, 30% East-side.)

8.3.2  Engineering Performance Perspective:  Power Quality

Power quality refers to the voltage and frequency characteristics of delivered power. It
is similar to the �product quality� of more standard commodities.  Delivered electricity
must meet certain stringent specifications to do its work without damaging utility or
end-use equipment.

Microprocessors are especially sensitive to excursions in electric voltage and fre-
quency.  With the proliferation of computers, sensitivity to power quality is increasing
in homes and businesses.  It is no longer just the concern of industries with main-
frames and sophisticated production equipment.

For various reasons, including both practicality and cost, utilities generally have not
monitored voltage and frequency at the customer level.10   Therefore we cannot say
what the actual level of power quality reliability is on utility systems, let alone observe
a trend.  As a surrogate for actual system measurements, the agencies asked utilities
to provide statistics on measures that might be indicators of the level of power quality,
including: power quality complaints by customers, power quality problems identified
and solved and claims made and damages paid for power quality problems.

However, this information is also not generally tracked, except by a few utilities. Six
utilities reported the data did not exist or were not readily available for any of the
questions; three provided responses for every question.  Almost every utility has staff
that respond to power quality complaints and most of their work is with industrial
customers.  However, to date, records are not adequate to determine whether resi-
dential power quality problems might be on the increase.

Four utilities report tracking power quality complaints (two began the effort within the
last two to five years).  No clear trend is evident.  Three utilities track complaints by
type of event (voltage sag, flicker, etc.), one tracks complaints by type of problem
(long secondary, bad connection, etc.).  Even for these utilities, record-keeping
practices are not yet sufficiently detailed to identify increases in power quality com-
plaints.  A customer may call to complain about a surge that caused loss of data in a
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computer.  If the utility knows there were lightning strikes in the area, the fault will
likely be attributed to circumstances beyond the utility�s control and no record will
show that this was a power quality complaint versus an interruption complaint.
Several utilities report that they think residential power quality issues are on the
increase and they are instituting tracking mechanisms in 1998 for the first time.11 

The UTC maintains a record of the complaints it receives from customers of inves-
tor-owned utilities. More often than not, the agency is contacted after direct contact
with the utility fails to result in a response satisfactory to the customer.  Therefore, the
database of UTC complaints more accurately represents instances of unsatisfactory
dealings with companies rather than the nature of power problems.  A review of
complaints from 1993 through 1998 revealed no trend in the quantity or nature of
complaints.  The number of power quality complaints per year has been modest (five
to 14).12 

Utility tariffs hold customers responsible for protecting appliances and equipment.
Unless utility negligence can be proved, which is often difficult to do, the customer
pays damage costs.  Three utilities reported the type of equipment for which custom-
ers have made power quality damage claims.  The list includes: computers, printers,
stereos, televisions, VCRs, phones, answering machines, microwaves, refrigerators
and freezers, washers and dryers, fans, garage door openers, furnace controls, heat
pumps, satellite receivers, variable-speed drive motors, irrigation pumps, and com-
pressors.

Five utilities report paying damages for power quality claims.  Presumably these are
instances where utility negligence was evident, or where utilities chose to settle a
claim rather than pay the cost of contesting it.  The data do not indicate any clear
increasing or decreasing trend in damage claims.  For those utilities that reported
paying damages, annual reported damage payments per utility over the period of the
study ranged from $4,000 to $20,000.

In summary, while power quality may be an important emerging issue, data currently
available do not allow an accurate assessment of either the current level of power
quality being delivered by utilities, nor any trends in that level.  We discuss power
quality issues in more detail in Section 8.4: Factors and Trends Affecting Electric
System Reliability.

8.3.3  Engineering Performance Perspective:  Generation
Supply Adequacy

The first two dimensions of service reliability focus on delivery of electricity service.
The third dimension of reliability concerns the adequacy of generation supply � is
there enough generation available to meet all needs and requirements?

Generation supply adequacy in the Pacific Northwest involves several time dimen-
sions.  Is there enough water in the region�s reservoirs at the beginning of the winter
peak season to ensure an adequate supply of generation late in the season?  Is there
enough water in the reservoirs each day to meet 10-hour sustained peak demands?
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Is there enough peaking capacity, including demand management schemes such as
interruptible power supply contracts, to meet the highest peak on the coldest day of
the year?

In our region, reliability problems stemming from generation adequacy shortfalls are
most likely to occur late in a cold winter after a year or more of lower than average
rainfall and snow pack.  In this scenario, heavy winter demand depletes already low
reservoirs.  The failure of one or more large plants in the region could then trigger a
situation where the resulting shortfall exceeds the ability of the transmission system
to import sufficient replacement power to meet all customer needs.  If the shortage
were expected to last for a significant length of time, the state would respond by
implementing a customer curtailment plan that would first call for voluntary, then if
necessary, mandatory reductions in energy use.13   While a plan exists to address this
situation, no such curtailment has ever been necessary in Washington.

Planning for adequate generation has historically been carried out on a regional basis
as well as by individual utilities.  Utilities that own generation and operate control
areas generally forecast demand in the areas they serve and either build or contract
for enough generating capacity to meet that demand under an assumed worst-case
scenario, e.g., arctic conditions in a drought year.  Upon request, and within the
constraints of notice and contract terms, BPA is legally obligated to meet all net loads
of Northwest public and investor-owned utilities.  Small public utilities have generally
placed their entire load on the federal system.  Since the passage of the Northwest
Power Act in 1980, planning for the federal system has been carried out by the
Northwest Power Planning Council.

However, with the introduction of competition to the power generation market and with
uncertainty about the obligations of utilities in the retail electricity market the potential
exists for utilities to alter the way they plan for adequate generating capacity. In
particular, there is concern that utilities will be reluctant to secure new generation
resources because of uncertainty about their obligations to retail customers when
those customers may be granted the right to leave their systems.  A number of
utilities raised this issue as a concern during the information gathering process for
this study.

There is also a question about whether BPA�s historical responsibility to meet the net
loads of Northwest utilities is appropriate in an era of wholesale competition.  Some
believe that the federal government should avoid competing with private utilities and
power sellers whenever possible, and would like to limit BPA�s role in the market by
restraining its ability to acquire new generating resources.  Others would like to see
BPA continue to acquire resources to meet regional needs.

However, with the development of a robust power market, stimulated by the emer-
gence of independent power producers and open transmission access, BPA custom-
ers may have attractive alternatives to the federal system that formerly did not exist.
This significantly raises the risk to the federal government of new resource acquisi-
tion.  As a result of these pressures, the governors� Comprehensive Review recom-
mended that BPA refrain from acquiring new resources except on a bilateral contract
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basis.  In the two years since the Comprehensive Review, BPA has cut costs and
become more compeitive.  It is now expecting strong demand for its products and, in
its subscription strategy, promises to meet all eligible loads.  BPA, therefore, may
need to make substantial purchases in the market to ensure it has adequate supply.

There is some indication that these changes to the electricity system might result in
supply shortages in the Northwest.  BPA�s 1997 Pacific Northwest Loads and Re-
sources Study, known as the �White Book�, projects that the region could experience
a shortage of up to 7000 MW of peak generating capacity during winter months under
extreme drought and arctic weather conditions.14  Much of this shortfall is on the
federal system and could result in an electricity shortage of as much as 2000 aMW.
This study has sparked a good deal of concern around the region, and the Northwest
Power Planning Council has recently begun a study of the region�s power supply
adequacy.

In the absence of any changes in utilities� obligation to serve, utilities retain the re-
sponsibility to ensure that adequate resources are available to meet their customers�
loads.   However, utilities do not all hold the same view of this obligation.  Information
gathered from 16 utilities indicates that the 10 largest believe that they have the
obligation to ensure that adequate generation supply is available to meet customer
loads.  The 6 that do not believe this is their obligation state that it is either BPA�s
responsibility (4), or that it is the responsibility of the customer and the market (2).
Even among those large utilities that believe they do have an obligation to ensure
adequate generation, there is ambiguity in the scope of this responsibility.  More than
half � 6 of the 10 � indicated uncertainty about the extent of their obligation to cus-
tomers who select �open access� service.

Those utilities that indicated how they plan for generation adequacy did not report
making major changes over the last few years in the planning criteria used.  Most
utilities continue to plan to meet peak load under arctic weather and extreme drought
conditions.  Only one utility reported that it had changed the way it plans for genera-
tion resources to rely more heavily on purchases of capacity from the wholesale
market.  The agencies are uncertain how to square the potential for deficits as pro-
jected in the BPA White Book with assurances that utility planning criteria have not
changed.  This is an issue that may be addressed by the Northwest Power Planning
Council in its review.

8.4.  Factors and Trends Affecting Electricity System
Reliability - Issues Discussion

Electricity reliability in the near future will be strongly influenced by two key factors:
competitive pressure and institutional uncertainty.  These factors are affecting all
sectors of the electricity industry including power generation, transmission and local
distribution.

Competition has both benefits and costs.  On the benefit side, competition encour-
ages innovation and aggressive pursuit of cost-reductions in all the industry sectors.
It also encourages expansion in the choices provided to customers, be they utilities
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buying power from generators, or consumers buying service from utilities.  Some of
these benefits are due to technological and fuel market changes that may have
appeared regardless of the introduction of competition to electricity markets.   On the
negative side, reduced revenue and the need to cut costs may tempt utilities to test
the limits of their transmission and distribution systems, which may lead to reduced
reliability.

Fundamentally, reliability is a function of investment; in generating, transmission and
distribution plant, and in operations and maintenance.  Competition and the prospect
of competition are spreading through the industry.  At the same time, uncertainty is
growing regarding obligations and opportunities for both generators and local distribu-
tion utilities.  That uncertainty makes investment risky, even if it is needed to maintain
reliability.  Both utility and non-utility power plant developers may be reluctant to invest
in new generation capability if they do not know who they will be obligated to serve or
what customers will be available to buy their output.  Utilities may be reluctant to
invest in needed maintenance or facility replacement if they are uncertain about from
whom they will be able to recover the cost of this investment. Clarifying institutional
responsibilities, obligations and rules is likely to moderate concern about these risks
and remove disincentives for needed investment.

This section discusses the relevant issues and trends in three industry sectors:

1. Local Distribution (maintenance, replacement, and expansion)

2. Transmission (system control, maintenance, and expansion)

3. Generation (power plant development)

8.4.1  Factors and Issues Affecting Reliability:  Local
Distribution

Factors Affecting Distribution System Investment

Distribution companies have the responsibility for investments to maintain, upgrade
and expand distribution system infrastructure.  Reliability is a function of those invest-
ments.  Uncertainty about recovery of the costs incurred for distribution infrastructure
represents risk that can act as a disincentive for needed investment.  Risks may be
highest in areas where customers may bypass the utility facilities, or where some
existing or new customers are especially expensive to serve.

The more likely a customer is to bypass the system, the higher the risk to recovery
costs to maintain the system.  In some areas, particularly along service boundaries,
the probability of bypass is highest and utilities may be reluctant to make investments
there.  Service territory policy in Washington does not preclude such bypass and
utilities report instances of one utility courting another utility�s customers.15   Competi-
tive pressure from the wholesale power market and access to transmission systems
through FERC jurisdiction may increase this level of risk.  Lack of clarity in distribution
system obligations and territorial rules increases the risks to cost recovery and may
serve as a disincentive for investment.
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Utilities also report that connecting and serving some customers or areas can involve
costs significantly higher than average.  Because rates reflect average costs, serving
these customers and areas raises the rates for everyone. In an effort to keep service
costs as low as possible and reduce the risk to cost recovery, utilities may turn to
less generous line-extension policies, or may try to avoid serving some areas alto-
gether. Again, lack of clarity in distribution company obligations and prospects for cost
recovery may act as a disincentive for utilities to make necessary investments in
reliable infrastructure.

These uncertainties add pressure to cut costs and may erode the ability of distribu-
tion companies to make the investments required to provide reliable service to all
customers.

It is equally true that utilities may increase investments in reliability for the express
purpose of retaining customers or securing new ones.  This may be difficult to do in a
cost-cutting environment.  It would require accepting the risk that higher costs will not
drive away customers.  An alternative would be to target specific at-risk customers to
be the beneficiaries of such investment, but this might result in reduced reliability for
customers deemed not at risk.

Objectives of Distribution System Reliability Investment

Presuming investments in the distribution system are made, utilities must evaluate
and balance investment alternatives, many of which involve reliability tradeoffs.  For
example, paying more for labor may leave less for equipment.  Underground lines fail
infrequently but the outages last longer - reducing SAIFI but increasing SAIDI.  Auto-
matic reclosers keep faults from turning into long interruptions, decreasing SAIDI but
increasing the number of sags, surges and momentary interruptions.  Utilities must
weigh and balance the options available in each circumstance.  No single solution,
such as under-grounding, is everywhere appropriate.  The best alternative for an
individual project may include a number of options: e.g. one mile of underground, two
miles of aggressive tree trimming, three miles of tree wire.  Making the right choice
involves complex analyses.  However, we can see from the data that there are key
areas of investment that every utility makes.

Key Reliability Investment - Storm Response

We noted earlier that storms are the cause of a significant proportion of Washington�s
service interruptions.  Improving system condition and reducing vulnerability to trees
can help defend the distribution system against storms.  This is accomplished
primarily through good planning, operations, maintenance and vegetation manage-
ment programs.

Being prepared to respond to storm damage can lessen the impact of storms by
reducing the length of outages.  While all utilities have procedures for dealing with
contingencies, preparedness can vary greatly.  There is no single correct way to
address an emergency.  However, some basic components must be addressed in
any emergency preparedness plan.  These include:
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v Damage to Company Facilities

v Storm Anticipation

v Emergency Ramp-Up and Emergency Operations Center Activation

v Command and Control

v Restoration Priorities

v Material and Personnel Resources

v Information Management and Communication

v Interagency Coordination

A review of the details of utility preparedness is beyond the scope of this study.
However, utilities were asked to provide copies of contingency plans to make a
general assessment about preparedness documents.  The plans vary greatly in both
scope and detail.  Five utilities have no written plan.  Those that do, have plans that
vary from a few brief pages to sophisticated documents that address all of the com-
ponents listed above. Taken alone, even a good plan is no assurance of a good
response; sophisticated plans may have flaws and be poorly implemented.

Data management capabilities are fast becoming the key to improving response
times.  Utilities are more able today to identify faults from operations centers and to
implement appropriate response efforts more quickly.  Automatic system monitoring
and switching equipment lets operators do from a distance what used to be done in
the field.  But utilities vary greatly in their information management capabilities.  Some
still have no remote switching capability.

Utilities often must rely on contract crews to assist in emergency response.  While
contract crews may have skill equal to regular employees, they lack knowledge of
specific distribution systems.  This could lead to increased restoration times during
emergencies.  For various reasons, including reduced growth, some utilities have
reduced the number of employee crews over the study period.

Key Reliability Investment - System Maintenance

The fact that failure of installed equipment is the largest single cause of interruptions
on both sides of the state underscores the importance of maintenance.  Distribution
system equipment is unusual in that there are almost no moving parts.  Equipment
life is primarily a function of temperature and age.  Lightly loaded equipment in a mild
environment can last a long time.  Heavily loaded equipment in severe conditions
wears faster.  Equipment nearing the end of its life is the most vulnerable to weather
and other contingencies.

Maintenance consists primarily of monitoring equipment and repairing or replacing it
before it fails.  Manufacturing specifications, industry standards and utility experience
are the bases on which maintenance is conducted.  Each utility establishes its
monitoring, repair and replacement procedures based on available resources and the
amount of risk it is willing to incur.  Utilities differ in the degree to which they allow
equipment with reduced life expectancy to remain on the system.  More rapid re-
placement reduces failures, but it is more costly.  Wood poles may be inspected
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every five years or every 15 years.  Some utilities have no centralized, routine basis
for pole inspection at all.  Some conduct infrared inspection of overhead conductors
annually, while others check only priority locations.  Some may conduct infrared
scanning only infrequently, if at all.  Many utilities inspect equipment on a time-sched-
uled basis regardless of the different conditions equipment may be subject to.  Oth-
ers prioritize inspection of equipment based on risk analysis - key equipment is
inspected more often, or may be replaced sooner.

The fact that much of our distribution infrastructure is growing old is a key issue
affecting distribution system maintenance.  The current stock of installed poles
contains many that were originally erected fifty or more years ago.  Yet, neighbor-
hoods are now more densely populated and old equipment is being more heavily
loaded.

Over the period of the study, most utilities reported an increase in maintenance
expenditures.  However, not all increases kept up with the rate of inflation. On a per-
customer basis, expenditures did not keep pace with inflation for a majority of utilities.
Table 8.6 lists the number of utilities for whom reported maintenance expenditures
represent an increase or decrease over the period 1990 to 1997.  Adjustments are
made to reflect inflation and changes in the number of customers served.  The
greatest increase in non-inflation-adjusted expenditures was on the order of 14
percent, the greatest decrease (minus) 1 percent.  The greatest per customer in-
crease was 10 percent, the greatest decrease (minus) 3.3 percent.

Declines in per customer expenditures may reflect an increase in customer density,
where it costs less to provide the same level of service per customer.  Our informa-
tion does not contain enough detail to examine specific maintenance practices, for
example, to examine whether shifts have occurred between equipment purchases
and labor.

Table 8.6: Number of Utilities with Increased or Decreased Maintenance
Expenditures over Study Period16

The data in Table 8.6 suggest that, in general, utilities are not greatly increasing or
decreasing their maintenance expenditures.  Expenditures for most utilities are a few
points above or below inflation.  Nevertheless, the stated concerns of utilities about
competitive pressures and the future ability to make needed investment in the distri-
bution system should be taken seriously.  Equipment, operations and maintenance
costs are all candidates for reduction in a cost-cutting environment.
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Across the country, some state governments have taken the step to set maintenance
standards for utilities, including California, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Iowa and Kentucky.
Standards primarily address monitoring cycles, testing specifications and repair and
replacement criteria.  Also in California, the California Independent System Operator
(CAISO), which operates the state�s transmission grid, has been granted statutory
authority to sanction utilities that cause problems on the transmission grid.  The
CAISO has responded by requiring utilities to monitor in great detail all aspects of
their transmission maintenance programs.  In the future, poor maintenance practices
and reduced expenditures may be used as evidence for assessing penalties and
sanctions in California.  Such an approach could be applied to a distribution system
as well.

Key Reliability Investment - System Expansion

Utilities continually redesign and expand their systems to address new development
and increasing density on existing circuits.  There is no easy way to evaluate whether
criteria or standards for system construction have changed over time.  Declining
standards could lead to higher system loading.  Under traditional regulation and local
rate-setting, utilities operated with the expectation of a reasonable return on prudent
investment.  In some cases, this led to suspicions of gold-plating; installing premium
equipment whether or not it was necessary.  In addition, utilities built many lines
anticipating future load.  These two factors have led to what appears to be a general
industry perception that past infrastructure was somewhat over built, though perhaps
more reliable because of it.

System construction upgrades and expansions are designed, built and inspected by
the utilities themselves.  Utility plant is expressly exempted from the National Electric
Code (NEC) that covers all other electrical construction and is enforced by the
Department of Labor and Industries (L&I).17   Utilities are subject to the National
Electrical Safety Code (NESC) and L&I may inspect utility plant for compliance with
public and worker safety standards.  The safety standards are performance-based;
meaning that installed equipment must meet specified performance criteria under
specified conditions.  However, the choice of what equipment to install is up to the
utility, not specified by the NESC, and there are no specific standards related to
service reliability.

Utility system design, construction and expansion in the future will face opposing
trends.  Technological improvements, including promising distributed generation
alternatives, may make reliability cheaper and easier to attain in design and construc-
tion.  The drive to cut costs and deal with obstacles to construction may make it more
difficult. Utilities report increasing difficulty and costs in attaining access permits
necessary to construct new lines and equipment.  The public may generally value
reliability yet oppose new construction that would provide it, especially if it is to be
located �in their backyard.�

Key Reliability Investment - Vegetation Management

Utilities on both sides of the Cascades report large numbers of tree-caused interrup-
tions.  Most of these are weather-related.  Wind, rain, ice and snow force trees and
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branches into lines.  A branch that simply settles across two lines causes a fault.
Second to maintenance, vegetation management is probably the most important
reliability program for most utilities, clearly for those west of the Cascades.

The primary focus of vegetation management is trimming or removal of trees that
may cause system damage or a ground fault.  Programs usually have an operations
component that addresses immediate problems and a preventative maintenance
component that manages feeder and lateral lines on a cycle.  Most utilities trim on a
full system cycle (every feeder is trimmed every 1 to 4 years depending on the utility).
Some utilities use a number of criteria, such as tree type and customer density, to set
different cycles for different areas.  For example, rural feeders lined primarily with
coniferous trees may need to be trimmed only once every six to ten years.  Urban
feeders lined with deciduous trees, especially certain fast growing types, may need to
be trimmed every two years.  Utility tree trimming crews are usually solely dedicated
to vegetation management.  Crews may be utility employees, but the trend is for utility
personnel to manage a program that relies extensively on contract crews.

There is no uniform standard for vegetation management programs. Utilities develop
their own criteria for trimming cycles, trimming distances and tree removal. Across
the nation, some states have established vegetation management standards.  Cali-
fornia and Oregon, for example, require investor-owned utilities to trim all trees within
a certain cyclical period.  California, in addition, has prescribed a year round, mini-
mum distance between branches and lines, regardless of trimming cycles.

Table 8.7 includes the number of utilities for whom vegetation management expendi-
tures increased or decreased between 1990 and 1997. Comparisons are adjusted for
inflation, number of employees (FTE), and number of distribution system miles
cleared.  Over the period of the study, most utilities increased their annual expendi-
tures for vegetation management.  For 10 of 16 utilities the increase was greater than
inflation.  Most utilities also reported an increase in both dedicated staff and annual
miles of distribution line cleared.  As a result, for 6 of 13 utilities, expenditures per mile
cleared decreased (for 9 if inflation is taken into account).

Table 8.7:  Number of Utilities with Increased or Decreased Vegetation
Management Expenditures over Study Period.
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Most utilities� expenditures are a few points above or below inflation.  It appears that,
in general, utilities are maintaining about the same level of effort over time. However,
reductions in expenditures per employee and per miles trimmed could reflect in-
creases in productivity, changes in trimming requirements, or reductions in program
quality.

Over the last three years, statewide tree-caused interruptions have decreased from
30 to 20 percent.  The ten-percentage point decrease is primarily due to reductions in
tree-caused interruptions for two West Side utilities. These utilities faced some
serious storms during that period.  While there is substantial evidence that vegetation
management is effective in reducing outages, this study did not attempt to determine
to what degree the three year reduction was the result of vegetation management or
was weather-related.

Tree trimming alone does not address all the variables that influence tree-caused
outages.  Development practices that leave thin stands of trees abreast power lines
are an invitation to tree-caused outages. Thin stands are not protected from wind, as
are denser forest stands.  Compacting and paving land results in increased water
runoff that can erode the base of tree stands, making the trees more vulnerable to
wind-throw.  Over the last two decades, western Washington has experienced
relatively rapid population growth and suburban development.

If utilities are kept informed, they may be able to coordinate with other parties and
projects involving tree cutting or tree removal.  Tree removal often requires approval
of a Forest Practices Application by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR).
However, environmental criteria consume the bulk of DNR�s approval and enforce-
ment efforts; power issues are not high on the list.  Though the application provides
notice to the applicant that they must notify the utility if any trees are within two tree
lengths of a power line, utilities report that they often are not notified.

Finally, urban vegetation management also presents some challenges. Utility right-of-
way is often very narrow and may be squeezed between roads and city or private
property.  A single mile of right-of-way may include some utility property, city ease-
ments and a large amount of private property.  Utilities must work with each property
owner, and many, including cities, are not eager to have their trees cut.  Utilities do
not have authority to trim against an owner�s wishes.

Key Reliability Investment - Power Quality

Power quality was once the exclusive concern of industrial customers. There is
growing evidence that residential and commercial customers should be equally
interested. Utility tariffs make customers responsible for the protection of their own
equipment.18   Customers who do not know this may find out too late at considerable
cost.

Power quality standards primarily regulate electricity voltage and frequency.  Authority
to set reliability standards resides in the general regulatory authority of utility govern-
ing bodies granted by state law.  By rule, each investor-owned utility must set a
standard frequency and voltage, which are then subject to minimum and maximum
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excursions.19   The governing boards of publicly-owned utilities set their own stan-
dards.  While all utilities deliver a uniform 120/240 volts to customers, they operate
their distribution systems at higher voltages that may differ from utility to utility. All
utilities in North America operate their systems at the same frequency: 60 hertz (60
cycles per second).

Standards are set, in part, to protect customers from utility negligence.  Utility operat-
ing activities and maintenance practices can cause voltage and frequency problems.
For example, overloaded equipment may fail before scheduled replacement.  Tree
branches that are not properly trimmed may bridge lines when the wind blows.  But,
negligence can be very hard to prove.  Voltage and frequency can only be measured
at specific places and times with equipment designed for the purpose.  It is costly to
locate such equipment everywhere around the grid, so the grid is not continually
monitored.20  This means it is often difficult to know what the nature of an excursion
was, let alone what caused it so that responsibility can be determined.

Standards also are set to protect utilities from circumstances beyond their control.
Environmental conditions like wind, lightning, ice, snow, and sunspots all affect the
quality of power delivered over utility distribution systems. Utility regulators and local
governing bodies recognize the difficulty of maintaining grid standards under all
conditions.  Therefore most standards are qualified to allow considerable excursions
to occur.  For example, investor-owned utilities are required to maintain frequency
�reasonably constant,� and maintain minimum and maximum levels only under
�normal operating conditions,� (emphasis added).21   Such qualifications permit
frequent excursions from the standard.

The degree to which off-specification voltage and frequency causes problems is a
function of the nature and magnitude of an excursion and the sensitivity of the con-
ductors and equipment involved.  Small sags can bring expensive production equip-
ment to a grinding halt.  Large surges may only affect a few transformers.  Many
power excursions cause only inconvenience; lights flicker, clocks stop and comput-
ers reboot.

But, equipment sensitivity is growing. Microprocessors are especially sensitive to
power excursions.  Critical applications, such as financial transactions, security
monitoring and production processes increasingly rely on sensitive electronic con-
trols.  Even in the home, computers, entertainment systems and heating and cooling
controls may be sensitive to power quality.  Manufacturers are producing increasingly
sensitive equipment, which we are using with increasing frequency for critical appli-
cations. So, even if the reliability of power quality remains constant, we can expect
power quality problems to increase.

Sensitive equipment can, in many instances, be protected with devices designed for
the purpose, such as external surge protectors and uninterruptible power supply
systems.  Whole-house surge protectors that protect the entire home have been
advertised recently.  For industrial applications, a new power quality industry has
arisen, with consultants recommending sophisticated new power regulating equip-
ment to protect factories and offices.  This means that power quality reliability can be
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achieved at the customer�s site and expense, rather than on the distribution system
at ratepayers� expense.  Customers with special needs or wants have always been
able to secure high reliability at a price.  In the past, however, this was usually the
concern of industrial, not residential, customers.

Key Investment - Year 2000 Compliance

The Year 2000 (Y2K) problem poses a momentous challenge for the electric utility
industry. The complexities and uncertainties surrounding Y2K have so far kept utilities
from guaranteeing reliability, which has fueled speculation that there could be wide-
spread and long-lasting power outages at the turn of the century.  Most utility execu-
tives believe, having seen the early results of testing, that major outages can be
avoided, but that minor outages may occur.  Because all sectors of society depend
so heavily on electricity, there is no more important industry to become Y2K compli-
ant.22   The state and utility governing bodies are well aware of this and have put into
place comprehensive plans to ensure compliance.

There is no single compliance plan covering all Washington utilities and no single
organization that is coordinating utility efforts.  Instead, depending on the size and
nature of the system, each utility is working with numerous organizations.  Eleven key
utilities that operate transmission control areas under the Western Systems Coordi-
nating Council report compliance progress to the National Electrical Reliability Coun-
cil.  Investor-owned utilities submit quarterly reports to the UTC.  The BPA has taken a
lead role in coordinating the efforts of its customers.  Cooperatives, municipal utilities
and PUDs are coordinating with key associations such as the Association of Wash-
ington Cities and the Washington PUD Association.  The Northwest Public Power
Association is considering implementation of an Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) compliance program for member utilities.  Utilities also are cooperating with
the state Division of Emergency Management to coordinate contingency planning.

Working toward compliance generally means taking the following steps: inventory
(accounting for all utility devices), assessment  (determining the vulnerability of each
device), testing, remediation (applying a solution), and retesting.  Steps are worked in
parallel, though there is a natural order to the process.  Most utilities have completed
or are progressing on inventory and assessment and have begun the testing phase.
Testing has already revealed control and communications vulnerabilities that, if left
uncorrected, could have caused major outages.  On the positive side, at least one
large Washington utility has completed testing nine of 12 generating plants and has
found few significant compliance problems.  However, many utilities are not so far
along and far more than generating plant must be tested.  According to EPRI, a
moderately sized utility may have as many as 30,000 devices with failure potential.
As compliance testing intensifies in 1999 and test data become more available, we
will have a much better understanding of our reliability risk in the year 2000 and what
needs to be done to prevent or minimize the impact of failures.
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8.4.2  Factors and Issues Affecting Reliability:  Transmission
System

Most of this chapter has focused on reliability of distribution systems.  This section
focuses on the reliability of the interstate transmission grid, otherwise known as the
bulk power system. 23  The bulk power system consists of generating units, transmis-
sion lines and substations and system controls.  Although the transmission system
has historically been responsible for only a small percentage of all power outages, the
scope of such outages are usually much broader than those caused by distribution
system failures.  Bulk power outages may have regional implications and impact
many utility distribution systems. 

Utilities began to interconnect their transmission systems early in the century as
plants became larger and began to be located at greater distances from the loads
they served.  As decades passed, an increasing number of generators, transmission
facilities and load centers were interconnected over increasingly large areas.  Expan-
sion of interconnecting transmission systems in the western United States and
Canada resulted in the complete interconnection of the western system during the
mid 1960s.  These changes required increased coordination and planning among
utilities to maintain reliability.

In 1965, a blackout in the northeast U.S. that left almost 30 million people without
electricity triggered national concern about the reliability of interconnected bulk power
systems.  This concern resulted in the formation of ten regional reliability councils,
including the Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC).  The WSCC is a
voluntary organization made up of electric utilities that are engaged in bulk power
generation and transmission in the western interconnection.  The WSCC region
encompasses electric systems serving all or part of 14 Western States, British
Columbia and Alberta, Canada, and Baja California Norte in Mexico.  The ten regional
councils created the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) in 1968 to
coordinate the efforts of the regional councils, to set national standards for electric
system operation and to monitor voluntary compliance with those standards.

The primary concern in operation of the interconnected transmission grid is maintain-
ing system �security.�  Security refers to the ability of an electric system to withstand
sudden disturbances.  The sudden loss of a generating unit or transmission line can
lead to rapid changes in voltage levels and frequency that, left uncorrected, could
damage equipment of both utilities and customers.  In some cases, these distur-
bances can lead to other disturbances elsewhere in the system, taking down genera-
tors and transmission lines one-by-one in what is referred to as a cascading outage.
Preventing these is the work of regional grid management organizations such as the
WSCC.

This system of securing reliability through voluntary compliance with industry-estab-
lished rules has worked well for the past 30 years.  However, the electric industry is
changing in a number of ways that are making the current system of voluntary com-
pliance increasingly untenable. First, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and FERC�s
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Orders 888 and 889 are changing the commercial relationships among users of the
transmission grid.  FERC is creating competitive wholesale power markets and
requiring utilities to unbundle generation from transmission and provide nondiscrimi-
natory access to all users of the grid.  In response, a number of states, including
California, Montana, Nevada and Arizona are in the process of restructuring their retail
electric markets.  These actions are creating substantial changes in the character of
participants in bulk power markets.  Transmission operations were far less complex
and more secure when operators had both access to system information and control
of generating resources.  Those capabilities have been separated. Second, the
significant increases in the number and complexity of transactions associated with
greater competition increases the chances for operating error.  Third, there is in-
creased pressure to ensure that system operators make minute-to-minute decisions
in ways that do not favor certain market participants over others, because many
actions taken to operate the grid under conditions of heavy use have potentially
significant financial implications for market participants.  Finally, the diverse market
pressures facing many of the participants in bulk power markets could discourage
compliance with voluntary reliability requirements.

As a result of these changes, existing electric reliability organizations have begun to
reassess whether the current structure will be sufficient to ensure electric system
reliability in the future.  This process was hastened by two major transmission sys-
tem outages in the western interconnection in 1996.  While it is impossible to deter-
mine to what extent these outages were due to industry changes such as those
described above, the outages brought national attention to the problem of electric
system reliability in a changing industry environment.

National Developments

In August 1997, NERC assembled a �Blue Ribbon� Electric Reliability Panel to recom-
mend the best ways to set, oversee and implement policies and standards to ensure
the continued reliability of North America�s interconnected bulk electric systems in a
competitive and restructured industry.  The panel issued its report, Reliable Power:
Renewing the North American Electric Reliability Oversight System, in December,
1997.  The report recommended the creation of a new Self-Regulating Reliability
Organization (SRRO), which it dubbed the North American Electric Reliability Organi-
zation (NAERO), that would have authority to enforce compliance with reliability
standards.

NAERO was launched by vote of the NERC Board of Trustees on July 9, 1998.
However, key elements of the NAERO plan, including compliance enforcement and
funding, cannot go into effect without federal legislation.  A bill addressing these
issues was introduced in the House of Representatives in August of 1998, but has not
been acted on.  The 106th Congress is expected to address the issue.

Western Developments

The WSCC differs from most regional reliability organizations in that it is coterminous
with an AC interconnection.  This means that system security problems caused by
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operations in the WSCC region cannot have any effect on operations outside of the
region.  It also means that the voluntary standards developed by the WSCC are
applicable to every party whose actions can have a negative impact on WSCC
reliability.  This stands in contrast to the situation in the eastern interconnection,
where rules and standards are developed by seven different regional reliability organi-
zations, and each region is vulnerable to the actions of companies in neighboring
regions.

The West is also unique in that it has three functioning Regional Transmission Asso-
ciations, (the Western, Northwest and Southwest Regional Transmission Associa-
tions, or WRTA, NRTA and SWRTA).  These organizations were developed by west-
ern interests to address commercial issues related to transmission system operation
brought on by the burgeoning wholesale electric power trade.  In the eastern intercon-
nection, commercial issues are addressed primarily by NERC.

These factors have resulted in a unique set of institutional relationships in the western
interconnection.  Solutions to transmission system operational issues, related both to
reliability and commercial interests, have traditionally been devised and implemented
on a consensus basis within the western interconnection, with a minimum of over-
sight from outside parties.  Because of this tradition, some in the West have resisted
the development of a new, national reliability organization with enforcement powers
and have called instead for the creation of a separate Self Regulating Reliability
Organization for the western interconnection that would be independent from
NAERO.

Discussions have been taking place during 1998 under the auspices of the Western
Interconnection Forum (WICF), an ad-hoc, umbrella organization created by the
WSCC and the three RTAs to discuss the future roles of regional grid-management
organizations.  Key questions being raised include: whether the western interconnec-
tion should form its own self-regulating reliability organization that would be indepen-
dent of NAERO; what kind of governance, funding and authority a new western grid
management organization should have; and how reliability and commercial interests
should be weighed when making decisions about the operation of the regional trans-
mission grid.  It is unclear at this writing what direction these discussions will ulti-
mately take.  Attempts are being made to foster a unified Western position so as to
maximize the region�s bargaining position should Congress debate the issue of
mandatory reliability standards in 1999.  It is likely that some form of SRRO will
eventually be legislated by Congress, but it is too early to predict exactly what form
that entity might take.

Formation of an Independent Transmission Operator

Some in the industry believe that all utilities will ultimately be required to divest either
their generation or their transmission assets.  They believe it will prove too difficult to
enforce codes of conduct governing relationships between generation and transmis-
sion subsidiaries of a single company and point to the experience of the natural gas
industry, where FERC required divestiture of pipeline assets.  A related alternative is
to require divestiture of all transmission assets and formation of an independent
operator to run the transmission system.  While arguments in favor of the formation
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of independent operators rest primarily on economic grounds, e.g., mitigation of
vertical market power, many believe it would enhance the reliability of the bulk power
system.

There are several reasons for this belief.  First, many believe that the reliability of the
interstate transmission system would be best protected by an entity with a neutral
position in the generation market.  If the operator�s primary mission is to operate the
transmission system reliably, the argument goes, the operator is less likely than is a
vertically integrated utility to engage in activities that may benefit a subsidiary while
degrading the reliability of the bulk power system.  This is most likely to be the case if
the effect of an outage would be felt by customers of a competitor, perhaps in a
neighboring state.

Second, an independent operator may also be better positioned to safeguard reliabil-
ity because its system operators would know about all major events that occur on the
regional system.  One of the factors that exacerbated the 1996 outages was that not
all system operators were made aware of the seriousness of the problems in a timely
manner. An independent operator would be connected electronically to generators
and transmission lines throughout the region, and might be better able to isolate a
potential problem than today�s system of dozens of control areas.  An independent
operator would also have knowledge of all generation-to-load schedules across the
regional bulk power system.  This might give it the ability to better monitor potential
trouble spots.  Independent operators now operate several systems in California and
the Northeast.

8.4.3  Factors and Issues Affecting Reliability:  Generation
System

Earlier sections of this report have discussed the development of a competitive
market for power generation.  Prior to the 1978 Public Utility Regulatory and Policy
Act, utilities were solely responsible for construction of adequate generation facilities
to meet customer loads.  Trade in electricity did occur, but at far lower levels than in
today�s robust wholesale market.  Non-utility generators entered the scene through
the 1980s and were joined by a broad and diverse set of wholesale generators,
marketers, and power brokers after the Energy Policy Act of 1992.  As a conse-
quence, trade in wholesale power has grown substantially and utilities no longer face
the need to construct their own power plants to meet customer loads. 24  They now
have the ability to purchase electricity generation from market sources at prices set
by competition.

Traditionally, utilities have maintained a �reserve margin� of generation capability to
ensure that sufficient generation will be available to meet load even if some part of the
system fails.  Increased reliance on markets may reduce this margin, making the
region more vulnerable to contingencies.  This is not necessarily a bad thing.  Tradi-
tional margins of 20 percent or more have meant that one-fifth of the region�s genera-
tion plant is left idle during most hours in anticipation that it might be needed to re-
spond to an emergency.  This is an expensive insurance policy, and if utilities have
overestimated customers� desire for reliable power supply, then lowering reserve
margins will save costs and bring the supply and demand of peak generating capacity
closer to balance.
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There is another reason why utilities might allow reserve margins to fall: uncertainty
about what their retail load will be and what their obligations will be vis-à-vis that load.
This uncertainty stems from at least two sources: the potential for physical bypass of
the utility�s distribution system, and the potential for new state or federal laws that
grant retail customers access to the market.

Physical bypass, i.e., construction of redundant power delivery lines to access
service from another utility, has always been an option for customers who have
practical opportunities to do so.  Only recently, however, with transformation of the
high voltage transmission system into an open-access common-carrier and the
emergence of a competitive wholesale power market with numerous suppliers, has
the attractiveness of this option increased to the point where it might be affecting
utilities� willingness to invest in new generating capacity.

Of greater concern for many utilities is uncertainty about retail market structure.
Developments at the federal level and in neighboring states such as California,
Montana, Nevada and Arizona have created uncertainty about the retail market
structure in Washington.  Faced with the possibility of losing customers to competi-
tion from other suppliers, utilities are reluctant to make long-term commitments to
new supply, especially when they can purchase generation on the wholesale market
on a monthly, daily, or even hourly basis.  This reluctance to make long-term com-
mitments could result in delays in the construction of needed generating capacity.

Another trend that could potentially have an impact on generation supply adequacy is
the increasing prominence of independent, non-utility power providers in the whole-
sale market. These non-utility developers are building most new generating capacity.
The utilities themselves have placed a number of prominent utility-owned power
plants in the region up for sale.  These include the Centralia plant, currently owned by
a consortium of eight Northwest utilities, and the shares of the Colstrip plants in
Montana belonging to Puget Sound Energy, PacifiCorp and Montana Power.   These
utilities are likely to replace these generating resources with spot market purchases
or power supply contracts, potentially from independent power providers.25

The emergence of independent power providers as a major player in the wholesale
generation market may or may not have implications for reliability.  As long as inde-
pendent power providers have the ability to obtain long-term power purchase con-
tracts with utilities, they should have the same incentive as utilities to build sufficient
generating capacity and operate it reliably.  However, we have already seen that
utilities may be increasingly reluctant to engage in long-term commitments.  This
problem stems from uncertainty about retail market structure and would exist regard-
less of who builds generating capacity.  However, to the extent that independent
providers face greater risk than utilities in constructing new capacity, the effect may
be amplified.  Independent power providers may be willing to take that risk.  The
existence of a structured market, such as now exists in California,  wherein a power
developer can expect to make a series of shorter-term sales may be a sufficient
basis on which to construct additional generation.
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Another issue associated with independent power providers is credit-worthiness.
Market transactions rely solely on contractual commitments.  While contracts estab-
lish obligations and responsibilities, they are also subject to default if companies do
not have the financial resources to fulfill their obligations. This is not an abstract
possibility.  The electricity shortages and price spikes that occurred during the heat
wave in the Midwest U.S. this past summer were aggravated by the default of an
independent power provider, and the inability of its guarantors to deliver on their
obligations.  Such a collapse of market arrangements need not result in interruptions
in power supply, as long as sufficient generating capacity exists AND the operator of
the transmission system has the authority to order idle generators into service.  If
either of these two conditions fail to hold, load would have to be shed in order to keep
the system in balance.

Despite the uncertainties described in this section and elsewhere in this report, some
new generating capacity has come on line in the region during the past few years.
Several hundred megawatts of new, natural gas-fired generation were added by
utilities and by non-utility developers with long-term utility contracts.  In addition, over
3000 MW of new facilities have been issued site licenses (permits to construct) or
are in the siting process in Washington, Oregon and Idaho.26   For the most part,
these site licenses or applications involve non-utility developers.  No construction is
currently underway on these sites.

The experience in California, where retail markets have been restructured, and a
formal wholesale market has been established, may also be instructive.  The Califor-
nia Energy Commission (CEC) reports that it anticipates receiving applications to site
some 7000 MW of new capacity.27   At the same time, however, the CEC has per-
formed analyses suggesting that prices on the California Power Exchange during its
first six months of operation have not generally been high enough for investment in
new generating capacity to be profitable.28 

These developments indicate that many of the site licenses and applications in the
Northwest and in California may be speculative.  In Washington, no construction has
taken place on some 1,650 MW of capacity-granted site licenses over the past few
years.  Site licenses are held by non-utility, private developers who will make deci-
sions to actually begin construction based on their expectation of the price that power
from these plants will receive in the competitive power market.  The question of
whether facilities will be built in time to meet the needs of growing demand, or, more
importantly for the Northwest, to prepare for the contingency of poor water years,
remains unanswered.  It remains to be seen whether the market can produce new
generation supply without pricing volatility, economic risks, and possible decreases in
customer satisfaction.

8.5 Strategies to Ensure High Reliability in the
Future

The preceding discussion documents that distribution system reliability in Washing-
ton is generally good, or at least comparable with other states and countries.  In that
light, one obvious alternative is to maintain the status quo.  However, the discussion
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also reveals that some trends and issues associated with the emergence of competi-
tion may be putting pressure on key factors that will affect service reliability in the
future.  This section describes strategies and actions that could be taken to address
these pressures and maintain, or even improve, reliability of electricity service.  In
each case we have described the strategy and its rationale, as well as summarizing
arguments that could be made for or against the strategy.

The strategies presented in this study should not be viewed as exact blueprints; they
are examples of the kind of actions that can be taken to address reliability.  For
example, a strategy that calls for a statewide reliability standard generally does not
address what that standard should be, how it would be set, or who might be ex-
empted (for instance, small, rural utilities).  The legislature could mandate such a
standard, or it could be voluntarily implemented by utilities.

The strategies are organized into categories that address:

v The Distribution Sector

v The Generation and Transmission Sector

The Distribution Sector strategies are further categorized into those that involve:

v Performance Standards

v Program Standards

v Institutional and Market Issues

8.5.1 Reliability Enhancing Strategies: Distribution Sector.

8.5.1.1  Performance Standards:

1. Establish Minimum Levels of Grid Reliability.

Description:  Mandate minimum levels of grid reliability.  These standards could be
uniform statewide, or be utility-specific, and could address both system interruption
and power quality performance. Statewide standards would allow electricity custom-
ers to locate anywhere in the state and expect the same minimum level of service.
Utility-specific standards would establish a minimum level of reliability while recogniz-
ing the geographic differences among utility service territories. Oregon has recently
adopted requirements for investor-owned utilities to maintain performance records
and has also established performance standards for these utilities.  California has
also established standards for both data monitoring and system performance.  Con-
sistent measurement and record keeping of distribution performance statistics would
be required both to set and to ensure compliance with standards.

Rationale:  Minimum standards act as an incentive to keep reliability at a
desired level.  They promote equity.  Standards also allow customers to
assess their electricity service requirements more accurately and plan ac-
cordingly.

Arguments For: A reasonable level of reliability is required for convenience,
safety and normal business operations everywhere.  All communities and
customers should be able to expect a reasonable level of electricity reliability.
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In the absence of a consistent standard, differences among utility manage-
ment strategies, investment incentives, and the relative influence of custom-
ers with specific reliability needs could lead to wide variation in service reliabil-
ity from place to place.  Some areas could experience significantly degraded
reliability.

Arguments Against: Reliability decisions are best made at the local level.
Statewide standards would usurp control from locally elected boards and
impose a potentially costly mandate on service territories where providing
reliable service is more expensive.  Besides, both the UTC and the governing
boards of public utilities have already established minimum standards.  In
general, standards covering power quality are specific, but flexible, recogniz-
ing the influence of forces beyond utility control.  Interruption standards are
primarily descriptive, not prescriptive.29  Present levels of reliability are reason-
ably good and equitable.  In addition, setting stricter or more prescriptive
standards may undermine the concept of appropriate reliability, i.e. providing
what the customer wants.  Setting a prescriptive minimum standard requires
choosing an arbitrary level that for some customers may be too high, or for
whom the expense may not justify the added measure of reliability.

Program Standards:

1. Require utilities to track and maintain a record of performance reliability data.

Description:  Require utilities to systematically track reliability data.  The nature of the
data to be maintained should be clearly defined and standardized.  A consistent
record of reliability data would support a number of purposes ranging from public
information, to utility decision-making, to evaluation of performance targets upon
which incentives and penalties might be based.  Oregon has recently adopted re-
quirements for investor-owned utilities to maintain performance records and has also
established performance standards for these utilities.  California has also established
standards for both data monitoring and system performance.

Rationale:  If reasonably accurate and meaningful reliability measurements
can be made, governing bodies can determine whether increased invest-
ments in reliability are warranted, customers can have a more firm basis for
judging service reliability and available alternatives, and utilities can have
better decision-making tools at their disposal.  All of these could lead to more
effective and efficient management and targeting of reliability investments.

Arguments For: Lack of consistent information makes it difficult for utility
governing bodies and regulators to know what level of reliability is being
delivered.  More consistent and meaningful measures would allow them to
track reliability over time (for improvement or deterioration), and to know how
utilities compare. In addition, this would allow for better assessment of appro-
priate levels of reliability investment.  Publishing reliability indices or other
statistics would act as an incentive to utilities to maintain reliability.
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Arguments Against: Utilities are very different, both in the nature of their
systems and in their approach to managing reliability issues.  Utilities and their
governing bodies and regulators should be allowed to determine for them-
selves the degree to which investments in data collection and record keeping
are necessary and appropriate. Intensive data management can be expensive
and a utility may prefer to dedicate resources to operations and maintenance.
Moreover, decisions about how performance data should be reported, to
whom, and for what purposes should rest with the utility so that misinterpreta-
tion is avoided.  As long as customers are satisfied, there may be no need for
a utility to track reliability data.

2. Improve Customer and Public Information

Description: Require utilities to implement programs that provide better reliability
information to customers and to the public in general.

Rationale:  Customers who have better information about reliability will make
better decisions about the types and levels of reliability that are appropriate to
them.

Arguments For: Competition works best when good information is available to
all market participants.  Some utilities today cannot provide their customers
with system-level reliability performance information, let alone sub-system or
customer specific information.  Regarding power quality, customers may
know that it is a good idea to protect their appliances and equipment, but they
may not know that tariffs make it their responsibility to do so, exposing them to
significant risk.

Arguments Against: Better information is important and will occur naturally as
competition between utilities grows.  In the past, most utilities have not been
able to provide detailed reliability information to customers because the data
were too expensive to gather and manage.  Such information is becoming
more cost effective and as it becomes available it will find its way to the
customer.

3. Establish Requirements for Emergency Preparedness Planning

Description:  Require utilities to take consistent and uniform steps to prepare for
response to emergencies.  Steps could include: preparing response plans, meeting
mutual aid standards, participating in exercises and conducting joint planning with
local emergency response agencies.

Rationale:  Requiring utilities to take certain proven steps to prepare for
emergencies guarantees a minimum level of preparedness by all utilities.
Standardization also facilitates the exchange of information improving both
preparedness and response.  Improved response will reduce the length
and impact of storm-caused interruptions (SAIDI).

Arguments For: Emergency response does not involve guesswork.  Law
enforcement and fire and rescue agencies, including the military services,
know what needs to be done and have developed emergency manage-
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ment practices that work.  These include developing plans, establishing an
appropriate management structure and participating regularly in exercises.
These practices are all designed to prepare a responding agency to act
quickly and cooperatively with other agencies, the key to success in
emergency response.  Not all Washington utilities currently take these
steps.  Requiring them to do so would improve their response capabilities
and Washington�s reliability.

Arguments Against: It�s true that if all Washington�s utilities took all these
steps response capabilities would improve; but at what price?  And is it
necessary?  There is no evidence that a small utility that doesn�t have a
written plan and that doesn�t participate in annual exercises needs to
improve its response capabilities.  The cost of doing so uses capital that
could be better spent elsewhere, perhaps on investments that would
improve reliability in some other way.  Individual utilities should be left to
determine on their own the kind of preparedness that is appropriate for
them.  Emergencies are public relations nightmares for utilities and
provide sufficient incentive to develop adequate response capabilities.  A
standard is not required.

4. Set Programmatic Standards for Key Reliability Programs such as System
Maintenance and Vegetation Management

Description:  Establish facility maintenance and inspection standards designed to
address factors that are likely to affect system performance, such as vegetation
management and system maintenance.  Standards might be general, such as the
requirement to have a tree trimming plan and to set trimming cycles, or they could be
more prescriptive such as the requirement to trim trees within a specified time cycle
and to keep branches clear from lines to a specified distance.  The standards could
be set on a uniform, statewide basis, or they could be set on a utility-specific basis.
Oregon and California have established standards that are a mix of statewide and
utility-specific programmatic maintenance and inspection standards.

Rationale:  Maintenance and inspection standards ensure utilities will take
specific actions that have been proven to have a positive effect on reliability.

Arguments For: A clear set of standards for system maintenance informs
utilities and customers alike of what actions should and will be taken to keep
the distribution system in good working order.   Focusing standards on parts
of the system that most affect its reliable operation should ensure that actions
taken are cost-effective.  Establishing state-level standards that are general
and local level standards that are specific allows for local circumstances to be
reflected in standard-setting.

Arguments Against: The factors that affect system reliability vary from utility to
utility.  Statewide standards, even if general, may not capture those issues
that are most important for any particular utility and therefore may be of little
value.  More specific statewide standards may impose requirements that are
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not relevant or effective in specific local circumstances.  Even if standards are
set at the local level, requiring them to address specific issues may be too
rigid a prescription to allow for local factors to be prioritized.  Some trees do
not need to be trimmed very often.  Some transformers do not need to be
inspected very often.  Dedicating resources to do unnecessary work in order
to meet a standard will mean that more appropriate work will not be done.

8.5.1.2  Institutional and Market Issues

1. Clarify Distribution Company Authorities and Obligations.

Description:  Clarify utility service obligations.  Establish a more definitive service
territory policy.  Establish a policy for addressing stranded costs associated with
reliability investments.

Rationale:  Clarifying distribution company obligations would allow for better
assessment of the risks of various reliability investments.  For example,
requiring that customers who take market access and accept market risks be
responsible for their own supply arrangements frees the utility from making
most supply investments on their behalf. Allowing distribution companies to
establish stranded cost charges or exit fees would provide greater certainty
that reliability investments will be recovered.  Strategies to clarify utility obliga-
tions, service territories, and conditions for market access are discussed in
greater detail, along with arguments for and against, in Section 4.0

2. Set Electricity Rates to Represent More Accurately the Costs of Providing
Reliable Service.

Description:  Allow or require rates to be set for electricity service in a manner that
more closely reflects the costs of reliability.  Encourage the implementation of alterna-
tives that allow for different levels of grid reliability and opportunities for customers to
enhance the service provided by the grid at their own cost.  For example, rates could
include a reliability component that differed for urban, rural, island or other customers
and that was set based on the cost of achieving a certain level of reliability in that
area.  Communities could vote on investment alternatives (such as undergrounding)
that would improve their reliability and incur a portion of the cost as a rate adder.
Approaches similar to this are being implemented in the United Kingdom.30 

Rationale:  This alternative would �improve� reliability in the sense that it would
allow customers to experience levels of reliability suited to their choice.  It
would promote equity in payment for reliability rather than in level of reliability.

Arguments For: Customers differ greatly in the level of reliability they need,
want and are willing to pay for.  Current rate structures do not address those
differences and send few cost signals to customers about alternative levels of
service.  Precedent for a customer-specific cost-based approach already
exists in line-extension policies. This concept builds on the line-extension
approach.  Better pricing will encourage the implementation of reliability
alternatives and create an industry that delivers appropriate reliability at
appropriate prices.
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Arguments Against: Cost unbundling studies make clear how difficult it is to
allocate costs to classes let alone to individual customers.  Line extension is a
distinct service, far more amenable to distinct rate treatment than reliability.
Reliability is a general characteristic of the distribution system that should be
priced at average cost for all customers served by the system. Electric
service is essential to the economy and quality of life of all citizens of the
state.  Allocation of the costs of reliability to specific customers and extensive
reliance on customer-funded alternatives, rather than on a universal level of
reliability, will eventually limit reliable service to those who can afford it.

3. Encourage Manufacture of Equipment Less Sensitive to Power Quality
Problems.

Description:  Develop and implement ways to encourage or require manufacturers to
produce appliances and equipment that are less sensitive to surges, sags, or other
power quality problems. Federal standards and government/industry initiatives are
two examples of ways to influence manufacturer practices.

Rationale:  Encouraging the equipment and appliance market to produce
equipment that is more forgiving of power quality variation will reduce the
importance and potential expense of maintaining rigid power quality standards
on the distribution system.

Arguments For: Because of manufacturing economies of scale, building
protection directly into a device can often be done for less money than it costs
to purchase an external protective device.  Manufacturers would also be more
likely to know what kind and level of protective devices were required and to
install them appropriately.  Cost, risk and inconvenience would be reduced for
the customer.

Arguments Against: Making equipment and appliances less vulnerable to
power quality problems could raise production costs and prices.  Manufactur-
ers may oppose establishment of standards.  Bundling such devices in
equipment and appliances may undermine the market for external equipment
and the ability of customers to choose their own levels of power quality pro-
tection. An array of external protective devices has been developed in re-
sponse to the sensitivity of equipment, including devices that soon may
protect the entire home. If consumers value products that provide either
external or internal protection sufficiently, this may provide sufficient incentive
to manufacturers to solve this problem without standards.  Providing greater
information to consumers about power quality issues would help create a
market for less sensitive equipment.

4. Establish Reliability-Based Forest Practice Laws and Regulations.

Description:  Establish policies and regulations that either disallow forest practices
that place power lines at significant risk or that facilitate mitigation of risks to power
lines.  Ensure that power issues are addressed in forest practice application pro-
cesses.
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Rationale:  Disallowing forest practices that place power lines at risk will
improve reliability, especially in regions in Washington that experience rapid
suburban development.  Enforcing forest-practice power requirements would
reduce activities that place power lines at risk.  Requiring those who put
power lines at risk to pay to reduce that risk or for damages caused would act
as an incentive to reduce forest practices that adversely affect electricity
reliability.

Arguments For: Cutting trees to allow very thin stands abreast power lines
creates significant reliability risk.  Such practices should not be allowed, or
those who benefit from such cutting should bear the burden for the risk or
damage that results.  At the least, a way should be found to ensure that
utilities have an opportunity to work with the public before cutting begins.  A
good first step is to ensure that power related issues remain on the forest
practices application so that utilities can benefit from practical access to the
information generated by these applications.

Arguments Against: Disallowing current practices that place risk on power
lines may significantly reduce the amount of developable land in Washington
and concomitant jobs and revenue.  Utilities can purchase wider rights-of-way
to ensure that there are no thin tree stands that put lines at risk.

8.5.2 Reliability Enhancing Strategies: Generation and
Transmission Sector.

1. Mandate Minimum Levels of Generation Reserves be Maintained.

Description:   Establish that power providers or distribution companies must main-
tain, by plant or contract, some level of reserves.

Rationale:  The availability of a reserve margin protects the system against
power shortages.  Mandating the acquisition of reserves guarantees their
availability.

Arguments For: While market forces may facilitate construction of sufficient
and timely supplies, they do not guarantee it.  Mandating reserves guarantees
sufficiency at a specific level above market supply.

Arguments Against: Mandating a specific level of reserves can lead to the
construction of unused, uneconomic plant.  Instead, the notion of long-term
supply sufficiency should be separated from short-term contingency-caused
supply problems.  Market mechanisms should be fostered to deal with contin-
gencies.  (see following strategy)

2. Facilitate Development of Market Mechanisms to Address Short Term Supply
Shortages.

Description:  Require power providers or distribution utilities to develop specific
service and contract alternatives for addressing supply shortage contingencies and
authorize them as necessary.  For example, these could include a broader applica-
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tion of voluntary curtailment and interruption contracts for customers, or a market for
reserves where generators bid in emergency capacity and end users bid in demand
reductions.   Large-volume customers could be granted access to the market and
required to make their own supply sufficiency arrangements.

Rationale:  Sufficiency can be attained through decreased demand as well as
increased supply.  Knowing that a certain level of supply shortage is covered
through flexibility in customer demand provides the same security as genera-
tion held in reserve.

Arguments For: The concepts of appropriate reliability and unbundled ser-
vices (plus innovative new services) provide a basis for developing new
mechanisms for addressing supply shortages.  Customers have very different
reliability needs and some may be willing to voluntarily reduce their consump-
tion if the alternative is to pay high hourly market prices during periods of peak
demand.  Some European countries have used such energy management
programs for years, using radio controls to curtail even residential consump-
tion during peak demand periods.

Arguments Against: These approaches will develop naturally; there is no need
to require utilities to develop them.  The market itself has evolved as a  way to
address short-term supply shortages.  Some alternatives, such as installing
controls to curtail loads, may be costly to implement, and should be voluntary,
rather than mandatory.  Competition should lead to the development of cost-
effective alternatives.

3. Establish an Independent System Operator, TRANSCO, or other Independent
Transmission Management Organization.

Description:  Work with regional and western transmission-owning utilities to form an
independent transmission management organization.  Such organizations can take
many forms depending on profit or non-profit status and scope of operation. The
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is promoting the formation of Independent
System Operators (ISOs).  ISOs have already been formed in California, New En-
gland, the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland region (PJM), and the Midwest.  These
new entities exercise direct operational control over regional, high-voltage transmis-
sion systems, and either operate or coordinate operations of lower-voltage,
subtransmission systems.  While the primary purpose for forming independent
transmission management organizations, such as ISOs, is to facilitate competitive
wholesale markets, they may also have transmission reliability benefits.  This strat-
egy is also described in Sections 3.0 and 4.0.

Rationale:  An independent transmission management organization could be
an effective response to potential reliability problems on the bulk power sys-
tem.  Utilities that own both transmission and generation have an incentive to
operate the transmission system in ways that benefit their own generation,
potentially undermining system reliability.  By operating the transmission
system over a wider area, an ISO may have access to better information
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about developing reliability problems in real time.  Finally, a transmission
management organization would exercise control over all parties that might
affect transmission reliability, including utility and non-utility generators.

Arguments For: The current system of fragmented transmission ownership is
not sustainable in a more competitive industry.  Utilities currently have some
financial incentive to operate the system unreliably, since doing so may benefit
associated businesses, while the consequences are just as likely to be borne
by competitors as by the utility that caused the problem.  States are unable to
exercise effective authority over transmission owners because of the inter-
state nature of the transmission grid, and attempts to create enhanced federal
authority may not go anywhere.  Even if Congress passes mandatory stan-
dards, enforcement is likely to be spotty, at best.  And the rapidly increasing
number and complexity of transactions scheduled across the transmission
grid greatly increases the likelihood of errors and breakdowns in communica-
tions between neighboring control areas.  The current system is not designed
to ensure reliability in a competitive electric market.

Arguments Against: There is no evidence that the transmission system has
experienced decreasing reliability as a result of changes in power markets.
The current system of voluntary compliance with WSCC standards will be
sufficient to carry the region through until the formation of NAERO.  Mandatory
compliance with standards set by NAERO, or a western equivalent, is a better
way to ensure grid reliability while not disturbing the current system of utility
control areas.  The dominance of BPA and the publicly-owned utilities in the
Northwest greatly complicates the formation of a transmission management
organization, especially a privately-owned one operated for profit.  Certain
models are likely to shift costs from other states to Washington.  An ISO that
covers a wide region may actually decrease reliability because it will not be
sufficiently attuned to reliability issues that are specific to local areas.  At-
tempts to implement congestion management schemes that change the way
transmission is currently scheduled in the WSCC may be risky.

4. Promote Increased Deployment of Distributed Generation

Description:  Utilities and the state should increase their support for deployment of
distributed generation systems such as fuel cells, microturbines, windmills, or solar
systems.  A further description of these technologies is included in Section 2.0 and
programs that might be considered to encourage their implementation are described
in Section 9.0.

Rationale: Strategically placed utility-scale systems could help improve power
quality on the distribution system and reduce system losses.  Larger sys-
tems, such as cogeneration, can help provide reliable power to areas that are
transmission-constrained.  Residential-scale distributed systems such as
solar panels or fuel cells can provide enhanced reliability to on-grid customers
located in areas where interruptions are a chronic problem.  They are in some
cases the most cost-effective way to serve off-grid customers.
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 Arguments For: Large commercial and industrial buildings are an increasingly
attractive target market for vendors of fuel cells and microturbines.  Residen-
tial-scale systems can also be cost-effective in some circumstances, particu-
larly off-grid or in areas where reliability is a problem.  To the extent that
customers bear the majority of the cost of these systems, their deployment
increases the likelihood that customers will pay for and get the level of reliabil-
ity they desire.

Arguments Against: Integrating distributed systems may pose technical
challenges.  Utilities should not use ratepayer money and the state should not
use taxpayer money to provide financial support to projects that provide a
benefit only to individual parties.  Increased deployment of distributed systems
might lead to stranding of distribution or transmission costs.
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Endnotes Section 8.0
 1. The study directed by ESSHB 2831 was conducted simultaneously as this report
directed by ESSB 6560.  Washington�s legislature passed both bills in 1998.

 2. IEEE proposed standard P1366 Guidelines, developed by the Task Force on Distribu-
tion Reliability Indices.

 3. One of Washington�s utilities, which generally does not track interruptions statistically,
counted all its interruptions, including those caused by lightning that may have lasted only a
second or two.  The utility calculated a SAIFI of 8.3 interruptions (per customer per year).  This
contrasts to an average SAIFI of 1.24 for utilities reporting only sustained interruptions.  It is
impossible to say whether the utilities with the lower SAIFI actually have better reliability,
because they do not count momentary interruptions.

 4. In the following example, a hypothetical event is described along with the calculation of
a correct SAIFI and SAIDI ratio � assuming that all necessary data are collected. Following
the description is an examination of the potential data inconsistencies that can result from
different data collection approaches and limitations.

Imagine a tree falls at the halfway point on a feeder line that serves 20,000 customers.  An
automatic recloser (breaker) takes the whole line out for 5 seconds, then recloses, re-energiz-
ing the line.  The fault is still there when it recloses and so it reopens again for 10 seconds.
When it recloses the second time fuses blow and the faulted section is cut off from the first half
of the feeder.  Therefore half the customers are safely restored after 2 interruptions lasting 15
seconds; the remaining customers experience a third interruption.  Thirty minutes later a utility
crew is able to switch some of the remaining customers (25% of the feeder) temporarily to
another circuit, restoring them to power.  Fixing the line break takes 3 hours at which point
some customers are immediately restored while others are restored block by block as blown
fuses are replaced.

The actual customer interruptions and duration would be calculated thus:

10,000 x 15 seconds +

 5,000 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes)+

 4,975 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes + 3 hours)+

        5 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes + 3 hours +  5 minutes)+

        5 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes + 3 hours + 10 minutes)+

        5 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes + 3 hours + 15 minutes)+

        5 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes + 3 hours + 20 minutes)+

        5 x (15 seconds + 30 minutes + 3 hours + 25 minutes).

This leads to a total of 2 interruptions for 10,000 customers and 3 interruptions for 10,000
customers, or 50,000 customer interruptions and a total of 1,205,375 minutes of interruption.
Interruption indices would be calculated thus:

SAIFI = 50,000 / 20,000 = 2.5 (interruptions per customer)

SAIDI = 1,205,375 / 20,000 = 60.27 (average minutes of interruption for each customer)

In actuality, utilities would not calculate this number.
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First, most utilities would not count interruptions lasting less than five minutes.  This would
result in a reduction of SAIFI by 60 percent, from 2.5 to 1, and slightly reduce SAIDI by the 15
seconds of interruption experienced by all 20,000 customers.  This practice is consistent with
the proposed industry standard.

Second, most utilities would not know where the power was out.  They would wait until they
received a phone call from a customer to start the time of duration and send a crew to find the
fault and see how many customers were affected.  This would result in undercounting duration
because some time would likely elapse between the start of the interruption and the first phone
call.

Third, some utilities track the impact of switching and other aspects of incremental restoration
while others do not.  This would result in a duration difference between utilities because some
would report the number of customers restored by switching and others would continue to count
them as without power.  In fact, some utilities would count all the customers without power until
the last customer was restored.  This would lead to an over-counting of duration, which would
offset the undercounting that occurred above, but to what degree?

Fourth, utilities use different methods to estimate the number of customers affected.  Some
utilities do not know how many customers are on individual feeders; numbers change frequently
due to new development and the reconfiguration of circuits.  Other utilities attempt to keep
accurate customer counts updated monthly to the level of laterals (shorter lines connected to a
large feeder).  In other cases crews on the scene estimate the number of affected customers.
Differences in estimating techniques can have significant effects on calculated SAIFIs and
SAIDIs.

  5. Average refers to an arithmetic mean, where the total number of interruptions (or
minutes of interruption) is divided by the total number of customers.  Calculations were made
using the best available data provided only by utilities that were subject to the study.

 6. Data from two utilities was dropped from the statewide analysis because they reported
momentaries as well as sustained interruptions (those lasting more than five minutes).  They
reported SAIFIs as high as 8.3 (interruptions per customer).  Their SAIDIs (minutes of interrup-
tion) were comparable to other utilities, reflecting that fact that many very short interruptions do
not add up to many minutes of duration.  Occasional outlier and questionable data were also
dropped from the analysis.

 7. The United Kingdom requires utilities to report customer level reliability.  However, not
all UK utilities have that capability.  France requires utilities to provide prospective customers
with a five-year reliability profile (power delivery and power quality).  That capability is not yet in
place for all French utilities.

 8. Data are from a period that included some severe winter weather (Jan./Feb. 1997) and
more mild winter weather (Nov./Dec. 1997).  This may indicate that these percentages are
typical.

 9. The highest expenditure per mile of distribution line was reported by Seattle City Light,
the next highest expenditure was $5,991.  Seattle City Light has a high customer density of
199 customers per mile of distribution line and a major urban network that is different from any
other in the state.

 10. Some utilities monitor key locations on a regular basis, such as substations.  Tempo-
rary monitoring at customer locations occurs when a problem has been discovered or a com-
plaint has been made.

 11.  6560 Study - Topic Area Meeting - Reliability, July 8, 1998.
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 12. In 1998, 8 of 14 recorded complaints addressed the same power quality problem.
Counting these only once, the total for 1998 would be seven � slightly higher than some years
and less than others, though 1998 is not yet over.

 13. WAC 194-22: Washington State Curtailment Plan for Electric Energy.  Most utilities
offer �interruptible� contracts to large industries.  Utility-requested or state-mandated curtailment
does not refer to such contracts and would only occur after these contracts had already been
invoked.

 14. Bonneville Power Administration, 1997 Pacific Northwest Loads and Resources Study,
December, 1997.

 15. 6560 Study � Area Topic Meeting � Reliability: July 8, 1998.

 16. This simple analysis only looks at 1997 versus the beginning year of the data, which
varies by utility.  It does not look at intervening years.  A utility could have an anomalous
beginning or ending year that would affect the results.  That does not appear to be the case.
While data differs substantially across the individual years for some utilities, the data trend is
firm.  No utility appeared to have a noticeably anomalous beginning or ending year.

 17. In the future, non-utility entities may desire to construct and operate infrastructure that
normally has been the responsibility of utilities.  The NEC exempts construction from its
standards based on whether or not it will eventually be owned and operated by a utility (as
indicated by a utility license).  Non-utility operators may be discouraged from constructing and
offering these services if they are subject to the NEC.

 18. A typical tariff reads,  �...the customer shall provide adequate protection for equipment,
data, operations, work and property under his control from (a) high and low voltage, (b) surges,
harmonics, and transients in voltage, and (c) overcurrent...� Puget Sound Energy, Schedule 80,
General Rules and Provisions, #10.

 19. WAC 480-100-186 regulates frequency.  WAC 480-100-191 regulates voltage.

 20. When a customer reports a problem, a utility may set up equipment at a specific
location to see if the problem is reoccurring.  If it was a one-time event, it will not be recorded.
Some utilities locate monitoring equipment at key locations.  This kind of monitoring may
increase if technological capabilities continue to bring the cost of such equipment down and if
utilities begin to find such information more valuable.

 21. WAC 480-100-186.

 22. �Compliance,� means that equipment is not vulnerable to problems that can arise when
microprocessor dates change from 1999 to 2000.

 23. There is no clear distinction between which facilities are transmission and which are
distribution.  High-voltage facilities whose main purpose is transmitting bulk power over long
distances are clearly transmission.  Low voltage facilities whose main purpose is transmitting
power to individual homes and businesses are clearly distribution.  The facilities that fall in-
between are known as sub-transmission and can be classified as either transmission or
distribution, depending on their primary function.

 24. For example, power purchases by U.S. IOUs increased from 563 TWh in 1990 to 843
TWh in 1996, while sales for resale increased from 444 TWh to 608 TWh over the same period.
Energy Information Administration, The Changing Structure of the Electric Power Industry:
Selected Issues, 1998, July, 1998, Table 9.
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 25. In November of 1998, Montana Power and Puget Sound Energy announced that they
reached agreement to sell these facilities to Pennsylvania Power and Light.

 26. The Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC) has approved
permits for three commercial combustion turbine facility sites at Satsop, Chehalis and Creston,
Washington.  The three units represent a maximum of approximately 1,648 megawatts capac-
ity.  Additional sites have been approved in Oregon.

 27. See CEC news release at http://www.energy.ca.gov/releases/98_releases/98-07-
23_powerprojects.html

 28. California Energy Commission, Wholesale Energy Price Review, September 1998,
http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity/wepr/9809WEPR.HTM

 29. For example, investor-owned utilities must ��endeavor to avoid interruptions of service,
and, when such interruptions occur, �reestablish service with a minimum of delay.� WAC 480-
100-076

 30. Dr. Brian Wharmby.  United Kingdom Office of Electricity Regulation. Speech at
conference Reliability in a Deregulated Market. Arlington, Virginia, September, 1998.
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9.0 Conservation, Renewables, and Low-
Income Energy Services

Scope: ESSB 6560 directs the WUTC and CTED to study and report on current
levels of investment in conservation, non-hydro renewable resources, and low-
income energy services; trends affecting such investment; and ways to fairly, effi-
ciently, and effectively foster future achievement of the purposes of such invest-
ment.  Discussion and description of strategies in this report does not imply a
recommendation on the part of CTED and or the WUTC.

Methodology:  The two agencies developed a survey and used it to collect data
from the participating electric utilities, the Department of Community, Trade and
Economic Development�s Housing and Community Services Divisions (for low-
income data), the Bonneville Power Administration, industrial self-generators using
renewable resources, the Northwest Power Planning Council and the Northwest
Energy Efficiency Alliance.  Seventeen utilities completed and returned the surveys,
though some did not have all the data available for reporting.  The survey focused
on investments in conservation, savings achievements, financial support for low-
income customers, qualifications for determining low-income eligibility, investments
in weatherization, and the amount of electricity generated from renewable re-
sources and sold to Washington customers.

In addition, agency staff held a workshop with stakeholders and researched rel-
evant federal and state statutes, reports on public purpose legislation in the other
states, and documents on current trends affecting public purposes.

This section includes a brief history of policies guiding collective investment in
energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income services (collectively
�electricity system benefits� or �public purposes�).  Each of these electricity system
benefits is described using a common format:

v a brief summary of important points,

v a discussion of policy goals and statutes,

v a discussion of current investment and achievement,

v a description of trends affecting investment and achievement, and

v the industry�s current responses to those trends.

Section 9 includes a brief status report on the way public purposes have been
addressed in states that have adopted retail competition for electricity service, and
concludes with a discussion of policy strategies and administrative mechanisms for
achieving public purpose goals.

9.1 Introduction

State and federal governments have adopted many policies in support of an elec-
tricity system that provides energy service at the lowest total cost and access to
affordable energy services for all.  These two primary policy goals - minimizing total
system costs1 and providing universal access - are the rationale for achieving
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conservation, renewable resource development and delivery of low-income energy
services.  Other benefits associated with these electric system benefits may include
environmental quality, improved service, more comfortable homes, economic devel-
opment and more competitive businesses.

This study focuses on the electricity industry, as directed by the legislation.  How-
ever, many of the policy goals and market barriers that are relevant to achieving
conservation, developing renewable resources and delivering low-income energy
services in the electricity system are also applicable to other energy markets.

9.1.2 History/background

As the Northwest developed its hydropower-based electricity system, low-priced
supplies became abundant.  The Northwest was not densely populated, and large
hydropower projects created a supply surplus.  The projects were also intended to
spur the economic development of the region.  Hydroelectric generation was the
cleanest power generation choice available at the time.  With ample supplies and
low prices, efficient use was not a priority.

The seeds of change were planted as Washington grew and developed during the
1960�s.  With demand growing and choice hydropower sites gone, planners turned
to thermal plants, using steam generated by the heat of nuclear fission, coal, and
other combustion sources, as new generation resources.  Regional utilities began
an ambitious program of nuclear and coal plant development to meet projections of
rapidly and continuously increasing demand.

The oil embargo of the 1970�s set in motion a number of economic and institutional
changes that altered these plans forever.  Higher energy prices produced a text-
book economic result - lower demand for energy - that in turn called into question
the need for new generating facilities.  Rising inflation produced much higher capital
costs for new plants. Greater environmental awareness and activism was mani-
fested in citizen opposition to siting thermal power plants and passage of the Clean
Air Act to address pollution from sources such as electricity generation.2  Risks
associated with reliance on imported energy led lawmakers to value energy inde-
pendence, which in turn led to legislation that spurred the development of indepen-
dent power producers. Energy efficiency became recognized as a low-cost source
of new supply; kilowatt-hours saved through energy efficiency investments could
provide the same energy services as kilowatt-hours generated by new power plants,
and often at lower cost.  This led to the adoption of �least-cost planning� statutes
and rules that required utilities to even-handedly and systematically evaluate all
supply-side and demand-side alternatives for meeting new demand.  Conservation
became an integral part of the way utilities acquired the resources necessary to
meet their supply obligations.

9.1.3 Regional Power Act

Congress passed the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation
Act (the Regional Act) in 1980 and, in doing so, transformed electricity resource
planning in the Northwest.  The Regional Act includes conservation and renewable
resource development among its primary statutory purposes.  It created the Pacific
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Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Planning Council (Council) and directed
the Council to prepare and adopt 1) a regional conservation and electric power plan
(the Plan) and 2) a program to protect, mitigate, and enhance fish and wildlife.
Congress directed the Council�s Plan to give priority to electricity resources in the
following order: first, to conservation; second, to renewable resources; third, to
generating resources utilizing waste heat or generating resources of high fuel
conversion efficiency; and fourth, to all other resources.

The Regional Act required the Plan to outline a strategy for implementing conserva-
tion measures and developing resources to reduce or meet the federal power
system�s (BPA�s) obligations. It empowered the Council to be a regional resource
planner, and directed the BPA Administrator, �to the maximum extent practicable,
make use of [her] authorities under this Act to acquire conservation measures and
renewable resources, to implement conservation measures, and to provide credits
and technical and financial assistance for the development and implementation of
such resources and measures.� 3

Under the direction of the Regional Act, BPA worked cooperatively with its custom-
ers and stakeholders to design and fund energy efficiency research and programs
and to investigate and fund renewable energy opportunities through the mid-1990s.

9.2 Conservation

Summary:  Energy efficiency has strong policy support in federal and Washington
state laws.  Utility investment in conservation as a power resource has declined
significantly from its peak five years ago.  Key trends include the advent of competi-
tion, a dramatic decrease in BPA funding, a decrease in the avoided cost of power,
and a greater focus on market transformation and commercial and industrial pro-
grams.

9.2.1 Conservation Policy Goals and Statutory Background

As early as the 1930s and throughout the late 1970�s and early 1980�s, federal and
state lawmakers articulated strong policy support for energy efficiency and conser-
vation.  This support developed during a period of utility and government construc-
tion of large, long lead-time generating resources, high avoided costs, and energy
prices that did not reflect the total costs of energy production and distribution.  In
1931 the state set forth the purpose of public utility districts to, �conserve the water
and power resources of the State of Washington for the benefit of the people
thereof,�� (RCW 54.04.020).  Energy efficiency and conservation were also estab-
lished as policy objectives for municipal utilities, irrigation districts, state and other
publicly-owned buildings managed by the Department of General Administration;
the Utilities and Transportation Commission; the state building code, the state�s
clean air and solid waste programs, and the low-income weatherization program.
The constitutional ban against lending public credit has been amended three times
to provide exceptions for investments in energy efficiency.  (See Appendix 9.1 for a
more complete list of legislative policy related to energy efficiency).  In these laws,
the legislature has articulated several policy rationales for favoring energy conser-
vation and efficiency:
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v To eliminate wasteful and uneconomic uses of energy and materials.
[RCW 43.21F.015]

v To use energy efficiently. [RCW 19.27A.015]

v To reduce environmental impacts related to energy consumption, includ-
ing air pollution. [RCW 70.94.011 and 39.35 RCW]

v To reduce the operating costs of state-run facilities. [39.35 RCW]

v To reduce the risk of energy shortages due to growth. [RCW 80.04.250]

v To provide a reliable supply of energy based on renewable resources.
[RCW 80.28.024]

v To provide incentives to public and private utilities to invest in conserva-
tion measures. [RCWs 80.28.024, 80.28.025, and 80.28.303]

v To assist owners of structures and equipment in investing in energy
conservation [RCW 54.16.280].

Conservation and energy efficiency have also been prominent policies in federal
laws over the past 20 years, including the National Energy Act (1978), the Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) (1978), the Pacific Northwest Electric Power
Planning and Conservation Act (1980 Public Law 96-051), the National Appliance
Energy Conservation Act (1987), and the National Energy Policy Act of 1992
(EPAct).

The Utilities and Transportation Commission adopted a least-cost planning regula-
tion in 1987 (WAC 480-100-251) that requires investor-owned electric utilities to
evaluate energy efficiency and supply-side investments on an equivalent basis and
to select the lowest-cost way of meeting demand.

Washington�s Energy Strategy, prepared in 1992 and adopted by the legislature in
1993, contains many recommendations for delivering system benefits. It recom-
mends:

v All cost effective conservation and efficiency opportunities should be
pursued aggressively in both public and private utility markets.

v Improve the ability to evaluate the full range of benefits from renewable
energy technologies, e.g. by explicitly considering fuel diversity, resource
cost, environmental impact, system reliability, risk of future environmental
regulations on energy sources, and exposure to fuel price risk.

v Ensure that low-income weatherization programs address energy sav-
ings for the largest number of low-income citizens possible.

The 1996 Comprehensive Review of the Northwest Energy System, convened by
the governors of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington, recommended �that all
cost-effective electric efficiency opportunities be captured in a manner consistent
with increasingly competitive electricity markets.� The Review further recommended
that nearly 2% of system revenues (approximately $73 million annually in Washing-
ton) be targeted to local and market transformation energy efficiency investments
for at least a ten-year period.
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9.2.2 Conservation Investment Data

The combined efforts of utilities, the Bonneville Power Administration, consumers
and state government in the Pacific Northwest delivered some of the most
successful electric conservation and research programs in the country between the
late 1970s and early 1990s.   The rationale for utilities� active pursuit of
conservation stemmed from the fact that, during this period, substantial energy
savings could be acquired for less than the cost of new generation or other power
supply alternatives. When utilities acquired conservation at a lower cost than these
alternatives, the total cost of electricity service was reduced.

It is still the case that many energy efficiency measures are available that deliver
saved energy for less than the cost of new supplies.  However the costs of new
generation and power supply alternatives in the wholesale market have declined
since the early 1990s.  Some efficiency measures that were cost-effective relative
to new coal or nuclear plants are not cost-effective relative to today�s combustion
turbines or wholesale market purchases.  Even cost-effective efficiency measures
have become less attractive to utilities because they reduce electricity sales and
may put upward pressure on rates. And, because of uncertainty regarding future
market structure and service obligations, many utilities may be reluctant to make
long-term resource investments of any kind.

Figure 9.1 and Table 9.2 show total investment in conservation programs by utilities
responding to data requests for this report.  These tables also include the weather-
ization and conservation investments that BPA made in Washington state.  BPA�s
investments were distributed through the utilities, the state�s energy code program,
the aluminum industries and to government agencies providing technical assis-
tance.  (This study does not include data on non-utility private sector investment in
conservation.)   Responding utilities represent 86% of Washington utility sales.
Conservation investment peaked in 1993, when utilities reported spending over
$155 million, but has declined significantly in recent years to less than one-third this
amount.  BPA funding has declined steadily since 1993, when its investment in
Washington was at least $58 million.  After 1999, Bonneville expects to limit its
funding to $10 -$12 million in regional market transformation. (BPA is considering a
rate discount proposal to stimulate further conservation in the region.  See 9.2.6.)
See Appendix 9.2 for utility reported conservation investment data.
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Table 9.2 Total Investments in Conservation (millions of dollars)
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9.2.3 Conservation Achievement

According to the 1996 Northwest Power Plan, the region�s utilities acquired over
800 average megawatts of cumulative electricity savings from 1979 to 1995.  (See
Figure 9.3.)  New codes and standards (including Washington State energy codes,
and new federal commercial heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems and
lighting equipment standards) will save about 165 aMW over the next 18 years.
Federal standards for clothes washers, dishwashers and showerheads are pro-
jected to save the region 140 aMW.  New energy efficiency standards for manufac-
tured housing, in combination with the region�s Manufactured Housing Acquisition
Program (MAP), successfully transformed the energy efficiency of new manufac-
tured homes.  As a result, under the Council�s medium electricity load forecast,
space heating loads for manufactured homes across the Northwest in the year
2015 will be approximately 270 aMW lower than would have been the case without
the standards.

Figure 9.3  Regional Summary of Cumulative Conservation Savings by Sector,
Available 1979-1995, in Average Megawatts
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This investment in conservation has produced substantial and continuing benefits in
efficiency for Washington homes and businesses.  Due to a variety of factors
including economic changes, fuel switching, and investments in energy efficiency,
average Northwest electricity use per residence declined about 13% from its peak in
1982.4 Regional per capita electricity use declined 10% between 1990 and 1996.5

Washington�s electricity intensity, defined as electricity consumption per dollar of
gross state output, declined 20% between 1985 and 1995.  See Figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4

Looking forward, the Council estimates the regional potential for additional cost-
effective conservation resources over the next 20 years to be over 1,500 aMW,
nearly one-and-one-half times the electricity use of the City of Seattle.  This does
not include the efficiency potential in the aluminum industry, which the Council has
not estimated.  About one-third of this available conservation is in non-aluminum
industrial facilities.  (Stakeholders dispute whether the Council�s industrial estimates
are too high or too low.)  The energy savings potential of other technologies or
processes is listed below in Table 9.5.  The average levelized cost of these re-
sources is approximately 1.7 cents per kilowatt-hour, roughly two-thirds of the cost
of new generating resources.  The Council estimates that market forces alone will
capture about 20 percent of this potential.6  If the remaining 80 percent is not cap-
tured by some combination of utility, public, and private actions, the region is pro-
jected to spend approximately $1.7 billion in added electricity expenses over the
next 20 years.7  Nearly half of this cost would fall to Washington electricity consum-
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Table 9.5  Average Achievable Conservation

9.2.4 Trends Affecting Energy Efficiency Investments and
Achievement

Growing competitive pressure. While no retail restructuring legislation has been
adopted in Washington State, many of the competitive pressures accompanying
retail access are affecting Washington utilities.  As discussed in Section 2, many of
Washington�s large customers are already eligible for some form of market-based
price.  Competitive pressure on utilities naturally leads to a focus on minimizing
short-term rates.  Utilities may be reluctant to fund conservation that reduces energy
sales, or places upward pressure on their near-term costs, possibly undermining
their competitive position.

With active wholesale competition, BPA energy efficiency funding has declined
sharply.  BPA dramatically scaled back its conservation budget when the price of
wholesale electricity dropped and BPA power became subject to price competition.
BPA indicated in 1995 that it would be more appropriate to fund conservation at the
retail level.

Lower wholesale energy prices and lower costs for new generation.  The rationale
for utility investment in conservation has rested on the fact that energy savings may
represent a cost-effective alternative to new supply resources.  Lower wholesale
electricity prices mean that fewer conservation measures may meet standard cost
effectiveness tests.

Shift of conservation emphasis to industrial and commercial programs.  In the
1980�s, most conservation funds were invested in the residential sector.8  Through
the late 1980s and the 1990s utilities and BPA directed increasing proportions of
efficiency funds to the commercial and industrial sector.  Survey data indicate that
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by 1998, Washington utilities are directing 75 percent of their budgets to commer-
cial and industrial programs and 25 percent of their budgets to residential programs.
The Council�s most recent plan estimates that roughly a third of the region�s cost-
effective conservation potential is in the industrial sector.9  These are the customer
sectors that are also most interested in competitive retail electricity markets.

Focus on regional market transformation.  �Market transformation� efforts are de-
signed to secure lasting, self-sustaining improvements in the energy efficiency of
buildings and equipment.  Since late 1996, the region�s investor-owned utilities and
BPA have funded a regional non profit organization - the Northwest Energy Effi-
ciency Alliance (Alliance) to administer market transformation efforts.  The Alliance�s
Board is composed of Northwest environmental, utility, government and energy
service representatives. The Alliance supports programs ranging from energy
efficiency in the microelectronics and food storage industries to resource saving
front-loading clothes washers.  The Alliance�s analysis of its current program mix
indicates that its programs are achieving conservation at less than one cent per
kWh.  The Alliance attributes the low cost of savings to: intervention at high lever-
age points in the market; implementing programs with non-energy benefits; and
securing structural changes to the market that deliver sustained savings over time.

Performance contracting for commercial and industrial consumers.  Large commer-
cial, industrial, and institutional customers are increasingly using performance
contracting as a way to invest in energy conservation without putting their capital at
risk.  Under performance contracting, a contractor provides design, capital, con-
struction, and often maintenance for new energy efficient systems or equipment.
Energy savings are shared between the contractor (who uses the savings to pay
back the capital investment and to make a profit) and the customer. Performance
contracting is used extensively to implement federal Executive Order 12902 (March
1994), which called for a 30% reduction in energy consumption at federal buildings
within 10 years.  The Departments of Energy and Defense have pre-qualified
several contractors so individual agencies can choose from the list without having to
conduct their own bidding.  Federal facilities in Seattle (NOAA) and Auburn (FAA)
are among those conducting energy audits.10  The Washington Department of
General Administration has developed a Statewide Energy Savings Performance
Contract for use by cities, counties, school districts, the state and other special-use
districts interested in improving the efficiency of their energy and utility systems.11

9.2.5 Effect of General Trends on Conservation Investment

Utility investment in energy efficiency is declining rapidly.  Electric utilities� response
to the trends discussed above has generally been to reduce investment in conser-
vation.  Expenditures are expected to drop 72% from their high in 1993 to the
current levels in 1998.  (See Figure 9.6 for investments proportional to electricity
sales.)  All but two utilities reported recent declines in their conservation budgets.
The most commonly cited explanations for budget reductions were that:
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v BPA has discontinued funding for utility programs.  BPA cuts were cited
by nine utilities as a primary reason for reducing their conservation
budgets.

v Utilities are experimenting with the use of programs that require greater
consumer cost-sharing.   Washington�s utilities are shifting toward loan
and information programs and away from programs that involve direct
payment for conservation measures.  These programs rely on the pro-
gram participants to bear most or all the costs of efficiency measures.
This change has typically been accompanied by a shift in emphasis,
from programs focused primarily on savings to programs that offer other
services.  Nine of the ten residential programs that Washington utilities
expect to implement from 1998 to 2000 are either loan or information
programs.  There are no available data yet on how this shift affects
achievement of savings.

v Competitive pressures - utilities are generally trying to minimize near-
term rate impacts, decrease costs, and increase revenues.

v Two utilities indicated that availability of lower-cost power in the whole-
sale market has affected their conservation investments.

v Some utilities indicate they have weatherized most of their housing
stock.

Figure 9.6 Conservation Spending per MWh Sales Washington
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The status of least cost planning is unclear. Utility investment in conservation over
the past two decades has been guided by least cost planning analysis or an inte-
grated resource plan. (WAC 480-100-251 for investor owned utilities; RCW
80.52.080 for public utilities). This analytical process directed utilities to choose the
mix of supply and demand side resources that minimize the total cost of service to
consumers.

The UTC has recently examined the role of least-cost resource planning and, in its
summary of a recent inquiry, stated:  �The Commission believes revisions to the
[least-cost planning] rule may be appropriate for the purposes of focusing its appli-
cation to monopoly utility-supplied services, bundled or unbundled.  Consequently,
the major emphasis should be on planning for generation and energy efficiency
resources and distribution services for loads that continue to be served on a mo-
nopoly bundled basis, and only on distribution services for those loads to be served
on an unbundled basis.  Additionally, such planning should focus on maintaining
reliability of the distribution network.� [WUTC  Notice of Termination of Inquiry,
Docket #UE-940932, April 22, 1998]

We do not know whether and to what extent consumer-owned utilities are still
performing least cost planning analysis. With growing competition and an active
wholesale power market, it is increasingly difficult for utilities to conduct a meaning-
ful analysis of future customer load.  As competitive pressures mount, and with
considerable uncertainty about their responsibilities, many utilities are unwilling to
plan as if they will be the sole supplier for their traditional customers.

New funding mechanism for conservation.  Prior to 1995, most utilities in the coun-
try capitalized the bulk of their conservation costs and recovered those costs in
bundled rates.  In 1995, Washington Water Power became the first utility in the
nation to begin funding its programs through a non-bypassable distribution charge -
the Energy Efficiency Tariff Rider.  This approach - a type of systems benefit charge
to finance conservation programs - enables the utility to collect all the funds neces-
sary to operate efficiency programs in the same year that they spend the funds, and
thereby removes the need for the utility to finance the investments. Other compa-
nies (including Puget Sound Energy) and some state legislatures across the country
have since adopted similar funding mechanisms.  Because it can be structured to
be competitively neutral, the tariff rider has been considered as a possible funding
mechanism for public purposes in the future as the industry moves to a more com-
petitive environment  (see 9.6.4).

Declining research and development funds. In order to leverage consumer invest-
ments in energy efficient products and processes, program designers rely heavily
on research about market infrastructure, consumer preferences, and the capability
and reliability of new products.  Funding for efficiency-related market and technical
research has dropped dramatically in the Northwest and across the country.  Such
research has, in the past, provided technical, cost, and market data that formed a
foundation for many conservation programs, including energy-efficient industrial
motors; resource-efficient clothes washers; commercial and residential energy
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codes; and energy-efficient manufactured homes.  BPA was a regional leader in
designing and funding energy efficiency research in the past, often bringing in
private and industry partners.  BPA recently eliminated this function.  Nationally, the
US General Accounting Office reported that utility investment in electricity R&D
decreased by 33 percent between 1993 and 1996.12

9.2.6 Recent Developments

BPA subscription incentive proposal.  In September 1998, as part of its power
subscription process, BPA proposed a rate discount on firm power sales to �custom-
ers who voluntarily choose to finance their own development of conservation and
renewable resources�In the rate case BPA plans to propose a base discount not to
exceed one-half mill [.05 cents per kilowatt-hour] (approximately a total annual
discount of $30 million).�  BPA reports in its �Final Subscription Document� that,
�BPA wants to serve as a catalyst in encouraging its customers to make investments
in these important and valuable resources [conservation and renewables].  Further,
BPA wants to complement and supplement the efforts of state legislatures and the
Northwest Power Planning Council in addressing the regional need to support these
resources.�

Regional Technical Forum.  In 1996, Congress directed BPA and the NWPPC to
convene a Regional Technical Forum to develop standardized protocols to verify
and evaluate conservation savings, track regional progress toward achieving con-
servation and renewable resource goals, and recommend ways of improving the
effectiveness of programs and activities in the region.  In July 1998, the NWPPC
issued a proposal to initiate the Regional Technical Forum. The Council proposes
that it perform the functions of the Regional Technical Forum with the assistance of
a standing advisory committee to ensure broad technical and policy input.  The
Regional Technical Forum�s roles, responsibilities and guiding policy structure are
still evolving.

Possible future supply and/or capacity deficits.  In late summer, 1998, BPA pre-
sented a forecast that estimated a 50% chance of monthly supply deficits during
peak periods within 5 years.  The NWPPC is evaluating BPA�s forecast.  (See
Section 2.3 and Section 8.)  Measures to prevent such a shortfall could include a
variety of energy efficiency and load management strategies.

9.3 Renewable Energy

Summary:  Renewable energy sources can reduce air emissions, offer less fuel
price risk, and provide non-power benefits (e.g. by facilitating waste disposal).
Globally, renewable power generation is a growth industry with a declining cost
curve.  Less than one percent of electricity sales to Washington consumers are
generated with non-hydro renewable resources.  However, several of the nation�s
leading renewable energy manufacturers are located in Washington.
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9.3.1 Background

Definitions.  ESSB 6560 defines renewable resources as: electricity generation
facilities fueled by: (a) water; (b) wind; (c) solar energy; (d) geothermal energy; (e)
landfill gas; or (f) biomass energy based on solid organic fuels from wood, forest, or
field residues, or dedicated energy crops that do not include wood pieces that have
been treated with chemical preservatives such as creosote, pentachlorophenol, or
copper-chrome-arsenic.  Only non-hydro renewable resources are included in the
language authorizing this study (Section 5(1)(g)).

Wind energy can be produced anywhere the wind blows with consistent force. As a
general rule, the windier the location, the more energy can be produced, and the
lower the cost. Wind is an intermittent resource.  The ease with which wind can be
integrated into the grid and the economic feasibility of wind depend in part on the
match between wind availability and patterns of consumer demand.  Sites with
significant wind energy resources in Washington state are located along the Pacific
Ocean coast, the Columbia River corridor bordering Oregon, and the Ellensburg
area in Central Washington.10

Solar radiation is used to produce electricity in two ways: photovoltaic (PV) systems
and solar thermal systems.  PV systems change sunlight directly into electricity, and
are most commonly used in remote areas where line extensions are costly.  How-
ever, grid-integrated systems are becoming more common14.  Solar thermal systems
can either be direct applications, such as solar hot water systems, or can generate
electricity by using solar energy to heat a fluid that produces steam used to turn a
turbine and generator.

Geothermal energy is generated by bringing hot water or steam from subterranean
cavities to the earth�s surface and using it to spin a generator.  Geothermal genera-
tion requires ground water at temperatures at or above 300° F., fractured or other-
wise highly porous rock, at depths less than 10,000 feet.  Washington has modest
possibilities for geothermal power generation along Cascade range volcanoes,
particularly Mounts Baker, Adams, Rainier, and St. Helens.  Geothermal heat can
also be used in heat pumps and district heating systems.

Biomass fuels are any organic matter that is available on a renewable basis.  ESSB
6560 limits this definition to include only wood, forest or agricultural field residues,
or dedicated energy crops that do not include wood pieces that have been treated
with chemical preservatives.  Biomass can be burned in an incinerator to produce
energy.

Biomass - landfill gas and sewage treatment.  The legislative definition does not
identify landfill gas or use of sewage treatment methane as biomass.  However,
energy scientists generally categorize both of these as biomass.  Anaerobic decay
of organic materials, such as in a landfill or sewage treatment plant, produces a gas
with high concentrations of methane. Once collected, this gas can either be cleaned
to pipeline quality, used to fuel engine-generator sets or small combustion-turbine
power plants, used in fuel cells, or sold for use as a boiler fuel.15
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Fuel cells generate electricity through chemical processes rather than combustion.
Most rely on hydrogen for a fuel source.  Although they are not included in tradi-
tional definitions of renewable resources, fuel cells are an emerging technology that
may be an important partner with renewable resources in delivering distributed
energy and serving off-grid systems in the future.  Unlike biomass plants, fuel cells
do not emit traditional pollutants such as nitrous oxide and carbon monoxide into
the air.  However, the reforming process that extracts hydrogen from a fossil fuel for
use in a fuel cell emits carbon dioxide, a contributor to global warming.  The long-
term renewable potential for fuel cells relies on extracting hydrogen from water and
using renewable energy to power the extraction process.

9.3.2 Renewable Policy Goals and Statutory Background

The Legislature has enacted a number of laws to promote the use of wind, geother-
mal, and small-scale renewable energy.  (See Appendix 9.1.)  RCW 80.28.025 finds
that actions and incentives by state government to encourage the use of renewable
resources will be of benefit to the citizens of the state.  Meeting energy needs with
renewable energy can prevent environmental damage, assist the state in diversify-
ing its energy resources, reduce transmission and distribution costs in remote
areas, reduce exposure to fuel price risk and reduce health problems related to air
pollution.

Climate Change and Air Quality.16  Renewable generation sources emit little or no
carbon dioxide, the most significant of the �greenhouse gases� to which scientists
attribute global warming.  (See Section 2.4.2)  Wind and solar energy have no
atmospheric emissions and contribute no greenhouse gases to the atmosphere.
Geothermal plants generally produce substantially fewer emissions than fossil fuel
combustion.  Biomass combustion releases more pollution than natural gas to
generate an equivalent amount of power, but controlled burning of biomass resi-
dues for power generation is less polluting than the uncontrolled burning that might
otherwise occur.17  To the extent that renewables contribute to emission reductions,
they may improve public health and provide economic benefits due to reduced
medical expenditures.

Risk reduction. A diverse resource portfolio that includes renewable resources may
reduce exposure to fuel price, technology and environmental risks and uncertain-
ties.

System efficiency improvement.  Renewables such as photovoltaics and fuel cells
may offer utilities opportunities to improve the overall efficiencies of their systems.
As noted in Section 1, about 40% of the cost of providing electricity to a residential
consumer is attributable to transmission and distribution.  Providing electricity to
remote areas can be quite expensive.  Distributed resources (smaller scale, locally
sited electricity generators, see Section 2.5.2) could be less expensive than some
long line extensions, and could also offer reliability benefits.  Distributed renewables
may also serve to reduce or postpone the need for expansion of transmission and
distribution systems.
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9.3.3 Current Renewable Resource Initiatives

Non-hydro renewable resources generate less than one percent of the electricity
sold by utlitities in the state.  Six of 15 utilities that provided data on renewable
resourses for this report supply some form of renewable power or are considering
doing so in the near future.  As shown in Figure 9.7, non-hydro renewable resource
use increased significantly in 1997, with biomass as the most utilized source.  Land-
fill and sewage treatment gas recovery offer non-power benefits by facilitating waste
disposal and reducing methane gas that would otherwise be released to the atmo-
sphere. (Methane is a much more potent contributor to global warming than carbon
dioxide.)   See Appendix 9.2 for utility reported data on renewable resourses.

A report prepared for CTED in September of 1998 identified 134 firms involved in
various sectors of the renewable energy industry in Washington. The estimated
revenues for 1997 totaled $147 million, and the companies employed about 900
workers.18  Nearly half of this activity is due to the solar energy industry in the state.
While only about 2 percent of U.S. electric sales are currently derived from non-
hydro renewables sources, renewable energy use worldwide is growing relatively
rapidly.

Figure 9.7 Non-Hydro Renewable Sales by Washington Utilities

Wood and paper waste biomass.  Until 1995, wood and paper waste biomass
represented more than 90 percent of the total non-hydro renewable power gener-
ated in the state.  However, they have dropped to less than half the total due to an
increase in production from other sources (particularly landfill gas) and the closure
of three paper and pulp mills.19  Washington Water Power (WWP) is the main
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supplier of biomass-generated electricity, with power generated by the Kettle Falls
plant, and purchased from two co-generation projects - Wood Power, Inc. and
Rayonnier.  (However, the latter plant burned down in July 1998).  In addition, at
least four non-utility generators meet on-site power needs with energy from wood
residues generated by their own industrial operations.

Landfill gas. Power generation from landfill gas has become the second largest
source of non-hydro renewable electricity in the state and may surpass wood waste
biomass by the end of 1998.  Benton REA is one of twelve rural cooperatives in
Idaho, Oregon, and Washington that have developed the Coffin Butte Resource
Project located in Oregon, a landfill gas-to-energy plant.  Both Tacoma Power and
WWP began supplying power from landfill gas in 1998.  Klickitat County PUD and
Rabanco, the Bellevue-based solid waste firm, are developing a project to generate
electricity using methane from Rabanco�s Eastern Washington landfill near
Roosevelt.

Wastewater. Ninety-five percent of the state�s power generated from wastewater
treatment is supplied by Seattle City Light from a King County sewage treatment
plant at West Point. The LOTT Wastewater Treatment Plant in Olympia uses power
from methane to operate the plant.

Wind.  Florida Power and Light is building a merchant wind plant, on Vansycle
Ridge in Oregon, between Walla Walla and Umatilla.  PacifiCorp and BPA are the
major partners in a 41.4 MW wind facility under construction in Wyoming.

Geothermal. In 1998, geothermal energy is expected to provide less than 2 percent
of the non-hydro renewable power in the state.  BPA has signed memoranda of
understanding signifying its intent to purchase output from two new geothermal
facilities (29.7 aMW each) in Northern California.  PacifiCorp has included the
output of the Blundell Project in Utah in its resource mix since 1991.

Solar. Between 1,000 and 2,000 PV systems have been installed in the state,
mainly in the San Juan Islands and Northeastern Washington.  The Conservation
and Renewable Energy System (CARES), a joint operating agency composed of
the Benton, Clallam, Franklin, Grays Harbor, Klickitat, Okanogan, Pacific, and
Skamania PUDs, is facilitating utility participation in the federal Million Rooftops
Program. The Coulee Dam Federal Credit Union provides favorable loan rates for
PV systems.20

9.3.4 Trends Affecting Investments in Renewables

Declining wholesale electricity prices.  In general, the declining cost of power has
made it more difficult for renewable resources to compete on price, notwithstanding
significant declines in the cost of renewable technologies.  Competitive pressures
may increase the financial risks associated with investments in resources with
longer payback horizons or desirable environmental characteristics.

Restructuring legislation providing for renewables. Several states have adopted
restructuring legislation that assures the development of renewable resources,
through portfolio standards or buying down the incremental price of renewables.
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Growth in overseas markets. In the next 20 years, energy use in the developing
world is projected to increase dramatically.  Regions that do not already have a
power grid are considered good markets for distributed renewables.  Growth in
overseas markets may allow for production scale economies that would decrease
prices.

Global warming. Global efforts to stabilize the climate by decreasing carbon dioxide
emissions may put a premium on development of cost-effective renewable tech-
nologies.21

Decrease in public research funds.  Federal funding for renewable energy R&D
declined throughout the 1980s, and still constitutes only a small percentage of total
federal funding for energy supply R&D.

Decline in prices for both wind and photovoltaic power.  Technology improvements
and expanding international and national markets for renewable energy are result-
ing in per unit cost reductions.  See figure 9.8 for price trends.

Figure 9.8 Cost of Large-Scale Wind and Photovoltaic Generation

9.3.5  Effect of General Trends on Renewable Resource
Development

Washington wind project cancelled.  BPA, through the Resource Supply Expansion
Program (RSEP), developed a wind power strategy to help utilities develop small-
scale wind demonstration projects.  In September 1992, BPA issued a Request for
Proposals for a Wind Demonstration Project to implement the RSEP.  In response,
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the CARES consortium of PUDs proposed the Columbia Wind Farm #1 Project.
However, progress on this project stopped in September 1998 when CARES and
the site owner could not reach final agreement.

�Green marketing� programs.  In increasingly competitive generation markets, some
suppliers are marketing the environmental benefits of renewables as a potential
source of competitive advantage and product differentiation.  To the extent that
premium revenues from �green marketing� are used for new renewable resources,
green marketing may result in increased investment in renewables.

Disclosure and Labeling.  At least 12 states have adopted, by law or commission
order, standards for disclosure of the fuel mix and/or emissions of power sources.
Consumer research conducted for the National Council on Competition and the
Electric Industry indicates that electricity consumers seek information on the envi-
ronmental characteristics of energy resources in a simple, uniform format similar to
food labels.22   (See Section 9.5 for a more thorough status report on state activities
relating to disclosure.)

Representatives of the WUTC and 11 other states and British Columbia are partici-
pating in the Western Disclosure and Tracking Project to develop a mechanism to
track electricity generation attributes from the source to the consumer.  Under the
Project�s proposal a neutral third party or clearinghouse would issue certificates to
electricity generators based on the characteristics of their generation.  Retail electric
service providers would need to possess certificates to justify any claims they make
about their product.  (See the 2831 legislative study, �Washington Electric Utility
Service Quality, Reliability, Disclosure and Cost Report� for greater detail on disclo-
sure mechanisms and issues.)

9.3.6 Barriers to Renewable Energy Development

The largest barrier to increased use of renewable energy is price. Renewables are
typically higher in both total price and up-front capital costs than natural gas-fired
combustion turbines.  Like any generation source, the geographic proximity of the
renewable power supply to the existing transmission system or to energy consum-
ers will affect the total cost of the project.  The lower environmental cost of
renewables is generally not fully captured in prices, since many of the environmen-
tal costs of conventional resources remain external to price.23

Financing renewables may be difficult. Wall Street is taking a cautious stance on
merchant power plant investment of all fuel types.  Renewables may be harder to
finance than fossil-fueled resources for several reasons:

v Obtaining long-term purchase agreements from residential customers will
be difficult given consumer mobility and high transaction costs.  Lack of
long-term contracts increases risk to investors.

v Gas-fired plants are less capital intensive than renewables. Capital costs
for combustion turbines can be paid off in as little as six years, while the
fixed costs of renewable plants usually require at least ten years to pay
back.
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v Fossil fuel suppliers have new tools to maintain their market share by
reducing risks to electricity generators (for example reverse tolling, in
which fossil fuels are sold in fuel markets instead of converted to electric-
ity when fuel prices are high). These tools are generally unavailable to
renewable energy projects, which do not have control over the price or
location of wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal �fuels�.24

As with any energy project, renewable generation can face site-specific opposition.
For instance, even though the environmental community generally supports renew-
able energy, the cancelled CARES Washington Wind project, mentioned above,
was opposed by an environmental group concerned about potential impacts on
wildlife.25

9.4  Low-income Energy Services

Summary

Low-income energy services take two primary forms: assistance to reduce or pay
energy bills, and increasing the efficiency of energy use, primarily through weather-
ization.  Federal assistance for these functions has decreased more than 35% since
the early 1990s.  BPA currently plans to discontinue support for low-income weath-
erization after September 1999.  At least 5 consumer-owned utilities offer rate
discounts to low-income seniors and 2 more offer rate discounts to all low-income
customers.  The total annual value of these discounts was $5 million in 1997.  Many
homes have been weatherized, and a few utilities report a saturated market for
weatherization. However, there has not been a standard definition for weatheriza-
tion in the past and homes have received different weatherization treatments over
the years from utilities, the state or others.  Low-income advocates report a contin-
ued need for weatherization in every county in Washington.  The need for low-
income energy services may have grown as the percent of Washington�s population
earning below the federal poverty level increased significantly this decade.

9.4.1 Policy Goals and Statutory Background

The Legislature has found that it is in the state�s interest to:  preserve affordable
natural gas and electric services to the residents of the state; maintain and advance
the efficiency and availability of natural gas and electric services to the residents of
the state; ensure that customers pay only reasonable charges for natural gas and
electric service; and to permit flexible pricing of natural gas and electric services.
(RCW 80.28.074)

In 1987, the Legislature found that weatherization of low-income residences will:

• reduce energy consumption, making space heat more affordable for persons in
low-income households;

• reduce uncollectable accounts of energy suppliers resulting from low-income
customers not being able to pay fuel bills; and

• help conserve energy resources, reducing the need to obtain energy from more
costly conventional energy resources.  (RCW 70.164.010)
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Many federal, state, utility and charitable low-income service programs are based
on the premise that affordable energy service should be available to all consumers.
Weatherization addresses multiple objectives, not all related to energy.  A 1994
evaluation of weatherization programs throughout the country, including
Washington�s, found that it, �has concrete positive consequences for housing,
neighborhoods, jobs, the environment, the payment of utility bills and the economic
well-being, health, and safety of the low-income people it serves.�26  By improving
the physical and operating characteristics of homes, weatherization may: create
safer living conditions for families; contribute to the scarce stock of affordable
housing; extend the life and increase the value of homes; and reduce arrearage to
utilities, which lowers the carrying cost of bad debts.27

While consumer-owned utilities have global authority to set customer rates, RCW
74.38.070 specifically authorizes public utilities to offer rate discounts to all their
low-income senior citizens or to all their low-income customers.  Compared to the
average consumer, energy costs represent a higher proportion of a low-income
family�s budget. Washington�s low-income households on average spend 14.9
percent of their income on home energy, compared to 3.6 percent for non-low-
income households.28  Low-income households are likely to have young children
(50% of the households in low-income weatherization programs had children under
6 years old) or be seniors (25% of the weatherization households had seniors over
60 years old).

9.4.2  Program Descriptions

Low-income service programs include: grants to help pay heating bills, weatherizing
homes of low-income households, rate discounts, charitable contributions, and
various �safety-net� provisions.

The federal and state governments and utilities currently offer a variety of energy
service assistance programs to low-income consumers in Washington.  These
include federal energy heating bill assistance, weatherization programs, rate
discount programs and percent of income payment programs.

9.4.2.1  Low-income home energy assistance program (LIHEAP)

CTED administers the State�s Energy Assistance Program, which helps low-income
consumers pay their heating bills.  This assistance is available to low-income house-
holds with any heating fuel type.

CTED receives LIHEAP funds from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. The agency then contracts with a statewide network of community based
service providers including non profits (generically known as Community Action
Agencies which operate Community Action Programs, or CAPs) and, in a few
cases, local governments to deliver energy assistance services.  The local CAP
agency screens clients and then provides a level of grant funding that is a function
of household income and the previous year�s heating costs.  The lowest income
households receive up to 80 percent of heating costs as a benefit and those at 125
percent of poverty receive 40 percent of heating costs as a benefit.  The maximum
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heating season benefit is $700.  Currently, federal funds are available to serve 18%
of the state�s eligible population.  Funds are typically obligated by December on a
first come, first served basis.  Consumers facing imminent disconnection of service
are able to receive priority appointments.  Funds often run out in the late winter or
early spring.

Households earning 125% of the poverty level are eligible to receive funds. This
qualifies a household of three earning $17,063 or less per year. CTED has esti-
mated that there are approximately 290,000 households in Washington that cur-
rently meet the income criteria for LIHEAP assistance.  In 1990 CTED provided
96,000 households with energy assistance, or about one-third of the eligible popula-
tion.  By 1998, due to a decline in funding, CTED provided assistance to approxi-
mately half that many or 46,000 households.  The average annual payment for
1998 is approximately $260 per household.

9.4.2.2  Low-income weatherization.

In addition to the bill assistance programs, CTED administers several low-income
weatherization programs including the federally funded Weatherization Assistance
Program, the Energy Matchmakers program and a BPA-funded weatherization
program.  Both the Weatherization Assistance Program and Energy Matchmakers
could support weatherization for homes with any type of heat.

The bulk of the funds for the Weatherization Assistance Program come from the
U.S. Department of Energy.  Washington also invests 15 percent of its federal
LIHEAP funds in low-income weatherization programs.  These funds are allocated
by formula to provide weatherization services in every county in the state.

The Energy Matchmakers program leverages funds by requiring a dollar-for-dollar
match from local sponsors.  Historically, Energy Matchmakers has leveraged ap-
proximately $5 million per year in cash or in-kind matches from utilities, rental
owners, local governments, etc, (RCW 70.164.040).   Funding sources for this
program included state capital funds and oil company payments received pursuant
to a lawsuit alleging overcharges during the 1970�s energy crises. (RCW
70.164.030).  The oil overcharge funding source has nearly expired.

CTED also administers a BPA-funded low-income weatherization program, provid-
ing services to low-income households in electrically heated homes in the service
territories of BPA customer utilities.

CTED�s program services are provided through a network of community based
agencies, including community action agencies and local government agencies.
Current weatherization measures include diagnostic air sealing, attic, wall and floor
insulation, and heating system efficiencies.  The program also provides energy
conservation education, measures to mitigate health and safety hazards (such as
carbon monoxide poisoning and other air quality dangers), and emergency repairs
to protect the weatherization measures.29  Local service providers select measures
in accordance with a benefit-cost effectiveness audit tool.
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Many utilities have been weatherizing residential housing for 15 years.  In recent
years, the approaches to low-income weatherization have changed.  Community-
based service providers now install more energy saving measures and weatherize a
more diverse housing stock, including manufactured (mobile) homes.  Some low-
income weatherization programs report facing a recruiting challenge in that they
primarily benefit low-income tenants and yet require the support of the landlord.

9.4.2.3  Rate discounts

Several PUDs and municipal utilities offer rate discounts to some or all of their low-
income customers.  At least 5 consumer-owned utilities serving 15 percent of the
state�s consumers reported offering rate discounts to qualifying low-income senior
citizens.  In addition, 2 consumer-owned utilities serving 22 percent of the state�s
consumers now report offering 30 to70 percent rate discounts to all their qualifying
low-income customers.  One municipality has offered a rate discount to all its low-
income customers for over a decade.

Prior to the passage of ESSB 6560, RCW 74.38.070 authorized public utilities to
offer a rate discount to low-income senior citizens and to low-income disabled
citizens throughout their service territory.  ESSB 6560 modified this authority so that
public utilities could offer rate discounts to all low-income seniors or to all low-
income consumers throughout their service territory.  In response to ESSB 6560
one PUD extended their rate discount to all low-income customers.  Several con-
sumer-owned utilities eliminated their rate discount to disabled citizens after ESSB
6560 passed.  There is currently some question as to whether and under what
conditions current Washington law authorizes the UTC to permit investor-owned
utilities to charge special rates for low-income customers. (See endnote 51).

9.4.2.4  Percent of income approach.

Clark PUD initiated a �Guarantee of Service Plan� in 1988 that caps utility bills at 9
percent of a qualifying family�s income.  Customers agree to pay this amount each
month while the utility absorbs any past-due amounts and utility charges above this
amount.  An educational counselor performs a walk-through audit of participants�
homes and provides tips on reducing energy bills and home weatherization. Clark
PUD reports that this program is saving money for the utility and its ratepayers and
has resulted in higher payments from more low-income consumers.  The savings
come in the form of lower uncollectible bills, lower administrative costs and in-
creased payments from the consumers. 30

9.4.2.5  Charitable contributions and other programs

Many utilities allow ratepayers to make voluntary contributions to low-income bill
assistance through their utility bills.  Other safety-net  measures include RCW
80.28.010 and RCW 54.16.285 which limit investor-owned and consumer-owned
utilities� ability to terminate utility service to low-income consumers for residential
heating between mid-November and mid-March. ( Low-income customers must
meet six conditions to avoid having heating service terminated.31)  These statutes
also require utilities to offer budget payment plans to consumers.  In addition, WAC
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480-100-071 addresses disconnection procedures and requirements for investor-
owned utilities.

9.4.3  Expenditures on Low-income Services

The amount spent on bill assistance by different organizations is shown below in
Figure 9.9.  The amount spent on weatherization is shown in Figure 9.10.  (The
1998 funding increase for utility weatherization is primarily the result of a merger
settlement requirement.)  Federal LIHEAP block grants for Washington State are
$19.964 million in FY 1998 and $21.96 million in FY 1999.32

Figure 9.9 Low-income Bill Assistance Expenditures in Washington

From 1988 to 1995, Energy Matchmakers leveraged $33.5 million for low-income
weatherization. Over two-thirds of these funds came from electric utilities or BPA:
48% from retail utilities, 21% from BPA, 14% from rental owners, 9% from gas
utilities, and 8% from other funding sources.33
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 Figure 9.10 Low-Income Weatherization Expenditures in Washington

The average low-income weatherization expenditure is $2,600 per home.  CTED
has estimated that as many as 160,000 low-income housing units need weatheriza-
tion.  At current state and federal funding levels this means that approximately
3,560 low-income homes could be weatherized per year and that it would take over
40 years to service all eligible households.

Utilities reported that low-income and low-income senior rate discounts were valued
at $5 million in 1997.  Ratepayers contributed nearly another $2 million a year in
charitable contributions for each of the past four years.

(See Appendix 9.2 for utility reported expenditures on low-income energy services.)

9.4.4 Trends Affecting Delivery of Low-income Energy Services

Need is increasing.  From 1990 to 1995, the percentage of Washington�s population
below the poverty level increased by nearly forty percent, rising from 8.9% to
12.5%. In the same period, Washington�s median income declined in real terms,
from $37,444 to $35,568.34  Assistance does not cover need.  Under the current
system, energy assistance aid runs out before the end of the heating season, so
many eligible households may not be served.  Aid is distributed on a first-come,
first-served basis, not targeted to the greatest need.

Low-income funding is both declining and unstable.  Low-income funds are subject
to fluctuation from year to year. Nationally, LIHEAP appropriations fell from $2.078
billion in 1985 to $1.1 billion in 1999.  In 1996, energy assistance funds in Washing-
ton fell to the decade�s lowest, $12.8 million, 23% below the 6 year-average of
$15.75 million.35  BPA is projecting no funding after 1999.  Congress regularly
debates whether to continue LIHEAP funding.
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Value of rate discounts is increasing.  Some of the utilities that offer rate discounts
to low-income or low-income seniors report that the total value of these discounts is
increasing.  Answers to data requests for this report indicate that the annual value
of rate discounts increased from about $3.5 million in 1994-96 to $5 million in 1997,
to an estimated $6.3 million in 1998.  Five utilities offer rate discounts to low-income
senior citizens.  At least two utilities make rate discounts available to all low-income
citizens; one initiated this practice in 1998 after passage of ESSB 6560.

Drop in wholesale energy prices.  Utilities that funded low-income weatherization
strictly as a resource acquisition program found that weatherization had difficulty
passing their cost-effectiveness tests.

Changing weatherization markets.  Three utilities indicate that their budgets for
weatherization have decreased because there is less consumer demand for weath-
erization.  One large public utility reports that they have now weatherized 80 per-
cent of the 1 to 4 unit homes they serve.  In addition, they expect to reach 80
percent penetration of large, multi-family units by 2001.  However, significant energy
savings may be available in homes that were previously weatherized.  Today�s
standard practice for weatherization includes home-sealing and insulation tech-
niques that were not available in the past, when weatherization often included only
a water heater wrap and weatherstripping. Also, while some utilities have treated
most of their single-family, site-built homes, large portions of the rental and manu-
factured housing stock remain unweatherized.

9.5  Approaches to Electricity System Benefits in
Other States

As of summer 1998, 13 states had passed restructuring laws and regulatory com-
missions in four more states had issued restructuring orders.  Twelve of these 17
states were actively addressing electric system benefit programs.36  The following
summarizes where those states are focusing their system benefit investments.

Research and Demonstration: Nine states are addressing the need for public
benefit research and demonstration projects that focus on renewables, energy
efficiency and environmental quality.  Six of these specify funding guidelines in
legislation or commission order.

Energy Efficiency: Eleven of the 17 states have developed provisions for supporting
energy efficiency and another four are still studying this.  Most programs have been
designed to maintain historic investment levels and are typically funded by a
nonbypassable system benefit charge.

Renewable Energy: Eleven states provided funding or created portfolio standards to
support renewable energy development.

Low-income: Fourteen states have legislated a system benefit charge to continue
low-income support.  Another two have made other provisions for low-income
services.  Some states that have passed restructuring legislation have revised their
criteria for funding low-income weatherization to address affordability, health and
safety, and comfort.
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Disclosure: Twelve states have information disclosure policies required by law or
commission order.  These policies cover one or more of the following: fuel mix,
environmental characteristics of fuels, and prices.  Another 4 are considering man-
datory disclosure policies.  Additionally, stakeholders in at least 8 states that are not
actively pursuing electricity restructuring are considering disclosure policies.37

9.5.1 System Benefits Strategies and Administration in States with Retail
Competition

Eleven of the thirteen states with retail competition laws have identified mechanisms
for funding their system benefits programs.  All of them are utilizing electric system
revenues as the funding sources.  The mechanism adopted by ten of these states is
the system benefit charge - a competitively neutral, non-bypassable charge on
delivery service.  Seven states have adopted renewable resource portfolio stan-
dards.

Ten of these 13 states have developed or implemented administrative mechanisms
for achieving system benefits. Of these ten, eight have clearly identified an inde-
pendent administrator for renewable resource programs.  The administrator is an
executive agency, a statewide board, a non profit or a quasi-public organization.

Approaches for administering energy efficiency and low-income services are more
varied.  Several states direct utilities to administer low-income or efficiency pro-
grams with oversight from the regulatory commission or an executive agency.
Executive agencies or non profit independent entities administer the energy effi-
ciency and low-income investments in other states.  Several have directed adminis-
trators to include competitive bidding processes to allocate some funds for renew-
able resource development or energy efficiency programs.

9.6 Strategies to Achieve Conservation, Renewable
Resources and Low-income Energy Services

9.6.1  Overview

This part of the report describes ways that Washington might achieve energy
efficiency, encourage development of renewable resources, and deliver low-income
services (collectively, �electric system benefits� or �public purposes�) in light of
changes in the electricity industry described in this report.

v 9.6.2 provides background on the roles of private and public investment
in delivering these benefits.

v 9.6.3 describes potential criteria for delivering electric system benefits
�fairly, efficiently, and effectively,� as intended by ESSB 6560.

v 9.6.4 examines public investment in electric system benefits funded by a
System Benefits Charge.  It also describes potential applications for the
revenues collected from such a charge.

v 9.6.5 examines the principal alternative to a SBC for public investment in
electric system benefits - tax revenues and incentives.
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v 9.6.6 examines alternatives for administration of public investments in
electric system benefits.

v 9.6.7 examines other policy strategies for encouraging delivery of electric
system benefits that may require little or no public investment.

v 9.6.8 describes alternatives for coordination and assessment of efforts to
deliver electric system benefits.

9.6.2  Background - Private and public investment in electric
system benefits

Historically, energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income services have
been accomplished with a mixture of public and private investment. Over the last
two decades in particular, a substantial amount of public investment for these
purposes was collected from energy service revenues and administered primarily by
electric utilities.  The primary alternative form of public investment is through tax
revenue or tax incentives.

Consumers acting in their own self-interest sometimes make investments in energy
efficiency or renewable resources.  For example, some consumers will voluntarily
pay more initially for energy efficient lighting.  Generally, they are willing to make
such investments either in anticipation of future savings on their electricity bills or
because they believe that efficient lighting is more environmentally sound.  How-
ever, in many cases, consumers acting in their own interest will not choose energy-
efficient alternatives, even when the additional cost of these alternatives is more
than repaid in the form of energy savings over time.  This is sometimes called the
�energy efficiency gap� - the difference between the energy efficiency of products
that consumers purchase and the cost-effective levels of energy efficiency that are
available for those products.38

Similarly, consumers and utilities may not choose renewable resource alternatives,
even when the total (internal plus external) costs of those resources are less than
fossil-fueled resources.  Where private incentives are not sufficient to capture all
cost-effective energy savings and renewable resources, public investment or other
public policies may be needed.  Some of the most widely documented reasons why
private incentives may be insufficient to capture cost-effective energy efficiency and
renewable resources include:

v �Split incentives.� Often, the person who pays for a piece of energy-
consuming equipment is not the same person who pays the energy bill.
For instance, landlords often purchase appliances while tenants pay the
bill.  As a result, the landlord may have little incentive to choose an
energy-efficient appliance, since the landlord would pay the initial cost
while the tenant would reap the benefit in the form of energy savings.
Another example is state government, where capital budgets and operat-
ing budgets are generally separate.  This makes it difficult to finance
cost-effective energy efficiency measures from a capital budget that
result in savings on the operating side.
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v The �payback gap.�  Utilities� costs of investment in new power plants
historically have been recovered over periods of twenty years or more.
Substantial up-front investments in power-generating capability require
access to financing and long payback horizons.  In contrast, the implicit
payback period for consumer investment in energy-consuming equip-
ment is much shorter - generally less than three years39. That is, consum-
ers will generally not choose energy-efficient equipment unless the
additional cost of that equipment is paid back in energy savings within
three years or less.  The result is that power plants with payback periods
over twenty years may be chosen over energy-saving equipment with
payback periods of less than 10 years. Consumers routinely forego
energy efficiency investments that would have earned a rate of return 2-
3 times higher than the prevailing market rates.40

v Transaction and information costs. The energy consumption characteris-
tics of power-using equipment and appliances are often not apparent to
the consumer.  The costs of gathering information, locating energy
efficient products and putting them into service can discourage invest-
ment.

v  Externalities.  Not all of the costs of energy resources are borne by
energy consumers.  For example, health impacts due to air emissions
from fossil-fueled resources may be borne by citizens who are not
served by those resources.  As a result, consumers and utilities may not
choose renewable resources with relatively high internal costs (price) but
relatively low total costs (price plus environmental impacts).  Utilities and
consumers facing competitive pressure may be particularly unwilling or
unable to pay a higher price for resources with lower external costs.

v �Public goods�  Closely related to externalities is the �public goods�
problem.  When a consumer spends more to purchase a product that
reduces environmental impacts, they reap only a small fraction of the
benefits.  Most of the benefit accrues to the public at large.  Since the
environmental benefits of energy efficiency and renewable resources are
what economists call �public goods,� consumer purchasing decisions
may not capture those benefits.

As a result of these and other market barriers, private investment will generally
capture only a portion of the total potential energy savings and renewable re-
sources that are cost-effective to society.  For example, the Northwest Power
Planning Council�s 1996 Plan estimates that 1,535 aMW of cost-effective electric
power savings are available over the next two decades but only about 20 percent of
these savings will be captured through private investment alone in the current
market structure.41

The discussion above describes why private incentives and market forces are
sometimes insufficient to secure investments in energy efficiency and renewable
resources, even when those investments minimize the total cost of energy service
over time.  There are, of course, other reasons for public investment besides mini-
mizing the cost of energy service such as preventing environmental damage or
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assuring universal service. To accomplish these goals, policy-makers and utilities
have chosen to direct public investment toward energy efficiency, renewable re-
sources, and low-income services.

Strategies

The discussion of strategies below is organized as follows:

v A brief discussion of potential criteria for accomplishing electric system
benefits �fairly, efficiently, and effectively�. (9.6.3)

v A description of the two primary sources for public investment in electric
system benefits:

• electric system revenues (system benefits charge) (9.6.4) and

• tax revenues or incentives (9.6.5)

v A discussion of options for administering public investment in electric
system benefits (9.6.6)

v A description of other policy strategy alternatives that may require little or
no public investment. (9.6.7)

v A description of alternative means for assessing and coordinating public
investments in electric system benefits (9.6.8)

As elsewhere in the report, discussion and description of strategies does not imply
a recommendation on the part of CTED and/or the WUTC.

9.6.3 Delivering Electric System Benefits �Fairly, Efficiently,
and Effectively�

ESSB 6560 calls for strategies to achieve conservation, renewable resource, and
low-income service delivery goals �fairly, efficiently, and effectively.�  Input from
stakeholders suggests that the following criteria for funding and administration of
electric system benefit initiatives may help in the evaluation of alternative strategies.
These criteria represent a collection of perspectives on the subject, not a consen-
sus.

Attributes of a fair strategy include:

v Competitive neutrality: The mechanisms for funding or administering
these initiatives would confer no undue competitive advantage on any
firm or industry.

v Accountability:  Decision-making should be transparent. Results should
be evaluated, documented, and used to inform future program decisions.
Program administrators should be accountable for results.

v Equitable distribution of the costs and benefits of public investment:
Investment in electric system benefits may be targeted to maximize
achievement.  However, all customer classes and locations that contrib-
ute to such investments should have some ability to benefit from them.
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v Appropriate funding: The source and level of funding should bear a
logical relationship to the nature of the investment.

An efficient strategy would:

v Minimize administration and overhead so that the largest possible pro-
portion of investment goes directly toward achievement of program
goals.

v Use market forces to deliver electric system benefits wherever possible
and focus collective efforts on areas where the market does not deliver
these benefits.  Public investment would be administered in a way that
encourages rather than supplants private investment.

v Use simple methods for collecting funds, administering programs, and
evaluating and reporting results.

v Maximize the ratio of achievement to investment.

An effective strategy would:

v Achieve all cost-effective conservation, accelerate the development of
renewable resources, and deliver needed low-income services.

v Have clearly articulated goals and sufficient resources and authority to
accomplish them.

v Align the incentives of the program administrator with the achievement of
results and minimize conflicting incentives.

v Have strong stakeholder support and involvement.

v Use empirical evidence to assess results, evaluate market progress and
adjust investment levels and strategies accordingly.

v Stimulate further development of private industries to competitively
deliver energy efficiency products and services.

These criteria may be used to evaluate alternative methods of funding and adminis-
tering efforts to deliver electric system benefits.  Some of these alternatives are
described below.

9.6.4 Public Investment Through Electric Service Revenues:
System Benefits Charge

System Benefits Charge - Background: Much of the historical public investment in
energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income services, particularly at the
state level, has been funded by electricity system revenues.  Utilities have included
the cost of these investments in their bundled rates, often as part of the cost of
implementing their least-cost plans.  The rationale for including these investments in
utility rates (as opposed to other forms of public investment) grows from the con-
nection of these purposes to two basic policy goals for energy service: 1) minimizing
the total cost of energy service and 2) ensuring access to affordable energy service
for all consumers.  Energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income ser-
vices are directly related to the achievement of these two basic goals.  This distin-
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guishes them from other policy initiatives with little or no connection to energy
service goals that receive public support from tax revenues.

Where energy efficiency and renewable resources represent cost-effective alterna-
tives to other power supply sources, then their costs are collected in electricity rates
for the same reasons that the cost of conventional power plants are collected in
rates.  Where investments in low-income services are not strictly cost-effective from
a resource acquisition perspective, the rationale for including them in electric ser-
vice rates may rest more on the notion of universal service.  This is akin to including
many of the extra costs of serving low-density rural systems, or remote users, in
general rates in order to ensure affordable service for all.

For reasons documented above, utility investment in these purposes is generally
down sharply in recent years.  While some of the reduced investment is justified by
lower wholesale power costs (and therefore reduced availability of cost-effective
conservation and renewable resources), competitive pressures have also been a
major factor.  In response to these competitive pressures, some Washington utilities
(including Washington Water Power and Puget Sound Energy) and a number of
states have turned to the �System Benefits Charge� approach.  The basic purpose
of this approach is to ensure that all consumers share the cost of these invest-
ments, regardless of their choice of power supplier.

A System Benefits Charge (SBC) is a uniform, competitively neutral, non-
bypassable charge assessed on the sale of electricity (and/or other energy) ser-
vices to all customers for the purpose of investment in electric system benefits.  As
a result of these characteristics, differential exposure to the cost of these invest-
ments does not become a source of competitive advantage for any supplier or
consumer.  The mechanics of the SBC represent an accounting change that sepa-
rates the cost of these investments from general rates and assesses them in the
form of a delivery charge.

An SBC can be based on either energy sales or revenues.  A uniform, revenue-
based charge would be higher for the customers of utilities with high distribution,
transmission or generation costs.  In recommending such a charge, the Compre-
hensive Review acknowledged the potential need to modify the SBC formula to
avoid excessive charges on high cost, low-density rural utilities.

System Benefits Charge:  Applications

A System Benefits Charge can be used to support existing and new approaches to
delivering energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income services.  The
following examples are by no means exhaustive, but are meant to suggest some of
the existing and new approaches to delivering these benefits.

9.6.4.1  Energy efficiency initiatives

v Local energy efficiency programs.  Washington�s electric utilities have
operated a wide variety of local energy efficiency programs for over two
decades.  These programs include: paying part of the cost of energy-
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saving equipment; making loans or offering incentives for the purchase
of energy-saving equipment; design and technical assistance; weather-
ization; window upgrades; appliance rebates; efficiency measures for
irrigated farms; education or marketing programs promoting energy
efficiency and/or resource management; commercial building design
assistance; industrial audit and process retrofit programs; industrial
motor rebate programs; and others.

v Market transformation: Market transformation is a relatively new ap-
proach that focuses on making far-reaching structural changes in the
market for energy efficient products and services.  Market transformation
initiatives are generally designed to ensure that changes in the market
will be accomplished in a way that reduces or eliminates the need for
public investment over time.42 These types of programs can only be
implemented at a scale - statewide, regional or national � sufficient to
influence manufacturers and others to implement structural market
changes.  The Comprehensive Review recommended that a portion of
revenues from a SBC be allocated specifically to market transformation.

v Low-income weatherization: Revenues from a SBC can be used to
complement federal investments in low-income weatherization.  Low-
income weatherization programs may not meet conventional cost-effec-
tiveness criteria for utility resource acquisition.  However, they provide
additional benefits that help to ensure affordable and adequate electric
service for low-income households.43  The Comprehensive Review
recommended that a portion of SBC funds be allocated to weatherization
and that weatherization be administered through the existing state and
local network of community action agencies.

v Research, development, demonstration and commercialization: Re-
search and development initiatives for energy efficiency are designed to
move energy efficient products down the cost curve so that they may be
commercialized in the future.  For reasons discussed in the section on
technology trends affecting electric service costs (Section 2.5), R&D
investments in the utility industry generally are declining rapidly.  Addi-
tionally, utility focus on energy R&D has shifted away from collaborative,
longer-term projects to those that may help utilities compete in the near
term.44  In four states that have adopted SBCs, R&D for energy efficiency
is one of the targeted purposes for investment.

v Education and information: Consumer investment in energy efficiency is
often limited by lack of access to credible, simple information.  Utilities
and public agencies have historically undertaken a variety of education
and information initiatives, including: information clearinghouses such as
the Energy Ideas Clearinghouse; demonstration facilities such as the
Lighting Design Lab; energy resource and use curricula for schools;45
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energy extension services; marketing information and promotional
campaigns for energy efficient products; billing information describing
energy use patterns and energy-saving strategies.  Information programs
can be run in conjunction with other strategies (such as loans or rebates)
to help maximize the effectiveness and/or minimize the cost of such
strategies.

9.6.4.2 Renewable resource initiatives

v Compensation to consumers or energy service providers for the above-
market cost of renewable resources.  Utilities that purchase renewable
resources could use SBC revenues to offset some or all of the difference
between the cost of those resources and the cost of other available
alternatives.  The incremental cost that would be funded through the
SBC could be minimized in a variety of ways, including competitive
bidding or a production incentive program.  Production incentives could
be allocated competitively and phased out after a relatively short period,
which allows for recovery of some of the initial capital costs of the facili-
ties.46  This would encourage the initial development of resources with
strong potential to attract and sustain private investment over time.
Alternatively, where consumers may choose renewables, compensation
for some or all of the above-market costs could be available to retail
customers.

v Purchasing or providing incentives for distributed renewables.  In some
remote locations, distributed renewables including solar and wind may
already be cost-effective because of their ability to displace expensive
investments in low-density distribution systems.  SBC funds could be
used to increase the application of these resources through: direct
purchases; loan programs; matching grants to leverage other sources of
financial support for distributed renewables; or technical assistance to
consumers who purchase these systems.  (Use of distributed
renewables by retail customers presents some of the same financial
hurdles for utilities as energy efficiency measures, since it generally
reduces demand and revenues).

v Renewable resource research, development, demonstration, and com-
mercialization. RDD&C investment may be particularly vulnerable to
short-term competitive pressures.  RDD&C initiatives could involve
partnerships with the many private and public institutions in Washington
with experience and knowledge in renewable resources.  (Section 3.5
discusses RDD&C strategies more generally.)

9.6.4.3  Low-income services

v Weatherization.  As noted above, SBC revenues can be used to fund
low-income weatherization programs that deliver energy savings and
help to ensure universal access to electric service.
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v Energy efficiency initiatives that reduce the operating costs of public
housing. Public housing authorities may be reluctant to make invest-
ments in energy-saving construction practices and equipment when their
primary goal is to maximize the number of housing units provided.  SBC
funds can cover some, or all, of the incremental cost of energy-efficient
alternatives to traditional practices.  Alternatively, SBC funds can be
used as financing for efficient equipment and paid back through savings
over time, then reused for new financing on a revolving basis.

v Universal service fund.  The Comprehensive Review recommended
establishment of a universal electric service fund to provide bill assis-
tance to households that would otherwise have to pay more than a fixed
percentage of their incomes for electric service.  Such a fund could apply
to gas, oil, and propane as well as electricity bill assistance.  It could be
funded by SBC revenues, federal or state program assistance, private
donations, or a combination of sources.  An alternative to collecting
electric service revenues through a volumetric (per kWh) SBC is to
collect them through a fixed retail distribution system access fee or
meters charge.  This alternative was included in draft legislation consid-
ered by the Oregon legislature in 1997 and discussed in the recommen-
dations of the Comprehensive Review.

v Conservation fund for low-income residents.  Massachusetts created a
permanent energy efficiency fund available only to programs serving
low-income residences.  Such a fund could be collected through a SBC.

9.6.5  Public Investment Through Tax Revenues and Incentives

At the federal level, tax revenues support significant investments in energy effi-
ciency, renewable energy, research and development, low-income weatherization,
and low-income heating assistance.  Federal taxes also provide modest support for
the energy efficiency, renewable resource, and low-income service activities of the
states through the State Energy Program.  State tax revenues could also be used
as an alternative to electric service revenues or as an additional source of public
investment for most or all of the applications discussed above.  Since most funding
at the state level has historically been collected from electric service revenues, this
would represent a new tax and potentially be subject to I-601 limitations.  The
section below describes alternative approaches for supporting investment in system
benefits from tax revenues.

9.6.5.1 System benefits tax or modified Public Utility Excise Tax

Energy efficiency, renewable resources, and/or low-income services could be
directly funded through a state tax designed specifically for those purposes. Any of
the applications of a system benefits charge discussed above could presumably be
supported by a conventional tax.
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Alternatively, utilities could be allowed to take credit against the Public Utility Excise
Tax (PUET) for some or all of the cost of investments in qualifying energy efficiency,
renewable resources, or low-income services.  The PUET is a tax on electricity
sales the proceeds of which go into the state general fund, so allowing a credit
against the tax is essentially equivalent to spending general fund revenues for
these purposes.

An alternative approach would be to replace the PUET with a sales and use tax
levied at the conventional sales and use tax rate.  Because a sales and use tax
would apply to all energy purchases, it would eliminate the unequal taxation of in-
state and out-of-state suppliers that may occur under the existing PUET (which only
applies to sales from in-state utilities).  Since the sales and use tax rate is higher
than the PUET, it would also generate more revenues.  This would make the
change revenue neutral or positive from the perspective of the general fund, while
potentially providing a new source of tax revenue for energy efficiency, renewable
resources, and low-income services.

9.6.5.2 Other tax incentives

A variety of more targeted tax incentives to support energy efficiency, renewable
resources, and low-income services could be considered.  A few examples include:

v Reducing the size threshold for renewable resources to qualify for the
existing sales tax exemption.  Washington currently exempts solar and
wind systems larger than 200 kW in capacity from state sales tax.  How-
ever, a growing share of the market for solar systems in particular is in
smaller, household-sized applications. The threshold for the tax exemp-
tion could be reduced to 100 watts, which would cover most household
applications.  This strategy may not appreciably increase demand, but it
would level the playing field for in-state suppliers and help build a local
infrastructure of qualified businesses to sell and service these systems.

v Supporting extension of the existing federal production tax credit for
wind.  The federal government offers a tax credit for electricity generated
from wind power.  The credit is scheduled to expire in 1999.  State
officials could support extension of this credit.

v Tax credits or deferrals to private developers or rental owners of energy
efficient low-income housing.

v Tax credits for energy efficiency and renewable resource investments in
homes and businesses.  Oregon has a long history of granting personal
and business income tax credits for energy efficiency and renewable
energy investments.  This model is obviously not directly applicable in
Washington, which has no income tax.  However, credits against other
taxes, such as the B&O tax, could be considered.
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9.6.6  Administration of Public Investment

The strategies described above address the potential sources of public investment
in electric system benefits and some of the potential applications of public invest-
ment.  This section addresses administration of investment.  In particular, it poses
alternative answers to the question �Who should administer the funds used for
public investment in electric system benefits?�

The answers to this question may depend on a variety of factors, including the
source of the investment.  For example, general-purpose governments most often
administer tax revenues, whereas electric service revenues are most often adminis-
tered by utilities. The answer may also depend on the specific function; some
investments may be most effectively implemented by local agencies, while others
are more efficiently administered at a statewide, regional, or even national level.
The choice of administrative options may also bear directly on the extent to which
these purposes are accomplished fairly, efficiently, and effectively.

A wide variety of entities could conceivably administer public investment in electric
system benefits.  The discussion below focuses on five alternatives: utilities, the
state, general-purpose local governments, non profit organizations, and consumers.
It also describes coordination and assessment functions and alternative ways to
administer those functions. The discussion of arguments for and against each
approach is meant to be illustrative of the issues that arise under each alternative.

9.6.6.1  Utilities as administrator

v Arguments for: Utilities have traditionally administered much of the public
investment in energy efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income
services, particularly the investments that use electric service revenues
as the funding source.  Utilities generally have an established relation-
ship with customers that may facilitate effective administration.  They
have a regular, familiar communication device in the form of monthly
billing.  Metering equipment potentially provides another form of interac-
tion and communication with consumers.  (Some stakeholders argue,
however, that billing and metering should be subject to competition.)
Most utilities have experience administering energy efficiency initiatives
and low-income services, and many have some experience with renew-
able resources.  The narrower geographic scope and electric service
orientation of utilities may be particularly appropriate for administering
local conservation programs tailored to local needs and opportunities.

v Arguments against: Utilities� financial interests may be at odds with the
public interest in securing electric system benefits.  Because their net
revenues are generally a function of their electricity throughput, utilities
may be reluctant to achieve energy savings.  Successful energy effi-
ciency initiatives, distributed renewables, and low-income services
generally reduce utility revenues.  This acts as a disincentive to making
these investments and making them effectively, since the more effec-
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tively a program saves energy, the greater its tendency to reduce rev-
enues.  This disincentive is exacerbated by near-term competitive pres-
sure to minimize prices, since even cost-effective investments in energy
efficiency may put upward pressure on prices.  This disincentive may be
mitigated by adoption of a competitively neutral funding mechanism such
as the SBC.  It may also be mitigated by adjustments to ratemaking
formulas that change the relationship of net revenues to electric sales
volumes.47

9.6.6.2  State as administrator

v Arguments for: In some states that have adopted a system benefits
charge, a state agency administers the funds.  Since states generally do
not sell power, they do not face the disincentive associated with revenue
reductions.  State administration may facilitate simpler, more effective
evaluation of results, to the extent that it is easier and less intrusive to
track the activities of a single agency than it is to track numerous utilities
or local governments.  Economies of scale may be gained by administer-
ing programs on a statewide basis. Statewide administration may allow
investments to be allocated where the opportunities and needs are
greatest, maximizing the total return on public investment. The statewide
scope and general-purpose focus of state government may be particu-
larly appropriate for administering investments in codes and standards,
market transformation, and research and development.

v Arguments against: Investments administered by the state may not be
informed by the same level of understanding of unique local needs and
circumstances as investments administered locally.  By targeting re-
sources to maximize return on public investment, a state administrator
may distribute resources in a geographically uneven way, raising equity
concerns.  State administration of these programs may introduce an
unnecessary layer of bureaucracy that reduces local control.  To mitigate
this problem, a state administrator could award public investment funds
by competitive bid, allowing utilities and other providers to compete to
provide the most effective programs and minimizing the state�s involve-
ment in program implementation. 48   As a general-purpose government,
the state may face competing pressures and goals that detract from its
focus on achievement of energy efficiency, renewable resources, and
low-income services.  States may also face staffing restrictions and
inflexible contracting procedures.

9.6.6.3  Local governments as administrator

v Arguments for: Many of the arguments for local administration of public
investment apply to local governments as well as utilities.  General-
purpose local governments arguably offer a more direct form of local
control than utilities.  Unlike most local utilities, however, most general-
purpose local governments do not face a direct disincentive to effective
implementation of energy saving strategies, because their revenues are
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not strongly dependent on electric power sales.  Administration of public
investment by general-purpose local governments may also facilitate
integration of electric system benefits initiatives with related programs
such as water resource management.  Administration by county govern-
ments, which are authorized as administrative agents of the State, may
be a way to help reconcile state interests with the desire for local control.
Local, general-purpose governments may be particularly effective in
capturing economies of scope associated with coordinated resource
management activities.

v Arguments against: General-purpose governments may not have the
experience and expertise necessary for administering electric system
benefit investments.  Because these investments are directly related to
the basic goals and functions of electric service, they may be best
administered by entities with a narrower focus on electric service deliv-
ery.  To the extent that local governments provide direct accountability,
some of this benefit is offset by the fact that much of Washington is
already served by consumer-owned utilities.  Because of their general
purpose obligations, local governments may understandably be inclined
to focus limited resources on priority issues for which they are directly
responsible (such as public safety) to the exclusion of electric system
benefits.  Insofar as electric service revenues fund public investments in
electric system benefits, this pressure to devote available resources to
general-purpose government priorities may raise equity concerns.

9.6.6.4  Non profit organization as administrator

v Arguments for: Many of the arguments for a state administrator would
also support a non profit organization.  Such an organization could be
statewide in scope, allowing economies of scale and targeted investment
to maximize returns.  A non profit organization would not face conflicts
associated with reduction in revenues due to successful program imple-
mentation.  Unlike general-purpose government, a non profit organiza-
tion could be directly accountable to energy stakeholders through a
board comprised of a balanced representation of energy service provid-
ers, consumers and other stakeholders.  Such a board could be tightly
focused on achievement of electric system benefits, and therefore not
face the multiple pressures and objectives faced by general purpose
governments.  A non profit organization may be particularly effective in
administering market transformation, research and development, or
other investments that require coordination among interest groups and a
shared focus on electric system benefits.

v Arguments against: Many of the arguments against a state administrator
apply equally to a non profit administrator, insofar as a non profit would
be statewide in scope.  A non profit organization would require a new
accountability structure, whereas utilities and general-purpose govern-
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ments have built-in accountability structures.  While the non profit board
would allow for direct representation of stakeholders, the competing
interests embodied in its governing structure could limit its effectiveness
and efficiency.

9.6.6.5  Consumers as administrator

Consumers could administer public and private investment by taking credit against
system benefits charges or taxes for qualifying energy efficiency and renewable
resource activities in their own facilities.

v Arguments for: To the extent that energy efficiency and renewable
energy investments provide a direct benefit to the facilities in which they
occur, this approach could help align costs and benefits.  Consumers
would have a particularly strong stake in ensuring delivery of results,
since they would bear the costs and benefits more directly.  Administra-
tion could be fairly simple, especially for larger customers, insofar as it
would rely on existing models and mechanisms for claiming tax credits.
This approach may be particularly suited to energy efficiency invest-
ments with unique characteristics that do not lend themselves to more
generalized program approaches, such as industrial process improve-
ments.

v Arguments against: This approach could reduce achievement of system
benefits by allowing public investment to be used for measures that
market forces are capable of delivering.  If consumers can claim credit
for investments with very short payback periods, for example, then public
investment may replace rather than encourage private investment.
Since this approach would entail a much larger number of entities,
administration could be complicated and accountability could be unclear.
This approach may raise equity concerns, since not all consumers have
equal ability to conceive and administer these investments.  It may be
poorly suited for investments such as renewable generation, research
and development, market transformation, and low-income services that
cannot be made in individual customer facilities.

As noted above, these administrative options have different strengths.  If public
investment is to be administered fairly, efficiently, and effectively, one size may not
fit all.  Determination of the appropriate level of administration depends on the
specific purpose and the unique aptitudes of the different administrators.

9.6.7  Other Policy strategies to secure electric system
benefits that may require little or no direct public investment

The discussion above focuses on funding and administrative strategies for energy
efficiency, renewable resources, and low-income services that require some level of
public investment.  Alternative strategies may focus primarily on improving the
incentives for private investment in these purposes. They may be used in combina-
tion with public investment strategies or independent of them.
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9.6.7.1  Policy strategies for energy efficiency

v Energy Codes.  Energy code improvements have delivered substantial
energy savings to Washington consumers over the past 15 years.  Resi-
dential and commercial codes in Washington will capture over 270 aMW
in cost-effective savings by 2003.  Energy codes may promote equitable
achievement of energy efficiency goals, since they tend to align the
costs and benefits of energy efficiency investments.  Codes could be
examined and updated to incorporate new cost-effective measures on a
regular cycle to coincide with other routine code updates.  (However,
frequent code changes can undermine compliance by preventing users
of the code from gaining familiarity with rapidly changing provisions.)
Adoption of and compliance with energy codes generally requires some
familiarity with the new practice on the part of designers, builders, and
building code officials.  Code improvements in Washington to date would
probably not have been possible without public investment in new en-
ergy efficiency technologies and in education, training and compliance
activities.  However, these public investments are generally modest
relative to the magnitude of the savings achieved.

v Product efficiency standards.  Unlike building codes, product efficiency
standards are generally the province of federal rather than state or local
government.  However, state officials can and do play a significant role in
the adoption of federal appliance efficiency standards. (Washington
State participation in development of national product efficiency stan-
dards has decreased significantly in recent years.)  Here again, codes
and standards generally do not �push the envelope� on new energy
efficiency technologies; they are generally preceded by public and
private investments in research and commercialization of new technolo-
gies.  However, they can substantially increase efficiency by adjusting
industry standard practices to keep pace with commercialization of
proven, cost-effective technologies.

v Establish energy savings targets for public facilities.  Public facilities are
often major energy consumers.  The world�s largest energy consumer is
the U.S. federal government.  Federal Executive Order 12902 requires
federal agencies to substantially reduce their energy consumption over
time. Non-federal public facilities in Washington State spent nearly $200
million per year for electricity in 1990, the last year for which data are
available.  One study estimates that up to one-quarter of that expendi-
ture could be reduced cost-effectively by energy conservation measures
and energy efficient operations.49  State law (RCW 39.35) requires life
cycle cost analysis for all new and remodeled public facilities.  However,
implementation of this requirement is sporadic and even when the
analysis is conducted, cost-effective energy efficiency opportunities are
often missed.
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Capturing energy savings can reduce the cost of providing public ser-
vices and/or free up public funding for accomplishment of other public
priorities.  However, the same market barriers and short-term cost pres-
sures that prevent private investment also affect public agencies.  Lack
of coordination between state capital and operating budgets impedes
capital investments that reduce operating costs.

Like their counterparts in the private sector, public facility managers may
be reluctant to make investments in energy efficiency unless they pro-
duce positive net cash flows from the outset.  This can frequently be
accomplished through the use of Energy Savings Performance Contracts
in which public agencies defray first costs by pledging a percentage of
energy savings to repay financing costs.50  Energy efficiency in public
facilities can also be enhanced through comprehensive building commis-
sioning to ensure optimal performance and training and support of
resource conservation managers who can maintain and improve energy
performance over time.  The general approach of establishing public
facility targets can also be applied to renewable resource use.  The
federal government presently encourages agencies to use renewables
and provides technical and contracting assistance to agencies that
choose to do so.

9.6.7.2  Policy strategies for renewable resources

v Portfolio standards: Portfolio standards establish a requirement for power
suppliers to provide a minimum proportion of their power from renewable
resources.  State policy-makers could support a federal renewable
portfolio standard (RPS) or adopt one at the state level.  Some national
restructuring proposals would establish a RPS.  Most proposals would
attempt to minimize the cost of meeting the standard by allowing suppli-
ers either to acquire the output of renewables or purchase credits toward
the requirement from suppliers who have more than the minimum re-
quirement.  A state portfolio standard may be somewhat more difficult to
administer, due to complications associated with extensive interstate
electricity sales.  However, seven states have adopted portfolio stan-
dards.

Portfolio standards represent a direct policy choice to deliver a certain
proportion of renewables rather than to provide public investment or
subtly change market incentives.  As such, they are sometimes viewed
as excessive intervention in private markets.  However, others argue that
by establishing a goal for renewable resource achievement and then
letting the market achieve that goal as efficiently as possible, portfolio
standards minimize the need for government involvement in implementa-
tion.
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v Fuel and emissions disclosure and labeling.  This strategy would attempt
to improve the ability of the market to deliver renewable resources by
providing better information to consumers about environmental charac-
teristics. 51 (The impact of this strategy would clearly be more pro-
nounced in a retail access environment or where consumers may choose
renewables.  See following strategy.)  This strategy requires develop-
ment of a standard tracking mechanism for wholesale transactions and a
standard labeling format for communicating fuel mix and emissions data
to consumers.  (Development of a tracking system for the western
interconnection is currently under way.52)  In addition to facilitating market
functions by providing information, this strategy may also build consumer
confidence by ensuring that consumers know what they�re getting when
they choose �green� electric power products.  This strategy is discussed
at length in the study prepared for the Legislature under HB 2831.

v Delivery of renewable resources to customers who choose them.  The
Comprehensive Review recommended that retail utilities provide direct
customer access to renewable resources in advance of any action with
respect to retail access generally.  Alternatively, utilities could be required
or encouraged to offer a green option for consumers who request it.
This strategy could be combined with public investment to buy down
some or all of the incremental cost of renewables for the customers who
choose them. This strategy would not address underinvestment due to
the �public goods� quality of renewables.53  Also, it may be difficult to
justify the administrative costs of providing direct access on such a
limited basis.

v Internalize environmental costs.  Prices that accurately and fully reflect
costs are one of the preconditions for efficient operation of competitive
markets.54  One reason that private investment in energy efficiency and
renewable energy may not be sufficient to minimize total costs is that
many of the environmental costs of energy remain external to price.
Internalization of environmental costs would raise prices for some energy
resources, but may encourage minimization of total costs and enhance
private investment in energy efficiency and renewable resources.

The costs associated with carbon dioxide emissions are perhaps the
largest external cost of fossil-fueled energy resources, because these
emissions are unregulated.  Options for internalizing the cost of carbon
dioxide emissions include state or federal emission standards and
carbon taxes. Carbon taxes could be structured to be revenue neutral by
offsetting other taxes, or they could be used as an alternative to the
system benefits charge and tax options discussed above.  A market-
based strategy for internalizing environmental costs is to establish a
standard (based on scientific and/or policy determinations) and then
establish a system of tradable credits that allows the standard to be met
with the least costly mix of mitigation strategies.  This is the strategy
advocated by U.S. representatives in global climate treaty negotiations.
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It is also the strategy used to minimize the cost of sulfur dioxide reduc-
tion in the Clean Air Act.
Policies that internalize environmental costs tend to raise concerns
among price-sensitive customers, many of whom locate in Washington
because of low power prices.  However, internalization of the cost of
greenhouse gases due to national or international actions would prob-
ably increase the relative attractiveness of Washington power rates,
since relatively little of Washington�s power is provided by fossil fuels.

9.6.7.3  Policy strategies for low-income services

v Rate Discounts.  A rate discount for low-income service could be adopted
in legislation or required by state or local utility regulators.  Massachu-
setts� law, for instance, requires that utilities provide rate reductions of
25-35%.  California adopted needs-based funding for its low-income rate
discount program.   (Rate discounts currently offered by Washington
utilities are discussed in 9.4.2 .) There is some question as to whether
and under what conditions current Washington law authorizes the UTC
to adopt special rates for low-income customers.55  Rate discounts could
be partially or fully supported by public investment in the form of SBC
funds or tax revenues.

v Universal electric service based on percent of income.  Clark County
PUD guarantees that low-income consumers will not be disconnected or
charged additional fees if they spend at least 9 percent of their income
on their electric power bill.  This mechanism tends to index the level of
assistance to the level of need.  Utility evaluations of the program indi-
cate that the utility and its ratepayers are saving money by operating this
program.  The utility has experienced fewer uncollectible bills, improved
payment collection from its low-income customers, and lower administra-
tive costs. Public investment funds (SBC or tax credits) could be made
available for some or all of the difference between the actual bill and the
percent-of-income threshold for utilities that elect to use this approach.
(Public investment may not be necessary, however, to the extent that the
program decreases costs for utilities, as it apparently has for Clark.)
Some state regulatory commissions including Ohio and Pennsylvania
require such programs for their jurisdictional utilities due to the financial
savings associated with improved payment collection and reduced
administrative costs.  Utilities serving areas with disproportionately large
low-income populations may find this approach more difficult.56

9.6.8  Coordination and Assessment

Regardless of which entities administer investments and which policy strategies are
employed, there are a number of functions that may require cooperation and coordi-
nation among the many entities involved in delivering electric system benefits.
These functions may include, but not be limited to:
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v Assessment and periodic reevaluation of the appropriate level of public
investment.

v Establishment of performance objectives and tracking of achievement of
those objectives.

v Development of strategies to ensure that public investment encourages
rather than supplants private investment and facilitates the efficient
functioning of markets for energy efficiency and renewable resources.

v Identification of opportunities to achieve system benefits more effectively
and efficiently.

v Identification of opportunities to form partnerships among the many
private and public institutions involved in energy efficiency, renewable
resources, and low-income service delivery.

v Participation of energy service providers, consumers, and other stake-
holders in crafting policies and procedures to improve delivery of electric
system benefits over time.

Some of these functions may be performed at the regional level by the Regional
Technical Forum that the Northwest Power Planning Council proposes to form.57  To
the extent that these functions are not performed by the RTF (or that they need to
be performed at a state level) the state could:

v Form an electric (or energy) system benefits board comprised of electric
service providers, consumers, and other stakeholders to fulfill these
functions.  The responsibilities of such a board could be limited to peri-
odic assessments of electric system benefits achievements and invest-
ments.  Or its responsibilities could be as broad as administration of
competitive bids for delivery of electric system benefits.  It could focus
only on administration of public investment in electric system benefits, or
it could also focus on other policy strategies to achieve these benefits
that may not require direct public investment.

v Alternatively, assign the coordination and assessment functions de-
scribed above to existing institutions.  A stakeholder advisory group
could be formed to guide such institutions in their administration of
coordination and assessment functions.
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Schedule of Average Utility Rates

                1993-1997
Cents/kWh

Utility Source 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Alder Mutual EIA
Residential 4.69 4.91 5.16 4.77 ---
Commercial 4.80 5.03 5.43 5.58 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Benton REA 6560
Residential 4.44 5.03 5.04 4.97 4.81
Commercial 3.65 3.98 4.14 3.84 3.74
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 2.91 3.06 3.19 3.09 2.97

Big Bend Electric Coop EIA
Residential 4.43 4.78 4.91 4.82 ---
Commercial 4.09 4.41 4.62 4.52 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Blaine EIA
Residential 4.34 4.60 4.62 5.16 ---
Commercial 4.64 4.99 4.94 5.60 ---
Industrial-tariffed 5.28 5.75 5.07 6.19 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Bonneville Power Admin. EIA
Residential --- --- --- --- ---
Commercial --- --- --- --- ---
Industrial-tariffed 1.90 2.31 2.66 2.29 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---
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Cashmere EIA
Residential 1.92 2.15 2.51 2.64 ---
Commercial 2.36 2.50 2.82 2.91 ---
Industrial-tariffed 1.58 1.68 1.83 1.86 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Centralia EIA
Residential 3.45 4.02 4.21 4.34 ---
Commercial 3.37 4.07 4.25 3.92 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.52 3.71 3.82 3.97 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Cheney EIA
Residential 4.76 5.14 5.35 5.32 ---
Commercial 3.87 3.98 4.45 4.17 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.79 4.22 4.06 4.39 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Chewelah EIA
Residential 5.43 5.49 5.65 5.65 ---
Commercial 5.55 5.61 5.78 5.87 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- 6.55 --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Clearwater Power EIA
Residential 6.88 7.42 7.45 7.03 ---
Commercial 5.73 6.23 6.33 5.73 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.88 3.77 3.80 3.48 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Columbia REA EIA
Residential 5.09 5.64 5.68 5.61 ---
Commercial 6.88 6.79 6.82 6.50 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.47 3.79 3.78 3.77 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---
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Coulee Dam EIA
Residential 3.65 3.96 4.30 4.49 ---
Commercial 4.05 3.79 4.69 4.86 ---
Industrial-tariffed 7.93 1.62 4.49 5.09 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Eatonville EIA
Residential 4.72 5.06 5.27 5.27 ---
Commercial 4.35 4.84 4.85 7.17 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Ellensburg EIA
Residential 4.60 5.12 5.05 5.21 ---
Commercial 4.32 5.18 4.71 4.77 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.83 4.21 4.06 4.13 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Elmhurst Mutual EIA
Residential 3.82 4.13 4.31 4.34 ---
Commercial 3.73 4.02 4.19 4.23 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Fircrest EIA
Residential 4.80 5.24 5.23 5.56 ---
Commercial 5.57 5.73 5.21 5.50 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Inland Power & Light 6560
Residential 5.85 6.05 6.09 5.79 5.34
Commercial 5.17 5.23 5.20 5.14 4.85
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 5.37 5.43 4.34 3.95 4.11
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Kootenai Elec. Coop EIA
Residential 5.45 5.60 5.71 5.77 ---
Commercial 6.33 7.76 7.84 6.00 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Lakeview P & L EIA
Residential 3.23 3.50 3.51 3.50 ---
Commercial 3.54 3.97 3.87 3.84 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

McCleary EIA
Residential 4.41 4.72 5.01 5.15 ---
Commercial 4.36 4.64 4.93 5.04 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.57 3.87 4.18 4.38 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Milton EIA
Residential 4.09 3.74 4.07 4.08 ---
Commercial 3.59 4.68 4.78 3.39 ---
Industrial-tariffed 2.51 --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Modern Electric EIA
Residential 4.37 4.39 4.39 4.41 ---
Commercial 4.51 4.48 4.46 4.43 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Nespelem Valley Coop EIA
Residential 5.24 5.73 5.81 5.96 ---
Commercial 3.47 5.00 5.05 5.22 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- 4.65 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---
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Northern Lights EIA
Residential 6.40 7.19 6.70 6.80 ---
Commercial --- --- --- --- ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Ohop Mutual EIA
Residential 4.94 5.36 5.37 5.34 ---
Commercial 4.95 5.65 5.26 5.31 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Okanogan Co. Elec Coop EIA
Residential 5.22 6.19 6.24 6.21 ---
Commercial 4.30 4.75 4.77 4.78 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Orcas P & L 6560
Residential 7.55 8.00 8.21 7.82 7.44
Commercial 5.42 5.90 6.11 5.83 5.54
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 6.30 6.35 6.00 6.00 6.04

PacifiCorp 6560
Residential 4.67 4.88 4.91 4.94 5.05
Commercial 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.73 4.73
Industrial-tariffed 3.63 3.59 3.63 3.65 3.72
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- 2.39
Other 4.36 4.28 4.67 4.41 5.03

Parkland L & W 6560
Residential 4.04 4.42 4.72 4.75 4.73
Commercial 3.75 4.06 4.28 4.38 4.13
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---
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Peninsula Light EIA
Residential 5.03 5.39 5.41 5.37 ---
Commercial 4.73 4.81 4.83 4.85 ---
Industrial-tariffed 4.37 3.51 3.50 3.51 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Port Angeles EIA
Residential 4.35 4.88 4.92 4.93 ---
Commercial 3.98 4.39 4.36 4.41 ---
Industrial-tariffed 2.61 3.07 2.93 2.77 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Puget Sound Energy 6560
Residential 5.59 5.97 5.99 6.15 5.90
Commercial 5.77 5.96 6.21 6.43 6.14
Industrial-tariffed 4.07 4.39 4.62 5.06 5.57
Non-traditional --- --- --- 3.31 3.38
Other 13.51 13.77 14.04 14.53 14.23

PUD #1 of Asotin Co EIA
Residential --- --- --- --- ---
Commercial --- --- 3.77 3.77 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Benton Co. EIA
Residential 4.71 5.33 5.34 5.26 ---
Commercial 3.86 4.23 3.80 3.64 ---
Industrial-tariffed 2.84 2.93 3.00 2.85 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Chelan Co. 6560
Residential 1.98 2.23 2.57 2.76 2.76
Commercial 2.36 2.54 2.84 2.99 2.98
Industrial-tariffed 1.56 1.64 1.81 1.87 1.81
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 2.98 3.11 3.70 3.75 4.05
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PUD #1 of Clallam Co. EIA
Residential 5.16 5.41 5.61 5.62 ---
Commercial 5.11 5.34 5.54 5.60 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.95 4.10 4.46 4.26 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Clark Co. 6560
Residential 4.21 4.63 4.61 4.62 4.66
Commercial 3.29 3.57 3.56 3.48 3.57
Industrial-tariffed 2.56 2.75 2.74 2.81 2.57
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 5.99 6.39 5.91 5.96 6.84

--- --- --- --- ---
PUD #1 of Cowlitz Co. 6560

Residential 2.64 2.91 2.89 2.90 2.69
Commercial 3.55 3.90 3.88 3.86 3.38
Industrial-tariffed 2.89 3.14 3.09 3.11 2.82
Non-traditional 2.53 2.76 2.64 2.34 2.10
Other 4.52 4.67 4.72 4.75 4.66

PUD #1 of Douglas Co. EIA
Residential 1.56 1.69 2.01 2.08 ---
Commercial 1.40 1.62 2.00 2.20 ---
Industrial-tariffed 1.39 1.58 1.77 1.79 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Ferry Co. EIA
Residential 5.35 5.65 5.64 6.12 ---
Commercial 5.20 5.48 5.60 5.90 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.98 4.22 4.22 4.22 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Franklin Co. 6560
Residential 4.75 5.25 5.36 5.16 5.00
Commercial 3.69 4.08 4.14 4.00 3.84
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 3.05 3.23 3.51 3.34 3.51
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PUD #1 of Grays Harbor Co. 6560
Residential 4.54 4.84 4.87 4.85 4.86
Commercial 4.70 4.95 4.97 4.98 4.96
Industrial-tariffed 3.67 3.56 3.71 3.64 3.67
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 11.46 11.32 10.77 11.40 12.31

PUD #1 of Kittitas Co. EIA
Residential 5.43 5.83 5.86 5.83 ---
Commercial 4.07 5.70 5.60 3.53 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- 3.63 3.70 5.54 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other

PUD #1 of Klickitat Co. EIA
Residential 5.14 5.60 5.61 5.56 ---
Commercial 5.20 5.66 5.67 5.64 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.27 3.58 3.46 3.50 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Lewis Co. EIA
Residential 4.10 4.35 4.28 4.25 ---
Commercial 4.20 4.45 4.47 4.20 ---
Industrial-tariffed 4.77 3.91 3.96 3.66 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Mason Co. EIA
Residential 5.81 6.25 6.28 6.21 ---
Commercial 5.79 6.17 6.16 6.03 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Okanogan Co. EIA
Residential 2.62 2.73 2.87 2.92 ---
Commercial 2.98 3.06 3.23 3.32 ---
Industrial-tariffed 1.97 2.28 2.68 2.84 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---
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PUD #1 of Pend Oreille Co. EIA
Residential 3.11 3.14 3.10 2.86 ---
Commercial 2.48 2.48 2.45 2.43 ---
Industrial-tariffed 1.99 2.30 2.12 2.00 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Skamania Co. EIA
Residential 4.70 5.17 5.18 5.21 ---
Commercial 4.21 4.49 4.53 4.50 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.39 4.06 4.09 4.18 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Snohomish Co. 6560
Residential 4.42 5.12 5.12 5.11 5.06
Commercial 3.89 4.43 4.41 4.39 4.35
Industrial-tariffed 3.03 3.37 3.45 3.35 3.65
Non-traditional --- --- --- 2.61 2.71
Other 7.30 9.30 7.20 7.25 7.25

PUD #1 of Wahkiakum Co. EIA
Residential 5.33 5.76 5.90 5.95 ---
Commercial 6.05 6.43 6.51 6.57 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- 8.52 8.78 8.77 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #1 of Whatcom Co. EIA
Residential --- --- --- --- ---
Commercial --- --- --- --- ---
Industrial-tariffed 2.42 2.38 2.70 2.61 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #2 of Grant Co. 6560
Residential 2.29 2.50 2.64 2.85 3.21
Commercial 1.43 2.01 2.11 2.26 2.45
Industrial-tariffed 1.11 1.14 1.27 1.45 1.63
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other 2.04 1.99 2.28 2.45 2.93
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PUD #2 of Pacific Co. EIA
Residential 4.61 5.25 5.27 5.24 ---
Commercial 5.14 5.62 5.64 5.64 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.35 3.59 3.59 3.66 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

PUD #3 of Mason Co. EIA
Residential 4.76 5.22 5.39 5.54 ---
Commercial 4.52 4.97 4.99 5.08 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.06 3.46 3.43 3.55 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Richland EIA
Residential 4.82 5.07 5.00 4.60 ---
Commercial 3.93 4.22 4.28 4.18 ---
Industrial-tariffed 3.26 3.51 3.50 3.38 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Ruston EIA
Residential 5.00 4.77 9.47 4.60 ---
Commercial --- --- --- --- ---
Industrial-tariffed 2.64 2.68 2.08 3.22 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Seattle City Light 6560
Residential 3.73 3.78 3.92 4.05 4.25
Commercial 3.50 3.65 3.65 3.74 3.83
Industrial-tariffed 3.02 3.20 3.27 3.44 3.41
Non-traditional --- --- --- 3.62 3.74
Other 6.15 6.30 5.85 5.87 6.04

Steilacoom EIA
Residential 4.49 5.38 6.02 6.09 ---
Commercial 4.71 5.01 5.40 5.38 ---
Industrial-tariffed 4.09 --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---
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Sumas EIA
Residential 5.42 5.48 5.54 5.78 ---
Commercial 4.98 4.96 5.02 5.52 ---
Industrial-tariffed 4.90 4.94 5.00 5.50 ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Tacoma 6560
Residential 3.95 4.16 4.33 4.41 4.42
Commercial 4.02 4.24 4.44 4.51 4.53
Industrial-tariffed 3.17 3.37 3.47 3.47 3.48
Non-traditional 2.22 2.39 2.44 2.41 2.37
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Tanner Electric Coop EIA
Residential 6.26 6.48 6.13 6.02 ---
Commercial 5.57 5.84 5.71 5.67 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Vera Irrigation EIA
Residential 3.77 4.16 4.25 4.29 ---
Commercial 3.92 4.27 4.30 4.40 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

Washington Water Power 6560
Residential 4.90 4.86 4.92 4.96 4.95
Commercial 5.26 5.28 5.30 5.35 5.35
Industrial-tariffed 4.10 4.01 4.00 3.82 3.90
Non-traditional 3.46 3.61 3.73 4.57 21.15(a)
Other 13.59 13.65 14.01 14.01 14.01

Waterville EIA
Residential 2.26 2.45 2.42 2.75 ---
Commercial 2.34 2.40 2.36 2.79 ---
Industrial-tariffed --- --- --- --- ---
Non-traditional --- --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- --- --- ---

(a) standby service contract with high fixed charges and few kwh delivered.
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Appendix 2-1:
Recommendations of the Management Committee for the Cost Review of the

Federal Columbia River Power System

Average Annual
Reductions,

FYs 2002-2006, $ in millions
Total

Reductions
Power BL
Expense

Reductions
1. Further reduce staffing and support costs of power marketing and other PBL functions not directly related to operation

of the Federal power system, through efficiency initiatives and reoriented long-term marketing efforts.
14.7 14.7

2. Fund regional conservation market transformation at a level proportional to the percent of regional firm load served by
Bonneville, as called for in the Comprehensive Review.  Recommended reduction brings the Cost Baseline into line
with estimates of the firm power load served by Bonneville.  Review the appropriateness of continued Bonneville
support no later than 2004.

4.6 4.6

3. Reduce projected legacy conservation contract expenses to reflect historical under-spending.  Do not modify or
extend existing contracts, except that the State’s low-income weatherization contract should be extended consistent
with the end of the legacy commitment to utilities.  Reduce associated staffing.

2.5 2.5

4. Further reduce funding for the NW Power Planning Council to reflect changes in Bonneville’s regional role (i.e., curtail
new resource acquisitions), carry out the Council role in power recommended by Comprehensive Review and the
continued importance of fish and wildlife issues.  Seek additional funding from other sources for Council activities that
are of regional scope. Reductions assume one Council representative per state.  A process should be carried out to
determine both the functions the region wishes the Council to perform and how the functions should be funded.

1.1 1.1

5. Provide funding for costs of the three renewable resource projects that Bonneville currently is planning, and currently
planned levels of renewable resource data collection and R&D.  Annual net cost above project revenues should not
exceed $15 million per year, including the data collection and R&D costs.  No additional renewable resource projects
unless Bonneville’s costs are recovered fully by project revenue.

2.2 2.2

6. Develop and implement a consolidated, integrated capital/asset management strategy for federal hydro directed at
maximizing value, including both financial returns and public benefits. The strategy should encompass the operation
and maintenance of the physical assets, a coordinated investment plan, potential consolidation of duplicative
administrative support services among FCRPS agencies, and the creation of integrated performance measures.
Performance should be measured explicitly and reported publicly, accountabilities established, and incentives created
and applied FCRPS-wide.  Estimates at right include a combination of reduced O&M expenses from the Cost
Baseline and increased revenues from higher production.

Corps: 40.0

 Bureau:   8.0

Corps: 40.0

 Bureau:   8.0

7. Implement a strategy for WNP-2 that combines aggressive cost management with a flexible response to market
conditions and unforeseen costs.  Manage annual operating costs to annual revenues achievable at market prices.  In
BPA’s subscription process and upcoming rate case, determine how to allocate the plant’s costs in Bonneville rates
and market a portion of the Federal Base System (FBS) equivalent to the planned output of WNP-2 priced in a
manner that ensures recovery of the plant’s operating costs while allowing a lower price for the rest of the FBS,

19.0 19.0



unless legal or other issues prevent doing so.  To the extent revenues exceed operating costs, use a portion of the
resulting net operating revenues to build up the decommissioning fund.  Biennially subject the plant to a market test.
Evaluate termination in the event operating costs are projected to exceed revenues significantly if uneconomical at
market prices.  Estimated reduction includes a combination of reduced O&M expense from the Cost Baseline and
potential increased revenues.

Recommendations
Average Annual

Reductions,
FYs 2002-2006, $ in millions

Total
Reductions

Power BL
Expense

Reductions
8. Further reduce the cost of Bonneville administrative and other internal support service costs including financial, human

resources, information management, procurement, strategic planning, public affairs, legal services and other internal
service costs, by an aggregate 50 percent from 1996 actual levels.  Achieve through benchmarking, adopting “best
practices,” enterprise software, and outsourcing of non-core functions where economic.

31.7 14.5

9. Obtain legislative changes in the areas of personnel management and procurement to improve administrative
flexibility and ability to manage internal costs.

10.0 7.0

10. Further reduce transmission internal O&M expenses through improved efficiencies. 2.5 1.5
11. Conform to Federal Power Act requirements, adjusting and correcting functionalization (allocation) of costs between

Power and Transmission BLs.
0.0 30.0

12. Further reduce federal and non-federal debt service expenses through refinancings, greater reliance on variable rate
debt, and other debt reduction actions

20.0 20.0

13. Targeted, but unspecified reductions already included in Power Cost Baseline. (19.4) (19.4)

TOTAL 136.9 145.7

In addition, the TBL should meet the cost management objectives in its baseline, in particular:
• Obtain operational efficiencies, tighter control on timing and prioritization of capital investments to achieve superior performance compared to

the WSCC transmission providers (top one-third);
• Reduce fully allocated hourly costs of transmission maintenance service by 20 to 30 percent by 2001; and
• Increase flexibility of cost structure.
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Provision S. 1401 H.R. 655 H.R. 1230 S. 722 H.R. 1960 S. 2287
Deadline for Retail

Competition
January 1, 2002 December 15, 2000 January 1, 1999 No federally imposed

deadline
No federally imposed

deadline
January 1, 2003, with

state and nonregulated
utility opt out provisions

Federal Role in
Implementing Retail

Competition

Federal mandate
enforceable in federal

courts

Federal mandate
enforceable by FERC

Federal mandate
enforceable by FERC

No federal mandate.
Retains role in interstate

transmission

No federal mandate. En-
hanced utility oversight,

environmental and
consumer protection role

Federal mandate
enforceable by state

courts. Enhanced utility
oversight, and

environmental role
State Role in

Implementing Retail
Competition

Retains role in protecting
the public interest, and
regulating distribution

and retail transmission
service

Detailed state
implementation

requirements for retail
competition along with
retaining role in local

distribution and
consumer protection

Retains role in protecting
the public interest, and

regulating local
distribution service

Lead role in deciding on
retail competition

reforms. Retains role in
protecting public health

and safety

Lead role in deciding on
retail competition reforms
based on detailed federal

provisions. Enhanced
role in utility oversight

Lead role in deciding on
retail competition re-

forms, and retains role in
regulating local

distribution service. May
tap into federal public

benefits fund for public
purpose programs

Transitional Concerns --
Stranded Costs

Detailed requirements for
stranded cost recovery
with FERC serving as a

backstop

No requirement. States
may choose to impose a

charge to provide for
such recovery

No requirement. States
may not impose an exit

charge to provide for
such a recovery

No requirement. States
may choose to impose a

charge to provide for
such recovery

No requirements. Any
stranded cost recovery
must be allocated in an
equitable manner to all

customer classes

No requirement. States
may choose to impose a

charge to provide for
such recovery

Structuring the Market --
Reliability

Detailed provisions for
ISOs, along with state

authority to ensure
reliability

State authority to ensure
reliability

FERC to ensure
transmission reliability;
states to ensure local
distribution reliability

State authority to ensure
reliability

Creates self-regulating
utility councils under
FERC oversight to
protect reliability

Creates self-regulating
utility councils to protect

reliability
FERC authority to create

ISOs
Structuring the Industry --

Corporate Structure
(including PUHCA)

ISOs must be
independent

PUHCA repealed 1 year
after enactment, replaced
by enhanced federal and
state access to company

records
"Ohio Power" provision to

permit state review of
affiliate transactions

PUHCA ceases to apply
to a company when the

affected states determine
the company offers

effective retail
competition. Replaced by

enhanced federal and
state access to company

records

Functional divestiture of
transmission/ distribution

and generation
components

PUHCA ceases to apply
to a company when the

affected states determine
the company offers

effective retail
competition

PUHCA repealed 18
months after enactment

and replaced by
enhanced federal and

state access to company
records

PUHCA ceases to apply
to a com-pany when the
affected states certify the
com-pany's compli-ance

with federal retail
competition and public
benefit standards. Re-
placed by en-hanced

federal and state author-
ity to oversee utility

mergers, acquisitions,
affiliate relation-ships,

and diver-sification
efforts

PUHCA repealed 18
months after enactment

and replaced by
enhanced federal and

state access to company
records
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Structuring the Industry --
Corporate Transactions
(including PURPA)

Sec. 210 of PURPA does
not apply to new facilities
after January 1, 2002
Existing contracts are
unaffected

Sec. 210 of PURPA does
not apply to a utility the
state determines
provides effective retail
competition
Existing contracts are
unaffected

Sec. 210 of PURPA does
not apply to a utility the
state determines
provides effective retail
competition
Contracts as of the date
of enactment are
unaffected

Sec. 210 of PURPA does
not apply to new facilities
after the date of
enactment unless a
power purchase contract
had been entered into
beforehand
Existing contracts are
unaffected

Sec. 210 of PURPA
ceases to apply to a
utility when the affected
state certifies the utility's
compli-ance with federal
retail competition and
public benefit standards
Existing contracts are
unaffected

Utilities are not required
to enter into new con-
tracts under to Sec. 210
of PURPA after
enactment

Structuring the Industry --
Public Power

TVA fence is removed if
in U.S. interests;
purchase con-tracts with
TVA may be termi-nated
on 1-year notice after
January 1, 2001;
privatization study
required.
BPA regional governing
body authorized.
Authorized BPA
compliance with FERC
open ac-cess rules and
participation in a ISO
shall not threaten U.S.
Treasury receipts.

Purchasers of Power
Marketing Administration
(PMA) power may not
resell that power outside
their distribution area

No specific provisions All transmitting utilities
are subject to FERC with
respect to any wholesale
transmission service
Study of tax benefits of
public and investor-
owned power

Except for existing
arrange-ments, TVA and
PMAs may not provide
retail service to custo-
mers outside their areas
unless retail competition
is available to all
customers within such
area

FERC's open access and
stranded cost rules would
extend to public power,
including TVA and PMAs.
Prohibits public power
from issuing tax-exempt
bonds for new generating
facilities. Out-standing
tax-exempt bonds would
be grandfathered.

Environment EPA study of air pollution
standards and electricity
restructuring by January
1, 2000

States may assess
charges to fund
environmental programs

No specific provisions States may assess
charges to fund
environmental programs

President to pre-vent
advantage to utilities
whose plants emit exces-
sive amount of sulfur
dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
and carbon dioxide

EPA may estab-lish
regional NOx "cap and
trade" programs to im-
plement trans-ported air
pol-lution provisions of
the Clean Air Act.

Renewable Energy Renewable set-aside
requirement and trading
program

Renewable set-aside
requirement and trading
program

States may permit
consumer choice with
regard to renewable
energy

States may assess
charges to fund
renewable energy
programs

Renewable set-aside
requirement and trading
program

Renewable set-aside
requirement and trading
program

System Benefits
(Energy Efficiency, low-
income programs, R & D,
and renewables

States may assess
charges to fund public
benefit programs, such
as universal service
protection for customers,
low-income energy
assistance, R&D
programs, and energy
efficiency and
conservation

States may assess
charges to fund public
benefit programs, such
as universal service
protection for customers,
low-income energy
assistance, and/or
environmental,
renewable, efficiency,
conservation, or other
such programs

States may assess
charges to continue
universal service
protection for customers
States retain authority
over conservation, R&D,
and other programs
deemed appropriate by
the state

States may assess
charges to fund public
benefit programs, such
as universal service
protection for customers,
low-income energy
assistance, R&D efforts,
and environmental,
renewable energy,
energy efficiency or
conservation programs

As part of the certification
process, states must
generally assess charges
to fund public bene-fit
programs, such as low-
income services, renew-
able energy and energy
efficiency

States may tap into a
federal public benefit
fund to provide for low-
income energy
assistance, consumer
education, R&D, rural
assistance, and energy
efficiency or conservation
programs

This Briefing Book was compiled by the Congressional Research Service. The CNIE has made these reports available to the public at large, but the CRS is not affiliated
with the CNIE or the National Library for the Environment.
Return to CRS Electric Utility Restructuring Briefing Book
Page last updated July 16, 1998.
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Appendix 2.3
Restructuring Activity in the States
Summary of Major Provisions

Activity as of November 1, 1998

State Regulatory Legislative Pilot Programs Stranded Costs

Alabama 4/98: PSC issued an order to begin a
new investigation into electric
restructuring. Comments were due in
August. A series of workshops were
scheduled on market power, stranded
costs, service reliability and other issues
to aid the PSC in decision making.

12/97: PSC approved preliminary staff
report on restructuring the electric
power industry, "Report and Policy
Development Plan of the Staff Electric
Industry Restructuring Task Force."

5/96: SB 306, "The Electricity Customer
Severance Law," enacted. The law
provides utilities the opportunity to
collect from customers who leave their
system the amount of stranded costs
associated with the customers' service.

1/97: Alabama
Electricity Consumers
Coalition and American
Energy Solutions filed in
Federal court a suit
challenging the statute
on stranded costs as
unconstitutional. The
suit was dismissed
because the law has yet
to be invoked. The suit
could be reinstated if
the law is used.

5/96: SB 306 allows
recovery of
"reasonable" stranded
costs through exit fees.

Alaska 10:98:Matanuska Electric Association,
Chugach's largest wholesale customer,
offered to buy out Chugach. Chugach
assets are valued at $486 million.
Chugach officials were surprised by the
offer and are withholding judgement.

6/98: PUC rejected Chugach's

8/98: The State Legislative Committee,
established to develop
recommendations for the legislature on
electric industry restructuring which are
due in January when the legislature
reconvenes, conducted its first hearing.
The Alaska Rural Electric Cooperative
Association stated that, due to the
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argument and affirmed the PUC's
authority to regulate retail wheeling.

1/98: Chugach Electric Association, the
State's largest utility, urged to PUC and
legislators to allow retail competition in
Anchorage and surrounding areas. HB
235 primarily failed because Chugach
did not support it unless it was amended
to allow retail wheeling in Anchorage
and surrounding areas.

10/97: Public meeting held to discuss
"Future Market Structure of Alaska's
Electric Industry."

isolation and unique characteristics of
Alaska's rural electric industry, it should
be left out of any restructuring plans.
Chugach Electric Association, the
State's largest electric utility, stated that
consumers would benefit if the State
embraced a broad policy of allowing
competition.

8/98: No action was taken on HB 235 or
HB 287. Both bills appear stalled in
committee.

1/98: Two bills, HB 235, and HB 287,
concerning retail competition were
introduced in 1997 session and held
over to the 1998 session. HB 235,
supported by cooperatives, would
prevent retail competition in existing
certified service areas unless clearly
evidenced that it would be in the public
interest.

Arizona 8/98: ACC approved final rules for
restructuring. A 2-year phase-in
schedule will accelerate retail
competition from the 12/96 plan, and
retail access will begin for customers
with more than 1 MW demand by
1/1/99, and all consumers by 1/1/01.
Utilities must file deregulation plans by
9/98 with proposals for rate reductions
for consumers not participating in retail
competition.

8/98: ACC approved Tucson Electric
Power's rate decrease of 3.1% over 2
years. The decrease will apply to all
standard offer consumers who do not

5/98: HB 2663 enacted. The law affirms
the ACC's authority to require utilities to
open territories to retail competition.
Competition will phase-in 20% by
12/31/98 and 100% by 12/31/00. The
bill will also extend deregulation to
municipals and other publicly owned
utilities, such as the Salt River Project.

4/96: HB 2504 established a Joint
Committee to study electric industry
restructuring with a report due by 12/97.

8/98: Tucson Electric
Power filed a divestiture
plan with ACC . The
ACC order on stranded
costs provides utilities 2
options: 1 - divestiture
of assets; the amount of
recoverable stranded
costs will be the
difference between the
value of generation
assets under traditional
regulation and their
market value
determined through an
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yet have retail access during the phase-
in of competition.

8/98: The Salt River Project has agreed
, after negotiation with legislators, utility
officials, and industrial users, to allow
110,000 residential and 12,000
commercial and industrial consumers
retail access by 12/31/98.

6/98: The AZ Corporation Commission
approved a competitive market plan that
will require utilities to fully divest
generation assets if they want 100%
recovery of stranded assets. The plan
also provides for a residential pilot
program, 5% residential rate cuts over
the next 2 years, and retail access for
20% of customers (the largest) by
1/1/99 and all customers by 1/1/01.

5/98: The AZ Supreme Court upheld a
lower court ruling that the ACC has the
authority to adopt rules requiring IOU's
to open their territories to retail
competition.

4/98: ACC sent letters to the Governor
and legislators in opposition to the
electric restructuring bill (HB 2663) that
passed the House and appears to have
significant support in the Senate.

10/97: Work group report submitted to
the Joint Legislature Study Committee
regarding phase-in dates, taxes, the
roles of the legislature and Arizona
Corporation Commission.

action process, and 2 -
a transition revenues
methodology; the ACC
"would provide sufficient
revenues necessary to
maintain financial
integrity for a period of
10 years," allocating
stranded costs among
consumers and
shareholders as
deemed "to be in the
public interest." TEP
estimates its stranded
costs to be between
$475 million and $1.1
billion.

12/96: ACC's
deregulation plan allows
for stranded cost
recovery using exit fees
and mandates using
mitigation measures;
full recovery of stranded
costs is possible but not
assured.
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9/97: Work group report submitted
regarding stranded costs, legal issues,
and customer selection. Stranded costs
recovery gained support but
securitization questions were deferred.

12/96: ACC issued a final order to
phase-in retail access beginning 1/99
with 20 % of a utility's load, 50% by
1/2001, and all consumers by 1/2003.
The plan includes a solar portfolio
standard. The ACC also established
work groups to report on restructuring
issues with reports due by the end of
1997. Utilities were ordered to file
restructuring plans by 12/97.

Arkansas 8/98: PSC issued a draft report, "Report
on Restructuring the Arkansas Electric
Utility Industry," recommending retail
competition no later than 1/1/02. The
report asks the legislature to act in 1999
on restructuring and give the PSC
authority to implement retail
competition, determine stranded costs
and appropriate recovery methods,
including securitization. A final report
will be submitted to the legislature in
October.

8/98: The PSC approved a merger
between American Electric Power and
Central and Southwest Corporation.
AEP & CSW have proposed a
regulatory plan providing savings to
consumers from fuel cost savings and
synergies crated by the merger. Also,
AEP/CSW have committed to not raise

Comments were due 2/98. The PSC will
issue recommendations to the
legislature by October 1998.

4/97: AR General Assembly requested,
with Senate Resolution 24, a study on
competition in the electric industry with
a report due by January 1999. A series
of hearings were held through 3/98, and
a restructuring bill is expected to be
introduced in 1999.

12/97: In Entergy's
restructuring plan, the
Transition Cost Account
to be used for funds for
stranded costs will be
funded by excess
earnings above 11%
return on equity during
the rate freeze period
(at new levels through
2001).
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rates above current levels prior to
1/1/02.

5/98: The PSC concluded hearings on
when and how to open the electric
market to competition. Entergy and two
other IOU's agreed that competition
should not begin before 2002, as
neighboring Oklahoma and Texas are
scheduled to open their electric markets
to retail competition.

12/97: Arkansas PSC agreed to
Entergy's restructuring plan. The plan
includes rate reductions of about $217
million over 2 years; debt reduction of
$165 million over 5 years on the Grand
Gulf Nuclear Station; and creation of a
special Transition Cost Account to be
used to collect funds for stranded costs
recovery.

12/97: The PSC will conduct public
hearings in 1998 to address
restructuring issues. A report is due to
the State General Assembly by October
1998. Four dockets were established to
investigate specific restructuring issues.

California 10/98: Based on CPUC data, New
Energy Ventures, a retail electricity
marketer, calculated it has won about
40 % of the 13,648 Gwh load being
served by nonutility energy service
providers.

4/98: PUC issued the final order
officially opening the electric industry
market to competition as of/3/31/98 for

10/98: Proposition 9 will be on the ballot
November 3. The three investor-owned
utilities and the trustee for the IOU's
stranded cost notes, worth nearly $6
million, plan to take legal action if
Proposition 9 passes.

8/98: Proposition 9, the ballot initiative
to alter provisions of the electric
restructuring law, is gaining support

9/97: AB 360 allows
utilities to issue $7.3
billion in bonds
(securitization) to pay
off stranded
investments.
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all consumers in IOU service territories.
Jurisdiction of transmission lines was
transferred from the State to Federal
authority with 70% of the transmission
grid under control of the ISO, making
California the first State to introduce a
state-wide competitive electric industry.

3/98: PUC issued regulations to protect
consumers from fraud and market
abuses. Electric competitors must 1)
provide clear information on price,
service, and power-generation mix; 2)
use a standard bill format; 3) provide
proof of technical, operational and
financial capability; and 4) post a
$25,000 bond.

12/97: Starting date for competition is
delayed to March 31, 1998, due to
additional time needed for testing
software at the ISO and PX.

12/95: CPUC issued a final order to
deregulate the electric power industry
and phase-in retail competition. Later,
the plan was amended to allow retail
competition for all consumers
simultaneously, beginning 1/98
(extended to 3/98).

from some groups, including the League
of Women Voters, the Sierra Club,
consumer advocate Ralph Nader, the
Consumers Union, and other consumer
groups. The opposition includes the
Association of California Water
Agencies, the investor-owned utilities,
and the Coalition for Affordable and
Reliable Electric Service. An analysis
released by the California Energy
Commission (stated as "not reflecting its
official view") indicates rates would drop
beyond the 10% guaranteed by the
ballot measure.

7/98: The CA Supreme Court denied a
request by a group of IOU's and
business organizations to prevent a vote
on the ballot initiative that would change
provision of CA's restructuring law.

6/98: The coalition of consumer
advocates initiative to challenge the law
that restructured the electric power
industry has qualified for the 11/98
ballot. The initiative would prohibit
California's investor-owned utilities from
recovering the costs for nuclear power
plants or imposing surcharges on
customer bills. Also, it would give
consumers a 20% rate reduction. The
IOU's and business and industrial
groups oppose the initiative, and the
utilities have filed a lawsuit aimed at
striking the initiative from the ballot.

5/98: Consumer groups are gathering
signatures for a ballot initiative
challenging AB 1890, preventing utilities
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from collecting stranded costs, and
allowing a 20% rate reduction. A
coalition of business and taxpayer
groups have filed a lawsuit in the state's
3rd district court of appeal to keep the
initiative off the ballot in November.

9/97: SB 90 provides administrative
guidelines for the Renewables Program
under AB 1890. It gives the California
Energy Commission authority to
administer funds collected for renewable
energy technologies support.

9/97: SB 1305 requires retail suppliers
of electricity to disclose the sources of
electricity; requires generators to report
fuel type and consumption to system
operators, who make the information
available to the CEC; and requires other
reporting requirements for emissions,
purchased power, losses, and retail
sales.

9/96: AB 1890 enacted to restructure
CA's electric power industry. The law
includes provisions for the creation of an
ISO and a PX, a Competitive Transition
Charges (CTC) for recovery of stranded
costs (from 1998 through 2002); a 10%
rate reduction; and the continuance of
energy efficiency programs financed
with rate surcharges.

Colorado 12/96: PUC conducted a survey of 360
stakeholders regarding retail
competition and released a report on
electric restructuring.

7/98: The CO electricity advisory panel
(created by SB 152)met for the first time
in July. The purpose of the panel is to
study electric industry deregulation and
report the findings to the legislature by
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Colorado PUC cannot order statewide
electric industry restructuring without a
change in State law.

11/1/99.

5/98: SB 152 was enacted. It created a
21-member panel to assess whether
retail competition will benefit the state's
consumers.

5/98: None of the three bills being
considered in the 1998 legislative
session made it out of committee.

3/98: HB1284, HB 1381, and SB 178
were introduced to allow retail
competition and restructure the electric
industry were introduced in the
legislature. The bills stalled in
committee, although technically the
legislation could be revived as a
compromise bill, but it would face strong
opposition.

1/98: Legislature will debate several
restructuring bills in the 1998 session
that would allow retail competition in 2
to 4 years. All 1997 restructuring bills
introduced failed to pass.

Connecticut 10/98: United Illuminating filed its
divestiture plan with the PUC to sell its
non-nuclear generating assets. Plants
being sold include the 590 MW
Bridgeport Harbor and the 466 MW New
Haven Harbor. Also in filing are plans on
how to unbundle the generation
business from the wires or distribution
business. United Illuminating will
become a "wires" company responsible
for power delivery.

4/98: RB 5005, An Act Concerning
Electric Restructuring, was signed into
law on 4/29/98. The bill will allow retail
competition for generation suppliers for
35% of consumers by 1/2000 and for all
consumers by 7/2000. Utilities will be
required to sell non-nuclear generation
assets by 1/2000 and interests in
nuclear generation by 1/2004, making
CT the first State to require divestiture
of nuclear assets. The bill also provides
for creation of an ISO, public interest

5/98: The United
Illuminating Company
announced its plan to
divest its 3 fossil-fueled
plants and power
purchase agreements
to comply with
Connecticut's new
restructuring law.

4/98: To recover
stranded costs, utilities
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8/98: PUC opened dockets on tasks
delegated by HB 5005 to restructure the
industry.

7/95: CT DPUC issued a final report
that calls for deregulating generation
and gradually moving to retail
competition.

program funding, functional unbundling,
renewable energy funding, a 5.5 %
renewable portfolio standard,
environmental protections, and a 10%
rate reduction beginning 1/2000.

must separate their
transmission and
distribution business
and sell their non-
nuclear generation by
1/2000 and interests in
nuclear generation by
1/2004. Utilities will be
allowed to sell bonds to
cover stranded costs
(securitization) up to the
10% rate reduction.

Delaware 1/98: PSC adopted final report on
electric industry restructuring with
recommendations including unbundling
of rates and stranded cost recovery
using Competitive Transition Charges.
The report calls for competition for all
Delaware consumers to begin 12
months after restructuring legislation is
enacted.

8/97: PSC issued a report
recommending phase-in of retail
competition beginning 4/99.

7/98: HB 570, a bill to restructure the
electric industry, failed when the 1998
session ended in June. The issue will
likely be readdressed in the 1999
legislative session.

4/98: HB 570, Electric Restructuring Act
of 1998, was introduced in the
legislature. The bill would phase in retail
competition beginning 7/99 for
Delmarva customers and by 1/2000 for
Delaware Electric Cooperative
customers.

6/97: HR 36 called for PSC to report on
restructuring alternatives by 1/98.

1/98: PSC final report
recommends that
utilities have an
opportunity to recover
stranded costs. The
PSC is to determine the
magnitude of
reasonable stranded
costs for each utility.

District of
Columbia

9/97: The PSC continues to study
restructuring and issued a notice of
inquiry for issues to investigate on retail
competition. A report is expected in
1998.

Florida 8/98: Responding to competitive
pressures that can lower electric bills for
large consumers, the PSC approved

4/98: HB 1888 died in committee
without a hearing, reflecting both the
strong opposition from utilities and lack
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discount rates (up to 20%) for new and
expanding businesses. The Florida
Alliance for Lower Electric Rates Today
opposes the discounts, and proposes
state-wide competition for all
consumers.

4/98: The PSC approved a plan for
Florida Power & Light to offer new
industrial customers discounted rates of
20% the first year, and declining over a
five-year period.

of consumer interest.

3/98: HB 1888 was introduced and
referred to committee. The bill, which
would deregulate the electric power
industry and allow retail access by
2001, faces strong opposition and is not
expected to get out of committee.

10/97: House Committee on Utilities
and Communication sponsored informal
hearings on electricity restructuring
issues.

10/97: Legislature has a special
subcommittee to track restructuring
developments in other States.

Georgia 1/98: PSC issued a Staff Report on
Electric Industry Restructuring.
Recommendations include market-
based rates, unbundled services, and
stranded cost recovery. A docket has
been established for comments from
stakeholders.

4/97 - 7/97: Public workshops were held
to address the issues related to
restructuring. The results of the public
hearings were incorporated in the Staff
Report issued 12/97.

Hawaii 1997: PUC began to develop a draft
restructuring plan and a formal
investigation into the issues.

12/96: PUC began investigating
competition in electric power industry. A
report is expected by 10/98.

12/97: Bill was introduced to request the
PUC to provide recommendations for
legislation to implement economical
electric competition by 12/98.

1997: Bills introduced in 1997 failed to
pass.
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Idaho 1/98: PUC issued the "Electric Costs
Report" to the Governor and
Legislature. The report contains the
findings on the unbundled average
costs fro utilities in ID compared to
national averages.

9/97: ID PUC hosted technical
workshop to discuss public purpose
costs as part of unbundling.

7/97: Proceedings on electric
restructuring began.

1997: HB 399 passed; directs
commission to establish a committee to
obtain information on the costs of
supplying electricity to consumers.
Utilities are required to unbundle costs
of electric service and report to the
PUC.

5/97: Governor signed an executive
order creating the Governor's Council
on Hydroelectric and River Resources
that will establish guidelines for electric
industry restructuring in ID.

2/98: PUC approved
Washington Water
Power Company pilot
program, MOPS II, for
approximately 6,000
consumers. The pilot
will offer customers a
portfolio consisting of
four rate options:
Traditional Energy
Service, Monthly Market
Rate, Annual Market
Rate, and Standard
Offer Service.

4/97: 2-year pilot
program began for
residential and
commercial customers
of WWPC in ID.

4/97: Idaho Power's
pilot program for 900
customers will begin
7/97 and go through
6/99.

8/97: Public hearings
were held on the issue
of stranded costs.

Illinois 8/98: The phase-in of rate cuts took
effect. The State's largest utilities,
Illinova and Commonwealth Edison, cut
rates 15%; another 5% reduction is due
5/02. Smaller utilities will phase-in 5%
reductions by 5/02.

6/98: The Illinois Commerce
Commission (ICC) issued a ruling that
prohibits utility affiliates from exploiting
the name, reputation, or logo of the

10/98: As required by the restructuring
law in Illinois, a 15% rate reduction went
into effect in August 1998. To date,
Illinois Power customers have saved
about $12.5 million.

3/98: Legislation was introduced to add
environmental provisions to the current

2/96: CILCO and IL
Power conducted retail
wheeling pilot programs
in 1995 - 1996. IL pilot
included only large
customers; only in IL
pilot; CILCO pilot
included all classes of
customers.

5/98: Illinois Power
withdrew its proposal
for a securitized bond
issue.

4/98: Enabled by the
Restructuring Law
enacted in 12/97,
Commonwealth Edison
is seeking ICC approval
of a bond issue. By law,
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utility in advertising or marketing
campaigns. The rule will protect
ratepayers from cross-subsidization of
utility affiliates.

5/98: The Illinois Commerce
Commission (ICC) approved
Commonwealth Edison's plan to offer
nonresidential customers hourly rates
under its "Hourly Energy Pricing"
program.

electric restructuring law. The bill would
increase utility funding for energy
efficiency programs, provide tax credits
for energy efficient appliances, and
allow net metering.

12/97: HB 362, "The Electric Service
Customer Choice and Rate Relief Act of
1997," was enacted. The bill provides
for rate cuts for ComEd and Illinois
Power effective 8/98. The law accords
some commercial and industrial
customers choice by October 1999, and
all customers, including residential,
choice for their generation supplier by
5/2002. Customers who choose an
alternative supplier will pay transition
charges until 2006.

the proceeds from
bonds will be used to
refinance debt and
equity in preparation for
competition.

12/97: HB 362 allows
for recovery of stranded
costs based on a
formula for lost
revenue.

Indiana 7/98: Consumers of Indianapolis Power
& Light were offered 3 billing options.
Consumers can choose a fixed rate, a
fixed monthly bill based on last years
average bill, or a "green power" rate
under an alternative pricing plan
approved in March by the Indiana
Utilities Regulatory Commission (URC).

8/98: Executives from the 5 major
investor-owned utilities met on 8/21 to
reach agreements on issues. The group
will continue to meet to attempt to draft
restructuring legislation for 1999.

2/98: Deregulation bill (SB 431 to
deregulate the industry by 2004) was
defeated. IN's major utilities and other
groups promised to begin meeting this
spring to work out differences.
Lawmakers will revisit restructuring
issues in 1999 when new legislation is
expected to be written.

5/97: SB 427 created a legislative study
committee that will meet through
November on electric restructuring
issues. A report is due 11/97.
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Iowa 9/97: IUB adopted its "Action Plan to
Develop a Competitive Model for the
Electric Industry in Iowa." The plan
includes a statewide pilot program for
residential and commercial customers
(about 3% of load) over 2 years.

8/97: IUB reopened its restructuring
docket to adopt principles proposed in
1996 upon which any restructuring plan
must be based.

1/97: IUB final report on restructuring
concludes there are few reasons to
move quickly to retail competition.

4/96: IUB adopted principles for
restructuring the electric power industry.

5/98: A bill was passed to adopt a new
method of taxing utilities where property
taxes would be replaced with excise
taxes.

4/98: A bill to introduce retail
competition by 1/2000 was drafted, but
will not be introduced until the 1999
legislative session.

8/98: IUB approved
MidAmerican's pilot, the
first major electric
choice pilot program in
the State, expected to
include about 15 large
consumers. The
following residential
pilot, proposed in 5/98,
is yet to be approved.

5/98: MidAmerican filed
a proposal with the IUB
for a pilot program to
allow 15,000 residential
and 2,000 small
commercial customers
(approximately 3%) to
choose their power
supplier competitively.

9/97: MidAmerican
Energy proposed a
wheeling pilot for
commercial and
industrial customers for
60 MW of load in first
year and an additional
15 MW each following
year.

7/97: Mid-America
Energy's proposal to
use excess profits to
write off stranded costs
was approved.

Kansas 8/98: A proposal for a merger between
Western Resources and Kansas City
Power & Light has been filed with the
KCC. Shareholders from both
companies have approved the merger.
The new company would be Westar
Energy.

4/98: The Task Force's restructuring bill
was not acted on in the 1998 session.
Legislation will likely be introduced
again in 1999.

2/98: The Retail Wheeling Task Force's
restructuring bill is introduced in the
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legislature. Also being considered are a
bill to establish a joint committee on
taxation of public utilities and a bill to
require utilities to disclose generation,
transmission, and distribution charges
and sales, use, and franchise taxes and
any fees relating to the retail sale of
electricity.

10/97: Retail Wheeling Task Force
issued a final report and draft
restructuring bill that calls for retail
access after 7/2001.

4/96: Retail Wheeling Task Force
established with passage of HB 2600,
which prohibits the Commission from
authorizing retail competition prior to
July 1, 1999. A report with a model for
legislation is due 1/98.

Kentucky 10/98: As required by the merger
approval, Kentucky Utilities and LG&E
asked the PSC to consider performance
based rate-making, hopefully leading to
reductions in customers bills.
Performance-based rate-making uses
factors such a fuel costs, generation
performance, and service quality to
calculate charges. It would provide
financial incentives for utilities to reduce
costs, improve efficiency, reliability, and
customer service. Currently, rate
reductions as a result of the merger
approval have helped LG&E rates stay
low, as much as 25% lower than the
national average.

5/98: The merger between LG&E and

4/98: The 1998 legislative session
ended with no action taken on the
restructuring bill, HB 443. During the
interim session, a special subcommittee
on energy will review and draft a bill to
prefile for the 1999 session.

4/98: HRJ 95 passed legislature and
signed by Governor to create the
Kentucky Task Force on Electric
Restructuring. A report is due 11/99.

1/98: HB 443 to restructure the electric
power industry is introduced and
referred to committee. The bill proposes
retail access be phased in beginning
1/2000 and having full retail access by
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KU is final.

9/97: PSC approved merger between
LG&E; Energy Corp. and KU Energy
Corp.

12/2005.

9/97: Interim Joint Special
Subcommittee on Energy sponsored a
2-day workshop on electric power
industry restructuring.

Louisiana 8/98: PSC conducted hearings on
stranded costs. Participants included
Central Louisiana Electric Company,
Enron, and Gulf State Utilities.

12/97: LA PSC voted to accept a staff
report recommending further study on
issues surrounding electricity
deregulation. PSC will develop draft
legislation for 1999.

9/97: Entergy New Orleans submitted
plan seeking 6-year transition to retail
competition.

8/97: PUC opened docket U-21453 on
whether electric restructuring is in the
public interest.

3/98: The PSC committee and the
legislative committee, both on
deregulation of the industry, met on
3/16/98 to discuss the tax implications
of deregulation.

6/97: Resolution 150 created a study
committee on electric power
restructuring with reports on various
issues due in 1998.

5/97: All bills that were introduced in
1997 session failed.

Maine 5/98: PUC adopted a requirement that
beginning 1/1/99 utilities must issue bills
showing "unbundled" charges for
generation and distribution, rules for
consumer education, and standard offer
service for all consumers when
competition begins 3/1 2000.

5/98: PUC approved Central Maine
Power's corporate reorganization into a
holding company, CMP Group, Inc., and
10 subsidiaries as it prepare for retail
competition. Central Maine Power will

5/97: LD1804 was enacted. The law will
allow retail competition by 3/2000, and
for large investor-owned utilities,
features a market share cap of 33% in
old service areas, a requirement for
divestiture of generation assets by 3/00,
and the nation's most aggressive
renewables portfolio, requiring 30% of
generation to be from renewable energy
sources (including hydroelectric).

10/98: PP&L Global has
reached an agreement
with Bangor Hydro to
purchase 100 % of it
hydro plants and its
interest in an oil-fired
plant, totaling 89.2 MW
for $89 million. PUC
and FERC approvals
are pending.

5/98: Bangor Hydro
announced the
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remain the core business group offering
distribution and transmission services. A
new unit, Maine Power, will market
electricity.

9/97: PUC issued comprehensive
schedule of restructuring proceedings.

5/97: PUC will determine "how
deregulation will effect the consumer" by
public rule-making hearings.

12/96: PUC issued a plan requiring
utility unbundling, divestiture of
generation assets by 3/2000, and retail
competition by 2000.

schedule for bids on its
divestiture of generation
assets. Final bids were
due 8/7/98. Maine
Yankee nuclear plant
will also be offered for
sale.

4/98: Central Maine
Power's plan to divest
its hydro, fossil-fuel,
and biomass generation
was approved by the
PUC.

5/97: LD 1804 allows
recovery of stranded
costs after reasonable
mitigation efforts, but
deferred detailed
decisions to the 1998
legislative session.

Maryland 10/98: Five utilities in Maryland
announced that they asked a state court
to stop the PSC deregulation effort until
several issues are resolved, including
the issue of stranded costs recovery.

7/98: The four major IOU's in the state
filed with the PSC requests for recovery
of stranded costs. The majority of these
costs were requested by BG&E for the
Calvert Cliffs nuclear plant. The PSC is
expected to rule on the requests by
10/99. Final plans will be due 11/99.

12/97: PSC issued orders establishing a
framework for the restructuring of the

4/98: A proposal to allow retail
competition by 7/2000 was introduced
as an amendment to a bill that would
restructure BG& E into a holding
company. No action was taken on the
bill by the Senate, effectively killing
restructuring legislation for this session,
which ended in April.

12/97: Legislative Task Force held
hearings and issued conclusions and
recommendations.

4/97: SB 851 created a task force on
electric industry restructuring that will

12/97: PSC order states
that utilities be allowed
recovery of stranded
costs. Utilities must file
plans for stranded cost
recovery by 3/98. CTC's
and securitization are
being considered.
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electric industry. A third of the State's
consumers will have retail access by
7/2000; another third by 7/2001; and the
entire State by 7/2002. "Round tables"
to address implementation of specific
issues will commence in April 1998. For
the order to be effective, legislation
must be passed.

5/97: Staff report recommends retail
choice be phased-in beginning 4/99 and
be complete by 4/2000.

issue a report by 12/97.

Massachusetts 6/98: Massachusetts utilities received
no bids for standard offer or default
power supply. Western Massachusetts
Electric has asked DTE to remove the
price cap on standard offer service,
hoping to attract suppliers. SOS is set at
2.8 cents/kWh for consumers this year;
bids were sought for no higher than 3.2
cents/kWh.

5/98: Education program for consumers
begins with showing the labels that will
disclose the price of electricity,
generation sources, and air emission
contents.

4/98: Boston Edison has received DPU
approval to reorganize as a holding
company, BEC Energy.

4/98: DTE issued rules for distribution,
default generation services, standard
offer generation, aggregation
requirements, and ownership of meters.

1/98: Department of

7/98: The Supreme Judicial Court
cleared the way for the ballot
referendum to repeal the restructuring
law to appear on November's ballot.
Both challenges brought by business
and industry groups, the signatures'
validity and the constitutionality of the
law in reference to appropriations, were
rejected by the court.

6/98: Customers in Massachusetts are
signing up to purchase from competitive
suppliers.

6/98: The Ballot Law Commission said
the effort to repeal utility deregulation
should be on the November ballot. But,
industry groups plan to appeal the
matter to the Supreme Judicial Court in
an effort to keep the repeal off the
ballot.

2/98: A ballot initiative to repeal the
restructuring legislation was
successfully submitted for the

9/98: PG & E
Corporation's
subsidiary, PG & E
Energy Services has
secured a multi-year
contract with the
Massachusetts High
Technology Council
(with over 200
members) to provide
electricity to its
members. This is the
largest aggregation of
customers in the U.S.,
representing about 1.2
million megawatthours
annually.

5/98: Massachusetts
Electric's pilot has
saved $1.3 million for
about 5,000 small
commercial and
residential customers.
Also, $3.8 million has

10/98: NEES
subsidiaries,
Massachusetts Electric
and Nantucket Electric
Co, report savings for
their consumers of
$67.5 million due to rate
reductions. The state's
restructuring law
reduced rates by 10%
and the recent sale of
NEES generating
assets at ta high sale
price. The sale allowed
additional rate
reductions prior to the
law's further
requirements in one
year.

10/98: Eastern Utilities
(Montaup) plan to sell
the Somerset Station
for $55 million to NRG
Energy.
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Telecommunications and Energy issued
implementation rules for the
restructured industry. Included are
licensing and information disclosure for
retail suppliers and provisions for public
interest programs, standard offer
service, and utility transition cost
recovery filings.

11/97: DPU final decision is to officially
open electric market to competition by
March 1, 1998.

12/96: DPU issued restructuring plan for
full retail competition by January 1,
1998.

November election.

11/97: Legislation enacted to restructure
the electric power industry. The law
requires retail access by 3/98, rate cuts
of 10% by 3/98 and another 5% 18
months later, and encourages
divestiture of generation assets.

been saved by the 14
customers in the
Massachusetts High
Technology Council
pilot.

1/97: Mass. Electric Co.
began a 1-year pilot
program in four
communities. Of the
pilot participants, 96%
of the business and
66% of the residential
consumers chose
supplier based on price,
31% of residential
consumers choose
supplier based on
"green power."

10/96: Commonwealth
Electric implemented a
retail choice pilot
program.

7/96: Mass Electric Co.
begins pilot program for
members of High
Technology Council;
another 10,000
consumers will be
added later.

1/96: Boston Edison
began a pilot program.

5/98: Commonwealth
Energy System and
Eastern Utilities
Montaup subsidiary will
sell their fossil-fueled
generating assets in
Massachusetts to
Southern Company for
$462 million,
approximately 6 times
the book value. The
sale will allow the 10%
rate cut that began
3/1/98 to increase to a
15% cut beginning
9/1/99.

5/98: NEES sale of
generating assets
representing over 5,100
MW to U.S. Generating,
a subsidiary of PG & E
Corporation, is
complete. 3 fossil-
fueled and 15 hydro
plants were included in
the $1.6 billion sale.
Customers in NEES
subsidiaries,
Massachusetts Electric
and Nantucket Electric,
should see significant
rate reductions of about
19%.

5/98: Boston Edison
completed the sale of
its entire portfolio of
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fossil-fueled generating
assets to Sithe Energy.

4/98: Boston Edison is
seeking buyers for its
Pilgrim nuclear plant.
The company has
already sold its non-
nuclear generation to
Sithe Energies.

4/98: Eastern Utilities is
selling generation
assets and purchase
power contracts.

11/97: Legislation
allows full recovery of
stranded costs over a
10-year transition
period; DPU has
approved 2 utilities'
plans for stranded cost
recovery.

Mass. Electric
agreement allows 2.8
cent per kilowatt-hour
access charge.

Commonwealth Edison
will minimize stranded
costs by selling its
generation assets and
power contracts.

Michigan 6/98: Detroit Edison and Consumers
Energy filed revisions of draft plans that
address comments from the MPSC

4/98: Legislation to introduce retail
competition has apparently stalled in

1/98: Proposed PSC
plan would allow full
recovery of stranded
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staff, customers, suppliers, and other
interested parties. Both plans will
phase-in retail competition over the next
4 years beginning with large industrial
consumers by 11/98 and full retail
access by 1/1/2002.

4/98: Responding to the PSC order,
Consumers Energy and Detroit Edison
filed restructuring plans to implement
retail competition. In other PSC action,
the utilities were ordered to file plans for
obtaining additional capacity for this
summer.

1/98: PSC completed final action on
rehearing orders required to introduce
competition into the state's electric utility
market. A phase-in schedule was
adopted allowing 2.5% of Consumer's
Energy and Detroit Edison customers
retail access as early as 3/98, adding
another 2.5% on 6/98, 1/99, 1/2000, and
1/2001 and all consumers retail access
by 2002.

6/97: PSC order set forth the
Commission's framework for electric
industry restructuring.

1998.

1/98: Bill introduced to provide a 3-year
phase-in for retail access, stranded cost
recovery, and major customer
protections.

costs using exit fees
through 2007.

Minnesota 5/98: Northern States Power is
proposing to divest its transmission
assets and form an Independent
Transmission Company (for profit) to
own and operate its $1 billion in
transmission assets. The "Transco"
would be a publicly traded corporation,
fully separate from utility generating

1/98: The Minnesota Legislative Electric
Energy Task Force, created by HB
3654, in a newly released report to the
1998 legislature recommended against
acting on electric industry restructuring
in the 1998 session. It recommended
further study of the issues with a report
due 1/99.

10/97: PUC report
proposed exit fees to
pay percentage of
stranded costs.
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assets.

10/97: PUC issued a report that reflects
the discussions held by the MN PUC
Electric Competition Work Group from
2/96 to 10/97. The report identifies
restructuring issues and is intended as a
starting point for state policy makers
and stakeholders to restructure the
electric industry.

2/96: PUC established a workgroup.

5/97: Legislation created a task force to
review and analyze issues relating to
electric power industry restructuring. A
report is due 1/98.

Mississippi 6/98: The PSC issued a Revised
Proposed Plan for retail competition that
addresses the comments received from
industry, consumers, suppliers, and
utilities. Hearings will be held throughout
1999 to address the issues and retail
competition will be phased-in beginning
1/1/01 through 1/1/04, pending
authorizing legislation.

5/98: PSC issued orders to conduct
studies on market power and cost of
service.

4/98: The PSC will receive comments
and hold hearings on its restructuring
plan.

1/98: Entergy Mississippi commented to
the PSC that the restructuring plan was
overly optimistic and recommended
January 2002 as the earliest date to
begin retail competition.

11/97: The Public Utilities Staff
presented a report to the PSC

9/98: The first legislative hearing on
restructuring the electric power industry
were held in September 1998. The
Mississippi Senate Committee heard 2
days of testimony on the impact of
restructuring the electric power industry.
The committee chair said Mississippi
stands to gain from electricity
deregulation because of its abundant
natural resources.

3/97: HB 1130 authorized the PSC to
consider alternative methods of
regulating the electric and gas
industries.

1/97: Bill introduced that proposed retail
choice by 7/2003. Bill failed.

11/97: Report
recommends PSC have
discretion in recovery of
stranded costs, on a
utility-by-utility basis,
through a wires charge.
Exit fees and
securitization were
deemed anti-
competitive and would
not be used.
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proposing retail choice to begin by
1/2001and be completed by 12/2004,
unbundling of services and rates, and
recovery of stranded costs to be
determined by the PSC. Implementation
of the plan requires legislation to be
passed by 1999.

7/97: PSC issued an order requesting
the Public Utilities Staff to develop a
plan for restructuring the industry, due
by 11/97. The plan, if accepted, will be a
basis to draft legislation for 1999.

Missouri 5/98: The Retail Electric Competition
Task Force issued its Final Report to
the PSC with recommendations on
issues including public interest
programs, stranded costs, taxes,
reliability, and market power.

3/97: PSC established the Retail
Electric Competition Task Force to
prepare reports to the PSC and study
retail wheeling and related issues. Four
working groups were established and
are to submit reports no later than 4/98.

5/98: SB 728, to restructure the electric
power industry and allow retail
competition by 1/2000, was introduced.
No action was taken in the 1998
legislative session.

1997: HCR7 created a panel of
legislators to study retail wheeling; a
report is due by 1/98.

As part of the
settlement for merger of
Union Electric and
Central Illinois Public
Service, UE will
implement a pilot
program for 100 MW
and about 5,000
customers.

A Utilicorp 2-year pilot
is limited to 10
customers with a
demand of at least 2.5
MW.

Montana 6/98: PSC approved a plan to phase-in
competition. Beginning 7/1/98, Montana
Power's largest customers (with loads
over 1 MW) will be able to choose their
energy supplier. Beginning 11/98, 5% of
residential and small consumers will
select their power supplier under a pilot
program. Full retail access should be

6/98: Issue 138, to repeal the
restructuring law has not obtained
adequate signatures for inclusion on the
November ballot. Official verification of
signatures will be made in 7/98.

4/98: A ballot initiative was filed that
would repeal the 1997 restructuring law.
The groups involved must gather the

3/98: Montana Power
accelerated its schedule
for residential and
commercial customers
pilot program. All
customers will have
retail access by 4/2000,
2 years earlier than the

SB 390 allows recovery
of stranded costs
through nonbypassable
customer transition
charges. It also allows
for securitization for
financing certain
transition costs.
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complete by April 2000.

5/98: Pacificorp will offer retail choice to
all its Montana customers (30,000) on
7/1/99.

9/97: PSC issued a notice of interim
license filing provisions for electricity
suppliers to retail customers.

9/97: PSC rejected Pacificorp
restructuring plan and asked for
resubmission.

8/97: PSC rejected Montana Power
restructuring plan and asked for
resubmission.

7/97: Pacificorp and Montana Power
submitted restructuring plans to the
PSC in accordance with SB 390.

required signatures by June 1998 to put
it on the November ballot.

4/97: SB 390, the Electric Utility Industry
Restructuring and Customer Choice Act,
was enacted allowing large industrial
consumers retail access by 7/98 and all
consumers by 7/2002. The bill also
includes a 2-year rate freeze beginning
7/98.

law requires.

7/97: SB 390 requires
utilities to conduct pilot
programs for small
commercial and
residential customers
beginning 7/98.
Montana Power and
Pacificorp have
submitted plans.

1/98: Montana Power's
intention to sell its
plants sets off concerns
by deregulation critics
that foretell higher
rates; a move for a
special legislative
session to slow
deregulation failed.

12/97: Montana Power
announced that it will
offer for sale all of its
Montana electric
generating facilities - 13
dams and four coal-
fired plants, as well as
its leased interest in
another coal-fired plant
and its contracts for
power purchased from
independent producers.

Nebraska 2/98: Phase I final report on electric
power industry was issued. The report
focuses on the existing structure of the
industry and how to improve it. Phase II
of the study will address competition
issues and policy changes needed to
keep public power viable. The Phase II
report is due 12/99.

6/96: Legislation enacted to allow a 3-
year study on electric power industry
restructuring, with reports due in 12/97
and 12/99.

Nevada   10/98: Sierra Pacific and Nevada Power 7/97: Restructuring legislation, AB 366, The PUC is authorized
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filed their joint merger application with
FERC.

7/98: Sierra Pacific and Nevada Power
filed a joint merger application with the
PUC. In the filing, the utilities propose to
sell their generation assets.

6/98: PUC issued an order that defines
which utility-related services, aside from
selling electricity, could be open to
competition. Areas of activity expected
to be opened up to competition include
metering, billing, and customer service.

3/98: PUC issued a draft report on the
unbundling of services and costs.

11/97: As part of its ongoing
investigation, PUC order requests
Nevada Power Co and Sierra Pacific
Power Co submit filings which
demonstrate each distinct component of
electric service (unbundled costs).
Hearings will be held beginning in
12/97.

8/97: PUC Order opened Docket to
investigate issues to be considered as a
result of restructuring.

enacted. The law directs the PUC of NV
(formally the PSC) to establish a market
in which customers have access to
potentially competitive electric services
from alternative suppliers no later than
December 31, 1999.

in AB 366 to determine
recoverable stranded
costs and may impose
a procedure for the
direct and unavoidable
recovery of allowable
stranded costs from
ratepayers. However,
stranded cost recovery
is not guaranteed.

New Hampshire9/98: Unitil (subsidiaries include:
Concord Electric, Exeter & Hampton
Electric, and Fitchburg Gas & Electric)
filed its restructuring settlement
agreement with the PUC. In the
agreement, Unitil will sell its New
Hampshire power supply portfolio and
be allowed to recover 100% of stranded

6/98: A net metering law was enacted to
allow customers with 25 kW or less
renewable generation to utiize net
metering.

6/98: US District Court issued an order
enjoining the PUC from implementing
any restructuring plans until the court

7/98: The competition
pilot program was
extended beyond its
original ending date in
5/98 until PSNH's legal
disputes are settled and
retail competition

9/98: Unitil began the
process to sell about
200 MW of entitlements
under a portfolio of
power purchase
agreements and related
transmission
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costs over 12 years. Customer choice
will be phased-in beginning 3/1/99.

8/98: PUC ruled that New Hampshire
Electric Cooperative can offer
customers choice if FERC approves the
"interpretation of its contract" for power
purchases with PSNH.

6/98: The PUC gave approval to a
settlement, the first in the state, with
Granite State Electric to bring retail
competition to the electricity market.
Under the settlement, Granite State
customers could see a 17% rate cut and
choose their generation supplier as
early as July.

5/98: The NH Supreme Court heard
arguments in the PSNH rate agreement
case. A ruling is expected early in June.

4/98: PUC asked a federal court to
dismiss the PSNH lawsuit against the
state's restructuring plan in an effort to
keep 7/1/98 as the start up date for
retail competition.

4/98: Granite State restructuring plan is
approved by PUC and the governor.
Retail choice will begin 7/98 regardless
of other utilities in the State. A 10 % rate
reduction will go into effect and, after
divestiture of generation assets, a 17%
reduction. Stranded cost recovery is set
at 2.8 cents/kWh, decreasing by 50%
once divestiture is completed.

3/98: PUC issued a revised

holds trail for the suit filed by PSNH,
scheduled in November.

4/98: Legislators are discussing a delay
until 1/31/99 for beginning retail choice
in the State or authorizing the PUC to
postpone the date indefinitely, due to
the delay until November of the
stranded costs case brought by PSNH.

5/96: HB 1392 enacted requiring the
PUC to implement retail choice for all
customers of electric utilities under its
jurisdiction by January 1, 1998, or at the
earliest date which the Commission
determines to be in the public interest,
but no later than July 1, 1998.

begins.

2/97: Results of pilot
program available.
Results indicate a 15 to
20% savings was
achieved.

5/96: PUC began a 2-
year state-wide pilot
program covering
approximately 3 percent
of the load served by 6
utilities.

6/95: Legislation
directed the PUC to
establish a statewide
pilot program for retail
competition for about
17,000 customers
(approximately 3% of
the state's consumers).

agreements.

9/98: NEES completed
the sale of its 18 power
plants and 23 power
contracts to U.S.
Generating. As a result,
customers of Granite
State, a NEES
subsidiary, will see
about a 17% rate
reduction (including the
10% already realized in
June).

HB 1392 states that
utilities should be
allowed to recover net
unmitigated stranded
costs, and are obligated
to take reasonable
measures to mitigate
their stranded costs.
Nonbypassable charges
to consumers is
recommended as the
recovery mechanism
(entry and exit fees are
not preferred). The PUC
Final Plan discusses
stranded cost recovery
through divestiture of
generation assets and
contracts and
securitization of debts.
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restructuring order concerning cost-
based Interim Stranded Cost charge for
the Public Service Company of New
Hampshire.

1/98: The PUC formally delayed the
1/98 start of retail competition to 7/98
due to the continuing litigation between
the PUC and Public Service of New
Hampshire.

3/97: Public Service Company of New
Hampshire filed a complaint with
Federal District Court requesting the
court enjoin the PUC restructuring plan,
due to basing stranded cost recovery on
market forces rather than utility costs.
The court issued a stay on the plan as it
applies to PSNH.

2/97: PUC issued a Final Plan and
Legal Analysis for restructuring the
electric industry in NH. Among the
restructuring issues addressed by the
plan are Market Structure, Unbundling
Electric Services, Stranded Costs, and
Public Policy Issues (such as universal
service, renewable energy, and
customer protections).

New Jersey 9/98:

8/98: BPU is reviewing PSE&G's and
Atlantic City's (Conectiv) restructuring
plans.

5/98: BPU announced a 6-month delay
in its plan to offer retail competition.
Phase-in of retail competition should

9/98: Restructuring legislation, "Electric
Discount and Energy Competition Act,"
was introduced in the Assemble, A-10,
and the Senate, S-5. If passed the bill
will begin a 4-month phase-in for
customer choice by 6/99; open metering
and billing to competition after one year;
implement rate reductions of 5-10%
within 4 months; unbundle rates; require

10/98: Jersey Central
Power & Light began a
pilot program in 9/97 for
customers in the
Monroe township.

The pilot was recently
extended though
12/31/98.

8/98: In a ruling on
PSE&G's restructuring
plan, an ALJ has opined
that PSE&G should
recover from ratepayers
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now begin by April 1999.

9/97: An Initial decision on the four
investor-owned utilities' restructuring
filings is set for May 1998. PSE&G's
plan would provide full retail competition
by 1/99, and Rockland Electric's by
5/99. GPU's (Jersey Central P&L) and
Atlantic Energy's adhere to the BPU
schedule.

7/97: The four investor-owned electric
utilities in the state submitted three
filings each to the BPU consisting of a
rate unbundling filing, a stranded cost
filing, and a restructuring filing.

4/97: BPU issued an order adopting and
releasing its final report for the Energy
Master Plan. The revised plan
accelerates the time line for retail
competition. Competition will be
phased-in beginning with 10% by 10/98,
35% by 4/99, 50% by 10/99, 75% by
4/2000, and all consumers by 7/2000.

1/97: The BPU issued an order
releasing its Energy Master Plan for
public comment. The proposal calls for
a phase-in of retail choice that would
give all NJ residents and businesses the
option of choosing their electric supplier
by 4/2001.

disclosure of emissions and fuel mix;
and give the BPU authority to determine
the amount of stranded costs and
recovery mechanisms, including
securitization. The bill does not require
divestiture of power supply assets, but
would give the BPU authority to order
divestiture to alleviate market power.
Hearings on the issues of electric power
industry restructuring are being held in
the Senate. The governor of NJ and the
investor-owned utilities in the state
support the legislation.

7/98: Legislative session ended in June
without passing restructuring legislation.
Details on issues with retail competition
are still being worked on by the
committee and the BPU. Competition ,
originally scheduled to begin 10/98, will
likely be delayed until the spring.

3/98: Legislation is expected to be
introduced in the 1998 legislative
session.

7/97: AB 2825, a tax reform bill,
enacted. The law abolishes the gross
receipt and franchise tax on sales of
electricity by regulated utilities and
replace it with a corporate income tax
and sales and use tax to create tax
equity between utility companies and
potential competitors in a deregulated
market.

most of its stranded
costs and would have to
cut rates by 10 - 12 %.
Another ALJ issued an
initial decision on
Atlantic City Electric
Co.'s stranded costs
and unbundling filings
agreeing that stranded
cost estimates are
acceptable and should
be recovered.
Legislative and BPU
approval are needed to
implement utility
restructuring plans.

4/97: The Energy
Master Plan allows for
the potential recovery of
stranded costs, but
does not guarantee it.
Securitization is being
considered.

7/97: Utilities submitted
filings for stranded cost
recovery. PSE&G plan
estimates $3.9 billion in
stranded costs and
includes recovery of
$2.5 billion through
securitization; GPU
estimated stranded
costs at $1.8 billion. An
initial decision by the
BPU is due by 5/98.
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New Mexico 2/98: PUC submitted legislative
language to the legislature and
Governor that would give PUC authority
to resolve deregulation issues. The PUC
is pushing for retail competition;
legislation will likely be introduced in the
1999 legislative session.

1/98: The PSC issued its restructuring
report to the legislature. The report calls
for full retail competition by 1/01 and for
legislative adoption of rules by 7/99. The
report also states that $60 million/year
could be saved.

9/97: Public Service of New Mexico
submitted its restructuring plan to the
PUC. The plan proposes open access
for all consumers by 1/2001, unbundling
of services, and recovery of stranded
costs using nonbypassable wires
charges, exit fees, and securitization.

8/98: A New Mexico Senator is
developing legislation to restructure the
NM electric industry and plans to
introduce it when the 1999 session
begins.

5/98: Restructuring legislation was
introduced in January and strongly
supported by the PUC. However,
legislation was tabled until next year.
The legislation would have set the date
for retail competition at January 1, 2001.

9/98: The Public
Service of New Mexico,
under order of the PUC,
will conduct a pilot
program with its
Albuquerque
customers. About 16
MW of PSNM's load will
open to competition in
December 1998. PSMN
opposes the order.

3/97: PSC approved
Texas-N.M. Power's
"Community Choice"
plan to introduce
customer choice by
1998 through a pilot
program. The program
is scheduled to begin in
May 1998.

New York 6/98 PSC set rules for a Systems
Benefit Charge to fund R&D related to
energy service, storage, generation, the
environment, and renewables; pilot
programs for energy management for
low-income consumers; and
environmental protection.

6/98: Con Ed and Orange & Rockland
filed a joint petition with the PSC
requesting approval to complete the
merger announced in May 1998.

6/98: Con Ed became a member of
NEPOOL, increasing its opportunities in

2/98: A bill, A.7942 - D was introduced
by Senator Tonko to provide an
alternative deregulation plan to the
PSC, saying the current PSC plan does
not go far enough to protect consumers.
The bill calls for competition in electric
generation no later than 3/1/2000 for all
consumers, including municipal systems
and 10% rate cuts by September.

6/97: PUC approved a
pilot program for more
than 17,600 qualified
farmers and food
processors, beginning
in 11/97.

7/96: PUC approved
O&R;'s pilot program,
"Power Pick," that will
allow industrial
consumers retail access
to competitive
generation suppliers.
The program will begin

5/96: In the PUC order,
it states that the PUC
will determine each
utility's allowable
recovery of stranded
costs. Utilities are
expected to use
creative means to
reduce the amount of
stranded costs prior to
consideration. Utilities
will include stranded
cost recovery plans in
their restructuring filings
with the PUC.
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electric trade through participation in
New England's bulk power market.

5/98: Due to over-subscription of ConEd
first phase of retail competition, the load
for residential and small commercial
customers was doubled to 1000 MW; a
lottery will be conducted for large
customers. Customers will begin
receiving power from their suppliers of
choice among more than 20 registered
ESCO's on June 1.

5/98: PSC approved generation
divestiture plans for New York State
Electric and Gas, Niagara Mohawk, and
Orange and Rockland. The total
capacity to be sold is over 7,500 MW.

5/98: ConEd has announced that it will
seek approval to buy Orange and
Rockland.

5/98: Orange and Rockland became the
first utility in New York to offer retail
choice to through its Power Pick
program as customers began to receive
power from their suppliers of choice on
May 1, 1998.

4/98: PSC approved LILCO/Brooklyn
Union Gas Co merger. LILCO's non-
nuclear generating assets are
transferred to KeySpan Energy
Services, parent company of Brooklyn
Union.

4/98: PSC approves O&R's and NIMO's
divestiture plans. O&R will sell its

5/98.
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interest in the Bowline Plant, and its
coal, gas, and hydro facilities. NIMO
plans to sell its fossil-fueled and hydro
plants by mid-1999.

2/98: PSC approved restructuring plan
for Central Hudson Gas & Electric. The
plan requires divestiture of fossil-fueled
plants, a rate freeze until June 30, 2001,
rate reductions, and transition to full
retail competition by July 2001.

2/98: PSC approved Niagara Mohawk
plan for rate restructuring, a
nonbypassable CTC to fund $3.6 billion
in debt for settlement with 16
independent power producers to
restructure uneconomic contracts, and
divestiture of fossil-fueled and
hydroelectric plants. Retail competition
will begin in 1998 for large customers
and be available to all customers by
January 1, 2000.

1/98: PSC approved New York State
Electric & Gas restructuring plan. The
plan includes phase-in of retail
competition for small industrials begins
8/98, full retail competition by 8/99, a
rate freeze and rate cuts, and divestiture
of its coal plants by 8/99.

1/98: PUC approved Rochester Gas &
Electric's restructuring plan. RG&E; will
begin in 7/98 with open access for 10%
of its customers and phase-in full retail
access by 7/2001. Divestiture of fossil-
fueled and hydro plants and rate cuts
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are included in the plan.

12/97: PSC settled Orange and
Rockland's proposal for restructuring.
O&R will phase-in retail competition
beginning 5/98, allow full retail
competitive by 5/99, provide rate cuts,
and require divestiture of generation
assets by 5/99.

9/97 PSC approved ConEd's
restructuring plan. The plan calls for rate
cuts, retail competition to phase-in
beginning 6/98, and full retail access by
12/01. In addition, ConEd will file by
1/98 unbundled tariffs for all classes of
customers, to become effective 4/98.
The plan calls for divestiture of at least
50% of ConEd's New York City fossil-
fueled generation by the end of 2002.

5/96: PSC issued its decision to
restructure NY's electric industry. The
Competitive Opportunities Case
adopted the goal of having a
competitive wholesale market by 1997,
and a competitive retail market by early
1998. Electric utilities are required to
submit restructuring plans by 10/96. It
also states that utilities should have a
reasonable opportunity to recover
stranded costs consistent with the goals
of restructuring.

North Carolina 9/97: PUC reopened electric
restructuring Docket concerning
emerging issues in the electric industry.

8/98: At a "Mayor's Day" event mayors
and city officials urged the legislature to
pass restructuring legislation to prevent
large industrials from relocating and
thus protect the economies of NC cities
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and the State.

7/98: Research Triangle Park produced
a report for the General Assembly Study
Commission on the Future of Electric
Service in NC that summarizes the rate
disparity between publicly owned and
private utilities in NC. The report
recommends the Legislature pass
deregulation legislation in 1999.

11/97: The Study Commission
commenced its work to investigate
restructuring in NC and determine
whether legislation is needed. Reports
are due to the General Assembly in
1998 and 1999.

4/97: SB 38 established a 23-member
commission on restructuring. A report is
due by 1999 to the legislature.

North Dakota 2/98: ND Electric Utilities Committee
met and discussed tax implications of
restructuring and electric rates of
investor-owned and cooperative utilities.

7/97: First meeting of Electric Utilities
Committee. Final report is due 11/98.

3/97: HB 1237 enacted to create Joint
Legislative Study Committee on
Restructuring. Committee work should
be completed by 2003.

Ohio 7/98: The PUC approved consumer
protection standards. The improved
standards address new service
installation, meter testing, disconnects,

8/98: In response to requests from the
General Assembly, representatives of
the 5 major IOU's have been developing
a consensus framework for a

8/98: A lawsuit aimed at
blocking conjunctive
service regulations was
thrown out of court. The

12/97: Stranded costs
were addressed in the
report issued by the co-
chairs of the Legislative
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complaint resolution, outage reporting,
and utility reporting requirements.

6/98: The PUC approved
Monongahela's tariff for conjunctive
electric service, the first tariff approved
that will allow groups of consumers to
aggregate and negotiate the price for
electricity.

4/98: The PUC is concerned with AEP's
announcement that it is joining
discussions with the Alliance ISO. There
is concern that having two "competing"
ISO's, Alliance, which has members
stretching from Virginia to Michigan,
including First Energy, and the MidWest
ISO, which has ten members, including
Cinergy, Commonwealth Edison, Illinois
Power, CILCO, and Louisville Gas &
Electric.

11/97: PUC ordered newly formed First
Energy to declare its intent to join the
MidWest ISO.

2/96: PUC adopted guidelines for
"interruptible buy-through contracts,"
allowing power purchases from
alternative suppliers to avoid
interruptions.

restructuring proposal. Their proposal
includes choice for all consumers by
1/1/01.

7/98: The Coalition for Choice in
Electricity, a broad group of consumer
representatives, met with Sen. Johnson
and Rep. Mead to urge the General
Assembly to pass restructuring
legislation.

5/98: Hearings on the deregulation
legislation began. SB 237 and its
companion bill, HB 732, would create
about 80 regional marketing areas that
would be bid out to utility companies in
an open public process. The Coalition
for Choice in Electricity strongly
supports passage of SB 237.

3/98: Identical bills to deregulate the
electric power industry were introduced
in the House and Senate. The bills were
sponsored by the co-chairs, Rep. Mead
and Sen. Johnson, of the Legislative
Joint Committee on Electric
Deregulation. The proposed legislation
will allow retail competition beginning
1/2000 and sets a 5-year transition
period to full competition by 12/2004.

2/98: The Legislative Joint Committee
on Electric Deregulation plan was
adopted. The report calls for retail
access to begin by 1/2000 and allows
for a 5-year transition period. Utilities
may receive "transition revenues" in the
form of nonbypassable wires charges to
partially recover stranded costs after

PUC can now move
ahead with the plans for
conjunctive billing
service.

12/96 PUC adopted
guidelines for
Conjunctive Electric
Services. The 2-year
pilot program would
allow ratepayers to
band together for
collective billing under
rates designed for the
group. (This pilot is an
experiment in
innovative pricing, and
does not allow retail
wheeling.)

Joint Committee on
Electric Deregulation.
The plan allow for
recovery of stranded
costs using
nonbypassable wires
charges. Utilities would
be allowed during the 5-
year transition period
beginning 1/2000 and
ending 12/2004 to
receive "transition
revenues" or stranded
costs under certain
conditions, but likely
expect less than 100%
of recovery.
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relinquishing control of transmission to
an ISO.

Oklahoma 2/98: The Corporation Commission
issued final rules for unbundling. The
rules now go to the legislature and
governor for review.

4/97: The OK Corporation Commission
is directed by SB 500 to undertake a
study of all relevant issues relating to
restructuring the electric utility industry
in OK and to develop a framework for
the restructuring. Four reports: ISO
Issues, Technical Issues, Financial
Issues, and Consumer Issues are due
2/98, 12/98, 12/99, and 8/2000,
respectively.

10/98: The Joint Electricity Task Force
began meeting to discuss deregulating
the state's electric utilities. Issues
studied will include customer choice,
reliability, unbundling, and tax impacts.
The studies are to be completed by
10/99.

6/98: SB 888 was enacted. The bill will
speed up the time line for restructuring
the industry. Currently, under SB 500,
studies and recommendations for
restructuring should be completed by
the SCC by 2000. This new legislation
would required that all studies by
completed by 10/99, allowing some
retail competition to begin as early as
1999.

4/97: SB 500, the Electric Restructuring
Act of 1997, is enacted allowing retail
competition by 7/2002. The SCC is
directed to study the issues and develop
a framework to implement retail
competition.

4/97: Under SB 500,
each entity must
propose a recovery plan
for stranded costs.
Transition charges can
be collected over a 3- to
7-year period and must
not cause the total price
for electric power to
exceed the cost per
kWh paid by consumers
when the law was
enacted during the
transition period.

Oregon 2/98: Portland General Electric's
deregulation plan, which could become
a model for the State, faces opposition
from The Oregon Intervenor Coalition
that includes Pacificorp, Washington
Water Power, and consumer groups.
Portland's plan calls for selling all its
generation and allowing all customers to
choose competitive generation
suppliers. The coalition prefers a

8/97: Restructuring bill failed to pass
1997 session; expected to be
reintroduced for 1999 session.

7/98: Pacific Power has
filed a proposal with the
PUC for a "portfolio"
pilot program for
residential and small
commercial consumers
and direct access for
large industrial
consumers.
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"portfolio model" for customer choice.
The portfolio model would allow large
industrial customers to shop for power
suppliers, but small customers would
continue to be served by the incumbent
utilities and be offered a menu of plans
to choose from. Options would include
current, market, or "green" rates.

7/98: Portland General
Electric's pilot program
involving four Oregon
cities will end as the two
participating energy
companies, Enron and
Electric Lite, both
discontinued marketing
to consumers.

1/98: Pacificorp filed a
pilot program plan for
residential and small
commercial customers
in Klamath County, OR.
The pilot program would
allow customers to
select from a "portfolio"
of pricing options for
electricity and would go
through 6/99. Another
proposed pilot program
will allow schools and
customers with
demands greater than 5
MW in Pacificorp's
service territory to
choose alternative
generation suppliers for
up to 50% of their load.
Additionally, all of their
large customers in
Klamath County would
be allowed retail
access.

10/97: PUC approved
Portland General
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Electric pilot program
which will allow 50,000
customers in four cities
to choose alternative
generation suppliers.
Large industrial
customers could begin
to choose immediately,
and residential
customers by 12/97.

Pennsylvania 10/98: The PUC and PP&L reached an
agreement on capacity prices; PP&L
agreed to sell installed capacity at
$19.72/kw-year through 1999.

10/98: The PUC and GPU reached a
settlement in GPU's restructuring cases,
clearing the way for

GPU customers to choose their electric
generation suppliers on schedule
beginning January 1999.

9/98: About 1.8 million customers have
registered to choose their electric
generation supplier. The customers
have received a "How to Shop" guide
and a list of competitive suppliers and
are now in the process of making
choices. Two-thirds of the state's
consumers are eligible to begin
receiving power from their supplier of
choice in January 1999. All residential
customers will receive an 8% rate
reduction, and so far competitive
suppliers will provide customers about
14% savings. Also, 4 "Green-e"
products (a product with the Green-e

3/98: HB 2286, a bill to accelerate retail
choice for all consumers by 2 years, to
1/99, was introduced.

12/96: HB 1509, the Electricity
Generation Customer Choice and
Competition Act, was enacted. The law
allows consumers to choose among
competitive generation suppliers
beginning with one third of the State's
consumers by 1/99, two thirds by
1/2000, and all consumers by 1/2001.
Utilities are required to submit
restructuring plans by 9/97.

4/98: The Pennsylvania
pilot program is called
"the most successful in
the United States" with
about 230,000
customers and many
energy suppliers.

3/98: Pilot programs are
fully subscribed with
more than 72,000
participants, making it
the largest pilot
program nationally.

2/98: Pilot programs
complete lotteries to
select final pilot
participants. The first
portion of the State's
customers, chosen
earlier, are actively
participating in retail
access pilot programs
since November 1997.

8/97: As required by HB
1509, PUC approved

10/98: GPU announced
an agreement with
AmerGen Energy
(jointly owned by PECO
and British Energy) to
buy Three Mile Island
Unit 1 Generating
Facility. If completed,
this wil be the first sale
of a nuclear power plant
in the U.S. Approvals
must be sought form
various Federal and
State agencies,
including the Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission.

10/98: Duquesne Light
Co has struck an
agreement with
FirstEnergy Corp. to
swap its interest in the
Beaver Valley nuclear
plant for three plants
owned by FirstEnergy.
The swap could reduce
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logo is certified to be produced with
50% or 100% generation from
renewables; see California) are being
offered to Pennsylvania customers.

9/98: The PUC capped installed
capacity (guaranteed access to a supply
of electricity) prices at $$19.72 per
kilowatt-year. PP&L has argued that
Federal law allows capacity sale at
"whatever the traffic will bear." Higher
prices are keeping competitive power
marketers out of PP&L's retail market
where no competitor has been able to
quote a price to beat PP&L's "price to
compare" at 4.26 cents/kilowatthour.

8/98: PP&L reached a settlement on its
restructuring case. Under it, all
consumers will get a 4% rate reduction.
PP&L will be allowed $297 billion in
stranded cost recovery over 11 years.
Consumer choice will follow the same
phase-in schedule.

8/98: The Electric Choice Program has
enrolled 1.75 million customers and 70
electric service providers as of 8/1/98. In
September, consumers will receive
information on shopping for an electric
service provider and the "shopping
phase" will begin. Retail access is set to
begin on 1/1/99.

7/98: PUC rejected a petition filed by
PP&L for reconsideration of its
restructuring plan in regard to the
stranded costs recovery. PP&L intends

statewide pilot
programs for 5% of
each utility's load,
beginning 11/97.

Duquesne's stranded
costs and lower
customer rates.

9/98: Duquesne Light
filed a divestiture plan
with the PUC, hoping to
open an auction in early
1999 to sell 3,035 MW
of coal and nuclear
capacity. Approval is
hoped for by December
1998.

12/97: HB 1509 allows
stranded cost recovery
through CTC's;
however, the detailed
decisions and amount
of recoverable costs are
left to the PUC. The
legislation expects
utilities to use
reasonable mitigation
measures, and
securitization is allowed
but not required.
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to initiate a court challenge.

7/98: In response to the PUC's rejection
of GPU's restructuring plans, GPU filed
2 legal actions challenging the PUC
decision related to stranded cost
recovery and nonutility generator
contracts. The legal actions could
possibly delay the start of competition.
GPU also filed a compromise
restructuring plan.

7/98: Pennsylvania consumers began
signing up to participate in the first
phase-in of competition, two thirds of
consumers. In the first week, over 1.1
million consumers signed up for the
Electric Choice Program.

6/98: The PUC began its consumer
education program. A Electric Supplier
Selection Form will be mailed to all
consumers in the state to begin
enrollment in the first part of the phase-
in of competition, set to begin with 2/3 of
consumers in January 1999. Sign-up for
retail choice begins July 1, 1998. The
first third will begin taking power from
the supplier of choice on January 1,
1999, the second third on January 2,
1999, and the final third on January 2,
2000. Most consumers should realize
savings of 10% over what they now pay.

6/98: The PUC approved restructuring
plans for UGI Utilities, allowing $32.5
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million of the requested $58.5 million in
stranded cost recovery. It also gave final
approval to Pennsylvania Power &
Light, Pennsylvania Power Co.
(approved recovery of $234 million out
of $273 million in stranded costs), and
GPU's subsidiaries, Metropolitan Edison
and Pennsylvania Electric. Also, the
PUC authorized the Philadelphia Gas
Works to sell retail electricity to its
customers.

6/98: GPU, PP & L, and Allegheny
Energy (West Penn Power) plan to file
petitions to challenge the PUC final
orders on the allowed amount of
stranded cost recovery in the final
restructuring plans.

5/98: The PUC gave final approval to
PECO's restructuring plan in a
compromise agreement. Under the plan,
PECO customers will receive an 8%
rate reduction next year, 6% in 2000,
with 20% savings expected for those
willing to shop for power. PECO will be
allowed to recover $5.26 billion in
stranded costs over a period of 12
years. Two thirds of customers will be
phased in to retail competition by 1/99
and all customers by 1/2000.

5/98: PP&L's restructuring plan was
tentatively approved by the PUC. In the
plan, PP&L will provide a 10% rate
reduction and phase-in retail
competition in thirds, beginning with two
thirds in 1/99 and all by 1/2000. The
amount of recoverable stranded costs
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allowed is $2.864 billion. Customers
should see savings of about 10%.

5/98: The PUC approved Allegheny's
West Penn to recover $524 million in
stranded costs. Consumers will be
phased-in beginning 1/99 and going to
full retail choice by 1/2000.

5/98: PUC approved Duquesne Light's
restructuring plan. Stranded cost
recovery is set at $1.331 billion over 7
years beginning 1/99. Consumers
should expect to save about 12%. Retail
competition will be phased-in beginning
1/99 and be complete by 1/2000.

5/98: An administrative law judge issued
an opinion on GPU and its subsidiaries,
Metropolitan Edison and Penelec,
restructuring plans, appearing to fail to
include full recovery of nonutility
generator costs. GPU filed its reaction
to the ALJ opinion on NUG recovery,
saying it denied recovery of a significant
portion of transmission and distribution
costs and fails to assure full recovery of
NUG costs.

11/97:Enron's petition to serve as the
"Provider of Last Resort in the Service
Territory of PECO Energy Co" is denied.

Rhode Island 8/98: Narragansett is proposing to cut
rates 12.4% as a result of selling its
power plants for $1.6 billion to US
Generating.

5/98: PUC reluctantly approved a rate

8/96: The Rhode Island Utility
Restructuring Act of 1996 enacted
allowing retail choice beginning 7/97
and continuing in phases. In July 1997,
Rhode Island became the first state to
begin phase-in of statewide retail

9/98: The now
completed sale of
NEES's generation
assets (see New
Hampshire) will result in
increasing rate
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increase for Narragarsett Electric Co for
its standard offer rate from the current
3.2 cents/kWh to 7.1 cents/kWh by
2009. Similar increase were approved
for Blackstone Valley and Newport
Electric.

1/98: Retail access was implemented
with 25 registered generation suppliers,
but the standard offer interim rates (3.2
cents/kWh) offered by the State's
investor-owned utilities are low enough
that no real competition has occurred.

12/97: PUC issues an order accepting
interim rates and approving retail choice
for all RI consumers on January 1,
1998.

wheeling (for industrial customers).
Residential consumers were guaranteed
retail access by 7/98.

reductions, already 7%
under the restructuring
act, to about 19% for
Narragansett
customers.

Stranded costs
recovery is allowed
through a customer
transition charge of 2.8
cents per kilowatthour
from 7/97 through
12/2000, and at rates
subsequently set by the
PUC through 2009.

South Carolina 10/98: The PSC released a report on
deregulation that stated the cost of
deregulating the 3 large investor-owned
utilities in the state would be about $14
billion. Stranded costs for South
Carolina Electric and Gas were
estimated to be $882 million; for
Carolina Power & Light, $410 million;
and for Duke Energy, $81 million.

6/98: PSC decided to conduct stranded
cost proceedings for the 4 investor-
owned utilities in the State, expecting
completion by the end of the year.

4/98: The PSC requested utilities to
calculate their stranded costs under a
retail access scenario.

2/98: PSC issues Proposed Electric

5/97: House speaker requested a PSC
study and recommendations for
restructuring electric industry by 1/98.

1997: Legislation (Bills 346 and 3414) to
restructure the electric industry and
allow retail wheeling were introduced in
the House and Senate. The bills would
allow retail competition to be phased in
beginning 1/98 and going through 1/99.
Neither were acted on in the current 2-
year legislative session that ended in
June 1998.

2/98: In the proposed
implementation plan
submitted by the PSC,
recovery of reasonable,
verifiable stranded
costs is allowed.
Utilities would submit
recovery plans for
approval by the PSC.
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Restructuring Implementation Process
as requested by House Speaker. The
plan calls for a five-year transition
period following passage of legislation
to deregulate the electric industry.

South Dakota 1/98: The Legislative Research Council
is hosting an informational forum on
developments in utility competition. This
is the first time the State legislature has
addressed restructuring of the electric
industry. No action is expected.

Current law allows retail wheeling for
new, large customers.

Tennessee 5/98: The Department of Energy
advisory committee on TVA issued a
final report calling for more regulation
controls on TVA once national electric
deregulation begins. It recommends
TVA remain mainly in the "wholesale
electric business."

There is little interest in restructuring in
Tennessee due to TVA, a federal utility
and thus not subject to state regulation,
being the primary electricity provider in
the State. Tennessee currently is
among the States with the lowest
electric rates in the U.S.

6/98: The General Assembly Study
Commission is continuing into 1999.

6/97: General Assembly created a
special joint legislative committee to
study electricity deregulation. A report is
due October 1998.

Texas 7/98: PUC approved Texas-New
Mexico's five-year transition plan. Along
with the rate reductions (described
below) are a provision for a pilot
program and plans to allow retail choice
of generation providers to all retail

6/98: The Legislature is expected to
consider four bills to open electricity to
competition when it convenes in
January 1999. A hearing was recently
held with the Texas Industrial Electric
Consumers that claimed residential
customers would also benefit from

10/98: Texas-New
Mexico Power Co.
named 2 communities,
Gatesville and Olney
City, in which to initiate
its pilot program,
"Community Choice,"

5/98: The PUC's
revisions to their plan
for deregulation would
allow securitization of
stranded assets,
estimated to be $4.5
billion if retail
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consumers by 2003.

5/98: An administrative law judge
recommended the PUC reject Texas-
New Mexico's restructuring plan. The
plan would provide residential
customers an immediate 3% rate
reduction and another 3% in 1/00 and
1/01, totaling 9% over 3 years. Also, the
plan provided for full recovery of
stranded costs through a CTC. A final
decision by the PUC is expected by
July.

4/98: The PUC is finalizing its plan and
recommendations for deregulation and
expects to forward it to the legislature
within days.

3/98: PUC approved both Texas Utilities
and Houston Power and Light
restructuring plans. The HP&L plan
provides a 4 percent rate cut this year
and another 2 percent next year.

12/97: Houston Light and Power, Texas
Utilities Electric Co., and Texas-New
Mexico Power Co. announced
agreements with the PUC on proposed
competition plans, although final
approval by the PUC is still needed. All
three contain rate reduction measures.
Texas-New Mexico's plan offers a
guaranteed date, 2003, for full retail
choice beginning with a phase-in of
customers as early as 1/98, and a plan
for stranded cost recovery.

10/97: Houston Light and Power

deregulation.

3/98: Texas House Standing Committee
will debate restructuring in April.

12/97: Senate Interim Committee on
Electric Industry Restructuring met, and
will continue meeting with stakeholders;
next meeting set for February 1998. The
committee expects to issue a report
prior to when the 1999 legislative
session reconvenes in January.

8/97: Senate committee formed to
review electric industry deregulation. A
report is hoped for in 1999.

1995: SB 373 enacted to restructure TX
wholesale electric industry, consistent
with FERC requirements. The law
requires utilities to provide unbundled
transmission service on a non-
discriminatory basis and establish an
ISO.

for retail access to
generation suppliers of
choice.

10/97: West Texas
Utilities announced a
pilot program to allow
about 1,000 customers
in San Angelo to
support the
development of
renewable energy
resources by adding
certain amounts to
monthly bills and
receiving increments of
power from renewable
energy sources (not a
retail wheeling pilot).

competition happens in
2001. Deferring full
competition one more
year would lessen
stranded costs to $3.3
billion, and delaying
competition until 2003
would set stranded
costs at approximately
$2.3 billion.
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presented its transition proposal for
restructuring. Included is a 4-percent
rate decrease over 2 years for
residential customers.

1/97: PUC issued three reports as
directed by the legislature. Volume I is
on the scope of competition in the
electric industry in Texas; Volume II is
an investigation into retail competition;
and Volume III focuses on recovery of
stranded costs and competition.

8/96: ISO is authorized by PUC, to be
operational by 7/97.

Utah 10/98: The Utah Task Force on Electric
Deregulation issued a report on
stranded costs. The Task Force favors
allowing he market to calculate the
value of stranded costs.

6/98: The PSC's "Unbundling Electricity
Related Services" report to the Electric
Deregulation and Customer Choice
Task Force details technical options for
separating the costs for generation,
transmission, and distribution.

4/98: The Utah Legislative Task Force
on Electric Deregulation and
Restructuring is favoring a slower
approach, and will not begin working on
draft legislation until the fall of 1998.

11/97: The task force voted to
recommend no restructuring legislation
for 1998 session. The task force will
prepare draft legislation for a
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restructuring plan by April 1998 for
introduction in the 1999 General
Session.

3/97: Legislature creates a task force to
study the various issues of electric
industry restructuring. A draft report is
due 11/97, and the final report is due
11/98.

Vermont 12/96: Vermont PSB issued is plan to
restructure the electric power industry
that called for retail competition by
1998, functional unbundling, and
allowed recovery of stranded costs.
Implementation of the plan requires
legislation.

4/98: Several restructuring bills were
considered in 1998 session. The
session ended on 4/17 with no action
taken on any of the bills.

10/97: House Electric Utility Regulatory
Reform Committee voted to not propose
any retail wheeling legislation in 1998,
but will draft its version of a restructuring
bill for 1999.

8/97: Prompted by the Senate bill, the
House formed a special committee to
study restructuring issues.

4/97: Senate passed a bill based on the
plan issued by the PSB that would have
allowed retail choice by 1998; however,
the bill stalled in the House.

12/96: PSB plan
proposed partial
recovery of stranded
costs.

Virginia 8/98: The SCC approved more than
$700 million in refunds and rate
reductions. A total of $150 million in
refunds will be provided by 11/2/98. In
return for the refund/rate cuts, VA
Power will use $220 million in revenue
to reduce debt on generation assets.

6/98: In an agreement between

6/98: Market power through control of
transmission lines was cited as a major
concern in the opening of electric to
retail competition. The legislative
committee will be looking at the concept
of an ISO.

5/98: Legislative committee met to
discuss electric restructuring details.

3/98: The SCC ordered
investor-owned utilities
in the State to begin
working on plans for
pilot programs, as
required by HB 1172,
recently passed by the
legislature and
expected to be signed
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regulators, government, and business
and Virginia Power, VEPCO will refund
$920 million, the biggest rate
adjustment in Virginia history, in rate
cuts and refunds over the next 5 years.
The rate reduction refund agreement is
subject to approval by the SCC. A public
hearing is scheduled for 7/21/98 on the
proposed settlement.

3/98: SCC ordered investor-owned
utilities to begin work on change to
introduce retail competition to the State
including the creation of an ISO, PX,
and plans for pilot programs. Utilities are
to report on their previous activities and
future plans by 4/15/98.

3/98: SCC recommends a $277 million
rate cut, approximately 7 percent, for
Virginia Power consumers.

11/97: SCC issued a study on electric
industry restructuring and a model for
competition. The draft model
recommends a five-year transition to full
retail access. Phase I, from 1998 to
2001, would involve rate
experimentation, unbundled rates and
bills, a study of stranded costs,
formation of an ISO and power
exchange, and pilot programs to study
retail wheeling. Phase II, from 2000
through 2002, would involve decision-
making for a competitive industry and
utility plans for restructuring. Full
competition would then be phased-in
through 2005.

Concern was given to market power,
and whether to require divestiture of
generating assets to control it. An
estimate of $3 billion in stranded costs
was given for Virginia Power, and the
costs to the consumers to transition to a
competitive environment should be
tracked. Draft legislation on the details
of restructuring is expected to be written
beginning this fall.

4/98: Restructuring legislation, HB 1172
was signed into law. The law
establishes a schedule for retail
competition beginning 1/2002 and full
competition by 1/2004. The law also
requires establishment of an ISO and
allows recovery of net stranded costs.
The General Assembly will deal with
details of the restructuring issues, such
as stranded costs and public interest
programs in the 1999 session.

2/98: Two bills, HB 1172 and SB 688, to
establish a schedule for retail
competition in the industry were
introduced in the 1998 General
Assembly. HB 1172, which is supported
by Virginia Power, was passed by the
House on 2/17, and the Senate
Commerce Committee is scheduled to
consider it on 3/2. HB 1172 calls for
establishment of an ISO and Regional
Power Exchange and wholesale
competition by 1/2001; transition to
retail competition beginning 1/2002 and
completed by 1/2004; and provides for
the recovery of just and reasonable net

by the Governor.
Detailed plans are due
to the SCC by 8/98.
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11/96: SCC issued an order calling for
more study on competition in the
industry. The SCC asked that the state
move slowly toward retail competition.

stranded costs.

Washington 5/98: WUTC completed Phase I of its
investigation into electric restructuring
concluding the pace nationwide is faster
than expected.

12/95: WUTC issued its final guidelines
after a year long inquiry into retail
wheeling and restructuring issues,
favoring a gradual approach.

5/98: Several bills were passed by the
legislature: a net metering bill to allow
net metering for on customer site
generation from solar, wind, and small
(under 25 kW) hydro; an unbundling bill
to require generation, distribution,
transmission, control area services, and
programs to benefit the public, i.e., low-
income, conservation, to be shown as
separate charges; and a consumer
protection bill requiring disclosure to
consumers investments in conservation,
renewable research, low-income
assistance programs, etc.

4/98: HB 2831 passed the legislature
and the Governor is expected to sign it.
The bill requires utilities to study and
submit reports on unbundling their costs
and the quality of service and reliability.
Reports must be submitted by 9/98, and
a the WUTC will provide a consolidated
report to the legislature by 12/98.

1/98: Several bills are pending that
would require utility cost unbundling;
utility consumer protections; and net
metering of customer-produced
electricity.

6/98: The MOPS II pilot
that will allow WWPC's
customers to choose
the type of electric
power they want to buy
will begin 7/1/98.

2/98: WWPC is selling
blocks of wood and
wind powered electricity
in its pilot program.

12/97: Washington
Water Power filed a
new pilot program with
the WTUC, "More
Options for Power
Service II," to replace
their previous one. The
pilot will allow about
7,800 customers in WA
and ID to choose
among five energy
service alternatives
without changing
energy service
providers. The portfolio
of options includes
traditional energy
service, 2 variable
market rate options, a
"standard rate offer"
based on BPA's
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preference rate, and a
renewable resource
rate. The pilot is
scheduled to begin in
1998 and go through
5/2000.

8/97: PUC approved 2-
year Pilot program
submitted by Puget
Sound Energy for
10,000 customers. The
pilot will begin 11/1/97
and go through 12/99.

West Virginia 10/98: The PSC pushed back the
October 1998 deadline for its final report
on restructuring to 11/16/98.

9/98: The PSC suspended an October
1998 hearing on deregulation, delaying
any plan to submit recommendations to
the1999 legislature. No hurry is seen to
enact deregulation since WV rates are
low.

6/98: In a report filed with the PSC, the
PSC Consumer Advocate Division
stated that he public interest would not
be served by the current proposals to
deregulate the electric power industry in
West Virginia. WV residents have
among the lowest rates in the nation,
and it is feared that rates for residential
customers would rise under a
competitive electric industry.

5/98: In compliance with HB 4277, a
new restructuring docket was

3/98: House and Senate passed a bill
(HB 4277) to give the PSC authorization
to develop a restructuring plan for
presentation to the legislature in
January 1999. The plan will require
legislative approval.

1/98: A bill was introduced to the
legislature to authorize the PSC to
design and implement an electricity
deregulation plan.
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established. Proponents of deregulation
are requested to file plans meeting
criteria in HB 4277. A series of
restructuring workshops will be held this
summer and fall. Proposed plans have
been submitted by 11 parties including
AEP.

5/98: PSC resumed debate on electric
deregulation. Recommendations to the
legislature are expected by 9/98.

10/97: The staff report of the WV PSC
Task Force was issued.

5/97: The PSC formed a task force to
study restructuring; a report is due
10/97.

Wisconsin 5/98: The merger between IES,
Interstate, and Wisconsin Electric was
finally approved effective 5/31/98
creating Alliant Energy. Alliant filed a
proposal with the FERC to join the
Midwest ISO.

11/97: PSC issued its final decision on
electric industry restructuring. The plan
does not recommend retail access
before 2000, but focuses on improving
the utility infrastructure.
Recommendations included improving
transmission facilities; removing barriers
to open transmission access;
developing an ISO; promoting
construction of merchant plants; and
promoting the development of
renewable energy resources.

4/98: Legislation to improve reliability
and prevent power shortages by
establishing a competitive merchant
plant generating industry and creating a
regional independent system operator
was signed into law on 4/28/98. The law
will allow merchant plants up to 100 MW
to be built without PSC approval, and
utilities are required to join an ISO and
create 50 MW of power from renewable
sources by 2000.

1/98: A bill authored by the Governor
was introduced in the 1998 session that
considers the reliability issues as
proposed in the PSC final decision of
10/30/97.
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8/97: PSC submitted its draft 7-step
work plan to restructure the electric
industry to the Legislature. The plan
focuses on reliability and infrastructure
improvements, and does not
recommend retail access at least until
2000. A final decision is set for
10/30/97.

Wyoming 6/98: The PUC had scheduled a hearing
on deregulation in June 1998 to
establish voluntary guidelines for
utilities, but the hearing was canceled in
response to legislator's concerns.

9/97: An analysis of electric industry
restructuring in the state was issued by
the PSC. The paper stated that further
study was needed; legislation would be
needed; stranded costs should be
recoverable; and pilot programs should
be developed.

6/98: A controversial bill was revived
which was killed in January 1998.

9/97: A joint committee of the Wyoming
legislature began a series of hearings
on electric industry restructuring.
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Appendix 4.1

Department of Revenue�s
Briefing Paper on Tax Policy and
Restructuring the Gas and Electricity
Industries

REVISED FINAL

I. Introduction.

A series of federal acts and rules restructured the wholesale gas and electric market
and paved the way for states to restructure the retail market. Even though a restruc-
turing of Washington State�s retail energy market may or may not happen in the
near future, in-state energy businesses and consumers are affected by the changes
in the industry occurring outside our state�s borders.  While the industry is changing,
Washington�s tax laws remain the same.  Tax laws that are non-responsive to
industry realities may result in lost revenues to the state and create a competitive
disadvantage for in-state businesses.  This paper looks at the energy industry,
current taxation of that industry, threats to the state�s revenue, and emerging tax
policy issues.

II. Why and how the energy industry is changing.

a)  Federal laws and rules

i) Electricity industry
1978 - Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA).  Out of the �energy crisis� of
the 1970�s came this search for new approaches to power generation.  PURPA
imposes an obligation upon the traditional vertically integrated utility (power genera-
tion, transmission, and distribution owned and operated by the same entity) to
purchase power from non-utility power generators at the utility�s cost of new power
generation.  This obligation fostered the rise of the independent power producers.

1992 - Energy Policy Act (the Act).  The Act initiated competition in the wholesale
market by empowering the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to order
utilities to provide access to their transmission systems to wholesale sellers of
power. The Act applies to investor-owed and public-owned utilities as well as the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).  (BPA need only comply to the extent the
Act is not inconsistent with BPA�s other statutory obligations.)  The Act specifically
prohibits FERC from ordering transmission access for retail load.
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The two following rules implement and augment the 1992 Act.

1996 - Rule 888.  This rule furthers the nondiscriminatory open access requirement
of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.  It establishes a FERC-regulated tariff system to
set pricing for transmission. The effect is to facilitate competition in the nascent
power marketing industry.

1996 - Rule 889 is also called  OASIS (Open Access Same-time Information Sys-
tem rule).  The rule requires all parties to share information about available capacity
of the transmission system on the Internet, thus facilitating real-time trading.  Fur-
ther, it prohibits self-dealing between a utility and its affiliates to ensure a competi-
tive level playing field.  These provisions set the stage for open access to the
national wholesale electricity market.1  Additionally, the rule orders separation of
wholesale power marketing from transmission functions; this is not an order of
divestiture or corporate re-organization but an order of functional unbundling.
Industry has found the separation language to be unclear.

Industry generally complies with Rules 888 and 889.  It is notable that a 1996 news
release from FERC states that the rules cannot by themselves achieve an efficient,
competitive electric industry.  The news release points to both state and regional
issues that need to be settled.  One such issue is the question of where local
distribution ends and interstate transmission begins; the rule states that local distri-
bution remains in the hands of the local utility under the jurisdiction of the state but
leaves it up to the state to place the dividing line between interstate transmission
and local distribution based upon criteria set in Rule 888.

Bills introduced in Congress last session sought to shape state restructuring of the
retail market. The bills proposed limitation on fees charged to departing customers
(exit fees), set required retail access dates, and addressed various concerns re-
garding BPA and the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Other federal influences on restructuring are occurring in the courts. For example,
one court case originating in New York and now pending in federal district court in
Washington DC, questions who has jurisdiction over retail transmission.  FERC
asserts it does; the plaintiff states, including Washington State, disagree.

ii) Gas industry
The re-structuring of the wholesale gas market occurred earlier and with fewer
ripples compared to the electricity industry.  No federal statute directed the regula-
tory changes in the gas industry. The restructuring occurred through administrative
orders relative to the common-carrier role of the interstate pipelines.

1985 - FERC Order 436.  This Order affords incentives, not an order, for pipelines
to offer gas transportation services to other gas providers.   The Order fostered the
beginning of bypasses, i.e. large industrial consumers of gas who build their own
spurs from the pipeline and purchase gas directly from the pipeline.

1987 - FERC Order 500.  The Order prohibits preferential treatment between pipe-
lines and their marketing arms.
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1992 - FERC Order 636.  This ordered interstate pipelines to separate their trans-
portation from the gas marketing functions and to provide open access (common
carrier service) to all buyers of gas from all sources as well as the pipeline.  This
order succeeded in breaking up the pipelines� grip on the natural gas industry.

b)  The unsettled issue:  Bonneville Power Administration
BPA is both the marketer of electric power generated by federally-owned facilities
and the controller of interstate and intrastate transmission of that power. Federal
law, based on historical economic reasons, requires BPA to sell power at cost-
based rates to certain preferential customers located in the Northwest; these are
public (government) utilities, electric cooperatives, investor-owned utilities (but only
for their residential and small-farm consumers), and direct service industries (mostly
aluminum companies). Some eastern U.S. interests are opposed to the preferences
received by the Northwest from BPA; legislation was introduced in Congress last
session to require BPA to charge market rates rather than sell at cost.

In the year 2001 many of the contracts for purchase of BPA wholesale power
expire.  In 1995-1996, there was much concern that in the unregulated market of
2001, customers currently committed to purchase power at cost from BPA would
find cheaper market-priced power elsewhere thereby leaving BPA insufficient
income to meet its treasury obligations.  More recently, however, changing market
predictions suggest that BPA�s rates will compare favorably to market rates and that
BPA�s traditional customers will be competing for shares of BPA�s power.  Neverthe-
less, the fear of an unstable BPA led to the formation of the Northwest Energy
Review Transition Board composed of gubernatorial designees from Montana,
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho.  The Board concentrates on the following issues
respective to BPA:

v cost control - so that BPA�s cost price is competitive with market price

v fish and wildlife considerations - may result in reduced power generation
and higher costs

v stranded costs - who pays?

v subscription - pricing and negotiations on new contracts

v transmission - separation of BPA�s transmission from its marketing

v river governance

The Board seeks to foster a regional solution to these issues to present to Con-
gress.  If Congress goes ahead with national restructuring legislation, the region
wants to be ready with a �Northwest� chapter to that legislation.

III. Summary of non-tax related Washington
legislation.

a)  Legislation passed this year.

E2SHB 2831.  This Bill authorizes a study and requires electric utilities to unbundle
the costs of their assets and operations.  The legislation intends to force utilities to
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account for their cost structure.  At a minimum the utility must separately account for
generation and energy supply, delivery services, metering and billing, customer
account services, conservation and renewable resource programs, general adminis-
tration, overhead, and taxes.  The study focuses on costs and service quality.
Study data must be reported by investor-owned utilities to the UTC and by munici-
pally-owned utilities to their own elected body and then to the State Auditor.  Small
utilities are exempted. By December of 1998, the UTC and State Auditor will submit
a joint report to the legislature.

ESSB 6560.  This bill authorizes a study and imposes certain consumer-protection
duties upon utilities.  Utilities must provide to consumers on a regular basis informa-
tion about rates, metering policies, billing and payment options, disconnect require-
ments, and complaint procedures.  The study, to be conducted jointly by the UTC
and DCTED, focuses on retail rates and costs, demographics, cost-shifting, service
territory agreements, reliability, and related retail/consumer issues.  The study report
is due to the legislature by December 31, 1998.

The Department of Revenue is not a participant in either study; however, the UTC
invites Department staff to the study meetings and generally keeps staff apprised.

b)   Legislation proposed
At the end of the 1998 legislative session, Senator Finkbeiner distributed to inter-
ested parties a preliminary draft of a bill restructuring the electrical industry under
the portfolio model.2  Key non-tax features of the bill are:

v Requires utilities to provide to consumers, classified by the size of their
electricity usage, a choice of a retail package of service and energy
supply (the portfolio);

v Allows for stranded costs to be recovered from consumers provided the
costs are deemed prudent.  Divestiture of assets is not required, how-
ever, the utility�s governing body could so order.

v Requires out-of-state power suppliers to register with the UTC and allows
the UTC to deny registration thereby prohibiting that supplier from enter-
ing into contracts with Washington businesses or consumers.

v Imposes public-purposes funding by the utilities for conservation, social,
and environmental programs. The amount of money due from each utility
is determined in a complex  (but workable) manner by the Department of
Revenue.   The public purposes funding is not a tax.

IV. Current taxation of the energy industry.

In Washington, gas distribution businesses and light and power businesses are
subject to state and local excise taxes, property taxes, and in-lieu-of property taxes;
in addition, consumers of gas pay a use tax.  Each of these taxes are discussed
below and comment made on the vulnerability of the tax both in the event of re-
structuring in Washington and in the current status of restructuring nationally.
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a)  Property taxes

The property tax liability of utilities located in more than one county is determined by
the Department through central assessment. Utilities situated in a single county are
assessed by the county in which it is located.  The chart below shows receipts for
the thirteen light and power businesses and the four gas distribution businesses
which are centrally assessed.

Property Tax Paid By Centrally Assessed Light and Power Businesses

Property Tax Paid By Centrally Assessed Gas Distribution Businesses

In many of the restructuring states, particularly eastern states, the property values
of the utilities were artificially inflated either because the regulated utilities were a
convenient tax base or because uneconomic capital investments (nuclear plants)
were on the books at construction costs rather than value.  In those states, when
restructuring arrived and utilities sought to divest themselves of generation facilities
at their true market value, local and state programs dependent upon property tax
revenues were imperiled. In Washington, the values upon which the tax is based
represents market value of tangible assets or net book value; we do not anticipate a
significant threat to property tax revenues from restructuring in this state.  On the
other hand, as other states restructure and competition increases, light and power
businesses in Washington may wish to sell off unprofitable generation plants.   We
cannot predict the tax consequences of such sales.  For example, if a centrally
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assessed utility sells off a generation plant located within a single county as a
stand-alone operation, that asset will then be locally assessed.  The valuation will
be influenced by the use to which the new owner puts the facility and land.  In the
alternative, the unprofitable plant could be purchased by another entity subject to
central assessment.  Each scenario presents a number of variables that could
positively or negatively impact property tax revenues.

b) Privilege or in-lieu-of property taxes

The 25 public utility districts (PUD�s) pay a privilege tax, often referred to as an in-
lieu-of property tax, based on a combination of a percentage of gross revenues plus
a rate times the number of kilowatt hours of power generated for retail and whole-
sale sales.  Restructuring does not present a threat to the revenue from this tax.
However, the tax statutes respective to PUD�s are not structured to capture rev-
enues from activities outside a vertically owned and operated system.  For example,
purchases and subsequent sale by a PUD of power generated from assets not
owned or operated by the PUD do not come within the statutory provisions of the
privilege tax.

PUD Privilege Tax

c)  Use tax on brokered natural gas
In 1989, in response to the restructuring of the gas market, the legislature passed a
use tax on brokered natural gas.  The tax is at the same rate as the public utility tax
on purchases of gas not already subject to tax.  The intent of the legislation was to
impose the tax on consumers who, by reason of restructuring in the gas industry,
were able to purchase gas on the open market.  In Washington, there are two such
groups of customers, one group is called �bypass customers� and the other is called
�transportation customers.�  Bypass customers are those who build their own spurs
from the pipeline for direct delivery of gas.  In Washington, we have seven bypass
customers, two of which have an additional customer each for a total of nine con-
sumers receiving gas outside the local distribution system.  Transportation custom-
ers are those industrials, hospitals, schools, and large commercials who might have
opted to bypass but instead, through UTC permission, were granted more favorable
rates from the local distribution company for gas obtained on the wholesale market.
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The use tax is designed to capture tax revenues from bypass and transportation
customers that would otherwise be lost to the state because of purchase from out-
of-state gas providers without nexus. Between bypass and transportation custom-
ers, 180 consumers pay the use tax on brokered natural gas.  The chart below
shows use tax revenues collected by the Department.

Brokered Natural Gas
State Tax Rate .03852

The use tax on brokered natural gas is under legal attack.  Three suits filed in
Superior Court challenge the constitutionality of the tax on the basis that it imper-
missibly burdens interstate commerce.  However, at the end of September, 1998,
opposing counsel in one of the suits informed our assistant attorney general that he
will drop the action.

d) Gross receipts taxes
In the state of Washington, the public utility tax (PUT) is paid by investor-owned
light and power business, municipal light and power business, public utility districts,
gas sales and distribution businesses, and rural electric associations and coopera-
tives.  While approximately 74 utilities pay the PUT on electricity and 20 businesses
pay the PUT for gas distribution, ten businesses pay over 80% of the PUT rev-
enues.  In addition to PUT, the utilities pay B&O tax on certain activities such as
services rendered for persons who are not yet customers of the utility.
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The chart below shows PUT taxable gross receipts and tax revenues for all payers
over the last six fiscal years.

Public Utility Tax (PUT)

The gross receipts tax is vulnerable under various possible scenarios of restructur-
ing.  That vulnerability is discussed in the Section V below.

e)  Local taxation of utilities
Local taxing districts receive property tax revenues from centrally and locally as-
sessed utilities and from the PUD privilege in-lieu-of-property tax.  In addition, some
cities assert a gross receipts tax on utilities.  In 1996, 5.62% of revenues paid to
cities were attributable to this gross receipts tax.  The measure of tax is the gross
receipts of energy sales to customers or the gross receipts of an energy business
located within the city.

V. Tax policy in a restructuring environment.

Certain aspects of Washington�s excise tax system are outdated and vulnerable in
the face of federal restructuring of the wholesale market and the small but signifi-
cant number of states restructuring their retail markets.  The section below dis-
cusses the possible impacts to the excise tax system in the changing energy indus-
try.

a)  The energy industry in a restructured environment

Under restructuring, the energy industry is separable into three entities:  local
distribution, transmission, and power generation.  If restructuring occurs in this
state, Washington consumers may do business with three separate businesses
rather than just one in obtaining their electricity. Each of the separate entities
present distinct tax issues.
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 Local distribution:   If Washington restructures its retail electricity market, the local
distribution company  (LDC), the keeper of the meter, will more than likely remain a
regulated local monopoly as it has under gas restructuring.  In general, the LDC is
the convenient collector of a consumption tax and an identifiable, localized point for
imposition of an excise tax.  There are no legal barriers to asserting a state tax
against LDC�s.

While the LDC, for both gas and electricity, does not present significant potential for
revenue loss either now or in the event of restructuring, certain tax issues will need
to be addressed by the legislature.  For example, under Senator Finkbeiner�s
proposal, approved stranded costs may be recovered over a 10-year period as
transition charges passed on to consumers.  Will the revenues from payment of
these costs be taxable as PUT or B&O?   Similarly, if the legislature provides for exit
fees (charges made to customers who leave the LDC), the same question applies
to the revenues from the fees.

Transmission:   Transmission refers to the �carrying� of gas and electricity.  Intrast-
ate transmission is subject to the PUT; interstate transmission may not be taxed by
the state.  While transmission itself does not present significant tax policy issues,
the legislature may wish to keep the cost of transmission in the tax base.  That is,
Washington consumers pay for interstate transmission, either through the rates paid
to their local utility or, for consumers of brokered natural gas, through costs paid
directly to the owner of the interstate transmission.  Costs of transmission paid to
the utility are subject to the PUT and the costs for interstate transmission directly
paid by the consumer are included in the tax base for calculating the use tax on
brokered natural gas.  In the event Washington imposes a consumption tax on
electricity, the legislature may wish to include a similar provision respective to
electricity transmission.

Power generation:   With or without Washington restructuring, in-state power gen-
erators may participate in the national wholesale and retail energy market.  That
participation together with out-of-state power generators possibly entering into
Washington�s markets presents significant challenges to Washington�s tax system.

Under current law, when an in-state power generator exports power out of state, the
export is not subject to the PUT or to B&O wholesaling.  The table below shows
reported exports of power or in other terms this is the amount of deduction taken on
the Combined Excise Tax return for power sold out of state. The Department is not
confident that these figures represent total exported power.  It is likely that the light
and power businesses deduct the exported power from gross receipts without
showing such deduction on their combined excise tax return.
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Reported Exports Of Electricity

 * State law does not allow disclosure of aggregated tax information for less than 3 taxpayers.

Regardless of the possible infirmities of the figures, the trend is clear:  Washington
in-state power generators are exporting more power than they used to. Where does
the sold power go?  What if the power is sold to an out-of-state marketer who turns
around and resells the power to an in-state consumer?  The result is that electricity
produced and consumed in Washington escapes taxation altogether.  Such a
scenario is possible although the Department does not know the extent to which it
happens.

Some of the exported power is sold in the open retail market.  For example, Seattle
City Light sells power to Nordstrom in California.  The sale of the power is not
subject to Washington tax. The state does not lose revenue from this sale presum-
ing that Seattle City Light is selling excess power.  However, the possibility remains
that net-importing or net-exporting of power eventually could result in loss of state
revenues.  If the cost of power is cheaper to purchase than it is to generate and sell
(subject to the PUT), the utility may make the economic choice to purchase un-
taxed, cheaper power for its load and export produced power.  Another twist on this
possible scenario could occur under BPA�s proposed allocation of its power. Pursu-
ant to the proposed allocation, BPA will sell enough low-cost power to the investor-
owned utilities to serve almost all of their residential/small-farm load.  This would
free up the utilities� more expensively produced and priced power for export.  Under
this possible scenario, the measure of the public utility tax is the low-cost BPA
power rather than the higher-priced power.

If Washington restructures, power purchased by a retail customer from an out-of-
state generator will not be subject to tax unless the generator has nexus.  For
example, a power generator in Montana could make a retail sale of power to any
consumer in Washington.  Absent nexus, the sale is not taxable.  Not only would the
state lose revenue but also an in-state power generator, whose price includes PUT,
would lose a customer because its price is not competitive.  Out-of-state power
generators would have a competitive edge over in-state generators.

b)  New players in the energy business
Open retail access gives rise to an active market where the hope of profit inspires
entrepreneurial risk.  This active market poses problematic taxation issues. Even
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without restructuring, three non-industry players:  marketers, brokers, and investors,
present tax policy questions.

Marketers.  Marketers take �possession� (or title or ownership) of the gas or electric-
ity. Rule 889 facilitated establishing this market on the internet.  A marketer can sit
at her desk in Montana and buy and sell electricity or gas all over the U.S. through
her computer.  Or, to put this another way, without establishing any presence for tax
purposes in Washington, a power marketer can provide every bit of energy con-
sumed in this state.  Neither the marketer�s income, nor the power imported, is
subject to Washington tax.  The amount of state revenues likely to be diverted in
this arena cannot be measured, but the potential is significant.

Marketers located in-state raise their own tax issues.  Since the in-state marketer is
not a light and power business or a gas distribution business as defined in the
public utility tax statutes, one of the B&O categories should be applicable to their
gross receipts.  Since gas is tangible personal property, the applicable B&O catego-
ries are wholesaling and retailing.  On the other hand, electricity is not classified as
tangible personal property; therefore, marketing of electricity falls into the service
category.  This may be perceived as unequal treatment for the two types of energy.
At a minimum, it illustrates the point that the difference in property type between
gas and electricity must be taken into account when considering tax alternatives.

Brokers.  Brokers are distinguished from marketers in that brokers do not take
possession of or title to the power.   They serve the function of putting together
buyers and sellers.  Brokers, lacking a plant or system, are not subject to the public
utility tax but are subject to the service B&O on the commissions they receive for
putting together a sale if they have nexus. Because of the definitions in the PUT
statues, Washington discourages in-state broker businesses.  Brokers do not meet
the definition of a �light and power business� or a �gas distribution business� for
purposes of the PUT.  While sales made by in-state light and power business or gas
distribution business to another light and power business or gas distribution busi-
ness are not taxable, such sales to brokers are.  Then, when the broker sells the
power, she is subject to B&O.  Because the power they sell is subject to both PUT
and B&O, in-state brokers claim they cannot compete with out-of-state brokers, thus
leaving the Washington market open to out-of-state brokers or marketers.

Investors.  Since the energy market functions similarly to the commodities market,
investors are a component of restructuring. Investor buying and selling creates
instability in prices.3  With a tax system based on value such as Washington�s, a
volatile market makes it more difficult to accurately project state revenues.

c) Nexus in the restructured environment
As the above discussion shows, nexus is the most perplexing tax issue that accom-
panies restructuring.  Since no court has yet ruled on nexus arising specifically out
of restructuring, the issue is far from settled.  As open access moves along, such a
suit is inevitable. Policy makers note with interest a recent case out of Rhode Island
in which the court found nexus for an out-of-state heating oil marketer by reason of
the marketer�s control of the product as it passed through interstate commerce and
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its contract with in-state deliverers.  See Koch Fuels, Inc. v Clark, 676 A2d 330
(1996).   Although tax practitioners often refer to Koch Fuels, to date, no court has
relied upon or quoted the case.

d)  Special consumers, restructuring, and tax policy
In Washington, two groups of consumers are direct beneficiaries of BPA prefer-
ences, the direct service industry and rural electric associations.   Each presents
unique issues for consideration.

Direct Service Industries.  Thus far, the DSIs are not enthusiastic about restructur-
ing.  They have historically been dependent upon their ability to purchase power at
the most economic price possible to keep their electricity-intensive operations
viable.  The eleven DSI�s in Washington already purchase electricity in an open
market.  These purchases generally are not subject to state taxation, either because
the purchase is from BPA or because the purchase is from an out-of-state supplier
without nexus. Only if a DSI elects to purchase from an in-state utility is the sale
subject to the utility tax.  Historically, DSIs have purchased much of their power from
BPA, but their reliance on BPA power has diminished, and will diminish further if
BPA implements its proposed allocation of power for the 2001 - 2006 period.  DSIs
are not required to make reports to the Department regarding their electricity pur-
chases, so their expenditures for electricity are unknown.  However, the aluminum
industry provided the following data showing their combined consumption of elec-
tricity measured in dollars.

Power Consumption By The Aluminum Industry

In the past, some DSIs have said imposition of a tax on electricity would make their
cost of operations too high thereby jeopardizing continued operation in this state.

Rural electric associations.  The rural electric association (REA) is another group
unenthusiastic about restructuring.  This group, similar to the DSIs, already partici-
pates in the wholesale market through purchase of power from BPA or out-of-state
marketers.  Subsequent sale of that power is subject the PUT.  The tax changes
that accompany restructuring may negatively impact REAs, especially if those
changes impose a consumption tax.  A value-based consumption tax is particularly
unwelcome to the state�s eight REAs because their rates are approximately 36%
higher than the rest of the state.

e)  Other states� response to electricity restructuring
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Eleven states restructured their retail electricity markets either through legislation or
through orders issued by their utilities commission.  Of the eleven, California and
Massachusetts have ballot initiatives pending to repeal or modify the re-structuring;
New Hampshire�s restructuring is delayed pending litigation over the provisions for
recovery of stranded costs.  The restructuring legislation of two other states, Mon-
tana and Pennsylvania, survived recent administrative appeals and are slowly going
forward.

The tax provisions of the restructuring states are not necessarily instructive for
Washington for two reasons. First, the hot issue in many states is the negative
impact to property tax revenues with the divestiture of assets that were over-valued
on the tax rolls. This is not perceived to be an issue in Washington.  Second, states
with a utilities gross receipts tax (UGRT) also generally have a corporate business
tax.  Consequently, when restructuring, the UGRT is repealed and easily replaced
with a corporate business tax.  Such an alternative is not possible in Washington.
Further, some states, such as California and Montana, made no changes to their
taxing scheme.

However, the tax provisions of some restructuring states are instructive.  In Pennsyl-
vania, rather than repeal the UGRT, the legislation strengthened it by redefining the
definition of gross receipts to include out-of-state power suppliers.  This is accom-
plished by saying a sale of electricity occurs within the state if the meter of the
customer is located within the state.  Meter-equaling-nexus is only one of the provi-
sions in the bill designed to create nexus; the other provision requires out-of-state
suppliers to register with the public utilities commission.  The commission has the
authority to revoke a registration for failure to pay the UGRT.  To further avoid
erosion of state revenues, the bill allows for a surcharge to be attached to the
UGRT in the event revenues fall below a specified amount through the year 2004
and a use tax is imposed on in-state companies for power purchased from out-of-
state, non-nexus companies.  Pennsylvania�s legislation, passed at the end of 1996,
orders pilot programs only in 1997 and 1998; retail access is not proscribed until
1999 and then for only 66% of the market.  The statutorily-imposed nexus has yet to
stand the test of time.  A recent telephone conversation with counsel for the Penn-
sylvania Department of Revenue revealed that each day that passes without notice
of a lawsuit surprises the legal department.

Illinois imposed a consumption tax on users of electricity. The volume-based tax is
assessed upon kilowatts consumed at rates descending as usage increases. The
tax will be collected by the local distribution company.   The legislation allows com-
mercial and industrial consumers to �self-assess� and pay on the cost of electricity
purchased rather than the kilowatts consumed provided the taxpayer complies with
certain registration requirements.  The governor has not yet signed this portion of
the legislation and the �self-assessment� process will probably not be implemented
in time for the August 1, 1998, effective date.
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New Jersey provides an interesting case. Rather than a restructuring bill, the legis-
lature passed an Energy Tax Reform bill effective January l, 1998.  The bill repeals
both the UGRT and the franchise tax on gas and electricity and imposes a sales
and use tax.  Federal installations are the only significant exemption from the new
tax.  The tax treatment presumes electricity and gas both to be tangible personal
property.  According to a contact at the New Jersey Department of Revenue, the
legislation received little publication and has not generated any taxpayer protest.
This is attributed to the fact that not only does the consumer see little net change to
total energy costs, the law allowed the new tax to not be reflected on the bill to
consumers.

A recent report lists Kansas as currently considering a legislative tax change in
anticipation of restructuring.

VI. Taxation alternatives.

a)  Legislation proposed during the last two sessions

DOR 1997 bill.  Operates much the same as the use tax on brokered natural gas.
The proposed legislation imposes a use tax on the consumption of electrical energy
to the extent that the PUT has not been paid on the value of the electrical energy
consumed.  The DSI�s floated an amendment to the Department bill that exempted
them from this tax.

Representative Thomas� bill.  Asserts a state and local consumption tax on gas,
electricity, and telecommunications and repeals state and local PUT and the use tax
on brokered natural gas.  Imposes B&O at retailing and wholesaling rates as appli-
cable and service rate for wheeling. The bill specifies that electricity is not tangible
personal property.

DSI/Aluminum industry bill.  Asserts a retail and use tax on electricity but exempts
from that tax the aluminum industry, DSI, deep-well  irrigators, and anyone who gets
power from BPA.  While the bill does not eliminate the PUT, it eliminates from the
definition of gross receipts subject to PUT the amounts received for electricity and
wheeling.

Senator�s Finkbeiner�s proposal.   Similar to the DSI/Alum�s proposal.

Flat tax on consumption of electricity (PSE�s 1997 strawman).   Imposes a per
kilowatt-hour tax on the consumption of electricity and repeals the state and local
PUT.  Allows the locals to impose a per kilowatt tax.  Changes the definition of
manufacturer to include electric companies.

b)  The great debate:  consumption tax versus a gross receipts tax
If the Washington legislature should decide to move forward with a new tax scheme
for the energy business, the choice may boil down to a policy choice between a
consumption tax or a gross receipts tax (similar to the current public utility tax or a
variation on a B&O tax) strengthened to address nexus.  A consumption tax could
be based on either the value paid for the energy or on the volume (kilowatt and
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cubic feet) consumed.

The advantages of a consumption tax are as follows:

v avoids problems with nexus

v can be efficiently and easily administered with the regulated local distri-
bution company as the tax collector 4

v offers flexibility for local option city and county taxation

v may promote energy conservation

v in-state power producers would have less of a competitive disadvantage
when competing with out-of-state power producers who, lacking nexus,
do not have to pay and then recoup the PUT in their sales price

The disadvantages of a consumption tax are as follows:

v adds to the regressivity of Washington�s already regressive tax system
by reason of the consumption-based sales tax

v in some cases, establishing the point of sale may be difficult for industry
as the location of the meter and the billing address are not necessarily
the same

v those consumers who located in Washington because of low energy
prices or BPA preferences will feel disadvantaged unless the consump-
tion tax accommodates their high-volume use

v if the consumption tax is value-based, it places an additional tax burden
on those who pay a comparatively high price for power such as REA�s

The advantages of a strengthened gross receipts tax are as follows:

v it is consistent with Washington�s current tax system

v businesses are used to the gross receipts tax and do not need to make
adjustments to their accounting systems to accommodate the tax

v it places no additional administrative burden on the state

v cities could maintain revenues

The disadvantages of a strengthened gross receipts tax are as follows:

v even if strengthened similarly to Pennsylvania�s gross receipts tax, nexus
may still  be subject to legal challenges thereby putting revenues at risk

v the electricity sold to and consumed by direct service industries remains
untaxed unless a strengthened gross receipts tax also includes a use tax
on brokered electricity

c)  other tax alternative

As an alternative, the state may wish to consider a combination value-based and
volume based tax similar to the tax enacted by Illinois but adapted to Washington�s
gross receipts tax scheme.  The PUT or B&O would continue to be imposed where
applicable; an indexed kilowatt per hour tax would be imposed on consumers.  With
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a volume-based tax, the consumer would not be impacted by fluctuations in the
price of power and the revenues would be predictable.  Large industrials and DSI�s
could opt for an indexed value-based or volume-based tax.  The purpose of the
option would be to help these industries remain competitive and at the same time
share in the obligation to pay taxes.

Briefing Paper prepared by:
Anne Solwick, Department of Revenue

Ray Philen, Department of Revenue

With thanks to the following for their contributions:

Don Gutmann, Department of Revenue

David Saavedra, Department of Revenue

Chuck Boyce, Department of Revenue

Marilyn Showalter, Office of Financial Management

Dick Byers, Utilities and Transportation Commission

Merton Lott, Utilities and Transportation Commission

Jeffrey Showman, Utilities and Transportation Commission

Sandi Swarthout, Capitol Connection, for Aluminum Industry information
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Endnotes for Appendix 4.1
1 There are over 400 FERC-regulated wholesale power marketers.

2 There is no indication that the Senator intends to submit this bill to the legislature.

3 In late June a power trading company defaulted on several large contracts to supply power
to eastern states.  Not only could the company not provide the electricity at the agreed upon
price, it could not even provide the electricity at an economically viable price.  The company
blames, in part, the aggressive trading by investors for its inability to purchase electricity at a
reasonable cost.

4 If the consumption tax is value-based rather than volume based, the ease of administration
may be somewhat complicated because a power supplier who is unaffiliated with the local
distribution company may want to keep the selling price confidential between the consumer
and the supplier.
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Appendix 8.1
Utility Reliability Profiles

The System Average Interruption Frequency and Duration Indices, SAIFI and
SAIDI, are the primary reliability statistics calculated for the 6560 study.  They
were calculated by the agencies based on data provided by the utilities.  The
tables below show each utility’s calculated SAIFIs and SAIDIs and describe
the inputs used to calculate them.  Utilities employ a range of methods for
gathering and processing the data used to calculate SAIFI and SAIDI.  These
differences can be significant and mean the resulting statistics are not truly
comparable.  The Example Table explains the table contents and the
significance of the answers.

Example Table

In this cell a brief description of the utility is provided, with an emphasis on aspects that
may have an impact on reliability.  For example, utilities East of the Cascades experience
less wind and have fewer severe storms than those in the West.  Rural utilities may have
relatively higher SAIDIs because their distribution lines are often isolated and customers
cannot be restored by switching them to a different circuit.

 In this cell are comments about use of the data in the 6560 Study.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here

SAIDI Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here Data here

Utility Confidence in
SAIFI Recognizing that all SAIFI and SAIDI calculations are based

on estimates, utilities were asked to estimate how accurate
the calculations might be and whether they tend to be high or
low.  This cell contains those estimates.

Utility Confidence in
SAIDI Same as Above (SAIFI).

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on
Sustained
Interruptions only

A yes answer means the calculations are based on sustained
interruptions only – those lasting one minute and longer or five
minutes and longer – depending on the utility.  It is generally
agreed that there are few interruptions that last longer than
one minute but less than five, therefore the data are presumed
comparable.
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Includes
Momentary
Interruptions

A yes answer means the utility is counting momentary
interruptions – those that last less than a minute - in addition
to sustained interruptions.  The effect is generally to greatly
increase SAIFI, because there may be many very short
interruptions lasting only a second or two, especially in areas
that experience lots of lightning strikes.  These many
momentary interruptions usually do not add up to a long
duration time, therefore SAIDI is not greatly increased.

Includes
Extraordinary
Events

A yes answer means the utility has included interruptions from
storms and other extraordinary events in its calculations.
Generally, gathering data during storms is not a high priority,
as is restoration, and therefore data collected during storms is
generally not as accurate as data gathered during normal
operations.  Including storm-based data in SAIFI and SAIDI
diminishes their accuracy.  It can also greatly increase SAIFI
and SAIDI.  Utilities reported storm-caused interruptions that
represented from 13% to 50% of total system SAIFI and from
30% to 87% of total system SAIDI.  Knowing that utilities have
or have not included storm-based data in their calculations
does not mean the numbers can be compared, because the
utilities likely use different definitions for storms.

Includes
Interruptions from
Generation,
Transmission and
Distribution
System Events

A yes answer means that no matter what the cause, all
interruption events are included in the calculation.

Includes Partial
Feeder Outages A yes answer means that the utility has attempted, through

estimate or direct measure, to include all customer
interruptions, even if only a few customers were affected.  Full
feeder outages often can be monitored automatically at a
substation.  If only part of a feeder loses power, the utility
usually must estimate the number of customers affected and
the length of outage.  Not counting partial feeder outages
would likely result in SAIFIs and SAIDIs that were very low.
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Includes Step
Restoration As explained in Section 8, Endnote 4, customers often lose

power and are restored in incremental steps.  Some utilities
attempt to track these steps and include the data in their
calculations.  The more capable the tracking, the more
accurate the SAIFI and SAIDI.  Other utilities begin the
duration count with the first phone call and end the count
when the last customer is restored, regardless of who may
have been restored along the way.  Not starting the count until
the first phone call generally leads to a small underestimate of
duration.  Not ending the count until the last customer is
restored can lead to a significant overestimate of duration.
The final result is likely an inflated SAIDI.

Includes
Estimates of
Customer
Interruptions

All utilities have some basis for counting customers who are
out of power.  Few utilities know exactly how many customers
there are on a given line, especially for small sub-circuits of
their systems.  Both SAIFI and SAIDI are affected by the
accuracy of customer counts, either upward or downward.

Instituted Data
Management
Changes During
Study Period

Over the study period, many utilities have made significant
changes in the way they collect and estimate data used to
calculate SAIFI and SAIDI, often due to employment of new
technologies or outage tracking software.  A yes answer
means the utility has made such changes and the statistics
may not be comparable from year to year.
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Benton County PUD
Eastside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  39,157 customers, 30.4
customers per line-mile.
Benton PUD currently does not statistically track customer interruptions.
Therefore it provided no data from which to calculate SAIFI or SAIDI.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI
SAIDI
Utility Confidence in SAIFI
Utility Confidence in SAIDI

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only
Includes Momentary
Interruptions
Includes Extraordinary
Events
Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events
Includes Partial Feeder
Outages
Includes Step Restoration
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions
Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period
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Benton REA
Eastside, rural, consumer-owned utility.  11,984 customers, 6.0 customers per
line-mile.
Data were not included in calculation of state averages.  The data were originally
incorrect.  The data included here are accurate, but were not corrected in time for
inclusion in the study.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 1.22 .93 .71 1.14 .79 .95
SAIDI 145.47 94.05 105.98 582.5 124.43 214.09
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 10%, overestimate
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 10%, overestimate

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes Five minutes and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes “… three substation feeders are out of service or when
three line crews called out to respond.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration No “The duration of the outage is logged beginning with the
time the first customer call is recorded.  Once the power
has been restored or the disturbance resolved, the crew
reports the time which is logged in as the time of
resolution.”

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Customer counts are based on accounting records linked
to an engineering database.  The count is made based on
which protective device operated.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

Yes Developed accounting / engineering link during last
several years.  Accuracy has increased.  “It would appear
that the number of consumer hours of outage have
increased over the last few years, when in fact the number
of outages have decreased.”
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Chelan County PUD
Eastside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  37,633 customers, 29.2
customers per line-mile.
Data were included in calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI .31 .51 .44 .39 .42 .57 .20 .41
SAIDI 40.95 71.97 68.97 44.49 82.12 115.71 40.69 66.87
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 5%, underestimate
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 10%, underestimate

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes Five minutes and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions
Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Insufficient information provided.
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Use billing information for customer counts.  Insufficient
information to assess accuracy of data.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Clark County PUD
Westside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  134,400 customers,
customer to line density not available.
Data were not included in the calculation of state averages because they include
momentary interruptions.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 2.43 5.02 2.22 4.60 3.77 4.07 4.86 2.15 3.64
SAIDI 107.26 26.12 55.44 64.51 75.74 680.78 126.55 51.90 152.18
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 10% either way.
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 10% either way.

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

No

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

Yes

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Utility definition:  “Event that requires all of the Utility’s
crews to restore power – lasting at least 12 hours.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Insufficient information to determine.  Duration based on
first phone call and “actual restore time.”

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Few details provided.  Customer count based on
“transformer KVA installed.”  Customer / grid link allows
calculation of customer counts “to a moderately poor
degree of accuracy.”

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Cowlitz County PUD
Westside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  42,700 customers,
22.9 customers per line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 0.77 1.49 1.26 1.19 3.05 1.87 1.79
SAIDI 116.48 161.21 160.49 147.70 267.30 201.41 196.44
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 10% either way
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Confidence not estimated, “probably close for annual averages.”

SAIFI & SAIDI Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes Five minutes and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Defines “all significant outages as ‘emergencies’”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Some aspects of step restoration not calculated, such as
the effects of switching to other feeders.  May cause
overestimates and an increase in SAIFI & SAIDI.  Unclear
whether other aspects of step restoration are calculated.

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Number of meters served (customers) is an estimate
based upon figures developed annually for feeds in a
normal configuration.  Load growth or system switching
may introduce some error into the calculations.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

Yes Accuracy has not changed but more detail is available.
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Franklin County PUD
Eastside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  17,680 customers, 19.5
customers per line-mile.
Data were not included in calculation of state averages.  Accurate data were not
available until after study calculations were completed.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 0.38 0.27 0.28 0.53 0.34 0.54 0.39
SAIDI 82.87 44.04 17.26 59.40 59.51 90.33 59.28
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 5%, underestimate
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 5%, overestimate

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes Five minutes and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes “No written definition of extraordinary event”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

No “Only Franklin PUD transmission”

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Insufficient information.
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Insufficient information to understand process.  However,
“… numbers of customers may not be current” in the
software used to estimate customer interruptions.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Grant Count PUD #2
Eastside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  38,538 customers, 11.4
customers per line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 1.55 1.24 0.79 1.05 0.83 1.08
SAIDI 152.43 102.33 60.92 85.02 63.73 91.58
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Estimates within 5% either way.
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Estimates within 5% either way.

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer.

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Utility does not have a definition for extraordinary event.

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Yes “Steps and times those steps occurred in restoration are
also included.”

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Utility operates “an AM/FM system that allows accurate
customer counts to be made past any device on the
system.”

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

Yes Customer data used to be downloaded once a year… now
can get accurate up-to-date customer count at time of
event.
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Grays Harbor County PUD
Westside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  38,680 customers,
27.1 customers per line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 1.67 2.83 1.73 3.40 2.03 1.38 2.33 1.93
SAIDI 183.60 477.60 581.14 558.80 174.50 160.88 268.40 301.63
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Estimate within 10% either way.
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Estimate within 10% either way.

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer.

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Utility defines as “a major storm or weather condition
requiring multiple crews over an extended period of time.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Insufficient information.  “… staffs work together to
maintain outage logging system.”

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Insufficient information to access method or accuracy.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Inland Power and Light Company
Eastside, rural, consumer-owned utility.  29,133 customers, 4.4 customers per
line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.  However the data
include data from the utility’s entire system which include customers in Idaho as
well as in Washington.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI .99 .51 .29 Not

Available
Not
Available

1.11 1.21 1.43 .73

SAIDI 161.23 105.54 85.83 134.80 115.64 126.77 159.34 194.36 137.85
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Estimates within 10% either way.
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Estimates within 10% either way.

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes Five minutes and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

No Utility definition:  “Major storms that interrupt power to a
large number of customers.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Insufficient information provided.  “Duration calculations
are manually performed by using information from line
personnel.”

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes “Customer interruptions are estimated by counting the
number of active accounts that are between the pole
where an outage begins and the pole where the outage
ends.”  Use billing system information

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

Yes “Data collection efforts have been refined and improved
resulting in an increase in measured outage minutes.”
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Nespelem Valley Electric Cooperative
Eastside, rural, consumer-owned utility.
No data provided for calculation of SAIFI and SAIDI.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI
SAIDI
Utility Confidence in SAIFI
Utility Confidence in SAIDI

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only
Includes Momentary
Interruptions
Includes Extraordinary
Events
Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events
Includes Partial Feeder
Outages
Includes Step Restoration
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions
Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period
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Orcas Power and Light Company
Westside (San Juan Islands), primarily rural, consumer-owned utility.  10,605
customers, 11.4 customers per line-mile.
Data were not included in the calculation of state averages.  Annual customer
data were not provided. The data provided also were presumed to be interruption
events rather than the total number of customer interruptions.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI .14
SAIDI 1194.82
Utility Confidence in SAIFI
Utility Confidence in SAIDI

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Unclear Insufficient information

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

Unclear Insufficient information

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Defined as “When over 25% of our customers are out of
power, or we have lost power to a business center.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

No Distribution only

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

No

Includes Step Restoration No Because only full feeder outages are tracked, the only
restoration tracked is that of the full feeder.

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Unclear Only full feeder outages are tracked.  If customer numbers
are accurate by feeder there is no need to estimate them.
They may still be estimated however.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
Answer
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PacifiCorp
Eastside, mixed urban and rural, investor-owned utility.  110,956 customers, 27.7
customers per line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 1.17 0.97 0.69 1.32 1.06 0.88 0.57 0.81 0.93
SAIDI 73.65 65.29 68.03 82.92 69.87 71.20 53.06 63.19 68.28
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Possibility for error greater than 25% either way
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Possibility for error greater than 25% either way

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

No A major event means an event that:
Exceeds the design limits of the electrical power system;
Causes extensive damage to the electric power system;
and
Results in a simultaneous sustained interruption to more
than 10 percent of the customer in an operating area.

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear Insufficient information to understand process and
methodology.

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Insufficient information to understand process and
methodology.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Parkland Power and Light Company
Westside, urban, consumer-owned utility.  3720 customers, 52.4 customers per
line-mile.
Data were not included in the calculation of state averages.  Customer count is so
small it would have had little affect on the averages, but the statistics are very low
and would have extended the range significantly.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI .058 .054 .056
SAIDI 13.91 6.54 10.13
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 5% either way
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 5% either way

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No “No known outages less than one minute.”

Includes Extraordinary
Events

No Defined as “Event that impacts a widespread area of
service.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes “Outages occur so infrequently and system small enough
that no data is recorded except on time sheets.”

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Puget Sound Energy
Westside, mixed urban and rural, investor-owned utility.  872,410 customers, 48
customers per line-mile.
Data were included in calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 2.15 1.05 1.33 1.07 1.10 1.60 1.26 1.04 1.31
SAIDI 215.98 95.31 101.56 93.03 120.22 183.66 139.63 104.65 131.28
Utility Confidence in SAIFI “No idea”
Utility Confidence in SAIDI “No idea”

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer.

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

No Defined as “Any natural caused event that causes five
percent or more of our customers to lose electrical service
during any day.  Natural causes include weather,
earthquake, fire, flood, land slides, volcanic eruptions or
solar flares.”

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes Including transmission with operating voltages up to and
including 500 kV.

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Yes Insufficient information to understand process.  Claims to
track incremental loss and restoration “to a great degree
of accuracy.”

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Insufficient information to understand process and
methodology

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

Yes Over past three years have established a link between a
“System Operations” software package and a “Service
Restoration System” software package.  The link has
increased accuracy of calculations and the utility has
experienced an increase of from 5% to 20% in recorded
outages.
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Seattle City Light
Westside, urban, consumer-owned utility.  363,968 customers, 199.4 customers
per line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI NA .78 .52 .88 1.24 .69
SAIDI 56.95 51.63 40.41 37.34 72.68 51.86
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 5% either way
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 5%, underestimates

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

No Defined as “Over 10% of our customers are affected by
the storm or event; a regional or wide-area impact event is
the cause; outages are prolonged due to extensive
damage to the power system.

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes Last transmission outage was in 1994.

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Yes Tracks all aspects of step restoration including switching
down to the transformer level.

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Customer numbers are based on a GIS and Customer
Information System that links services (customers) to
transformers.

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

Yes Logging system changed from manual to database in
May, 1997.  Now tracking smaller outages that were not
tracked previously.
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Snohomish County PUD No. 1
Westside, mixed urban and rural, consumer-owned utility.  238,365 customers,
48.8 customers per line-mile.
Data were included in the calculation of state averages.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 1.61 1.20 1.13 1.19 1.02 1.10 .82 .73 1.09
SAIDI 190.19 96.12 101.37 97.23 101.69 94.50 60.33 50.49 97.29
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 25% either way
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 25% either way

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes One minute and longer

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Defined as “An event when all available and qualified
District personnel are working during the declared major
emergency (i.e. wind and snow/ice storms, natural
catastrophic disaster) or when it becomes apparent to the
Energy Control Superintendent that outage work exceeds
the ability of the available District crews to restore the
electric system in a short period of time.  A major
emergency may be declared when an unusual non-storm
event of significant magnitude has occurred which
can/does negatively affect a large number o f customers
and/or requires intensive and extended work effort by a
group of employees.

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Unclear “The time of the first customer phone call becomes the
outage beginning time.  The ending time is when field
personnel report that service has been restored.

Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes Insufficient information to understand process and
methodology

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Tacoma Power
Westside, urban, consumer-owned utility.  140,000 customers, 83.9 customers
per line-mile.
Data from Tacoma Power were included in the calculation of state averages,
however the numbers in this table reflect changes made after the study
calculations were completed.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 2.75 1.81 1.20 1.60 1.40 1.83 1.40 1.20 1.64
SAIDI 156.69 147.40 63.00 75.00 74.00 134.26 73.00 70.40 98.58
Utility Confidence in SAIFI Within 10%, overestimates
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Within 5%, overestimates

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

Yes

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

No

Includes Extraordinary
Events

No Defined as “When three or more distribution feeders are
open due to a single event (i.e. windstorm, snowstorm,
etc.)

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

Yes

Includes Step Restoration Yes “… time is logged as switching actions are completed.”
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes “Number of customers affected are determined by meter
count or estimated by the area or section of the feeder
compared to the total number of customer meters on each
feeder.”

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Washington Water Power
Eastside, mixed urban and rural, investor-owned utility.
The utility does not generally track interruption data statistically.  The data
provided were estimated for an industry study.  Data were not included in the
calculation of state averages because they include momentaries.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Average
SAIFI 8.30
SAIDI 80.78
Utility Confidence in SAIFI 30% to 50% underestimate
Utility Confidence in SAIDI Possible error greater than 50%, underestimate

SAIFI & SAIDI Input Details
Input Options Use Utility Specific Issues
Based on Sustained
Interruptions only

No

Includes Momentary
Interruptions

Yes

Includes Extraordinary
Events

Yes Utility has no formal definition

Includes Interruptions from
Generation, Transmission
and Distribution System
Events

Yes

Includes Partial Feeder
Outages

No

Includes Step Restoration No
Includes Estimates of
Customer Interruptions

Yes “Operations technician summarized 1993 outages based
on an estimated number of customers per feeder.”

Instituted Data
Management Changes
During Study Period

No
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Appendix 9.1

Energy Efficiency, Renewable and Low Income Policy

This appendix is a digest of policy statements by the federal and state government
about energy efficiency and renewable energy.

A.1  General State Policy: Conservation of Electricity and Energy

The legislature finds and declares that it is the continuing purpose of state
government, consistent with other essential considerations of state policy, to
foster wise and efficient energy use and to promote energy self-sufficiency
through the use of indigenous and renewable energy sources, consistent
with the promotion of reliable energy sources, the general welfare, and the
protection of environmental quality.  (RCW 43.21F.010; 1975-�76 2nd ex.s., c
108 § 1.)

State policy.  It is the policy of the state of Washington that:
(1) The development and use of a diverse array of energy resources

with emphasis on renewable energy resources shall be encouraged;
(2) The supply of energy shall be sufficient to insure the health and

economic welfare of its citizens;
(3) The development and use of energy resources shall be consistent

with the statutory environmental policies of the state;
(4) Energy conservation and elimination of wasteful and uneconomic

uses of energy and materials shall be encouraged, and this conservation
should include, but is not limited to, resource recovery and materials recy-
cling;

(5) In energy emergency shortage situations, energy requirements to
maintain the public health, safety, and welfare shall be given priority in the
allocation of energy resources, and citizens and industry shall be assisted in
adjusting to the limited availability of energy in order to minimize adverse
impacts on their physical, social, and economic well being;

(6) State government shall provide a source of impartial and objective
information in order that this energy policy may be enhanced; and

(7) The state energy strategy shall provide primary guidance for
implementation of the state�s energy policy.  (RCW 43.21F.015; 1994 c 207
§ 3; 1981 c 295 § 1.)

In 1991, the legislature directed that the state prepare a state energy strategy, and
found, �. . . that the state energy strategy presented to the legislature in 1993 was
developed by a dedicated and talented committee of hard-working representatives
of the industries and people of this state and that the strategy document should
serve to guide energy-related policy decisions by the legislature and other entities
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within this region.�  (1994 c 207 §1.)  With respect to conservation, the State Energy
Strategy states that, �All cost-effective conservation and efficiency opportunities
should be pursued aggressively in both public and private utility markets.  Utility and
BPA conservation programs should recognize the importance of vigorous implemen-
tation by all parties.�

In the chapter governing municipal utilities, the legislature found:

     The conservation of energy in all forms and by every possible means is
found and declared to be a public purpose of highest priority.  The legisla-
ture further finds and declares that all municipal corporations, quasi munici-
pal corporations, and other political subdivisions of the state which are
engaged in the generation, sale, or distribution of energy should be granted
the authority to develop and carry out programs which will conserve re-
sources, reduce waste, and encourage more efficient use of energy by
consumers.
     In order to establish the most effective state-wide program for energy
conservation, the legislature hereby encourages any company, corporation,
or association engaged in selling or furnishing utility services to assist their
customers in the acquisition and installation of materials and equipment, for
compensation or otherwise, for the conservation or more efficient use of
energy.  The use of appropriate tree plantings for energy conservation is
encouraged as part of these programs.  [RCW 35.92.355; 1993 c 204 § 5;
1979 ex.s. c 239 § 1.]

In the public utility district (PUD) laws (RCW 54.16.280) the legislature states:

Any district is hereby authorized, within limits established by the Constitution
of the State of Washington, to assist the owners of structures or equipment
in financing the acquisition and installation of materials and equipment, for
compensation or otherwise, for conservation or more efficient use of energy.

This language is parallel to that authorizing municipal utilities to finance conserva-
tion in customers� structures or facilities.  Both statutes were passed in 1989 subse-
quent to the amendment of Article 8 of the state�s Constitution permitting the use of
public money and credit for purposes of conservation.

The State Constitution�s ban on lending of public credit has been amended three
times to provide exceptions for conservation investments.  In Article 8, section 10,
energy and water conservation assistance, the Constitution currently provides:

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 7 of this Article, any county, city,
town, quasi-municipal corporation, municipal corporation, or political subdivi-
sion of the state which is engaged in the sale or distribution of water or
energy may, as authorized by the legislature, use public moneys or credit
derived from operating revenues from the sale of water or energy  to assist
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the owners of structures or equipment in financing the acquisition and
installation of materials and equipment for the conservation or more efficient
use of water or energy in such  structures or equipment. Except as provided
in section 7 of this Article, an appropriate  charge back shall be made for
such extension of public moneys or credit and the same shall be a lien
against the structure benefited or a security interest in the equipment ben-
efited. Any  financing for energy conservation authorized by this article shall
only be used for conservation  purposes in existing structures and shall not
be used for any purpose which results in a  conversion from one energy
source to another. (Amendment 86, 1989 Senate Joint  Resolution No.
8210, Approved November 7, 1989.  See also Amendment 82 (1988 House
Joint Resolution No. 4223, p 1552. Approved November 8, 1988) and
Amendment 70, (Substitute Senate Joint Resolution No. 120, p 2288. Ap-
proved November 6, 1979)).

In a manner parallel with PUDs and municipal utilities, irrigation districts are autho-
rized to use public funds or credit to assist their customers in improving energy
efficiency. (RCW 87.03.017)

The preamble to the state energy-related building standards states:

The legislature finds that using energy efficiently in housing is one of
the lowest cost ways to meet consumer demand for energy; that using
energy efficiently helps protect citizens of the state from negative impacts
due to changes in energy supply and cost; that using energy efficiently will
help mitigate negative environmental impacts of energy use and resource
development; and that using energy efficiently will help stretch our present
energy resources into the future.  The legislature further finds that the
electricity surplus in the Northwest is dwindling as the population increases
and the economy expands, and that the region will eventually need new
sources of electricity generation.

It is declared policy of the state of Washington that energy be used
efficiently.  It is the intent of this act to establish residential building stan-
dards that bring about the common use of energy efficient building methods,
and to assure that such methods remain economically feasible and afford-
able to purchasers of newly constructed housing.�  [1990 c 2 § 1, see RCW
19.27A.015.]

Chapter 39.35 RCW directs the Department of General Administration to consider
energy conservation in the design of publicly-owned (state and schools) buildings. It
requires life-cycle cost analysis be done for new schools and state buildings and
that these analyses include operating costs associated with energy.  Further it
directs that state agencies and school districts �...shall implement cost-effective
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conservation improvements and maintain efficient operation of its facilities in order
to minimize energy consumption and related environmental impacts and reduce
operating costs�.  As part of statutory direction to, this section establishes an ag-
gressive program to improve the energy efficiency of state-owned buildings under
the Department�s jurisdiction.  (RCW 43.19.668)

In Washington�s Clean Air Act, energy efficiency is identified as one means for
achieving improvements in air quality:

The legislature further recognizes that energy efficiency and energy conser-
vation can help to reduce air pollution and shall therefore be considered
when making decisions on air pollution control strategies and projects.
(RCW 70.94.011)

Conservation of the energy resources of the state is identified as one of the several
purposes of the state�s solid waste program.  (RCW 70.95.020)

The legislature identifies conservation of energy resources as one of the objectives
of the Low-Income Residential Weatherization Program. (RCW 70.164.010)

In considering major, publicly financed energy projects, the legislature directs that:

In planning for future energy expenditures, public agencies shall give priority
to projects and resources which are cost-effective. Priority for future bond
sales to finance energy expenditures by public agencies shall be given:
First, to conservation; second to renewable resources; third, to generating
resources using waste heat or generating resources of high fuel-conversion
efficiency; and fourth, to all other resources. (RCW 80.52.080)

A.2  Legislative Policy and Direction Specific to the Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission (WUTC)

The 1991 legislature appended the following finding to the section of law dealing
with valuation of utility property:

The legislature finds that the state is facing an energy shortage as growth
occurs and that inadequate supplies of energy will cause harmful impacts on
the entire range of state citizens. The legislature further finds that energy
efficiency is the single most effective near term measure to lessen the risk of
energy shortage. . . (RCW 80.04.250)

The legislature finds and declares that the potential for meeting future
energy needs through conservation measures ... may not be realized without
incentives to public and private energy utilities.  The legislature therefore
finds and declares that actions and incentives by state government to pro-
mote conservation and the use of renewable resources would be of great
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benefit to the citizens of this state by encouraging efficient energy use and a
reliable supply of energy based upon renewable energy resources.� (RCW
80.28.024)

This section directed the Commission to adopt policies to encourage meeting or
reducing energy demand through cogeneration, conservation, or renewable re-
sources.  The section authorized a 2% increment to be added to the allowed rate of
return on common equity for investment in such projects between June 1980 and
December 31, 1989.  (RCW 80.28.025).

The legislature has also authorized the Commission to approve tariffed conserva-
tion services that require repayment by the customer of funds made available by the
utility.  The tariffed service may also provide for application of the payment obliga-
tion to successive property owners and for notification of same to the county auditor
or recording officer. (RCW 80.28.065)

(1) The Commission shall adopt a policy allowing an incentive rate of return
on investment (a) for payments made under [the state�s residential energy
building code] (b) for programs that improve the efficiency of energy end-use
if priority is given to senior citizens and low-income citizens in the course of
carrying out such programs.  The incentive rate of return on investments set
forth in this subsection is established by adding an increment of two percent
to the rate of return on common equity permitted on the company�s other
investments.
(2) The Commission shall consider and may adopt a policy allowing an
incentive rate of return on investment in additional programs to improve the
efficiency of energy end use or other incentive policies to encourage utility
investment in such programs.
(3) The Commission shall consider and may adopt other policies to protect a
company from a reduction of short-term earnings that may be a direct result
of utility programs to increase the efficiency of energy use. These policies
may include allowing a periodic rate adjustment for investments in end use
efficiency or allowing changes in the price structure designed to produce
additional new revenue.  (RCW 80.28.260)

In 1994, the legislature provided for conservation bonding, one of the first
�securitization� laws in the United States.  Under this law, the Commission has
authority to review, examine, and approve or reject a conservation service tariff filed
by a company.  A company may ask the Commission to determine that conservation
investments are prudent, consistent with the conservation service tariff, and, there-
fore, bondable conservation investment.  Bondable conservation investment must
be included in ratebase and not later revalued.  This section does not preclude the
Commission from adopting other policies intended to provide incentives for and to
encourage utility investment in conservation.  (RCW 80.28.303;  1994 c 268, § 2).
RCW 80.28.005 establishes the definitions for �bondable conservation investment�,
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�conservation bonds�, and �conservation investment assets�.

Apart from the above-listed statutes addressing conservation (and renewable)
resources, chapter 80.28 RCW provides no similar treatment, or legislative direction
for any other category of utility investment or resource.

A.3. Orders, Tariffs, and WUTC Policy History

Conservation received prominent mention by the Commission as early as 1974.
During the early and mid 1970�s, orders focused on rate design � generally ap-
proving or directing rate design that more closely approximate marginal cost. De-
creasing block rates were gradually �flattened�,and eventually moved to increasing
block rates for residential customers. This had the effect of sending price signals
that encourage more efficient electricity consumption.

Beginning in 1978, all three utilities were granted authority to offer no interest loans
for conservation measures, and to place the cost of these programs in rate base
and earn an investment on them.  Since that time, all three utilities have run such
programs, and all three have recovered their cost through a return on their invest-
ment in rate base.  In rate cases through the 1980�s the Commission approved the
2% increment to rate of return on common equity authorized by RCW 80.28.025.

Commission Policy Statements Concerning Conservation

Throughout the early- and mid-1970�s the Commission promoted the importance of
conservation as a means to slack the growing demand for electricity.  In 1978, all
three utilities were ordered to implement a 5% surcharge on the rates charged
commercial and industrial customers during the winter of 1974/75. (U-74-4,U-74-8,
U-73-57)

Orders in 1976 and 1977 for all three companies contained the following or similar
language:

�No allowance will attach to Respondent�s expenditures designed to encour-
age increased use of electricity for any purpose. Allowance will be made
only for such expenditures as are directly related to encouragement of
conservation of electric use or for encouragement of diverting peak-period
consumption to off-peak periods.� (see, for example, U-76-18)

With the exception of an experimental program run by Puget in 1977, utility-run
conservation programs did not begin until 1978.  In response to the Federal man-
dated Residential Conservation Service, companies filed, and the Commission
approved, programs in 1978.  The 1978 order indicated that the Commission felt
such programs were in the public interest, and that conservation programs with
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utility payments that did not exceed the avoided cost of resources were cost-justi-
fied and did not constitute preferential treatment of program participants. (U-78-45,
U-78-46, U-78-47)

In 1985, the Commission indicated in an Order to Puget that it, �. . . strongly expects
that Puget will adopt a much more aggressive program.  We encourage more active
participation by the company in regional conservation efforts.� (U-85-53 pp. 24).
Further, it ordered Puget to develop a �least-cost� plan which carefully considered
conservation options on a consistent basis with other electricity service supply
alternatives.

In 1987, the Commission adopted its least-cost planning rule which states that,
�Each electric utility regulated by the commission has the responsibility to meet its
load with a least cost mix of generating resources and improvements in the efficient
use of electricity. Therefore, a �least cost plan� shall be developed by each electric
utility in consultation with commission staff.�   A least cost plan� was defined as �a
plan describing the mix of generating resources and improvements in the efficient
use of electricity that will meet current and future needs at the lowest cost to the
utility and its ratepayers�, and contained:

(a) A range of forecasts of future demand using methods that examine the
impact of economic forces on the consumption of electricity and that address
changes in the number, type, and efficiency of electrical end-uses.
(b) An assessment of technically feasible improvements in the efficient use
of electricity, including load management, as well as currently employed and
new policies and programs needed to obtain the efficiency improvements.
(c) An assessment of technically feasible generating technologies including
renewable resources, cogeneration, power purchases from other utilities,
and thermal resources (including the use of combustion turbines to utilize
better the existing hydro system.)
(d) A comparative evaluation of generating resources and improvements in
the efficient use of electricity based on a consistent method, developed in
consultation with commission staff, for calculating cost-effectiveness.
(e) The integration of the demand forecasts and resource evaluations into a
long-range (e.g., twenty-year) least cost plan describing the mix of resources
that will meet current and future needs at the lowest cost to the utility and its
ratepayers.  (WAC 480-100-251)

In 1988, as part of the settlement agreement on the Pacific Power and Utah Power
and Light merger, the Commission ordered that Pacific devote $280,000 per year to
low income and other residential conservation programs. (U-87-1513)

In its 1991 Order establishing the Periodic Rate Adjustment Mechanism (PRAM)
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experiment with Puget, the Commission stated that, �Rate making practices should
align utilities= pursuit of profits with least-cost planning� (UE-901183-T).  Later in
1991, the Commission approved a one-time incentive mechanism for Puget�s
conservation program which resulted in 6.7 million dollars included in PRAM 2 (UE-
920630)

In 1992 the Commission approved an experimental conservation (and fuel switch-
ing) program for WWP which provided for booking of �lost-margins� for conservation
program savings, and the recovery of electricity �lost-margins� directly from fuel-
conversion participants. (UE-920351)

In the merger of Puget Sound Power and Light and Washington Natural Gas to
create Puget Sound Energy, the Commission reaffirmed its commitment to conser-
vation:

The Commission wants to emphasize its continuing commitment to
the importance of public purpose issues raised by NCAC and NRDC and
others in this proceeding.  If these values are to be preserved, and the
Commission believes they should, efforts should focus on finding methods,
mechanisms and approaches that will be compatible with, and sustainable
in, a more competitive industry.  As competition comes to this industry,
attention will focus on consumer values and on price.  Methods to accom-
plish public purpose objectives and funding that rely on leveraging monopo-
lies, and which assume that consumers will not be sensitive to price, will not
be successful. The Commission does not take its responsibility to consider
public purpose values and objectives lightly.  However, our actions are
confined by the limits of our statutory authority and by the realities of the
emerging marketplace.

 The Commission is disappointed by the lack of constructive detail
and substance about new methods for accomplishing public purpose objec-
tives in the Regional Review�s recommendations, which seem to focus on
finding the right dollar level rather than the right mechanism.  We are pre-
pared, and expect our Staff to be as well, to work with all parties to seek
ways to preserve public purpose values and programs.  We trust that
mechanisms can be developed that will be consistent with changing market
structures, and that will achieve these objectives in cost-effective and sus-
tainable ways. (Docket Nos. UE-951270 and UE-960195,  Fourteenth
Supplemental Order Accepting Stipulation; Approving Merger)

Commission Rate Treatment of Conservation:

Since 1978, utilities have been permitted to accumulate investments in conservation
(loans and grants to customers and related costs) in accordance with approved
tariffed programs, and to include these cumulative investments in general rate
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requests.  Review of the orders in these rate cases indicates that controversy
concerning conservation expenditures has been rare, and that the Commission has
never disallowed conservation costs for any measures deemed to be consistent
with an approved tariff.

Conservation advertising was raised as an issue in Puget rate cases in 1985, 1989,
and 1992. In the 1989 and 1992 cases the Commission disallowed a portion of
conservation advertising expenditures on the basis that they were generally promo-
tional rather than integral to conservation programs.  Puget�s water heater efficiency
programs were questioned in 1989. The Commission permitted their cost in
ratebase (since they were incurred consistent with an approved tariffed program)
while at the same time ordering that the program be changed to improve cost-
effectiveness.  In 1992, under Puget�s PRAM 2 request, the cost-effectiveness of its
weatherization and residential heat-pump programs were questioned.  Again, the
Commission declined to disallow costs for these programs, since they were incurred
consistent with an existing tariff, but did order changes to the programs.

Conservation investments have been treated very favorably by both the Commis-
sion and its staff: accounting treatment which affords conservation expenditures the
accumulation of AFUCE, no amortization until inclusion in rates, and an end-of-test-
year conservation balance appears to treat conservation more favorably than other
resource expenditures.

 In 1995, the Commission approved the nation�s first non-bypassable distribution
charge - Washington Water Power�s Energy Efficiency Tariff Rider.  The Rider
enables the utility to collect all the funds necessary to operate efficiency programs
in the same year that they spend the funds, and thereby removes the need for the
utility to finance the investments.  This funding mechanism has proven to provide a
stable source of funds for conservation programs. Companies around the nation
have used this as a model to develop similar funding mechanisms.

A.4. State Legislation Affecting Renewables

In 1979, the legislature established financial incentives for developing electric
power, mechanical power, or useful heat energy from cogeneration. Developers
could credit 50 percent of their capital investment at a rate of 2 percent per year.
The bill exempted the generation of power by a non-polluting, renewable energy
source by individuals not otherwise engaged in  power generation from all statutes
and rules that regulate the generation of power (1979 ex. s., c 191)

The legislature established two financial incentives encouraging electric and gas
utilities to invest in renewable resources for ten years, from June  1980 to January
1, 1990.  The first incentive applied to investor owned utilities (IOUs), and directed
the WUTC to allow a 2 percent higher rate of return on the common equity portion
of a qualifying investment, defined as measures to improve end use efficiency,
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cogeneration facilities, and facilities that produced energy from renewable re-
sources. (RCW 80.28.0250)  The second incentive, which applies to both IOUs and
public utilities, allows utility tax deduction (from the gross income that is subject to
the public utilities tax) for production cost of energy derived from cogeneration or
renewable resources.  (1980, c 149).

In 1982, the legislature increased the B&O tax credit rate to 3 percent per year and
limited eligibility for the tax credit to $10 million per application for facilities built and
operated by December 31, 1984.  (1982 1st ex.s., c 2).  Also in 1982, SB 3156
amended the life cycle cost procedures to encourage the use of renewable re-
source in new public buildings or facilities undergoing major renovations (RCW
39.35; 1982, c 159).

In June 1998, HB 2773, the Net Metering Bill became effective (1998, c 318).
Among its other purposes is encouraging private investment in renewable energy
resources. Utilities must offer to make net metering available to eligible customer-
generators on a first-come, first-served basis until the cumulative generating capac-
ity of net metering systems equals 0.1 percent of the utility�s peak demand during
1996.  The bill defines a net metering system as a facility for the production of
electrical energy that uses solar, wind, or hydro power, has a generating capacity of
no more than 25 kilowatts, is located in the customer�s premises, operates in paral-
lel with the electric utility�s transmission and distribution facilities, and it is intended
primarily to offset part or all of the customer�s requirements for electricity.  Custom-
ers operating their own systems will be billed for their net consumption.

Geothermal Energy

In 1979, the Washington Legislature declared geothermal resources to be distinct
and separate from mineral or water resources.  Geothermal resources were also
declared to be the private property of the party holding title to the surface above the
resource.  (1979 ex.s., c 2).  Because most of the potential for geothermal explora-
tion in the state is in federal lands, in 1980, the legislature memorialized Congress
(HJM 25) to enact comprehensive geothermal legislation.

By 1981, federal land was being leased, explored, and assessed for its potential.
Under provisions of the Geothermal Stream Act of 1970, a portion of the rents and
royalties received  for federal geothermal leases was to be returned to the states.
To take advantage of this situation, the legislature passed SHB 466 creating a
geothermal account in the state general fund, allocated funds in the geothermal
account and established that thirty percent would go to the Department of Natural
Resources for exploration and assessment, thirty percent to the Washington State
Energy Office for encouraging the development of geothermal energy, and forty
percent to the county of origin for the mitigation impacts caused by the exploration,
assessment, and development.  These provisions ended June 30, 1991.  (1981, c
158).
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Solar Energy

The State Legislature exempted solar systems installed as improvements to real
property from property taxes in 1977.  These exemptions were for seven years after
a claim was filed with the county assessor.  Exemptions could not be renewed and
no new claims could be filed after December 31, 1981.  (1977 ex.s., c 364)  The
1980 legislature repealed the solar tax exemption and, in its place, directed that
buildings with unconventional heating, cooling, domestic water heating, or electrical
systems should not be assessed at a higher valued than similar buildings with
conventional systems.  The 1987 legislature allowed this provision to sunset on
December 31, 1987.  (1980, c 155).

In 1979, the legislature declared that, �Athe potential economic and environmental
benefits of solar energy are considered to be in the public interest; therefore, local
governments are authorized to encourage and protect access to direct sunlight for
solar energy systems.�   (1970 ex.s., c 170 § 1).  City and county planning commis-
sions were to investigate the potential for solar energy development and encour-
aged to include solar issues in local plans.  This law also authorized private parties
to negotiate easements and established that easements would be real property
interests, subject to the same conveyancing and recording requirements as other
easements.

A. 5  Major Federal Legislation Affecting the Electric Power Industry

The National Energy Act of 1978
This Act was a response to the OPEC ban of oil exports to the United States.  The
Act was signed into law in November of 1978 and includes five different statutes:
the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), the Energy Tax Act, the
National Energy Conservation Policy Act, the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use
Act, and the Natural Gas Policy Act.. The general purpose of the act was to ensure
sustained economic growth while permitting the economy time to make an orderly
transition from the past era of inexpensive energy resources to a period of more
costly energy. With increased awareness of energy issues, the primary goal of the
National Energy Act was to reduce the Nation�s dependence on foreign oil and its
vulnerability to interruptions in energy supply.

The Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978
PURPA was the most significant part of the National Energy Act of 1978 with regard
to the structure of the electric power industry.  PURPA was designed to encourage
the efficient use of fossil fuels in electric power production.  Specifically, Section 2 of
the Act states:

The Congress finds that the protection of the public health, safety,
and welfare, the preservation of national security, and the proper
exercise of congressional authority under the Constitution to regulate
interstate commerce require�
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(1) a program providing for increased conservation of
electric energy, increased efficiency in the use of
facilities and resources by electric utilities, and equi-
table retail rates for electric customers.  (PURPA;
Public Law 95-617)

The Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) encouraged the development
of cogeneration, biomass-fired powerplants, and renewable generating resources.
PURPA requires utilities to interconnect with qualifying cogenerators and small
power producers (qualifying facilities, or QFs) located in their service territories, to
purchase power at a price based on the utility�s full avoided cost for energy and
capacity, and to provide non-discriminatory rates for back-up services.  PURPA also
exempts small power producers from portions of the Federal Power Act, the Public
Utility Holding Company Act, and certain state utility regulations.

Small power producers generate electricity from fuels other than oil and natural gas.
They are automatically QF if they meet specific size, fuel use, and ownership
criteria. General QF criteria require that the total power production capacity, to-
gether with the capacity of other facilities owned by the same  person, using the
same energy resource and located at the same site, cannot exceed 80 MW.
Cogenerating QFs have no size limitation.  In addition, no more than 50 percent of
the equity interest in the facility can be held by an electric utility, an electric utility
holding company, or a combination of them.  For multifuel fired facilities, at least 75
percent of the total energy input must be from biomass, wastes, renewable re-
sources, geothermal resources, or any combination of them.  For cogeneration,
PURPA requires the facility�s useful power output plus one-half of its thermal output
to be no less than 42.5 percent of the total energy input from natural gas and oil
(WSEO, 1989).

The National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-619)

Also part of the National Energy Act of 1978, this Act required utilities to provide
residential consumers with free conservation services to encourage slower growth
of electricity demand.  It required all sectors of the economy to �significantly reduce
the demand for nonrenewable energy resources such as oil and natural gas by
implementing and maintaining effective conservation measures for the efficient use
of these and other energy sources� (Sec 102, a, 3)

Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980 (Pub-
lic Law 96-901)
This Act created the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Conservation Council to
coordinate operations of the BPA.  The purpose was to encourage �conservation
and efficiency in the use of electric power and...the development of regional plans
and programs related to energy conservation� (Sec.2, 1a, 3a).
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The Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation  Act  encouraged the
development of renewable energy resources within the Pacific Northwest.  The
Northwest Power Planning Council�s 1991 Plan identified the need to determine
cost and availability of new cost-effective resources.

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (Public Law 102-486)
This Act, often referred to as EPAct, was an omnibus energy bill with three primary
policy goals: conserve energy supplied by electric utilities; make more efficient use
of utilities� facilities and resources, and establish equitable rates for electric consum-
ers.  Among its provisions, EPAct:

v Calls for electric utilities to promote energy efficient products.

v Requires state governments to incorporate efficiency standards into
building codes.

v Regulates energy efficiency standards for light fixtures, office equipment,
windows, appliances, electric motors and plumbing products

v Promoted integrated resource planning (IRP) for regulated electric
utilities.

v Stated a policy that demand-side investments should become as finan-
cially attractive to utilities as investments as supply-side investments.

v Called for investments in conservation and efficiency to be monitored
and evaluated to determine that expected savings were, in fact,
achieved.

v Consider the impact of the IRP and demand-side profitability standard
standards on small businesses providing energy conservation and
efficiency

The U.S. Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) extended a 10 percent federal income
tax credit for production of solar and geothermal energy power, and offered opera-
tors or power projects based on energy crops and wind power a federal tax credit of
1.5 cents per kilowatt-hour generated during the first 10 years of the project.  Subsi-
dizing electric generation rather than capital investment creates more incentive for
operators to lower their costs.  City- and state-owned utilities, which are exempted
from federal income taxes, receive a federal payment of 1.4 cents per kilowatt-hour
for wind and closed-loop biomass projects (Flavin and Dunn, 1997).
In June of 1997, President Clinton announced the Million Solar Roofs Initiative
aimed at installing 3,000 megawatts of solar energy systems on one million United
States buildings by 2010.  The initiative is intended to increase the demand for, and
to lower the cost of solar photovoltaic systems, solar water heating systems and
solar space heating systems, located on or near residential, commercial or industrial
buildings.  The Department of Energy is leading the initiative working with partners
in the building and electric industries, local governments and non-governmental
organizations to remove market barriers and strengthen local demand for solar
technologies (www.nwppc.org)
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A.6  A complete list of federal energy legislation would include the following laws:

Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933 (Public Law 73-17)
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA) (Public law 74-333)
Federal Power Act of 1935 (Title II of PUHCA)
Rural Electrification Act of 1936 (Public Law 74-605)
Bonneville Project Act of 1937 (Public Law 75-329)
Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (Aug. 4, 1939, ch. 418, 53 Stat. 1187)
Flood Control Act of 1944 (Dec. 22, 1944, ch. 665, 58 Stat. 887)
First Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1949 ((Public Law 81-71)
Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (ESECA) (Public Law
93-319)
DOE Organization Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-91)
National Energy Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-617 - 95-621)
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) (Public Law 95-617)
Energy Tax Act of 1978 (ETA) (Public Law 95-618)
National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-619)
Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-620)
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980 (Public
Law 96-501)
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-34)
Electric Consumers Protection Act of 1986 (ECPA) (Public Law 99-495)
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-509)
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA)  (Public Law 101-549)
Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) (Public Law 102-486)
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Budgeted
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Benton PUD -- Expenditures 284,226      563,774      1,354,717   1,869,744   2,981,307   3,576,885   2,806,265   1,318,218   1,743,179   
Reimbursements from BPA 284,226      563,774      1,354,717   1,869,744   2,981,307   3,576,885   2,806,265   1,318,218   1,743,179   

Net Investment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Chelan PUD -- Expenditures 407,673      538,748      673,640      947,350      1,441,078   624,539      742,986      590,147      566,147      
Reimbursements from BPA 91,988        106,127      272,091      589,454      217,930      458,000      

Net Investment $315,685 $432,621 $401,549 $357,896 $1,223,148 $624,539 $284,986 $590,147 $566,147

Clark PUD -- Expenditures 1,303,000   1,377,000   2,175,000   6,152,000   4,324,000   9,397,000   8,258,000   3,895,000   
Reimbursements from BPA 1,229,000   1,377,000   1,984,000   6,601,000   4,324,000   3,730,000   1,750,000   750,000      

Net Investment $74,000 $0 $191,000 -$449,000 $0 $5,667,000 $6,508,000 $3,145,000 $0

Cowlitz Co. PUD -- Expenditures 481,364      646,600      776,435      1,783,856   1,467,052   1,446,576   1,240,638   1,441,235   1,730,000   
Reimbursements from BPA 419,589      533,960      586,704      1,505,427   1,196,305   1,065,250   1,032,430   1,174,459   1,472,801   

Net Investment $61,775 $112,640 $189,731 $278,429 $270,747 $381,326 $208,208 $266,776 $257,199

Franklin Co. PUD -- Expenditures 249,265      368,034      825,849      1,046,523   963,902      776,119      744,225      780,056      96,060        
Reimbursements from BPA 195,067      327,574      614,265      958,050      635,150      593,117      649,980      853,848      0

Net Investment $54,198 $40,460 $211,584 $88,473 $328,752 $183,002 $94,245 -$73,792 $96,060

Grant Co. PUD -- Expenditures 161,192      598,571      855,284      574,759      918,583      782,547      1,015,611   985,797      985,797      
Reimbursements from BPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Investment $161,192 $598,571 $855,284 $574,759 $918,583 $782,547 $1,015,611 $985,797 $985,797

Grays Harbor PUD -- Expenditures 646,243      840,666      1,694,851   2,566,657   2,552,894   1,690,491   2,468,749   1,693,954   1,671,075   
Reimbursements from BPA 573,337      917,448      1,763,128   2,736,306   2,809,995   1,675,303   2,659,137   1,549,946   1,671,075   

Net Investment $72,906 -$76,782 -$68,277 -$169,649 -$257,101 $15,188 -$190,388 $144,008 $0

Orcas Pwr & Light -- Expenditures Unknown 0 188,190      493,719      312,851      297,388      101,335      398,771      398,771      
Reimbursements from BPA 0 188,190      493,719      312,851      297,388      101,335      285,845      285,845      

Net Investment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $112,926 $112,926

Nominal Dollars per Calendar Year
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Budgeted
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Nominal Dollars per Calendar Year

PacifiCorp -- Expenditures NA NA NA 5,962,148   4,828,406   3,198,102   1,479,721   450,677      243,694      
Reimbursements from BPA 0 0 0 0 0

Net Investment $0 $0 $0 $5,962,148 $4,828,406 $3,198,102 $1,479,721 $450,677 $243,694

Parkland -- Expenditures 97,569        109,531      228,129      633,820      342,224      191,775      95,944        77,355        202,000      
Reimbursements from BPA 97,153        119,145      278,512      613,006      325,726      136,794      123,573      84,268        193,600      

Net Investment $416 -$9,614 -$50,383 $20,814 $16,498 $54,981 -$27,629 -$6,913 $8,400

Puget Energy  -- Expenditures 24,623,000  41,961,000  62,630,000  63,764,000  36,662,000  16,965,000  7,387,000   3,949,000   6,655,000   
Reimbursements from BPA -              1,025,000   5,194,000   1,452,000   899,000      1,325,000   0 0 0

Net Investment $24,623,000 $40,936,000 $57,436,000 $62,312,000 $35,763,000 $15,640,000 $7,387,000 $3,949,000 $6,655,000

Seattle City Light -- Expenditures 10,206,370  9,478,728   13,991,738  21,285,342  22,939,683  24,828,935  19,758,511  14,838,239  17,740,358  
Reimbursements from BPA 2,190,598   3,208,450   5,310,531   11,653,542  12,060,591  13,032,673  9,904,627   5,310,336   5,700,000   

Net Investment $8,015,772 $6,270,278 $8,681,207 $9,631,800 $10,879,092 $11,796,262 $9,853,884 $9,527,903 $12,040,358

SnoPUD -- Expenditures 5,608,987   5,939,725   8,757,886   9,479,815   8,736,280   8,944,648   7,181,725   2,340,886   1,500,000   
Reimbursements from BPA 3,726,480   3,750,354   6,786,401   8,432,198   6,789,905   5,028,653   4,200,007   2,562,752   3,256,980   

Net Investment $1,882,507 $2,189,371 $1,971,485 $1,047,617 $1,946,375 $3,915,995 $2,981,718 -$221,866 -$1,756,980

Tacoma Power -- Expenditures 6,751,079   5,894,042   8,935,118   10,619,970  18,459,062  15,540,817  18,071,432  6,426,593   2,826,190   
Reimbursements from BPA 4,166,018   3,501,946   5,442,712   8,705,611   9,333,695   6,941,039   10,948,840  3,425,728   1,825,000   

Net Investment $2,585,061 $2,392,096 $3,492,406 $1,914,359 $9,125,367 $8,599,778 $7,122,592 $3,000,865 $1,001,190

Washington Water Pwr -- Expenditures 538,187      2,540,238   7,366,689   19,235,762  13,237,047  3,000,849   2,252,607   3,058,669   2,367,602   
Reimbursements from BPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Investment $538,187 $2,540,238 $7,366,689 $19,235,762 $13,237,047 $3,000,849 $2,252,607 $3,058,669 $2,367,602
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Utility Reported Data for Top Energy Efficiency Programs for 1990-2000

Program Name Type of Program Dates Program Offered
Program 

Expenditures
Estimated Program 

Savings (kWh)

Benton PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Residential Weatherization Weatherization 1990 to present $4,533,695 8,033,301

2 Long Term Super Good 
Cents

New Home 1992 to present $2,396,387 2,238,022

3 Waterwise Irrigation 1992 to present $2,342,908 34,849,897
4 Energy Smart Commercial 1990 to present $1,938,323 12,303,677
5 Heat Pump Program Res. Heat Pumps 1990 to present $1,234,556 5,125,706
6 Industrial Industrial 1992 to present $688,287 32,133,371

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Industrial Industrial 1992 to present $688,287 32,133,371
2 Waterwise Irrigation 1992 to present $2,342,908 34,849,897
3 Energy Smart Commercial 1990 to present $1,938,323 12,303,677

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Residential Weatherization Weatherization 1998 - 2000 $285,000 160,843
2 Long Term Super Good New Home 1988 - 2000 $135,000 144,552

Chelan PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Residential Weatherization 
Loan Program

Retrofit weatherization 1990-Present $130,000 750,000

2 Residential New 
Construction

New construction 
efficiency enhancements

1990-1994 w/ incentives; 
1995 - 1997 no incentives

$696,845

3 Commercial New 
Construction - pre NREC

Incentives for new 
construction efficiencies

1993-1996 $427,890 3,812,882

4 Industrial Efficiency Program Incentives for new 
construction efficiencies

1992-1996 w/ incentives; 
1997 - Present, no 

incentives

$437,410 10,547,501

5 Non Residential Code 
Compliance

new construction 
efficiencies

1995 - Present $30,000

6 Pressure Diagnostics of 
Buildings & HVAC Systems

Technical Assistance 1996 - Present $74,000

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Industrial Efficiency Program Incentives for new 

construction efficiencies
1992-1996 w/ incentives; 

1997 - Present, no 
incentives

$437,410 10,547,501

2 Commercial New 
Construction - pre NREC

Incentives for new 
construction efficiencies

1993-1996 $427,890 3,812,882

3 Residential Weatherization 
Loan Program

Retrofit weatherization 1990-Present $130,000 750,000

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Residential Weatherization 

Loan Program
Weatherization 1998-2000 $130,000 750,000

2 Commercial/Industrial Technical Assistance 1998-2000 $200,000 1,900,000

Clark PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Industrial - Energy Efficient
Facility Improvement

2 Commercial - Investment Efficiency

Additional programs:  rebates for heat pumps and water heaters; energy smart for small commercial; SGC L-I wx
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Utility Reported Data for Top Energy Efficiency Programs for 1990-2000

Program Name Type of Program Dates Program Offered
Program 

Expenditures
Estimated Program 

Savings (kWh)

3 Residential Weatherization
House Tighten

4 Heat Pump Heat Pump Instal
5 New Construction Grant Measure Upgrade
6 Water Heat Rebate Water Heat Rebate

Three Most Effective Programs
1

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Residential Loans
2 Commercial Loans

Cowlitz Co. PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level **

1 Residential Weatherization 
Retrofit Program

Residential Retrofit 1990 - Present $3,036,453 5,002,470

2 Energy Smart Design Commercial Retrofit 1992 - Present $2,883,716 15,364,198
3 Washington State Energy 

Code Payments & Utility 
Heat Pump Payments

Energy Code 1992 - 1996 $1,020,751 1,989,177

4 Energy Efficient 
Showerhead/ Faucet Aerator 
Installation Program

Resid/Commercial 1993 - 1994 $527,000 5,007,560

5 Energy Efficient Water 
Heater Rebate Program ($60 
& $40 Rebates)

Residential 1993 - Present $495,000 1,253,200

6 Energy Savings Plan (ESP) Industrial 1992 - Present $630,382 9,359,378

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Energy Savings Plan (ESP)

2 Energy Smart Design (ESD)

3 Energy Efficient 
Showerhead/ Faucet Aerator 
Installation Program

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Energy Smart Design (ESD) 

Commercial
Comm'l Retrofit 1998 - 2000 $1,660,000 ?

2 Energy Savings Plan Industrial Retrofit 1998 -1999 $1,892,000 ?

Franklin Co. PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Non-low Income Residendital 
Weatherization

Rebate 1990-present $1,929,284 184,808,000

2 Low-income Residential 
Weatherization

Rebate 1990-present $1,068,375 55,016,000

3 Energy Smart Design 
(commercial)

Rebate 1993-1998 $858,674 46,669,056

no detail provided

**  This is the sum of 
the annual savings for 
the first year only, 
Annual kWh savings.  
A measure life would 
need to be established 
for each program and 
the annual kWh 
savings calculated for 
each year of the 
measure life that the 
program was in effect 
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Electricity System Study 6560
Utility Reported Data for Top Energy Efficiency Programs for 1990-2000

Program Name Type of Program Dates Program Offered
Program 

Expenditures
Estimated Program 

Savings (kWh)

4 Low Flow Shower Heads and 
Water Heaters (appliances)

Rebate $361,155 34,720,000

5 Energy Savings Plan 
(Industrial)

Rebate 1992-1997 $241,640 12,430,596

6 Irrigation Program Rebate 1990-1996 $201,181 31,018,640
Three Most Effective Programs

1 Irrigation Program Rebate 1990-1996 $169,060 31,018,640
2 Low Flow Shower Heads and 

Water Heaters (appliances)
Rebate $303,491 34,720,000

3 Non-low Income Residendital 
Weatherization

Rebate 1990-present $1,929,284 184,808,000

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Residential Efficiency 

Improvements
low interest loan 1998-2000 $1,060,000 19,968,000

2

Grant Co. PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Industrial Grant 1990-Present $1,013,518 172,203,060
2 Irrigation Hardware Rebate 1988-Present $862,712 86,504,060
3 Commercial Rebate 1991-Present $524,368 99,209,847
4 SGC MSG Rebate 1991-Present $44,000 81,000,000
5 SGC Site Built Rebate 1987-Present $1,932,879 216,102,800
6 Residential Weatherization Loan 1988-Present $107,317 132,169,650

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Irrigation Management Contract 1991-Present $1,147,123 142,729,831
2 Irrigation Hardware Rebate 1988-Present $862,712 86,504,060
3 Industrial Grant 1990-Present $1,013,518 172,203,060

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Irrigation Hardware Rebate/Loan 1998-2000 $300,000 3,000,000
2 Irrigation Management Contract 1998-2000 $150,000 6,000,000

Grays Harbor PUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level *

1 Energy Savings Plan Industrial 92-'98 $3,198,245 22,114,245
2 Weatherwise Residential 82-98 $5,187,014 4,455,755
3 Energy Smart Design Commercial 92-98 $2,416,685 10,822,579
4 Efficient Showerhead 

Program**
Residential 92-98 5,918,800

5 Super Good Cents Residential 86-98 $1,124,326 233,976
6 Hot Water Tank Rebate 

Program
Comm/Res 86-98 520,340

Heat Pumps Res. 520340
Three Most Effective Programs*

1 Energy Savings Plan Industrial
2 Energy Smart Design Commercial
3 Efficient Showerhead 

Program**
Comm/Res

*  BPA has program savings figures for these programs
** Program expenditures are combined
Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level

1 CARES ESE CPS for 
Comm/Indus. & Institutional

Loan/lease 1998-on $4.5 mm est. Unknown

no further details provided
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Electricity System Study 6560
Utility Reported Data for Top Energy Efficiency Programs for 1990-2000

Program Name Type of Program Dates Program Offered
Program 

Expenditures
Estimated Program 

Savings (kWh)

2 Efficiency Plus for 
Residential

Loan/lease 1998-on $2.5 mm est. Unknown

Orcas Power & Light
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Residential Weatherization 1980-1996 $1,512,750 1,782,320

2 Energy Smart Design 
(Commerical)

1980-1995 $153,311 351,931

3 Super Good Cents 1980-1991 $129,172 77,700
4 Long Term Super Good 

Cents
1992-1994 $89,000 72,720

5 Water Heater Wrap 1980-1991 $56,448 352,800
6 Water Heater Rebates 1992-1998 $39,210 93,350

Three Most Effective Programs
1

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1

PacifiCorp
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Home Comfort Res 1993-98 $6,590,000 600,000,000
2 Super Good Cents Res 1993-97 $2,970,000 606,000,000
3 MAP Res 1993-97 $2,450,000 610,000,000
4 Showerheads Res 1993 $1,703,945 61,818,024
5 Industrial Finanswer Indus 1993-98 $1,340,000 260,000,000
6 Commercial Finanswer Commercial 1993-98 $1,050,000 35,000,000

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Industrial FinAnswer same as above
2 MAP same as above
3 Super Good Cents same as above

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Industrial Finanswer Indus 1998-2000 Not budgeted (*) Not easily available
2 Commercial Finanswer Commercial 1998-2000 Not budgeted (*) Not easily available

Parkland
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Commercial LIGHTING 92-PRESENT $900,000 2,590,000
2 Residential WEATHER. 90-PRESENT $850,000 2,581,100
3 FIRST YEAR SAVINGS

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Commercial Lighting
2 Residential Weatherization

3
Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level

1 Commercial Lighting
2 Residential 

Puget Energy 
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 1979 - present 62,437,000$        101,516,000            

2 1979 - 1996 26,869,000$        92,150,000              

3 1982 - present 25,616,000$        220,404,000            

no detail provided

no detail provided

no further details provided

Residential Retrofit - Space Heat

Residential New Construction (incl. ComfortPlus & 
code)
Residential Water Heating Efficiency
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Electricity System Study 6560
Utility Reported Data for Top Energy Efficiency Programs for 1990-2000

Program Name Type of Program Dates Program Offered
Program 

Expenditures
Estimated Program 

Savings (kWh)

4 1991 - present 4,918,000$          19,885,000              

5 1980 - present 98,951,000$        457,099,000            

6 1988 - 1997 29,283,000$        180,165,000            

Three Most Effective Programs  
1 1982 - present 62,437,000$        101,516,000            
2 1980 - present 98,951,000$        457,099,000            

3 1988 - 1997 29,283,000$        180,165,000            

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Residential Information 1996 - 5,920,000
2 CI Energy Management 1996 - 25,344,000

Seattle City Light
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Energy Smart Design 
Program  (active 1998)

comcl/indstl 1989 - 1997 $49,832,886 3,141,885,000

2 Multifamily Conservation 
Programs  (active 1998)

residential 1986 - 1997 $38,515,622 1,228,338,000

3 Home Energy Loan / Warm 
Home Programs  (closed)

residential 1981 - 1997 $15,680,898 307,500,000

4 Low-income Electric 
Program  (active 1998)

residential 1981 - 1997 $8,228,703 148,710,000

5 Energy $avings Plan 
Program  (active 1998)

industrial 1988 - 1997 $7,520,717 710,400,000

6 Lighting Design Lab  (active 
1998)

informational 1988 - 1997 $4,111,429 0

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Home Water Savers 

Program   ($  1.98 / MWh)
residential 1992 - 1995 $1,367,029 691,395,000

2 Energy $avings Plan 
Program   ($10.50 / MWh)

industrial 1988 - present $49,832,886 3,141,885,000

3 Energy Smart Design 
Program  ($15.86 / MWh)

commercial 1989 - present $7,520,717 710,400,000

NOTES:
* Savings from 1990-1997 participants.

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level
1 Energy Smart Design 

Program
comcl/indstl 1998 - 2000+ $22,713,800 1,261,440,000

2 Multifamily Conservation 
Programs

residential 1998 - 2000+ $10,418,006 478,953,000

SnoPUD
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Residential Loans Loan 1980-Present $0 85,384,621
2 Commercial Conservation Incentive 1986-1997 $16,606,126 88,736,716

3 Industrial Conservation Incentive 1992-1997 $10,267,958 131,156,416
4 SESCO Weatherization 1996-1997 $2,336,360 12,927,440
5

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Industrial Conservation Incentive 1992-1997 $10,267,958 131,156,416

Commercial/Industrial Energy Management (incl. 
Lighting)
Commercial/Industrial New Construction (incl. NREC)

Residential Water Heating Efficiency

Residential Lighting and Appliances

Commercial/Industrial Energy Management (incl. 
Lighting)
Commercial/Industrial New Construction (incl. NREC)
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Electricity System Study 6560
Utility Reported Data for Top Energy Efficiency Programs for 1990-2000

Program Name Type of Program Dates Program Offered
Program 

Expenditures
Estimated Program 

Savings (kWh)

2 Commercial Conservation Incentive 1986-1997 $16,606,126 88,736,716

3
Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level

1 Residential/Commerical 
Weatherization Loans

Retrofit 1998 $3,716,000 n/a
2 Schools Conservation Retrofit 1998 $500,000 n/a

Tacoma Power
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level

1 Conservation Project 
Agreement (includes low 
income)

grant 2/94 to 12/97 $22,071,389 2,138,206,900

2 Fort Lewis Conservation 
Project

Performance based 9/92 to 12/98 $10,001,985 247,630,720

3 Residential Conservation 
Agreement

Residential, New Construction 3/92 to 9/96 $5,101,877 not  available

4 Energy Smart Design Commercial 1992 to 2/94 $9,200,000 600,000,000
5 Energy Savings Plan Industrial 7/91 to 2/94 $4,827,922 994,207,530
6 Weatherwise & other BPA 

weatherizations (Est., w/ Low-
Inc.)

Residential,Wx 1/90 to 2/94 $14,682,500 581,427,000

Three Most Effective Programs
1 Energy Savings Plan Industrial 7/91 to 2/94 $4,827,922 994,207,530
2 Conservation Project 

Agreement
grant 2/94 to 12/97 $22,071,389 2,138,206,900

3 Energy Smart Design Commercial 1992 to 2/94 $9,200,000 600,000,000
Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level

1 Conservation Incentives Grants 1/97 to 12/98 $1,588,505 N/A
2 Conservation Loans - Grants 1/97 to 12/98 off budget N/A

Washington Water Power
Top 6 Past Programs by Funding Level
Program Operation Budget lifecycle kWh savings

Residential Energy 
Exchanger

fuel switching 5/92 to 12/94 34,366,676             5,410,380,700             

C/I Site-Specific incentives 1/91 to present 8,796,171               1,235,760,120             
MAP manufactured homes x/9x to 2/98 6,276,822               349,350,000                
Limited Income programs 1/90 to present 1,783,183               112,544,055                
Residential New 
Construction

7/91 to 12/96 1,582,051               164,591,800                

NEEA market transformation 10/96 to present 629,353                  not yet available

Top Two Future Programs by Funding Level 1997 (annual kWh's / 
lifecycle kWh's)

1998 (annual kWh's / 
lifecycle kWh's)

C/I Site Specific 1,060,000 10,428,780 / 208,575,60010,428,780 / 208,575,600

Limited Income 590,000 2,027,940 / 50,698,500 2,027,940 / 50,698,500
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Electricity System Study 6560

Utility Reported Data for Non-Hydro Renewable Power

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

PacifiCorp
 Non-Hydro Renewable Projects

Project Name Project Type MWh Produced or Purchased Amount Budgeted in Each Year

Blundell Geothermal 186,241    186,369    148,148    194,804    130,742    191,912    168,518    150,000    not budgetednot budgeted
Foote Creek Wind -            10,000      50,000      not budgeted

Seattle City Light
 Non-Hydro Renewable Projects

Project Name Project Type MWh Produced or Purchased Amount Budgeted in Each Year

West Point Sewage 
Treatment Plant 
(methane gas)

co-generation

9,852 7,306 8,706 8,459 7,948 9,168 8,829 8,296 10,513 10,512 10,541

SnoPUD
 Non-Hydro Renewable Projects

Project Name Project Type MWh Produced or Purchased Amount Budgeted in Each Year
Everett Cogeneration ProjectBiomass/Steam 24,186      272,678    301,400    325,000    

Washington Water Power
 Non-Hydro Renewable Projects  * Amounts in italics pro-rate  utility-wide data  to reflect the proportion available to Washington consumers, using a utility supplied ration)

Project Name Project Type MWh Produced or Purchased Amount Budgeted in Each Year
Minnesota Methane Landfill methane - - - - - - - - 2,700        7,200        7,200        
Wood Power, Inc. cogen-wood 40,438      39,632      40,261      36,772      36,116      37,147      34,114      - -            -            -            
Rayonier cogen-wood - - - - - - - 15,319      5,801        -            -            
Eduard Ribic  wind - - - - - 3               1               -            1               1               1               
Kettle Falls wood 333,775    264,408    291,630    307,968    329,841    200,237    284,098    279,887    304,146    369,139    369,139    

WA total 249,974    203,099    221,703    230,286    244,459    158,575    212,566    197,198    208,849    251,395    251,395    
NOTE:  DOES NOT INCLUDE WIND RESOURCE ESTIMATIONS FOR 1998-2000 UNDER THE MOPS II PROGRAM

Q11-If your non-hydro renewable resource budgets and programs have changed since 1995 (as reported in Q6), please describe what factors or considerations have influenced these changes.
Methane gas project came on-line in May 98
Bought out the Wood Power, Inc. project in 1997
Rayonier facility project burned down 7/97.  Assumed project would not come back on-line.

Note:  Only utilities reporting activity are shown.
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Electricity System Study 6560
Summary of Utility Reported Data for Low-Income Energy Services

Budgeted
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Benton PUD -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 53,958                       79,129              313,115             136,869          52,162         97,867         114,908       53,270         90,000         
Reimbursements from BPA 53,958                       79,129              313,115             136,869          52,162         97,867         114,908       53,270         30,000         
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60,000
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chelan PUD -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 26,968                       114,371            102,938             102,892          150,125       50,000         60,000         60,000         65,000         
Reimbursements from BPA 26,968                       114,371            102,938             102,892          100,125       
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 50,000 50,000 60,000 60,000 65,000
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 21,178         70,942         80,280         89,191         90,000         

Clark PUD -- Low Income Programs none reported
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures
Reimbursements from BPA
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 351,629                     354,675            318,712             588,056          698,944       639,744       1,036,722    999,273       

Cowlitz Co. PUD -- Low Income Programs *  * (Specific data for expenditures were not reported; amounts reported as BPA reimbursements were assumed as a proxy)
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 44,142                       37,689              44,854               28,241            61,933         47,306         16,979         22,845         25,000         
Reimbursements from BPA 44,142                       37,689              44,854               28,241            61,933         47,306         16,979         22,845         25,000         
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Franklin Co. PUD -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 49,225                       97,277              331,170             650,415          253,464       124,937       86,516         39,001         20,000         
Reimbursements from BPA 38,522                       86,583              246,324             310,854          100,677       54,119         40,334         20,381         -                   
Net Weatherization 10,703                       10,694              84,846               339,560          152,787       70,817         46,182         18,620         20,000         
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance none reported

Grant Co. PUD -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 3,600                         25,000              50,000               22,000            60,000         20,000         10,000         20,000         65,000         
Reimbursements from BPA 0 25,000 50,000 22,000 60,000 20,000 10,000 20,000 45,000
Net Weatherization 3,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20,000
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Grays Harbor PUD - Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures* 235,628                     404,310            437,960             412,629          363,484       273,681       217,909       137,949       50,000         
Reimbursements from BPA 235,628                     404,310            437,960             412,629          363,484       273,681       217,909       137,949       0
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50,000

Nominal Dollars per Calendar Year
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Electricity System Study 6560
Summary of Utility Reported Data for Low-Income Energy Services

Budgeted
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Nominal Dollars per Calendar Year

Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance not available not available not available 142,128          144,251       138,846       161,041       156,484       160,000       

Orcas Power -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures Unknown 14,006 31,711 49,252 15,677 0 0 0 0
Reimbursements from BPA Unknown 14,006 31,711 49,252 15,677 0 0 0 0
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PacifiCorp - Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 970,792          841,443       678,746       720,507       586,567       350,000       
Reimbursements from BPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 970,792 841,443 678,746 720,507 586,567 350,000
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 23,208                       23,208              23,208               23,208            23,208         23,208         23,208         23,208         23,208         

Parkland -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 16,817                       20,342              65,705               104,100          2,426           1,000           0 2,783           
Reimbursements from BPA 16,817 20,342 65,705 104,100 2,426 1,000 0 2,783
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Puget Energy  -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 1,732,000                  1,519,000         1,156,000          1,877,000       886,000       546,000       698,000       511,000       1,892,235    
Reimbursements from BPA
Net Weatherization 1,732,000                  1,519,000         1,156,000          1,877,000       886,000       546,000       698,000       511,000       1,892,235    
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Seattle City Light -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures
(conservation programs)3,115,347                  3,321,306         3,330,139          3,088,972       3,614,652    3,726,790    1,786,295    2,137,019    2,144,574    
Reimbursements from Bonneville (conservation programs) 433,353                     668,645            709,487             1,018,619       1,766,165    545,490       427,887       167,540       0
Net Weatherization 2,681,994                  2,652,661         2,620,652          2,070,353       1,848,487    3,181,300    1,358,408    1,969,479    2,144,574    
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 3,235,694                  3,341,513         3,606,858          4,005,166       4,265,326    4,238,046    4,574,829    4,182,858    4,555,894    

SnoPUD -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 266,038                     269,431            275,696             265,252          267,867       267,943       274,384       349,943       450,000       
Reimbursements from BPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net Weatherization 266,038                     269,431            275,696             265,252          267,867       267,943       274,384       349,943       450,000       
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 476,263                     428,586            553,496             637,333          657,701       653,288       1,500,852    1,051,081    2,800,000    

Tacoma Power -- Low Income Programs
Low Income Weatherization Expenditures 976,202                     866,318            1,060,204          2,083,392       630,720       2,047,778    364,915       591,145       900,000       
Reimbursements from BPA 976,202                     866,318            1,060,204          2,083,392       630,720       1,156,482    304,096       0 0
Net Weatherization 0 0 0 0 0 891,296 60,819 591,145 900,000
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 1,251,317                  1,361,273         1,361,309          1,378,451       1,367,968    1,423,367    1,438,596    1,588,748    1,500,000    

WWP -- Low Income Programs *  * (These amounts pro-rate  utility-wide data  to reflect the proportion spent in Washington, using a utility supplied ration)
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Electricity System Study 6560
Summary of Utility Reported Data for Low-Income Energy Services

Budgeted
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Nominal Dollars per Calendar Year

Weatherization Actuals 449,417                     363,939            425,426             670,291          666,449       80,528         149,386       28,704         65,536         
BPA Funding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net Weatherization 449,417                     363,939            425,426             670,291          666,449       80,528         149,386       28,704         65,536         
Bill Discounts and Direct Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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